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ABSTRACT
In an artificial island construction project based on the large-scale marine reclamation land, the soil settlement is a key
to affect the late safe operation of the whole field. To analyze the factors of the soil settlement in a marine reclamation
project, the SEM method in the soil micro-structural analysis method is used to test and study six soil samples such
as the representative silt, mucky silty clay, silty clay and clay in the area. The structural characteristics that affect
the soil settlement are obtained by observing the SEM charts at different depths. By combining numerical calculation
method of Terzaghi’s one-dimensional and Biot’s two-dimensional consolidation theory, the one-dimensional and
two-dimensional creep models are established and the numerical calculation results of two consolidation theories
are compared in order to predict the maximum settlement of the soils 100 years after completion. The analysis results
indicate that the micro-structural characteristics are the essential factor to affect the settlement in this area. Based on
numerical analysis of one-dimensional and two-dimensional settlement, the settlement law and trend obtained by
two numerical analysis method is similar. The analysis of this paper can provide reference and guidance to the project
related to the marine reclamation land.

Keywords: Microstructure; Consolidation; Creep; Artificial island; Settlement

INTRODUCTION
With rapid economic development in the coastal areas,
the demand for land resources is increasing. To alleviate this
problem, the marine land reclamation has gradually become
one of the main measures to fully utilize the ocean resources
and ensure economic development. The structural distortion,
strength change and soil settlement of the soil structure under
the comprehensive environment and load become a main
focus of the rock engineering field [1-2].
In the 1920s, Terzaghi, a predecessor of soil mechanics,
pointed out that the microstructure should be considered
when evaluating the geological property of the clay soil
and rock work. This started a new research field in the soil
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microstructure [3]. The academician Shen Zhujiang pointed
out that the structural research of soils is a frontier subject in
today’s research on soil mechanics and the key issue of the
soil mechanics in the 21st century is to develop and establish
the soil structure model and corresponding analysis theory
[4]. Bai and Smart [5] defined a set of directional indicators,
which studied the orientation of clay particles in the process
of consolidated-undrained shear according to the analysis of
the electron microscope photos. Kong Lingwei and others
[6-9] conducted experimental research on soils in different
marine areas, analyzed the micromechanism of its special
work property from the mineral composition to gap structure,
and deepened understanding of the basic property of the
ocean soil. The microstructure of sand was studied with

the guide of fractal theory. Based on the analysis of the
microstructure of the sandy soil, Moore C.A and Donaldson
C.F [10] concluded that the particle shape of sandy soil has
fractal characteristics, which indicates that the quantitative
study of soil microstructure has entered a new stage.
Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted plentiful
research on the soil settlement of the ocean work [11-13].
At Bay Farm Island in San Francisco Bay and Kansai
International Airport in Japan, accurate predictions of
settlement magnitudes require accurate evaluations of clay
compressibility and preconsolidation pressure. Duncan, J
developed an improved model of clay compressibility that
includes the effects of strain rate [14]. Cheng Xiang and
Tongling Zhou [15, 16] studied consolidation settlement
of the bank protection structure of the artificial island by
using the creep model for numerical simulation, analyzed
sensitivity of key parameters, and summarized the response
law of the settlement results. Mamoru Mimura [17] studied
consolidation settlement of the No .1 runway of the Guangxi
International Airport. The actual monitoring values are
roughly consistent with the finite numerical calculation results
of consolidation settlement after completion. Mesri,G[18]
analyzed the soil consolidation settlement of the Guangxi
International Airport in Japan. Zhao Jie [19] measured the
settlement law by using the dual-frequency GPS and highprecision level gage, based on Terzaghi one-dimensional and
Biot two-dimensional consolidation theory.
This paper studies the soil settlement of the large-scale
marine reclamation artificial island project based on the
above mentioned research work. Terzaghi’s one-dimensional
and Biot’s two-dimensional consolidation theories are used
in numerical calculation. The parameters in the engineering
report can meet the calculation, whose result is accurate and
costing less time. This is a widely used calculation method
in actual engineering both domestically and abroad. The
SEM method is used for microstructure analysis. With
macro numerical calculation and microstructure analysis,
the settlement influence law of the whole artificial island is
analyzed, so it can provide reference to the design of similar
marine reclamation projects.

BASIC PRINCIPLE
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM)
Now this method is one of the most popular methods to
study the soil microstructure, which features deep visual
field, high zoom time and direct research on sample surface.
The SEM scans the surface of treated samples with a focused
beam of electrons and generates various signals. These signals
will change with fluctuation of the surface form of samples.
After these signals are detected, zoomed out and processed,
they will be transferred to the display system and produce the
scanning electronic image of the analyzed area of the samples.

PRINCIPLE OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION
SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS
The foundation consolidation settlement includes
instantaneous settlement, main consolidation settlement and
secondary consolidation settlement. The main consolidation
settlement of the foundation is computed by using e-p curve
method based on hierarchical summation method [20]. The
calculation equation under the load is described as follows:
n

Sc = ¦
i =1

e0i − e1i
Δhi
1 + e0i

(1)

In this equation, Sc is the main consolidation settlement,
m and n are the layer number of the foundation in foundation
settlement; e0i is the stable void ratio at the middle point
of ith layer under action of the self-weight stress when the
next-level load is not imposed; e1i is the stable void ratio at
the middle point of ith layer under action of the self-weight
stress and additional stress when the load is imposed; 'hi
is the layer thickness m in calculation of ith layer and should
be 0.5~1.0m. 0.5m is used in calculation of this work. When
the natural stratum boundary occurs in calculation of layer
range, it is used as the boundary layer.

PRINCIPLE OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION
SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS
The soft soil consolidation creep model (SSC) is mainly
used in the numerical simulation of the two-dimensional
consolidation settlement to simulate the foundation
consolidation settlement and secondary consolidation
settlement in the whole area. The SSC is a 3D creep model
extended from the one-dimensional creepage model, which is
proposed by Neher&Vermeer [21] based on the standard 24h
load consolidation test. The main parameters include natural
weight γ, saturated weight γsat, horizontal permeability Kh,
vertical permeability Kv, cohesion, internal friction angle φ
and dilatancy angle ψ.
Buisman first proposes the creep equation under the
effective stress:

ª tc + t ' º
»
¬ tc ¼

ε = ε c − C B log «

(2)

Later Butterfield proposes a new equation:

ªτ + t ' º
ε = ε c − C ln« c »
¬ τc ¼

(3)

In this equation, εc is the total strain when the main
consolidation is completed; tc is the completion time of main
consolidation; after tc in the equation (2) is replaced with τc
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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in the equation (3), we can get effective creep time t'=t-tc.
Based on achievements of other scholars on the creep model,
εc can be described as follows:
ª σ pc º
ªσ' º
»
» − B ln «
«¬σ p 0 »¼
¬σ 0 ' ¼

ε c = ε ce + ε cc = − A ln «

ª σ pc º
ªτ c + t ' º
ª σ' º
» − C ln «
»
» − B ln «
σ
σ
'
«¬ p 0 ¼»
¬ τc ¼
¬ 0¼

ε c = ε e + ε c = − A ln«

In this equation, σ0' is the initial effective stress prior to
loading, σ' is the effective stress of the final load; σp0 and σpc are
the pre-pressing consolidation stress and final consolidation
stress prior to loading; σp is the pre-pressing consolidation
pressure. To compute the derivative for the time and make
B
W
V ' C , the final creep equation is described as follows:
Wc

> @
V pc

.

.

H

.

.

H H
e

In the formula, A =

c

Cr

V' C ªV' º
A '  « »
V W «¬V p ¼»

(1+ e0 )ln10

;B=

CcCr

B
C

;C=

(1 + e0 )ln10

SOIL SAMPLE ANALYSIS

The SEM method is used for the microstructure analysis of
the soil. SEM of 20kv and 10000 magnification times is used.
Representative six soil samples such as silt, mucky silty clay,
silty clay under three different depths, and clays are tested
and studied at the field (the depth of the soil sample is shown
in Table 8). Some SEM photos with different magnification
times are used to systematically study the relation between
the microstructure features and macro mechanical property
of soils in this work. These photos also reflect the essential
factors of the microstructure that influence deformation and
strength of the soil.
Tab. 1. Depth of soil sample of microstructure analysis
SN

Name of soil sample

Sample depth

1

silt

3.0 m -3.5m

2

mucky silty clay

9.0 m -9.5m

3

silty clay

29.1 m -29.3 m

4

silty clay

33.1 m -33.3 m

5

silty clay

47.1 m -47.3 m

6

clay

17.1 m -17.3 m

Cα

(1 + eo )ln 10

CALCULATION PARAMETERS AND MODELS OF ONEDIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION SETTLEMENT

WORK OVERVIEW
The total area of the artificial island project based on the
marine reclamation land is about 21 km2 at Linkong Industrial
Park, Dalian. This work is 6621.1m long and 3328.3m wide.
The stratum is composed of marine facies, marine and land
crossing facies and land facies. The coverage layer is 50–80m
thick. The settlement layer of marine facies, which includes
the silt, mucky silty clay, silty soil and a mixture of silt and
sand, is under the fluid plastic and soft plastic state. And in
some these areas, there is plenty of fine sand. The settlement
layer of marine and land crossing facies, which includes the
clay and silty clay, is under the plastic-hard plastic state. The
settlement layer of land facies, which includes clay and silty
clay, is under the hard plastic state. The bed rock layer mainly
consists of strong weathered rock.

Based on the engineering investigation report of the rock
soil, about 500 geological bores are deployed at the whole field
(details are shown in Figure 1). One-dimensional settlement
analysis model is established based on the bore column charts
in the investigation report. (For the calculation model, refer
to the Figure 2.) Based on the plane distribution diagram of
the load at the field, the obtained one-dimensional numerical
analysis model of the soil can accurately reflect the soil
settlement distribution at different positions of the field, so
the settlement law of the whole field can be obtained.

OVERVIEW OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
METHOD
SAMPLE PREPARATION METHOD OF SOIL

The vacuum freezing drying method is used to collect
the microstructure samples. This method keeps samples
dry without deformation and is widely used by foreign and
domestic scholars. It is a very effective sampling technology.
The vacuum freezing drying method requires sophisticated
devices and complicated operation, but it creates small
disturbance to soil samples and better reflects the original
state of the soil structure.
Fig. 1. Plane distribution of the regional and the main layout
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Fig. 3. Structure profile of artificial island

Fig. 2. The calculation model of one-dimensional consolidation settlement
Fig. 4. The settlement analysis model of two-dimensional

When there is not enough data on physical and mechanical
property of some bores, the average physical and mechanical
parameters of the rock soil in different areas can be used.
Table 2 shows the average physical and mechanical property
of the soils in the land backfilling area.
Tab. 2. Physical-mechanical property of partial soil in one-dimensional settlement analysis

Name of soil

Water content %

Natural density

Vertical
consolidation
factor

Horizontal
consolidation
coefficient

Second
consolidation
coefficient

Compressibility
modulus

Powder soil

28.1

1910

0.01000

10.0000

0.0005

12.10

Mucky silty Clay

42.2

1760

0.00129

0.00169

0.0350

2.900

Silt

63.7

1600

0.00025

0.00025

0.050

1.510

Silty clay

25.1

1960

0.00180

0.00238

0.002

6.040

Clay

28.7

1910

0.00239

0.00175

0.003

6.900

CALCULATION PARAMETERS AND MODEL OF TWODIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION SETTLEMENT
CALCULATION PARAMETERS
The finite element analysis software PLXIS of the rock
engineering specialty is used in calculation. One section of
this work is used as the example (Figure 3) in this paper for
numerical analysis. The figure shows the structural section
of the artificial island. The two-dimensional settlement
analysis model is established. The 2-order six-node triangle
unit is used in numerical calculation. The maximum length
of the model is 80m. Its width is 3500m. 20670 units and
21633 nodes are divided in the finite element model. Figure
4 shows one part of the calculation model. The soils are
diversified in the work. This paper lists partial typical
calculation parameters of the soils in calculation (Table
3). The SSC model is used for clay soils such as silt, mucky
silty clay, clay and silty clay.

Tab. 3. Soil mechanical parameters of two dimensional settlement analysis
Soil name
Constitutive model
of soil body
Saturation density
void ratio
Cohesion
internal friction
angle
Permeability
coefficient
Modified
compression index
Modified
expansion index
Modified creep
index
Poisson ratio
rigidity

Block
stone

Strongweathered
rock

Silt

Clay

Silty
clay

M-C

M-C

SSC

SSC

SSC

2000

2050

0.0

50.0

1660
1.64
13.1

1900
0.91
38.8

1960
0.78
41.8

38.0

38.0

12.4

13.7

17.6

8.0

8.0

0.33
150

0.00025 0.00023 0.00019
0.105

0.052

0.046

0.021

0.0105

0.0092

0.0042

0.0021

0.0019

0.30
1000

POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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RESULT ANALYSIS
MICROSTRUCTURE RESULT ANALYSIS OF SOIL
Figure 5 shows the SEM photo of six soil samples with
10000 magnification times under different depths.

SEM diagram of silt
at 3.0-3.5m depth

SEM diagram of mucky silty clay
at 9.0-9.5m depth

29.1 m -29.3 m and is sand yellow on the whole, but the color
is light yellow. After assessment, this soil sample has the top
roughness and hardness among all soil samples.
On the whole, the clay at 47.1 m -47.3 m depth is stone
gray. From the photos of the high-electron microscope,
the framework of this soil sample is the clay sheets formed
by the aggregate particles or
powder particles. The clay sheets
will contact each other in a faceto-face manner and the pore
is small, so it belongs to the
low-compressibility land facies
settlement soil.
SEM diagram of clay
at 17.1-17.3m depth

ANALYSIS RESULTS OF ONEDIMENSIONAL SETTLEMENT

Figure 6 gives the whole
settlement distribution after
the whole field has operated for
2a, 5a, 10a, 20a, 50a and 100a
(refer to the Figure 6). The figure
shows that the settlement of the
soil section area and building
SEM diagram of silty clay
SEM diagram of silty clay
SEM diagram of silty clay
construction area is remarkable
at 29.1 -29.3 m depth
at 33.1-33.3m depth
at 47.1 m -47.3 m depth
and higher than that in other
Fig. 5. SEM photos of soils at different depths
areas. Compared with that, the
settlement at the runway and
plane parking area is relatively
small. With evolvement of consolidation, the maximal
From the above figure, we can see that:
On the whole, the silt at 3.0-3.5 m depths will be gray
settlement will reach 1.502m in the soil section area after
and black. From photos of the high-electron microscope,
completion for 100a. The maximal settlement will reach
the framework of the soil sample is made of flocculating
1.752m in the building area, 1.648m in the terminal area,
constituents and the clay connects the flocculating constituent.
1.150m in the runway and plane parking area and 0.912m
The sample mainly consists of intergranular pores. It indicates
in the bank protection area.
that this silt has low strength and its compressibility, fluidity
and sensitivity are relatively high.
The mucky silty clay samples at 9.0-9.5 m depths will be
black and there are some ruptures at the middle. From the
photos of the high-electron microscope, the framework of
the soil sample is flocculating link structure. The sample
mainly consists of intergranular pores. This soil sample has
2 years
5 years
low strength, but the strength is higher than that of the silt.
Its compressibility, fluidity and sensitivity are relatively low.
The silty clay samples at 17.1-17.3m depths will be light
brown. The soil samples are layered and include some sands.
After assessment, the soil with sands has greater strength.
From the photos of high-electron microscope, the framework
10 years
20 years
of the soil sample is aggregate particles or powder particles
and certain gap is distributed between particles.
On the whole, the silty clay samples at 29.1 m -29.3 m
depths will be sand yellow. After assessment, this soil sample
is much rougher than previous soil samples and has higher
hardness. From the photos of the high-electron microscope,
the soil sample is cascaded to form the clay “domain”.
50 years
100 years
From the photos of the high-electron microscope, the silty
clay at 33.1-33.3m depths is the same as the silty clay sample at
Fig. 6. The map of settlement distribution after work
8
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Fig. 7. The map of settlement distribution of section after work.

Fig. 8. Trend of cross section settlement after work

Figure 7 shows that the settlement differences are
significant in different areas at one section. The settlement
in the bank protection, runway and plane parking area is
relatively small. The settlement is high in terminal areas,
building areas and soil section areas. The settlement will
increase significantly with time.
ANALYSIS RESULTS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SETTLEMENT
The two-dimensional calculation and analysis results are
shown in Table 4 and Figure 8. It indicates the law of the
residual settlement in different benchmark periods after
completion. The results are described as follows: the maximal
settlement is 1.098m in the runway and plane parking area,
0.737m in the bank protection area, 1.517m in the soil section
area and 1.098m in the terminal area 100 years after its
completion.
Tab. 4. Calculation of residual settlement of sections in different benchmark
period
Section position
Soil section area
Bank protection
and wave wall area
Runway and plane
parking area
Terminal area

Settlement of different datum period /m
2a
5a
10a
20a
50a
100a
0.356 0.559 0.814 1.021 1.315 1.517
0.074

0.134

0.249

0.365

0.564

0.737

0.185

0.311

0.503

0.691

0.941

1.098

0.201

0.339

0.547

0.806

1.260

1.642

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL
AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL SETTLEMENT VALUES
Based on numerical analysis of one-dimensional and twodimensional settlement data, the settlement law and trend
from two numerical analysis methods are roughly similar. The
maximal settlement is about 0.6-0.8m in the bank protection
and wave wall area is about 0.6-0.8m. The maximal settlement
is about 1.1-1.2m in the runway and plane parking area, the
maximal settlement is about 1.4-1.7m in the soil section area.
The maximal settlement is about 1.6-1.7m in the terminate
area. And the maximal settlement is about 1.8m in the
building area 100 years after completion.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on microstructure analysis on the soil, the gap mainly
includes the inter-particle gap and some holes existing in the
silt and mucky silty clay, so the soil has high compressibility
and low strength. The silty clay has higher compressibility
and strength at three different depths. The silt and mucky
silty clay has bigger influences on the settlement results and
the silty clay has smaller influence on the settlement results
in the settlement prediction and analysis at the whole field.
Based on numerical analysis on one-dimensional and twodimensional settlement, two numerical analysis methods have
roughly consistent settlement law and trend. If the complex
model is used to calculate the settlement, the parameters are
easy to be dispersed in the calculation process, which leads
to an increase of computation time and inaccurate result. It
is only suitable for academic research. So the sedimentation
numerical analysis method of one-dimensional and twodimensional is more applicable to the engineering practice.
Settlement of the whole field is mainly caused by the soil
gap and inter-particle gap. The runway and plane parking are
mainly composed of the clay and silty clay. The aggregate or
powder particles composing the framework of the soil and
particles keeps certain gap among particles, so the settlement
is relatively small. The soil section area is covered by silt and
mucky silty clay with certain thickness and features low
strength and higher compressibility, fluidity and sensitivity,
so it leads to bigger settlement. The terminal area and building
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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area include plentiful deep sands, silt and a small number of
mucky silty clay, composing a very loose and soft framework,
so the settlement is maximal in these two areas.
The microstructure analysis method for soils can be
extensively used in the field of rock soil engineering. It is
very significant to combine the macro mechanical shape
with microstructural deformation and study their inherent
association. Research on this field is insufficient in China, so
this field is worthy of further studies.
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ABSTRACT
The ship’s pilot can obtain the ship auxiliary information through the navigation system, when berthing system can
display the parameters such as traverse speed and distance of the ship. But most of the system data show that there
DUHLQVXI¿FLHQWSUHFLVLRQ7DNLQJWKH&256V\VWHPWRREWDLQWKHORFDWLRQLQIRUPDWLRQGDWD&DOFXODWLRQRI%HUWKLQJ
6\VWHPEDVHGRQ3RODU&RRUGLQDWH$OJRULWKP, this paper puts forward a solution to the “dead point” of the berthing
and aiding system, which has a certain reference value for the design of the ship berthing assistance system.
Keywords: Berthing; Ship-based; polar Coordinates; CORS

INTRODUCTION
When the concept of smart ship is put forward, a lot of
new equipment has been applied in vessels, especially in
modern large vessels. But in some old vessel, the equipment
was antiquated, the obtained information from old equipment
cannot satisfy informatization. In this view point, ship
berthing aids system come into our sight, which can support
the pilot.
From the perspective of the location of the berthing aids
system, it can be divided into two categories. One is the
shore-based navigation device, such as the auxiliary berthing
device of using infrared, sonar and radar[1],or using laser
technology[2]; The other is ship-based navigation instrument,
such as the auxiliary berthing device of using differential
positioning[3-5]. Shore-based berthing auxiliary device is
short range, it is hard to meet the information support in the
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process of the whole large ship berthing. From the perspective
of ship-basedberthing system. The algorithm design based on
the Beidou CORS system finally promote the construction
ofship-based berthing information system.

SHIP-BASED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
ALGORITHM
Ship-based navigation device including mainframe,
slave and the display terminal. The mainframe and slave
can obtain real-time position of vessel with high accuracy
from Beidou CORS system. The display terminal real-time
calculates ship heading, trend and the relative distance to
dock, then combines with ECDIS information to auxiliary
ship navigation and berthing. The design principle is shown
in Figure 1, with the key lies in the way of solving the vessel’s
rectangular vertices.

Fig. 1. Ship-Based Navigation system

CENTER ROTATING COORDINATE ALGORITHM
Three steps are required to complete this algorithm.
Specially, the first step is using two sensors location
information to determine the center, then combine with
length and the width of the ship to solve vertices of the ship
type rectangular. Using two consecutive vertexes coordinates
and combine with the berth line linear equations to gain
transverse speed of that vertex coordinates[6]. The vertex is
thought to be the bow or stern. The detailed center position
calculation is as follows, and the point P is on behalf of the
sensor positions that stand on both sides of the bridge.

OX , OY

1
§1
·
¨ P1x +P2x , P1 y +P2y ¸
2
2
©
¹

The second step is to determine the rotation angle of the
bow between default position (true north) and the current
location of the bow. According to the above data, we can get
any point on the rectangle. The calculations are based on the
following equation:

S X , SY

ª¬ L cos(T  E )  Ox , L cos(T  E )  Oy º¼

Where, S represents the new rectangular vertices (bow),
L is the distance from rectangular vertices to the center O.
The symbol β means the angle between vectors
and
,
and θ is the heading of the ship.
The third step is using two continuous S points, and the
line of wharf to obtain the distance from S to the wharf, the
rate of speed, steering and other information.
It is noteworthy that the location information send out
by the sensing device sends is not very accurate, moreover,
the result displayed by the system is after three overlay
calculation, which also experienced three superposition error.
Polar coordinates method can solute t is problem properly.
POLAR COORDINATES ALGORITHM
Using ship rectangle to establish polar coordinates, as
shown in Figure 2:

Fig. 2. Ship-Based Polar Coordinates

As shown in Figure 2, point A and point B are the
measurement points. For calculation purposes, the rectangle
can be regarded as a rectangular trap the ship, in order to
eventually get to the animation when berthing, so just need
get four rectangular coordinates of the vertices. And an
example of X (P, θ) of the polar equation is as follows:

p2

L2  p12  2 Lp1 cos(XAO)

P is the length from point X to point O, L is a known
quantity from point A to point X.The p1 is a known amount
from point A to point O. Therefore, in order to solve point
P, we need to solve XAO firstly.
When the angle between vector
and X-axis positive
is zero, the coordinates of point X is (X1, Y1+ AX ), where X
is the abscissa point that accessed from direct. AX is a known
quantity from bow to bridge.
When the angel between vector
and X-axis positive
is between 0-90 degrees (counterclockwise), θAB represent the
tilt angel of the straight line that passing point A and point B.

XAO 900  (1800 ©1 )+T AB
°
y y
®
T AB arctan( 2 1 )
°
x2  x1
¯
Where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is converted from points A and
B in polar coordinates.
When the angel between vector and X-axis positive is 90
degree, the point X is (x1, AX +y1).
When the angel between vector
and X-axis positive
is between 90-180 degrees:

∠XAO =©1 -˄900 -θ AB˅
°
y2 − y1
®
° θ AB = arctan( x − x )
2
1
¯
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and X-axis positive
When the angel between vector
is 180 degrees, the point X is (X1,Y1-L).
and X-axis positive
When the angel between vector
is between 180-270 degrees, XAO ©1 -900 -T AB .
When the angel between vector
and X-axis positive
is 270 degrees, the point X is (X1-L ,Y1).
When the angel between vector
and X-axis positive
is between 270-360 degrees, XAO ©1  T AB -900 .
When the angel between vector
and X-axis positive
is 360 degrees, the point X is(X1,Y1-L).
The above situations are the angles between 0-180 degrees.
However, if©1 involves angels between 0-90 degree, we need to
determine first then summed up as one of the above situations.
The other three rectangular similarly available, straight line
that passing the quay can be obtained by measuring.
According to the above analysis, we can get the dynamic
data of the ship when berthing.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
The Experiment is a cargo ship berthing Zhangzhou
port. Length and width of the ship is 225 and 32 meters,
respectively, with the tonnage as 64,000 tons. Test time
interval is 1 hour and 10 minutes. The data recording interval
is about 20 minutes before the completion of the ship berthing
operation. Owing to output mode of the position sensor device
using UDP broadcasts, we prepared two sets of equipment
and two sets of display terminals that embedded in the center
of the rotating coordinate algorithm and polar algorithm,
respectively.
(1) Center rotating coordinate algorithm experiment
Test data are as follows:

The blue line is the recorded testing data, and the red line
is 6 degree polynomial fitting curve. By observing the degree
of fit between the red line and the blue line, we can determine
the extent of the available data.
We take time nodes 500 as segmentation to observe Figure
3, the tested curve and the fitting curve alignment is higher
before 500, and emerged many inosculation with weak point
after500.The reason for this is explained as follows: with the
passage of time, the ship dock distance become more and
more close, subsequently, the seep of ship is slower. In the
case when transverse sheep movement becomes slower, the
positioning precision of DPGS tends to present alargerleap,
leading to a highly inconsistent results between the measured
curve and the fitting curve. We take time nodes 500 as
segmentation to observe Figure 4,which seems similar to
Figure 3. However, compared with these two, it is clearly
seen that the data fitting degree is higher than that in Figure
4. Meanwhile, Figure 3 has a higher activity of data. In the
center rotating coordinate algorithm, rectangular vertex
coordinates are made on the basis of the original coordinate
in two. Because the error of original coordinate position
by superposition of the secondary, soothe fitting curve and
original curve is not in consistent with each other. On the
contrary, polar coordinate method can be directly obtained
through the final numerical, with a single superposition of
error, thus the fitting curve and original curve matches
perfectly, which is much better.
Although Figure 4 fits better, in some conditions, the
original curve and the curve fitting still have larger difference,
the reasons are the presence of “Bad”. Here, “Bad” is due to
external factors, such as the impact of positioning accuracy,
the ionosphere, the distance between RTK terminal and the
RTK base station, shelter materials and other factors so that
at some extent while positioning error is large, “Bad” error
position occurs.
BAD SOLUTIONS

Fig. 3.Data of center rotating coordinate algorithm experiment

(2)Polar coordinate experiment
Test data are as follows:

Occasional “bad” does not mean the point is unavailable,
however, we need to pay attention to continuous “Bad”. There
are two decision for continuous “Bad”, the first situation is
when the current ship’s position indeed changed significantly;
the second one is the continuous positioning error caused
by external factors. To deal with this situation ,the system
will retain “Bad” temporary. Only the continuous dates have
more than 10 times of “bad”, the system is updated to display
the real “bad”, otherwise the staging point will be completely
filtered out. In this way, we can ensure that the displayed speed
in the system is more stable, and also ensure the “security”.

BEIDOU CORS SYSTEM
USE IN NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Fig. 4.Data of polar coordinate experiment
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Improving data “security” from the source to solve
positioning error is feasible, therefore, it is necessary to adopt
a positioning system with high precision. At present, the most
main GNSS high precision real-time dynamic positioning

technology, CORS technology has many advantages. CORS
is widely applied in navigation, berthing system. CORS
technology navigation docking device has the following
advantages: high positioning accuracy, safe and reliable
data, no error accumulation, high work efficiency, CORS
automation homework, reduced job requirements, simple
operation, strong ability in data processing [7,8].

Mediterranean Conference on Embedded Computing.
158-163.
3. Hiroyuki Oda, Etsuro Okuyama, Yasushi Kawamori,
2009. New BERTHING Support System Using High
Accuracy Different GPS. Journal of Interactive Media in
Education,44(1), 1-12.
4. .Guojun Peng, Yang Liu, Xingu Zhang, 2012. Design of
auxiliary berthing instrument of large ship. Journal of
Traffic and Transportation Engineering, 12(6),48-53.
5. Guojun Peng, Yongjun Wu, Yang Liu, 2012. Research
on Large Ship Berthing Technology Based on DGPS
Combination Positioning. Journal of Geo-information
Science, 14(6),788-793.
6. Yang Liu,2012. Study on ship berthing aids system, JMU.
Xiamen.

Fig. 5. Beidou CORS ship navigation system framework

CONCLUSIONS
We obtain real-time cm-level positioning accuracy by using
Beidou CORS system and ship berthing dynamic data by
polar coordinates to provide powerful information to support
the pilot berthing. This paper compared the “center rotating
coordinates” and “polar coordinate” method, and analyzed
the error source of these two methods. The measured data in
this paper is discrete. We use polynomial fitting method to
fit the data to determine how jump data, but this might still
be insufficient. We will be targeted for research in further.
After the test, the system can meet auxiliary information
requirements when ship berthing. No matter how to improve
the navigation technology, navigation of ships is inseparable
from the operation. Human factors play a decisive role in
the process of ship’s safe navigation. Ship berthing can’t just
rely on a method of positioning or depend on the berthing
auxiliary system to determine ship position and berthing
speed. We encourage to use all methods of locating to obtain
position data in case one method fails while the others are
working well.

7. Hongwei Bi,Haibin Bai,Yalong Wei, 2011.The application
of CORS in Huaneng Yimin open-pit mine digitalization.
Opencast Mining Technology,2011(2):63-64.
8. Liming Tang,Chenggang Li,Jianguo Zhang, et al, 2010.
Precise monitoring technique for regional surface
deformation using GPS/CORS observation , Bulletin of
Surveying and Mapping, 2010(5): 6-8.
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ABSTRACT

Port shoreline resources are the basis of port and shipping development, and its assessment method has become
one of the hot issues in port research. On the basis of constructing a reasonable index evaluation system, this paper
constructs the fuzzy evaluation matrix based on the triangular fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and constructs the
fuzzy evaluation matrix by using the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, and obtains the maximum membership
degree of the port shoreline resources. Compared with the traditional port shoreline Resource evaluation methods,
the new one got more advantages in objective and quantitative. Finally, Combined with the Nanjing section of the
Yangtze River as a case for verification, the results show that the model can accurately solve the problem of resource
evaluation of port shoreline.

Keywords: Port shoreline evaluation; Triangular fuzzy AHP; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation; Shoreline of Nanjing port

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the port has become a gathering point
of regional high-quality resources, and become a regional
economic growth point. The development and utilization
of shoreline resources is closely related to the speed of regional
economic development [1, 2]. Therefore, the evaluation of
shoreline resources has become an important issue in regional
development. It is very important to carry out the evaluation
of the rationality of port shoreline resources to the future
development of port and port area [3].
On the port shoreline resource evaluation at present,
scholars have made a series of results, the current popular
methods are mathematical model evaluation and field
monitoring. Field monitoring use GPS, GIS, RS and other
software as the technical platform, the use of remote sensing
image data, the port shoreline resources to monitor the
dynamic changes [4, 5], field monitoring methods due to
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field monitoring requires a lot of data and equipment, The
main shortcomings of the monitoring method are twofold:
First, the cost is too expensive, the second is unable to quickly
and efficiently form the evaluation conclusion. And the
mathematical model evaluation method is convenient and low
cost advantage, more conducive to the port shoreline planners
and managers to its assessment and decision-making.
RESEARCH SUMMARY
At present, the main methods of port shoreline resource
evaluation are AHP, data envelopment analysis, gray system
theory, cellular automata and neural network [6, 10]. The
methods are quantitative data Methods. However, some
important indicators in the analysis and evaluation of port
shoreline resources are qualitative indicators, which cannot
be directly quantified, such as the relationship with national
policy, the significance of urbanization in the surrounding

areas [11]. Therefore, these methods have difficulties in solving
the problem of resource evaluation and analysis of inland
riverline with qualitative indicators.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process was first proposed by the
scholar Saaty, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a measure
that is used to measure deterministic and uncertain, tangible
and intangible, clear and vague quantitative and qualitative
equivalents. Method, because of its practical and effective in
dealing with complex decision-making issues, and soon in the
world attention and widely used [12, 13]. Triangular Fuzzy
Analytic Hierarchy Process (TFAHP) is an improvement to
the traditional hierarchical analysis method. Fuzzy theory
is used to fuzzify the values of the judgment matrix. When
faced with complex and uncertain decisions, the judgment
matrix Blurring will yield better results than classical analytic
hierarchy process. At present, scholars have applied AHP or
fuzzy theory to the evaluation of port shoreline. For example,
Ledoux has constructed a systematic evaluation procedure
to solve the problem of shoreline resource degradation due
to sporadic or unrestricted use of shoreline resources And
other issues [14]; Renzo DalCin classifies the southern coast
of Marche, Italy, based on the study of the interrelationships
between coastal characteristic variables, and establishes
models to measure various types of coastal vulnerability and
risk [15]; Bagdanaviciute takes the Baltic Sea The southern
coast of Lithuania 90 km of the coastline as the object of study,
to build a set of coastal vulnerability index system, and the use
of hierarchical analysis of the coastline of the vulnerability
level [16], Nouri to southern Iran’s northern Persian Gulf
coastline as the object, through Analysis of its ecological
characteristics and tourism development potential[17],

Sha using k cluster analysis method, the classification of
China’s Fujian coastline, and port development potential
assessment[18].
In summary, the current research results are mainly
focused on the index system and its quantitative calculation.
In the existing research, the index system cannot reflect the
dynamic characteristics of the shoreline comprehensively. The
weight determination is more subjective and the evaluation
method is not rigorous. Therefore, based on the improved
triangular fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP), the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation of shoreline is used to overcome
the dynamic characteristics and difficult to quantify the
characteristics of shoreline evaluation by trigonometric
function and fuzzy comprehensive method. It provides the
rationality evaluation of port shoreline in the new period new
methods to make the evaluation results more consistent with
the status quo, to enhance the evaluation results.
PORT SHORELINE EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM
Port shoreline comprehensive evaluation, is a kind of typical
composite system comprehensive evaluation, which involves
the evaluation index and many factors. The evaluation of the
use of port shoreline mainly need to consider three aspects:
(1) select a reasonable evaluation system of port shoreline;
(2) use the trigonometric function to determine the weight
of the index system; (3) using the improved fuzzy evaluation
to calculate the port shoreline evaluation level. This paper
constructs the port shoreline evaluation system as shown
in Table 1.

Tab. 1. Port shoreline evaluation index system table
Target layer

criteria layer

indicator layer

port planning compliance

B1

usage efficiency

B2

Port shoreline evaluation index system A

Use benefit

Area function

B3

B4

Ecological Benefits

B5

Set the way

B6

The match degree of the
terminal cargo structure
and the local industry

B7

Shoreline layout type

B8

Operational compliance of the functional properties of the terminal

C1

Qualitative

Coastline level planning compliance

C2

Qualitative

Effective utilization rate of port shoreline

C3

Quantitative

Unit berth shoreline throughput

C4

Quantitative

Shoreline public service rate

C5

Quantitative

Unit shoreline supply value

C6

Quantitative

Unit shoreline revenue

C7

Quantitative

Unit shoreline employment

C8

Quantitative

And functional zoning compliance

C9

Qualitative

Consistent with the overall urban planning

C10

Qualitative

Area of the same type of dock capacity ratio

C11

Quantitative

Unit throughput comprehensive energy consumption

C12

Quantitative

Unit throughput CO2 emissions

C13

Quantitative

Railway transit transport

C14

Qualitative

Road transit transport

C15

Qualitative

Industry agglomeration degree

C16

Qualitative

Set distribution level

C17

Qualitative

Terminal cluster level

C18

Qualitative

Shoreline contiguous degree

C19

Qualitative
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
METHOD OF WEIGHT DETERMINATION BASED
ON TFAHP
Definition 1: Set a fuzzy number M on a real number
set R ( f, f) , and when its membership function
uM : R o [0,1] satisfies the following formula, it is called
a triangular fuzzy number.

uM ( x )

 x / ( m  1)  I / ( m  I ), x  [ I , m ]
°
® x / ( m  u )  u / ( m  u ), x  [m, u ]
°
0, other
¯

Step 1: Constructs the triangular fuzzy judgment matrix
according to the expert judgment result, A ( aij ) nun , where
the element aij ( I ij , mij , uij ) is a closed interval with mij as
the median.
For the index between the two pairs of triangular fuzzy
values, the average judgment can be used to represent the
comprehensive judgment matrix, the formula is:

aij

1
T

( aij1  aij2  /  aijT )

(6)

In which, T 1, 2, /, t Where T denotes the number
of experts involved in triangular fuzzy judgment.
(1)

In Equation (1), I d m d u , I and u represent the upper
and lower bounds of M support, respectively, and m is the
median of M , and the triangular fuzzy number M can be
expressed as ( I , m, u ) .

Step 2: Consistency check of the median matrix:
Calculate the maximum eigenvalue Omax of the median
matrix M, and substitute Omax into the formula for the
consistency check according to the calculation method
described earlier.
Step 3: Construct the fuzzy evaluation factor matrix E.

Definition 2: The algorithm of triangular fuzzy numbers
If uM and uN denote the membership functions of two
triangular fuzzy numbers M and N respectively, then
the membership function of the triangular fuzzy number
T f ( M , N ) is given by:
E

uT ( z ) sup( x , y )R2 , z

f ( x, y )

min(uM ( x ), uN ( y ))

(2)

Based on the above formula, the triangular fuzzy number
of the algorithm is as follows:
Make M 1 ( I1 , m1 , u1 ) , M 2 ( I 2 , m2 , u2 ) two Triangular
fuzzy number, then:
M1  M 2

( I1 , m1 , u1 )  ( I 2 , m2 , u2 )

( I1  I 2 , m1  m2 , u1  u2 )

( eij ) nun

u I
ª
1
1  12 12
«
2m12
«
« u21  I 21
1
«1  2m
21
«
«
#
#
«

u
I
u
«1  n1 n1 1  n 2  I n 2
«¬
2mn1
2mn 2

u1n  I1n º
2m1n »
»
u I »
" 1  2n 2n »
2m2 n
»
»
#
#
»
»
"
1
»¼
" 1

(7)

Where Sij (uij  I ij ) 2mij is the standard deviation rate,
which reflects the fuzzy degree of expert judgment, the greater
the Sij the greater the ambiguity of the evaluation, the less
the credibility.

(3)

Step 4: Calculate the adjustment judgment matrix Q
M1

M2

( I1 , m1 , u1 )

M 1

( I 2 , m2 , u2 )

( I , m, u ) 1

( I1  I 2 , m1  m2 , u1  u2 )

1 1 1
( , , )
u m I

(4)

(5)

Q

M uE

ª m11
«m
« 21
« #
«
¬ mn1

m12 " m1n º
m22 " m2 n »
»
#
#
# »
»
mn 2 " mnn ¼

u I
ª
1
1  12 12
«
2m12
«
« u21  I 21
1
«1  2m
21
«
«
#
#
«
«1  un1  I n1 1  un 2  I n 2
«¬
2mn1
2mn 2

u1n  I1n º
2m1n »
»
u2 n  I 2 n »
" 1
2m2 n »
»
»
#
#
»
»
"
1
»¼
" 1

(8)

Tab. 2. Triangular fuzzy number on the basis of the lower bound
Score self - confidence

uI

Digital features

Score meaning

High

1

(max(m  1 / 2,1)), m, min(m  1 / 2,9)

Experts play scores are not blurred

low

2

(max(m  1,1), m, min(m  1,9))

Experts play scores more vague

normal

3

(max(m  3 / 2,1), m, min(m  3 / 2,9))

Experts play scores very vague

The calculation steps of the improved triangular fuzzy
hierarchy analysis method are as follows:
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Step 5: The adjustment judgment matrix Q is converted
into a judgment matrix Q c with a diagonal line of 1.

Step 6: Use the root method to calculate the weight of
the indicators
Calculate the Nth root of all elements of each row:

Ri

( Ri ,1 , Ri ,2 , /, Ri ,m )

(11)

The membership evaluation matrix Rmun of the n factors
LV¿QDOO\GHWHUPLQHGDVVKRZQLQWKHIROORZLQJHTXDWLRQ

1

§ n
·n
ω = ¨ ∏ aij ¸ i = 1, 2, Λ, n
© j =1 ¹

Normalize

(9)

Z:
ωj =

ωi

i = 1, 2, Λ, n

n

¦ω

(10)

i

i =1

Then Z
Z1 , Z2 , /, Zn
required weight.

T

is the approximation of the

USING FUZZY COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
METHOD TO ESTABLISH FUZZY EVALUATION
MATRIX
Fuzzy evaluation method, the need to use fuzzy
mathematics method to establish a fuzzy evaluation matrix
R, the specific evaluation process is as follows:
Step 1: Establish a set of evaluation factors
The establishment of the evaluation factor set should be
comprehensive, perfect and accurate, and the factors that
affect the evaluation object are listed as far as possible, that
is, U ^u1 , u2 , /, n` , where ui (i 1, 2, /, n ) is the evaluation
factor; n is the number of individual factors at the same level.

ª R1 º ª r11
« R » «r
R = « 2 » = « 21
«# » «#
« » «
¬ Rn ¼ ¬ rn1

r12 " r1m º
r22 " r2 m »
»
#
#
# »
»
rn 2 " rnm ¼

(12)

Triangular fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (TFAHP)
and fuzzy evaluation method can be used to obtain the
comprehensive weight set Z and the fuzzy evaluation matrix
R . The final result is the vector product of the first two items,
that is, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model is obtained
as follows.
ª r11
«r
B = ω T < R = (ω1 , ω2 ," , ωn ) • « 21
«#
«
¬ rn1

r12 " r1m º
r22 " r2 m »
» = (b1 , b2 ," , bm )
#
#
# »
»
rn 2 " rnm ¼

(13)

According to the principle of maximum membership
degree, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result vector
B (bi ), i 1, 2," , m indicates that the port shoreline use
belongs to the comprehensive evaluation level of the port
shoreline, so as to determine the vi as the finalized evaluation
result.

CASE STUDY
Step 2: Determine the level of reviews set
The grade comment set contains all the possible evaluation
results in the evaluation object, which can be expressed as:
V ^v1 , v2 , / , vm ` , v j ( j 1, 2, /, m ) is the evaluation grade
standard; m is the number of reviews.
Step 3: Determination of membership function
The membership of qualitative indicators in this paper
combined with expert experience method, through the
questionnaire by the expert scoring to determine the
classification criteria, membership function.
Step 4: Single factor fuzzy evaluation, the establishment
of fuzzy evaluation matrix
Univariate fuzzy evaluation refers to the evaluation of
a factor in the process of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation,
and to determine the degree of membership of this factor
for the evaluation set.
Assuming the i th evaluation factor ui , the evaluation
membership degree of the j th element v j is rij , where
0 d rij d 1 . So the fuzzy set can be used to express the
evaluation of the i th element:

Nanjing is one of the four major cities in the Yangtze
River Basin, and is the only city in Jiangsu Province with two
coastlines of the Yangtze River. The south bank of Nanjing
start from the south bank of the junction of the Soviet Union
and the junction of the Cihu mouth, and stops at Ningzhen
transfer of the new estuary; north shore from the junction
of Jiangsu and Anhui Wujiangkou, stop at the junction of
Yizheng Liuhe mouth. This paper chooses the resources of the
Nanjing section of the Yangtze River as a case to analyze the
correctness of the above model.
Through access to relevant literature, to convene relevant
experts and scholars to carry out seminars and to the relevant
departments and on-site field research to 2016 as the base year,
and ultimately determine the port shoreline index system 11
quantitative indicators of the evaluation level standard. The
weight values of the index based on triangular fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process are shown in Table 3.
In the determination of qualitative indicators, the
evaluation process by inviting a total of 24 experts in the field
of 10 qualitative indicators to vote, according to the voting
results combined with membership calculation formula to
calculate the membership, as shown in Table 4.
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Tab. 3. Nanjing port shoreline quantitative indicators grading evaluation criteria table
index

unit

GREAT

GOOD

NORMAL

BED

Effective utilization rate of port shorelineC21

%

t 60

[50  60]

[40  50]

 40

Unit berth shoreline throughputC22

Million tons / m

t 0.75

[0.6  0.75]

[0.45  0.6]

 0.45

Shoreline public service rateC31

%

t 80

[60  80]

[40  60]

 40

Unit shoreline supply valueC32

Million yuan / m

t 1300

[1000 1300]

[700  1000]

 700

Unit shoreline revenueC33

YUAN/M

t 90000

[70000  90000]

[50000  70000]

 50000

Unit shoreline employmentC34

person/km

t 180

[130  180]

[80  130]

 80

Area of the same type of dock capacity ratioC 43

1

t 1.40

[1.20  1.40]

[1.00  1.20]

 1.00

Unit throughput comprehensive energy
consumptionC51

Ton of standard
coal / ten
thousand tons

d 2.00

[2.0  3.0]

[3.0  4.0]

! 4.00

Unit throughput CO2 emissionsC52

Ton / tonne

d 5.00

[5.00  7.00]

[7.00  9.00]

! 9.00

Tab. 4. Nanjing coastline qualitative data
great
index

good

Number of
votes

Membership

Number of
votes

normal

Membership

Number of
votes

Membership

Number of
votes

Membership

C11

20

0.8333

4

0.1667

0

0

0

0

C12

22

0.9167

2

0.0833

0

0

0

0

C 41

20

0.8333

3

0.1250

1

0.0417

0

0

C 42

22

0.9167

2

0.0833

0

0

0

0

C61

19

0.7917

5

0.2083

0

0

0

0

C62

16

0.6667

6

0.2500

0

0

2

0.0833

C71

14

0.5833

8

0.3333

1

0.0417

1

0.0417

C72

23

0.9583

1

0.0417

0

0

0

0

C81

19

0.7917

4

0.1667

0

0

1

0.0416

C82

16

0.6667

7

0.2917

1

0.0416

0

0

According to the above data analysis results, available
in Nanjing port shoreline comprehensive evaluation of
the use of “great, good, normal, bad” membership degree
B (0.444,0.276,0.240,0.004) . The evaluation results meet
the principle of normalization, indicating the validity of the
evaluation results. According to the principle of maximum
membership, because the “good + great” = 0.72> 0.7,
indicating that the year 2016 Nanjing port shoreline use
in a better range.

CONCLUSION
Port shoreline resource use level evaluation is a multicriteria, multi-attribute problem, the effective evaluation
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of the level is a complex work. The results of this paper
are as follows: 1) the method of calculating the weight of
the index based on the triangular fuzzy analytic hierarchy
process has overcome the problem that the decision
maker has the deviation of the weight due to the mistake
or preference, which provides the basis for the final port
shoreline evaluation. 2) The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
model based on triangular fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) is used to evaluate the coastline of Nanjing port. It is
concluded that the use of harbor coastline in Nanjing port
is in a good evaluation range. From the calculation process
and the results, it can be seen that the method not only can
be scientific and rational evaluation of the status quo, and
can reflect the level along the coast of the river, indicating
that the method is effective.
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ABSTRACT

Based on basic equation and boundary layer theory of pneumodynamics, the thesis conducts numerical modeling
and theoretical analysis on the last stage of turbine characteristics at a small volume flow by using FLUENT, gives an
emphasized analysis on the position of first occurrence of backflow and its expansion direction and comes up with
flow structure of the turbine flow field at last stage in the small volume flow condition. In connection with specific
experiments, it puts forward the flow model of backflow occurring in the last stage field and the solution to the model.
The flow field at last stage for a 100MW turbine in the small volume flow condition that is calculated by using the
model is basically in conformity to the actual result.

Keywords: Turbine; Small volume flow; Flow model; Backflow

INTRODUCTION
Running experience of and some searches in modern
high-power turbine units show that [1] when the turbine is
running in the small volume flow condition, its reliability
reduces due to high vibrating stress of moveable vanes at
last stage and the exhaust part heated. On the other hand,
the last stage of a high-power turbine is generally working in
the wet steam zone. Backflow carrying water drops behind
movable vanes in the small volume flow condition strikes the
movable vanes in a high relative speed, resulting in the water
erosion at steam outlet side, which has an influence on the
service life of movable vanes and safety of turbine units [2-6].
However, many units often have to run in a very low volume
flow, such as idle running and primary load stage at startup,
units responsible for auxiliary power when line fault, great
extraction of stages behind extraction chamber for heating
units, units subject to some peak loads . In addition, some

power plants also run under the same condition as the first
and second last stage of condensing turbine during increased
backpressure heating. In order to ensure high reliability
of turbine running and increase its economy, it is of great
significance to study on flow characteristics at the last stage
in the small volume flow condition [7].
The small volume flow condition is so-called when
compared with the design working condition. Small volume
flow of turbine means that the condition that the steam flow
multiplied by the specific volume is smaller than the specified
working condition. In the small volume condition, backflow
occurs at root on steam outlet side of movable vanes and
eddy forms at the gap between moving and static vanes [8].
Owing to two different flow characteristics, the analysis
method widely used in designed working condition is no
longer applicable to the small volume flow condition.
As volume flow continuously decreases, steam turbine
switches from working condition zone to forced draft
zone through transitional condition zone [9]. Where is the
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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switch point? This is also a question about how much the
working scope is. Therefore, it is of theoretical and practical
significance to study on flow characteristics of last stage flow
path in the small volume flow condition.
Flow study of turbine in the small volume flow condition is
under progress, mainly focusing on last stages with methods
of test research and numerical modeling. Literature [10-15]
numerical modeling shows that the flow field in exhaust
cylinder consists of passage eddy, separate eddy, end wall
eddy, among which passage eddy is the biggest and the major
factor affecting the cylinder loss. Literature [16] measures and
studies the wet steam flow at last stage low pressure of 300MW
direct air cooling turbine using the developed measuring
device; Literature [17, 18] conducts numerical modeling
analysis of last stage flow field in wet steam zone. Literature
[19-21] simulates eddy flow condition of diffusers with
different structures in the exhaust cylinder and in different
inlets. Satisfactory results have been resulted from present
numerical modeling. Compared with test research at high
cost, numerical modeling has a great advantage. Current
research result has reached consensus on flow separation of
last stage vanes in the small volume flow condition.
When mass flow rate G flowing through stage reduces or
back pressure increases, volume flow G of stage decreases.
v
As volume flow reduces, line flow starts to warp and steam
is squeezed to the root in guide vane and towards outer edge
in movable vanes. As flow further reduces, this trend is to be
intensified. When the volume flow reduces to a certain extent,
the flow separation occurs at the root of movable vanes[17].
After flow separation and volume flow decreases more, eddy is
formed at outer edge of vane clearance (axial clearance from
nozzle outlet edge to movable vane inlet edge). The eddy moves
in a peripheral direction in a high speed, which approximates
the peripheral speed at the movable vane top in the small flow
condition. At this time, the diagonal flow appears in cascade.
Volume flow decrease also causes flow redistribution along the
vane height direction: flow increases in middle and outer edge
parts and decreases in root area. The experiment shows that
[7] movable vane root operates in negative degree of reaction
under small volume flow direction. Main steam flow only
fills outer edge of movable vane passage. Flow at last stages
is as follows: main flow to the outlet along vane outer edge,
cool and wet steam in vane root condenser side moves from
exhaust pipe to flow path. Besides, volume flow decrease
and also redistributes of enthalpy drop between guide vane
and movable vanes and changes degree of reaction. However,
redistribution of both enthalpy drop and flow is caused by
fundamental change of flow structures. Things change with
a certain rule, so does fluid flow.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This mathematical model takes basic formula of streamline
curvature method [22] as basic equation to describe this
flow condition. The difference is to introduce new boundary
conditions according to characteristics in the small volume
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flow condition and make it access to definite answers under
new condition.
Flow equation sets of S2 flow plane under a cylindrical
coordinate system is derived by using two types of flow plane
theory[23]:

Cr

∂C r Cu2
∂C r
1 ∂p
−
=−
+ Cz
r
ρ ∂r
∂z
∂r

Cr

∂C z
∂C z
1 ∂p
+ Cz
=−
∂r
∂z
ρ ∂r

1 Dp
Di
Ds
=
+ T
Dt
ρ Dt
Dt

(1)

∂ (rρC r ) ∂ ( ρC z )
+
=0
∂z
r∂r

f ( p, ρ , T ) = 0
Motion equation is rewritten as the following form for
easier solution:
DCr Cu2
1 ∂p
−
=−
Dt
r
ρ ∂r

(2)

DC z
1 ∂p
=−
Dt
ρ ∂z

(3)

If the flow is broken into flow in planes z and
G T as shown
in 3-2, component velocity of steam flow speed c at any point
in z plane is Cu and that in T plane is Cm:
o
o
i C i C
u u m m

o
C

o
i C
m m

o
o
i C i C
r r z z

(4)

(5)

In which,
C
r

C sin G
m

(6)

C

C cos G
m

(7)

DG
Dm

(8)

z
1
r
m



1
1  cty 2 E cos cos 2 G

sin 2 E

I

i

Z2
2



u2
2

State equation:

f ( p, U , T ) 0

(12)

Continuity equation in integral form along y:
Fig. 1. Flow Velocity Resolution in z Plane and T Plane.

G

Substitute Equation (6) and Equation (8) into Equation
(2), the full radial equilibrium equation is:
1 wp
U wr

wCm
Cu2 Cm2
cos G  Cr

wm
r
rm

(9)

Quasi radial motion equation under absolute coordinate
system is derived from Equation (9):

wCm
wy

V r
U r
Cm

U r

sin 2 D [

sin 2 D [

wH
ws
T ]
wy
wy

1
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Quasi radial motion equation is also derived for relative
coordinate system:
wCm
wy

V' r
U ' r
Cm

Cm

(11)

in which,

V' r

U' r

yh

UCm cos G  J 2Srdy

(13)

Energy equation:
Di
Ds
=T
Dt
Dt

(14)

Small volume flow condition can be solved as per Equation
(10), (11), (12), (13), (14) and corresponding definite conditions.

(10)
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w
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w
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Flow field at last stage of 100MW single cylinder turbine
is calculated using the mathematical model, incorporating
actual measurements. Variable working conditions and
actual measurements of cross section at last stage movable
vanes outlet are shown in Figure 2 and 3, among which Z1
is calculated relative speed; Z2 is actual relative speed; c z1
is calculated axial speed; c z 2 is actual axial speed; D1 is
calculated absolute eddy angle; D 2 is actual eddy angle.
60MW load in Figure 2 is non-backflow working condition
and 40MW in Figure 3 is the working condition for occurred
backflow. Compared with tested parameters and calculated
values, deviation between calculation value and test value of
non-backflow condition is greater.
Main reason for the deviation is that original data used
in calculation is from actual measurement and steam outlet
angle has a great influence. In actual measurement, steam flow
parameters behind movable vanes are the derived speed and
outlet angle from pressure value measured with seven-hole
spherical probe. A certain deviation will be generated and
it relates to flow field condition, precision of measurement
system, adaptability and conversion method. For 40MW with
backflow (Figure 3), backflow zone height is 0.13m. From test
parameters, height of this zone is within 0.12m-0.15m. This
indicates that calculated result basically conforms to actual
measurement result.

ª sin G  J wCm cos G  J
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Fig. 2. Contrast between actual measurement and calculation of relative speed,
axial speed and absolute eddy at 60MW.
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Fig. 3. Contrast between actual measurement and calculation of relative speed,
axial speed and absolute eddy at 40MW

CONCLUSIONS
(1) The reason for backflow at last stage in the small volume
flow condition: as volume flow decreases, relatively strong
diffusion area forms at last stage movable vanes root and
pressure gradient forms at outlet cross section.
(2) Simplified mathematical model of last stage flow field
in the small volume flow condition is put forward. It basically
conforms to actual condition as approximate calculation
and reliable to height calculation of backflow area, but
approximates and deficiencies exist in the model itself.
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ABSTRACT
Marine transportation is the most important transport mode of in the international trade, but the maritime supply
chain is facing with many risks. At present, most of the researches on the risk of the maritime supply chain focus on
the risk identification and risk management, and barely carry on the quantitative analysis of the logical structure
of each influencing factor. This paper uses the interpretative structure model to analysis the maritime supply chain
risk system. On the basis of comprehensive literature analysis and expert opinion, this paper puts forward 16 factors
of maritime supply chain risk system. Using the interpretative structure model to construct maritime supply chain risk
system, and then optimize the model. The model analyzes the structure of the maritime supply chain risk system and
its forming process, and provides a scientific basis for the controlling the maritime supply chain risk, and puts forward
some corresponding suggestions for the prevention and control the maritime supply chain risk.

Keywords: Interpretative Structural Mode; Maritime Supply Chain Risk; System Structure

INTRODUCTION
With the economic globalization, the organization is to
survive in a network, rather than as an independent individual
to participate in international market competition [1]. Marine
transportation is considered to be the world’s most important
means of transport, and which can promote international
trade. About 80% of the world’s trade and more than 70% of
the value is through the sea transport. The maritime supply
chain needs many organizations to participate in the network
which is facing many risk from natural and human factors [2].
Because the complexity of network structure, the uncertainty
of the external environment, the top management pursuit to
lean and other factors, the maritime supply chain becomes
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more and more vulnerable to various risks of the invasion.
Once a certain risk occurs, it will cause irreversible damage
to the maritime supply chain and suffer huge losses, and even
lead to the complete disruption of the entire maritime supply
chain. The effective maritime supply chain risk management
can make the supply chain more flexible, so that the enterprise
in the supply chain can avoid or reduce the loss caused by
the risk. Therefore, it is very important for each member
of the maritime supply chain to analyze the influencing
factors of maritime supply chain risk and clarify the internal
relationship among the factors.
Many scholars have studied the maritime supply chain
risk: Yang attempts to evaluate the impact of risk factors
from the container security initiative on the maritime

supply chain in Taiwan, and find out the leading categories
of container security initiative risk factors are operational
risk, physical risk and financial risk [3]. Lam et al. reveal
that geographical location and changes in the constitution of
players can have reverberations on the maritime supply chain
dynamics that traverse the port [4]. Banomyong discuss the
impact of the US container security initiative on maritime
supply chains [5]. Barnes et al. suggests that the complexity
of interaction between ports, maritime operations and supply
chains create vulnerabilities that require analysis that extends
beyond the structured requirements of these initiatives and
creates significant management challenges [6]. Through the
analysis, it is found that most of the research on the risk of
the maritime supply chain focuses on the risk identification
and risk management. Different scholars put forward different
evaluation index system from different aspects. It has not
established a perfect risk evaluation index system of maritime
supply chain, and has not carry on the quantitative analysis
of the logical structure of each influencing factor. Therefore,
this paper attempts to use the interpretative structural model
to make up for this gap.
The interpretative structural model (ISM) as a system
analysis tool, which is characterized by the complex system
is decomposed into several sub elements of the system, and
find out the relationship between all the factors (including
causality, size relationship, upstream and downstream
relationships), form figure and structure matrix [7]. By means
of the corresponding matrix calculus and transformation, the
structure of the fuzzy and complicated system is clarified. At
the same time, a hierarchical structure model is constructed
to facilitate the analysis of the system.
The risk of maritime supply chain is a complex system
formed by many factors. Based on the literature review,
this paper establishes a risk assessment index system of the
maritime supply chain, and introduces the structural model
analysis method to study the risk model of the maritime
supply chain, in order to clarify the maritime supply chain
risk factors and to identify the key factors. The model analyzes
the structure of the maritime supply chain risk system and
its forming process, and provides a scientific basis for the
controlling the maritime supply chain risk, and puts forward
the corresponding countermeasures.

ANALYSIS ON THE INFLUENCING
FACTORS OF MARITIME SUPPLY CHAIN
RISK
THE CONCEPT OF MARITIME SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
An increasing amount of risk in supply chains is a current
logistics trend [8], and according to Singhal et al., disruptions
are a critical issue for many companies [9]. More recently,
scholars have emphasized the importance of further studying
supply chain risks and their management [10, 11]. Supply
chain risk management is defined as “the identification of

potential sources of risk and implementation of appropriate
strategies through a coordinated approach among supply
chain members to reduce supply chain vulnerability” [12].
Similarly, maritime supply chain risk management can be
defined as the “process of making and carrying out decisions
that will minimize the adverse effects of accidental losses, and
is based on risk assessment methods involving operation and
communication between all members involved in maritime
supply chain activities” [3].
THE INFLUENCING FACTORS OF MARITIME SUPPLY
CHAIN RISK
The research on the risk of maritime supply chain is
relatively few. Chang et al. (2014) considered that the risk of
maritime safety loss may be caused by the container shipping
operations [13]. Vilko and Hallikas (2012) think that port
workers strike, information system failure, water hidden
iceberg, fire is the most important risk of shipping [14].
Gurning and Cahoon (2011) consider the most important
maritime risk is port disorder, equipment failure, cleaning
problems, container shortage and tariff issues [15]. Richard
Oloruntoba studies the complex relationship between ports,
shipping and supply chain, and points out a lot of risk from the
unreasonable organizational structure and should improve
the risk management ability of the maritime supply chain
and focus on training managers’ crisis management ability.
UNCTAD (2006) argues that many researchers pay too much
attention to the environmental and organizational risks,
while ignoring the risks associated with the network [16].
The risk will be divided into three categories: 1 – external
risk (environmental risk), from the uncertainty of external
environment factors, such as earthquake and terrorism;
2– supply chain risk (network related), the risk from outside
the organization but limited to the internal supply chain.
3– internal risk comes from internal risk. This classification
is supported by other scholars ([17, 18]) Jyri Vilkoa et al(2012)
identified 103 factors of maritime supply chain risks based on
interviews with senior managers and divided into external
and internal risks, then point out that the exogenous risks
had a greater impact in terms of time and costs, whereas the
endogenous were responsible for more of the quality damage.
Exogenous risks accounted for approximately 53% of the time
delays, and endogenous risks made up about 49%. Additional
costs accompanied 38% of the exogenous risks and 33% of
the endogenous.
The paper carries out a special study to analysis the risk
factors of maritime supply chain to, we investigate the
issue of the 39 managers engaged in maritime operations
management. On this basis, we set up a panel of experts and
analysis the maritime supply chain risk preliminarily through
the literature review and questionnaire survey, then use of
Delphy method and reach an agreement finally. The expert
group divides the maritime supply chain risk into external
risk, cooperation risk, logistics service risk and information
risk.
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External Risk
The external risk of the maritime supply chain includes
the natural environment risk (F1), macroeconomic risk (F2),
social instability factors (F3), policy risk (F4), uncertainty in
market demands (F5).
The natural environment risk (F1):mainly refers to
the natural disasters (earthquake, tsunami, etc.) and bad
weather (typhoon, storm, flood and other factors, etc.). Due
to the delivery of maritime supply chain must be achieved
through shipping, shipping is affected by natural conditions.
Macroeconomic risk (F2) affects the operation of the maritime
supply chain indirectly by influencing the economic operation.
It mainly includes interest rate change, exchange rate
fluctuation, economic crisis, inflation, stock market risk and
so on, the impact of the economic crisis on maritime supply
chain is the most obvious. Social environment risk (F3) refers
to the risk of abnormal changes in the internal and external
social environment faced by the maritime supply chain, which
mainly including social order risk and war risk. Social order
risks such as strikes, pirates, terrorist attacks, demonstrations
and so on, which once happen the maritime supply chain
will suffer huge losses. Policy risk (F4) mainly includes legal
risks and government intervention risks. In order to make
the market economy orderly, the state has promulgated and
implemented a series of laws and regulations, such as: tax laws
and regulations, financial regulations, financial regulations
and other laws and regulations, so that the country’s legal
system is becoming more and more perfect. However, all
kinds of laws have a process of gradual improvement, the
adjustment of laws and regulations, revision and so on,
which is full of uncertain and cause risk. For some special
industries and products, the state to macro-control, there
will be restrictions. As the cross national and cross regional
supply chain, the maritime supply chain also could meet
the restriction from government. Uncertainty in market
demands (F5): As the maritime supply chain belongs to the
pull supply chain, demand driven services and fluctuation
of demand will have a direct impact on the operation of the
supply chain. Specifically including downstream customer
demand reduction or interruption risk (For example, because
of the high price of the products or materials, the demand
of downstream customers will be reduced), the expansion
of the highway and railway, the development of the aviation
industry, which all have an important influence on the
demand of the maritime supply chain.
Cooperation Risk
Because the maritime supply chain is facing a lot of
uncertainties, the uncertainties will bring some risks to
relationship of the partners in supply chain. The cooperation
risks include: interest distribution risk (F6), cooperation
mechanism (F7), information asymmetry (F8).
Interest distribution risk (F6): The maritime supply chain
operation has the advantage of win-win, which is the material
premise that different partners or different interest groups
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can ally with each other. But if the partners, especially the
core partners cannot do justice to the distribute benefits, it
will lead to a decline in partnership working enthusiasm,
and even mutual constraints of the situation.
Cooperation mechanism (F7): The research of supply chain
coordination mechanism can make the node enterprises
in maritime supply chain realize the effective integration
of internal and external supply chain, which also provides
a new opportunity to improve the operational performance
and competitive ability in the whole supply chain. Once the
cooperation mechanism is unreasonable, it will affect the
performance of the whole maritime supply chain.
Information asymmetry (F8): In the field of production
and distribution in the maritime supply chain, the rapid and
accurate transmission of information plays an important role
in the whole process. In the case of information asymmetric,
it is difficult to achieve the real optimization of logistics
distribution and the whole supply chain, which will affect
the performance in the whole supply chain
Logistics Service Risk
The goal of logistics operation is to deliver the goods at
the specified time to the designated location, but also need
to ensure the overall balance of the entire supply chain and
supply chain operation efficiency. Logistics service risk
mainly including personnel operational risk (F9), facility and
equipment maintenance (F10), the loss or damage of goods
(F11), delayed in delivery (F12).
Personnel operational risk (F9): Personnel operational risk
mainly refers to the unskilled staff, Work is not enthusiasm,
personnel mobility and so on.
Facility and equipment maintenance (F10): Facility and
equipment maintenance mainly refers to the maintenance
of the infrastructure and equipment, or if there is a failure,
there will be a huge loss.
The loss or damage of goods (F11): On the ship the cargo
loss, the common species are damaged, wet, dirty, rotten, and
the number of average weight shortage. Is one of the most
common port supply chain risk.
Delayed in delivery (F12): If there is time delay in logistics
operation, it will reduce the effect of the whole logistics
service, and even lead to the failure of the whole logistics
project.
Information Risk
The information transmission between nodes in the
supply chain is carried out through information system, the
normal operation of the information system can ensure the
orderly and efficient operation in the maritime supply chain.
The information system risk mainly includes the IT system
failure (F13), the speed of information transmission (F14), the
information authenticity (F15), the information sharing (F16)
and so on.
IT system failure (F13) mainly refers to the stability of the
IT system, once the system is attacked by hackers or the virus,

the entire maritime supply chain information system will
be in a state of paralysis, resulting in huge losses. The speed
of information transfer (F14), information authenticity (F15),
and information sharing (F16) are both directly or indirectly
affecting the decision makers, which are crucial to the whole
supply chain

With the same method to get the next level of elements, so
has been done, you can level by level to divide the elements
according to the grade, and as a basis for the rearrangement
of the reachable matrix, as shown in table 2.
Tab. 2. The relationship of influence factors of maritime supply chain risk system

THE CONSTRUCTION OF MARITIME
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MODEL
3.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF ADJACENCY MATRIX
The key issue of this paper is the maritime supply chain
risk system, first of all, adjacency matrix is established. The
adjacency matrix describes the direct relationship between
the factors of supply chain risk system. In accordance with
the requirements of the interpretative structural model, the
adjacency matrix of system for n factors S ( F1 , F2 " Fn ) is defined
as following.

Further, according to the level of the maritime supply chain
risk system, the hierarchy of the supply chain risk system is
drawn, which is shown in Figure 1.

1, if A has a direct impact on B

A=[a ij ]= ®
0,
else
¯

In order to ensure the adjacency matrix is reliable, on
the basis of consulting the opinions of 5 experts, this paper
constructs the adjacency matrix A as shown in Table 1.
Tab. 1. The adjacency matrix of risk factors of maritime supply chain

Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of risk system of maritime supply chain

MODEL ANALYSIS

ESTABLISHMENT OF REACHABILITY MATRIX
Based on the adjacency matrix A of risk factors of maritime
supply chain, we can obtain matrix (A+E), The power operation
of the matrix (A+E), based on Boolean algebra is established,
˅A  E i1 . The reachability matrix M can be
until ( A  E )i ˄
obtained by calculation. It indicates whether there is a link
from one factor of the supply chain risk to another factor,
that is, whether or not. Based on the reachability matrix, the
reachable set of the factors affecting the maritime supply chain
risk is calculated: P( Si ) , linear set: Q( Si ) and common set:
P( Si )  Q( Si ) , As shown in Table 3. When P( Si )  Q( Si )=P( Si )
, get the highest rank factor, which will draw from the table,

The maritime supply chain risk is directly affected by policy
factors, the loss or damage of goods, delayed in delivery, which
is in the second layer. Obviously, there is conducive to all
countries to establish international trade agreements, such as
the establishment of the FTA tariff reduction, the reduction
of trade barriers, as well as assure the quality and quantity
of goods, timely and accurate delivery, these measures can
achieve the direct reduction of maritime supply chain risk.
As can be seen from the figure, the damage caused by natural
disasters caused by the destruction of facilities and equipment,
and thus the destruction of the goods in the supply chain and
lead to delays in delivery, so the natural disasters has a direct
effect on the maritime supply chain risk. The macroeconomic
factors will directly effect on the formulation of relevant
policies, but also through the uncertainty of market demands,
the risk of cooperation, which leads to delayed in delivery.
The factors of social instability will directly cause the loss
and destruction of goods in the maritime supply chain,
which is also possible to cause the delay in delivery through
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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the information transmission. Now shipping information is
transmitted through the Internet, therefore, if the IT system
failure, which will cause the maritime supply chain is in a state
of collapse, cannot run normally, also causing loss / damage
of goods and delay in delivery.
Through the ISM method to analyze the structural
relationship model of the risk factors of the maritime supply
chain, we can clearly describe the complex relationship among
the factors into a multi-level hierarchical structure model.
Based on this model, we can distinguish the relationship
between risk factors. The factors that affect the risk of
maritime supply chain are classified: the surface layer factors,
the middle layer factors and the underlying factors. Which is
conducive to understanding the formation and development
mechanism of maritime supply chain risk. Fundamentally
speaking, the risk of maritime supply chain is mainly from
natural disasters, macroeconomic risk, social instability
factors and fault information system. It can be seen, to ensure
sustained and effective operation of maritime supply chain,
which cannot do without cooperation, the efforts of all sectors
of society.
In this paper, the author puts forward the following
suggestions for the prevention and control of maritime supply
chain risk:
(1) We should establish the accurate natural disaster
forecasting system, do a good job in the prediction of natural
disasters. And we need to set up a perfect maritime rescue
system, once the natural disasters happen, we can rescue
rapidly, and so that the loss will be reduced to a minimum
(2) We should stabilize the world economic environment,
stabilize interest rates / exchange rates, lower tariffs and cut
trade barriers.
(3) We should maintain social peace, to establish a good
social order, at the same time do a good job security measures.
(4) Strengthen the development of IT technology, it
needs to establish a stable information system to achieve
the organization and integration of information between the
enterprise and the maritime enterprise supply chain node
enterprises

CONCLUSION
The risk of maritime supply chain is a complex system
composed of a number of key factors, which play a different
role in the process of maritime supply chain risk formation.
This paper constructs the maritime supply chain risk model
using ISM method, the model shows that the factors directly
affect the supply chain risk is policy factors, the loss or damage
of goods, delayed in delivery. The root causes of risk are
natural disasters, macroeconomic factors, social instability
and IT system failures.
Empirical research is an important method of management
research, but it is still in the stage of theoretical model. Based
on literature review, expert consultation and exploratory
factor analysis, this paper presents a theoretical model for
empirical research. The maritime supply chain risk system
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based on ISM method is more reliable, which can effectively
avoid the failure of empirical research.
In short, with the economic globalization, the maritime
supply chain plays an increasingly important role in
international trade. In recent years, the uncertainties
of international economic and political are increasing, and
correctly grasp the logical structure of the risk factors faced
by the port supply chain, which is valuable for the decisionmakers in the prevention and control of the supply chain risk.
The conclusion of this paper can provide theoretical support
for the construction of maritime supply chain risk system,
which has practical value, and has important reference value
for further research.
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ABSTRACT

Port as one of the key hubs of international logistics, which has become the main part and the base of global logistics
management. The port enterprises, plays an important role in the global supply chain. However, due to the lack
of understanding in port supply chain management, coordination between the port enterprises, the integration
of business process is not perfect, the lack of information sharing between various organizations, ports enterprises
usually failed to fully play its positive role. Based on this, the paper makes the port enterprises as the research object,
and introduces the excellent performance mode into the port enterprises. In order to study the port enterprises how
to carry out effective quality management, and formation the coordination and integration of upstream and downstream
of enterprises, so as to realize the competitive advantage in port logistics.

Keywords: Port Enterprises; Performance Excellence Model; Logistics Management

INTRODUCTION
As one of the key hubs of international logistics and
transportation, the port plays an important role in the global
maritime supply chain, and it has become the main link and
operating base in the global logistics. As an important node
of the global maritime supply chain, port enterprises meet the
needs of customers better which has become the main target
to enhance the competitiveness, in order to achieve this goal,
port enterprises must make the high value-added maximize,
to achieve the requirement of low cost and high quality, only
through this way, the port enterprise can improve customer
satisfaction, and create more profit[1-4]. However, due to the
lack of understanding in port supply chain management,
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coordination between the port enterprises, the integration
of business process is not perfect, the lack of information
sharing between various organizations, ports enterprises
usually failed to fully play its positive role[5-8]. Applying the
theory of supply chain management to the practice of port
management and research on port supply chain management
further, which has become a strategic weapon for pot
enterprises to obtain international competitiveness in the
knowledge economy and the background of globalization[10].
The supply chain management research mainly focus on
manufacturing enterprises, nearly 10 years the researchers
begin to study the port supply chain management, but empirical
articles is very few. Even in the port supply chain management,
different scholars have different ideas[11-13]. Robinson (2002)

who researches on port supply chain management pointed out
that due to the increase of port freight volume, shipping and
land transportation enterprises seek economies of scale, and
hope that there will be obvious rationalization and functional
integration of Port Logistics[14]. Carbone and Martino (2003
) analysis the characteristics of port service supply chain in
the perspective of how to integrated the structure of supply
chain management, and point that the higher the integration
is, the whole supply chain can be more competitiveness[15].
Panayides and Song (2008) propose the terminal supply chain
integration model which is an empirical structural model,
and including “information and communication systems”,
“value-added services”, “multimodal systems and operations”,
“supply chain integration practices” and other measurement
variables[16]. Rodrigue and Notteboom(2009) argue that
the port enterprise is facing the increasingly complex
international trade patterns, the global terminal operators
and the requirements of transportation companies and other
strategic behaviors, which require to integrate the inland
transport and port logistics system[17].
In addition, the excellence performance model is
a management framework to enhance the enterprises
competitiveness, since its birth, the world has caused a boom
in learning. In essence, the excellence performance model
comes from the quality management practice. In the past
30 years, many scholars have tried to define the connotation
and operational definition of quality management practice.
Feigenbaum, Deming, Juran et al according to their own
practical experience and management philosophy, outline
the conceptual framework and the core elements of quality
management practice including senior leadership support,
employee participation and process management etc. Saraph
et al. take the quality management practice as a complete
concept to build on the basis of the experience of the great
masters in quality first, point out that quality management
practice is a kind of management measures and plans for
improving quality, reducing cost and improving production
efficiency. The development of the theory of quality
management practice, which promote the enthusiasm of
enterprises to implement quality work. Today, the theory
of total quality management is becoming more and more
popular, enterprises pay more and more attention to the
development of strategic quality.
Based on the above analysis, introducing excellent
performance mode into port logistics enterprise, which will
become a new research idea to improve the performance of the
port logistics enterprises, so as to enhance the competitiveness
of the port logistics enterprises[18-19]. However, through the
literature review, the relevant research is very few, and the
logistics system as an important part of the port enterprise
operation, it is urgent to study it deeply[20-21]. Based on
this, this paper takes the port enterprises as the research
object, studies how to carry out supply chain management
effectively in the port enterprises, and forms the coordination
and integration of upstream and downstream, so as to realize
the competitive advantage of port enterprises

CONSTRUCT THE EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT MODEL
FOR PORT ENTERPRISE
PRINCIPLE IN MODEL BUILDING
In the process of constructing the excellent logistics system
of port enterprises, we put forward the principle: “leadership
support, focusing on the customers, implementing the
comprehensive system, emphasis on application effectiveness,
realizing the information support, emphasizing the continuous
improvement”. The “leadership support” principle requires
that the development of excellent performance model should
be from the perspective of core competence in the leadership
and strategic level, guide the organizations form systematic
thinking in customer service, resource management, process
management, system management and self enhancement
effectively , so as to form a unified organizational goals
and visionary leadership. “Focus on customers” principle
requires excellent performance management mode is not
empty talk, not only to optimize the internal procedure as
the foothold, and should take the core competitiveness as
the direction, to win customers trust and support, mining
customer demand deeply, manage the customer value and
customer satisfaction. The principle of “implementing the
comprehensive system” requires of the excellent performance
management system should promote systematically, and
achieves leadership, strategy, customers and markets,
resources, processes, measurement analysis and improvement
and overall improvement of business results. However, which
should identify the foothold, and strive to achieve the overall
promotion through a single point of breakthrough, should
not blindly comprehensive system. The principle of “focus
on the application effect of” ask the excellent performance
management to improve the management efficiency as the
goal, the effect is obvious before and after the application;
and combine the modern logistics management work with
the excellent performance management model together,
promote customer service, organizational learning, agile
supply chain, innovation management, process optimization
and other results. “Information support” ask should not meet
the requirements of performance excellence management
only by documents, should solidify into the information
system, and apply into the daily work, to form “curing,
quantization, optimization” effect. The principle of “emphasis
on continuous improvement” requires the formation of an
organizational culture of self-diagnosis, self-improvement and
self-promotion through excellent performance management.
MODEL BUILDING
On the basis of core values and concepts, according to
the performance management standards, the paper sets up:
leadership vision; customer orientation in the pursuit of
excellence; organization and members of the organization
learning; respect for employees and partners; sensitivity; focus
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the future; management innovation; management based on
fact; social responsibility; focus on results and innovation
value; system view. So, the paper bases on the process of
Method - Expansion - Learning - Integration – Results,
and make seven criteria for the development in enterprise
management maturity: leadership, strategy, resources,
customer and market, process management, measurement,
analysis and improvement and business results. The
“leadership” holds the organization direction, and pay close
attention to the “ business results”, so “leadership”, “strategy”,
“customer and market” which constitutes a “leading role”
triangle; “resources”, “process management”, “ business
results” constitute a triangle of “resources, process and the
result”. The “measurement”, “analysis and improvement” are
the basis for organization operating, which is the chain to link
the two triangles, and turn the PDCA wheel of improvement
and innovation.
Excellent performance management model focus on
the application process and the practice needs in modern
logistics construction, port enterprise excellent performance
management model is shown in Figure 1.

Excellent

performance

management concept

Leadership
Based on the excellent performance management criteria,
aiming at the construction and management of modern
logistics in port enterprises, which make the enterprise leaders
to form a new understanding in the core business of modern
logistics, to establish an efficient organizational leadership for
the purpose of building modern logistics construction and
form the core competitiveness. Through the introduction of
the leadership promoting project, build the leader decision
consultant mechanism, and form distinctive leadership in
the port logistics management
Strategy

From the strategy, the excellent performance management
should aim at the construction of modern logistics system in
port enterprises. According to the requirements of excellence
performance management criteria, forming the specific
strategic objectives and strategic deployment, to build the
integration of upstream and downstream of the agile supply
chain, and to form the strategic
decision-making mechanism
accords with modern logistics.
modern
logistics

management concept

Customer and market

At the customer and market
level, the port enterprises
performance management
should be in accordance with
the requirements of excellence
performance management,
Logistics management
Excellent performance
to build a excellence service
system
management criterion
brand system, according to
customer driven principle,
Logistics Excellent performance management model
optimize the internal operation
and management mechanism,
using customer expectations,
Leadership
Logistics
Agile supply
Customer
Lean
Logistics
Logistics
decision
resource
customer demand, customer
chain
relationship
logistics
Excellence
overall
mechanism
management
value, customer complaints,
strategy
based
on
process
Performance
based on
operating
based
on
formulation
excellence
manage
continuous
c u s t ome r s at i s f a c t ion
excellence
Excellence
performance
and
performance
-ment
improvement
performance
and so on to establish the
Performance
model
management
model
model
quantitative evaluation index
evaluation
Model
and evaluation method
of customer satisfaction
in logistics distribution,
Promotion of information technology
and realize the customer
relationship management
Flow curing
Quantitative information
Continuous optimization
information. By providing
customers with standardized
and differentiated services,
Port enterprise logistics Effect display based on Excellent performance management
build the service system in the
excellence performance model,
and
provide
customers
with
effective
value-added services,
Fig. 1. Port enterprise logistics system excellent
performance model
and constantly achieve market control
Logistics
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Resources
In terms of resources, mainly from human resources,
financial management, logistics infrastructure, logistics
information system, logistics engineering technology and
so on, Based on the goal and strategy of modern logistics
construction, in accordance with the requirements of
excellence performance criteria, to build logistics training
system, form excellent logistics management platform,
improve the financial cost accounting control system and
investment management mechanism. Optimize the logistics
infrastructure construction, equipment investment and
management, through the logistics information system
curing management process, using Internet and other logistics
engineering technology to improve logistics efficiency and
so as to form an excellent management model

performance, process performance and other aspects
performance and evaluation mechanism.

THE PLANNING OF EXCELLENCE
PERFORMANCE MODEL IN PORT
ENTERPRISE
The excellence performance model cannot be accomplished
overnight in port enterprise, which need to be carried out in a
planned way. In this paper, the author puts forward the shortterm and long-term proposal, so that the port enterprises
can be used as reference in the process of constructing the
excellent logistics system
THE SHORT-TERM CONSTRUCTION CONTENT IN
PORT ENTERPRISE

Process management
In process management aspect, the key point is the
operation management in logistics center, internal process
management, marketing docking, coordination between
upstream and downstream of the enterprise. And then, it
takes process reengineering as a breakthrough, to form
process management mechanism of background service.
The introduction of a total production management
concept, which can form lean logistics management model
by using the internet of things technology to solidify the
excellent model for process management. Finally build
a comprehensive perception, interoperability, intelligent
processing of the whole logistics process management model.

In the short-term, the construction content is shown in
Figure 2.

High quality, low cost, high efficiency
and flexibility

ImproveInternal

personnel

resources

Focusing on the key performance indicators (KPI)
of logistics center as a breakthrough, the port enterprise
establish performance management and performance analysis
mechanism to achieve the management system in logistics
center and post performance. Under the guidance of the
excellent performance criteria, it will form the self-evaluation
and diagnosis management mechanism of logistics center
and form a more mature logistics center PDCA management
model.
Through the introduction of information technology to
achieve excellence performance standards for measurement,
analysis and improvement of management requirements, it
will automatic achieve the acquisition of KPI data, analysis
of the operation data, the excellent management effect of the
intelligent decision diagnosis. On the basis of the above, the
excellent performance criteria improve management level.
Business results
Using the excellent performance management model
to guide the development of logistics cost center to profit
center, which form customer service performance, product
and service performance, resource performance, financial

control

ion
resources

equipment

plan

and
processes

External
collaborat-

technology

tion

information

……

Measurement, analysis and improvement

ment

collabora-

and
processes

Design

Information support

Fig. 2. The framework of excellence performance model in short-term
construction

First, the lean management is the direction of the port
enterprises, to sort out the internal logistics activities. That
is, the port enterprise card the logistics management involves
the “technology, equipment, personnel, information,” and
other resources and processes activities, to complete the
initial accumulation of the best practices in the logistics
operation, and combined with the actual situation to the
form the mechanism of “design, plan, control, improvement”.
Second, combing with the company’s internal and
external resources and processes, the port enterprise form
a special improvement program in the direction of excellent
performance.
Third, the port enterprise realize information support of
excellent performance management. Based on the present
logistics information technology, the enterprise should
integrate and enhance the application further, and to
support the modern logistics operation management of port
enterprises
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THE LONG-TERM CONSTRUCTION CONTENT IN
PORT ENTERPRISE

In addition, in the long-term construction, logistics
information support system should be updated and improved

In the long-term, the construction content is shown in
Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, the “excellent performance
management model” provides a set of
evaluation criteria for management maturity
Logistics cost, efficiency and service analysis system
of port enterprises, and the port enterprise
can accept the concept and method which
integrated the modern quality management.
Self evaluation
Performance management system
Customer
Through review its own logistics system, the
based on KPI
and
diagnosis
service
port enterprise could find the performance
system
of
evaluation
gap between itself and the evaluation criteria,
Logistics center operation system
logistics center
system
and then guide the enterprise logistics system
to improve the management of the system,
and then guide the enterprise logistics
Logistics infrastructure operation and maintenance system
system to improve the management system.
At the same time, through the introduction
of the excellence performance model,
Logistics information supporting system
the port enterprise needs to build a lean
logistics value chain based on requirement
driven in the business level, and take to
measurement, analysis and improvement
Fig. 3. The framework of excellence performance model in long-term
construction
in the management level, and form the agile supply chain,
customer and market centric strategy,and gradually improve
The short-term construction content corresponds to
the efficiency of logistics management, improve customer
figure 3 in the “logistics center operation system”, “logistics
service level, to achieve excellent performance goal.
In this paper, the research provides a framework for the
infrastructure operation and maintenance system” and part
of the “support system of Logistics information”. In the long
effective implementation of logistics management in Port
term, which will be divided into four steps:
Enterprises. Compared with the previous research results,
First, based on the current port enterprise logistics
it pays more attention to the synergy and excellence of the
center evaluation rules, we should build and improve the
implementation, which provides a new perspective for the
performance management system based on KPI, then take
study of port enterprise logistics management. Because the
comprehensive evaluation and measurement of logistics
excellent performance management model is still in the initial
business operation, and implement in department and post.
research in port logistics management, this paper just makes
Second, it will establish logistics center self-evaluation
a framework for discussion. Future research can be further
studied by data empirical research.
system, and the object of self-evaluation needs to cover the
entire logistics center staff, in addition to cross evaluation,
up and down evaluation each other. It will establish logistics
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ABSTRACT
It will be a new approach that BIM’s capital project lifecycle management (CPLM) applied to the yacht industry. This
paper explored the feasibility of applying the principles and rationales of BIM for capital project lifecycle management
in luxury yacht design, engineering, fabrication, construction and operation. The paper examined the premises and
backbone technology of BIM. It then evaluated leading naval engineering and shipbuilding software applications
and their development trends from the functional lens of BIM. To systematically investigate a BIM-based approach
for capital project lifecycle management (CPLM) in the luxury yacht industry, the paper proposed and outlined an
implementation framework. A case study and a student competition use case were discussed to delineate the core
constituents and processes of the proposed framework. The case of BIM was reviewed. Through the domestic custom
luxury yacht design and prototyping student competition, the application of this framework in educational research
is demonstrated and the initial quantitative assessment of the framework is carried out. Conclusions: a BIM-based
CPLM implementation framework can help the luxury yacht industry capitalize on the global transformation to an
information-centric and data-driven new business paradigm in shipbuilding with integrated design, manufacturing
and production.

Keywords: Building Information Modeling; Luxury Yacht; Communication; Interoperability; Capital; Project Lifecycle Management; Framework

INTRODUCTION
BIM is developed on the basis of 3D digital design technology,
and is usually defined as the digital representation of the
physical and functional characteristics of projects [1]. As such,
BIM serves as the integrative reservoir of multidisciplinary
project data and supports business decision-making through
the project’s lifecycle [2]. Similar to building facilities, luxury
yacht projects were usually delivered in a highly heterogeneous
environment that involves broad participation of stakeholders
and needs to accommodate a range of key design, engineering,
fabrication, construction and operation factors such as cost,
time, material, constructability, aesthetic value, performance,
and sustainability, to name a few [3]. Recent trends in luxury

yacht market also suggest increased client engagement in
luxury yacht project lifecycle for informed decision-making
and pursuit for greater customization and superior project
performance. Market reports [4,5] have shown strong evidence
of BIM’s business value in enhancing design communication,
increasing constructability, streamlining fabrication and
installation, and improving overall project outcomes. This
paper envisions BIM as a disruptive technology applied in
luxury yacht industry. It reviewed the technological premises
of BIM and discussed how BIM can shift the paradigm of
luxury yacht lifecycle management to embrace a collaborative,
integrative and data-intensive project delivery process. The
paper proposed and outlined a BIM-based implementation
framework for luxury yacht lifecycle management, delineated
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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its core constituents and working mechanism, and conducted
preliminary qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the
proposed framework.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
PREMISES & BACKBONE TECHNOLOGY OF BIM
Parametric modeling
Designing a luxury yacht design is usually a lengthy,
tedious and repetitive process. At the early stage, designers
will usually spend months on conceptualization and weighing
different options to seek for the optimal design representation
that meets the client’s expectation. Piles of design sketches
are hand-drafted and a tremendous amount of geometric and
non-geometric data are generated amid the design evolution.
BIM can greatly relieve designers from this labor-intensive
workflow and improve design productivity with parametric
modeling. Parametric modeling is the foundation to objectbased modeling technology such as BIM [6]. It empowers
designers with the capacity to update design parameters,
compare design options and visualize the differences
simultaneously. Changes in one place will be automatically
populated across all affected design, which significantly
reduces the work load and eliminates inconsistency among
design documents.

simple geometric forms and shapes. Best practices in BIM
implementation have demonstrated the ease of prototyping
for designs with non-typical complexities and magnitudes.
A superior example can be found in the Shanghai Disney
Resort project. As shown in Fig. 1, the Enchanted Storybook
Castle married traditional architectural detailing with
modern building technology. It presented an extremely
complex, dynamic yet harmonious design that meet all
the programmatic, operational, accessibility, seismic, fire,
mechanical, and technological requirements. Unprecedented
3D visualization accomplished in the BIM software
environment streamlined the communication between
designers of 142 disciplines and the client to reach consensus
[7]. An exceptional advantage of BIM-based design workflow
is the automated documentation generation. Parametric
modeling allows customized view representation of the
design in literally any standardized or non-standardized
manner. Typical building plans, including plan, elevation,
section and detail views, can then be produced and updated
momentarily. As shown in Fig. 2, by switching to a BIM-based
solution, many time-consuming steps could be eliminated
from the traditional clean-up process. Instead of manually
adjusting each 2D drawing, drawings were organically
produced from the model(s) and modifications would be
populated automatically and consistently across all affected
sheets. Building standards and specifications can also be
integrated within the model environment for further plan
proofing and code compliance checking before bid documents
are generated.

Fig. 3. Server-based file sharing and collaboration [8]

Fig. 1. Revit architecture shaded view of the Enchanted Castle [7]

Fig. 2. Documentation generation: BIM vs CAD [7]

BIM software solutions today (e.g. Autodesk Revit,
Intergraph Smart 3D) foster intelligent 3D modeling beyond
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Concurrent collaborative design and construction
coordination
Similar to the AEC industry, there is fragmentation-induced
loss of productivity in luxury yacht industry, where projects
are typically delivered with highly multidisciplinary, large and
complex project teams. BIM provides an opportunity to offer
a common information and communication platform and
facilitate a truly collaborative working environment [9]. Before
the BIM server technology is based on file sharing, to make
the work fully synchronized, different teams must be between
the model file editing. Full size model synchronization
takes considerable time and bandwidth and thus becomes
a serious performance and productivity bottleneck to the
overall workflow, especially when Wide Area Network (WAN)
instead of Local Area Network (LAN) collaboration is desired
[8]. Recent advancement in cloud computing and BIM server

technology offers a much better option to allow componentbased real-time design collaboration and synchronization.
Fig. 3 describe the transition to a shared infrastructure. It is
expected that future development of collaborative design and
construction coordination platform for luxury yacht industry
will most likely take the cloud-based BIM server approach.
Information exchange and interoperability standards
The luxury yacht project lifecycle features largevolume and frequent information generation, exchanging,
and updating/reconciliation. The complex engineering
and business processes also necessitate the information
interdependence among project team members. Highly varied
project information with different sizes (e.g. small or large),
complexities (structured or unstructured), formats (e.g. text,
numeric or graphic) and priorities (low or high) also demand
specially tailored, carefully classified exchange protocols.
Classification of information exchange protocols not only
saves resources, but can also improve quality and efficiency
in information exchange process [10]. With a comprehensive
underlying database, BIM can readily serve as a common
reservoir for capital project lifecycle information. During
the design process, designers and domain experts will all
contribute to the model authoring. Then quite often, project
information will be shared and passed along between team
members in various business processes and critical project
tasks such as energy simulation and structural analysis.
During construction, ad-hoc information generated from
day-to-day operation and installation can be quickly fed
back to BIM via reality modeling technology such as 3D laser
scanning to check against design model information to ensure
compliance with performance and quality requirements.
Transferability of BIM-based technology to shipbuilding
industry As a new frontier of research, several studies have
been conducted to investigate how BIM-enabled technology
and best practices could be transferred to the shipbuilding
industry. Through structured interviews and literature review
on BIM uses in comparison with 3D CAD applications
in the shipbuilding industry, four BIM best practices
including visualization, clash detection, quantity takeoff
and scheduling/4D simulation were identified as highly
transferrable [11-13]. Unlike the other three best practices
that might find their counterparts in the shipbuilding
industry, scheduling/4D simulation was regarded as
a unique innovation in the AEC industry by integrating
3D design data with construction schedule data to foster
smooth transition of project delivery between the design
phase and construction phase. Recent research suggested
that data sharing across design sectors and simulation of
the construction process to predict time and cost are the key
factors for concurrent engineering and integrated lifecycle
management in shipbuilding industry [14-16]. Based upon
these observations, it is safe to conclude that a BIM-based
integrative design and construction approach for shipbuilding
project delivery and lifecycle management is not only feasible
but highly desirable.

STATE-OF-THE-ART SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS IN
LUXURY YACHT INDUSTRY
Currently, major software vendors in the marine
and shipbuilding industry are undergoing significant
transformation to embrace intelligent 3D modeling
technology and integrated collaborative design, fabrication
and production process, which is comparable to the adoption
and implementation trajectory of BIM in the AEC industry.
The following paragraphs review several leading marine
engineering and shipbuilding software applications in the
market, and identify the trends and opportunities towards
the BIM-based lifecycle management for the luxury yacht
industry.
NUPAS-CADMATIC/CADMATIC Marine Design
Now CADMATIC Marine Design, provides a complete
solution for the entire ship and offshore building process with
advanced modeling and database technologies that ensures
consistent design and production phases. It aims to enable
highly efficient global distribution of projects and supports
both online and offline sharing of 3D models seamlessly across
stakeholders, which achieves full lifecycle management of
vessels from early design to operation and decommissioning.
Marketed as a highly integrated multidisciplinary solution,
CADMATIC Marine Design covers shell, structural, piping
and outfitting disciplines. Noticeably, CADMATIC Marine
Design is a database-centric intelligent client server system
that configures 3D ship models, documents, and component
libraries in the primary and replica databases hosted by
the database server system. Allegedly, always ensure the
integrity of the project data and security, in the CADMATIC
distributed design system to obtain the greatest advantage.
Thus, in a globally distributed project, it is expected that the
data will be updated through the interval set between the
remote design sites via an online network such as the Internet,
or through a file in an e-mail attachment. Designers can be
assured that automated replication systems are responsible
for data synchronization, ensuring that design time is not
wasted due to incorrect information [17].
Intergraph Smart 3D/Intergraph SmartMarine Enterprise
Intergraph Smart 3D uses an engineering approach that
utilizes real-time parallel design, rules, relationships, and
automation [18]. Intergraph Smart 3D provides a range of
functions needed to design marine facilities. It is a datacentric, large-scale complex project with centralized visibility
and control based on powerful rules and relationships,
custom automation capabilities, and integration. Known
as the world’s first and only next-generation 3D design
solution. The SmartMarine Enterprise, which is comparable
to sophisticated BIM applications, provides a full range of
design, fabrication, assembly, and lifecycle management
capabilities within a single integrated environment [19].
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
BIM-BASED LUXURY YACHT CPLM
Review of the above leading marine and shipbuilding
software solutions has helped identify the technology
readiness for a paradigm shift in the luxury yacht industry
to embrace more collaborative, information-centric and
data-intensive business processes. It also seemed to be fairly
obvious that Intergraph’s SmartMarine 3D resemble advanced
BIM applications such as the Autodesk Revit to a great degree.
Based upon these observations and evaluations, the paper
argues that a luxury yacht is not just a regular product and
the scope and complexity of managing a luxury yacht project
delivery seem to be more comparable to the capital projects
management instead of conventional product management
[20]. Therefore, a Capital Project Lifecycle Management
(CPLM) approach is proposed by this research instead of
the conventional Product Lifecycle Management (PLM).
BIM-based CPLM for luxury yacht industry: implementation
framework
Due to the lack of empirical evidence and established best
practices to sufficiently justify the feasibility and validity of
the BIM-based CPLM, a generic implementation framework
that delineates its rationale and embedded business processes
will be of common interest to stakeholders in the luxury
yacht industry. The core constituents and processes of the
framework are illustrated in Fig. 4, which consists of several
interdependent functional layers that channel the project
information through the full lifecycle of luxury yacht
projects. Reconciling the characteristics of both the AEC
and luxury yacht industries, the proposed framework depicts
an information-centric lifecycle management approach that
organically internalize five functional layers including: the
CRM layer, the ERP layer, the Product Information layer, the
Process Information layer, and the Network Server Platform
layer. Development of this framework embraces and reflects
an important principle in technology intervention to product
development business process such as BIM’s adoption and
implementation and market transformation in the AEC
industry, which is known as the “people, process and product”
(3Ps) rule [21]. Specifically, the CRM layer manages the client
relationship and solicits project requirements. The ERP
layer manages internal technical and design resources for
standardized workflow. Product and Process Information
layer represent the information evolution and information
stewardship supporting critical business decisions through
the design, fabrication, construction and operation of a luxury
yacht project. Last but not least, the Network Server Platform
layer constitutes the technological infrastructure of the
framework, and defines the business protocols for information
exchange and sharing among stakeholders and key players
in different layers.
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Fig. 4. Proposed implementation framework for full lifecycle luxury yacht design

BIM-based CPLM implementation framework: case study
As a new concept, there is a lack of empirical evidence
and documented literature validating the feasibility of
utilizing BIM for capital project lifecycle management in
the marine and shipbuilding industry. Other than a few
anecdotal claims on promises and business benefits of BIM
use in marine and shipbuilding industry, [22] presented an
interesting case study of BIM use in new aircraft carrier pier
and bulkhead rehabilitation design. Although not about BIM
implementation directly involved in the aircraft carrier design
and construction, it showcased the decision making and
performance of a BIM-facilitated workflow in its waterfront
structure design and construction, which provided valuable
reference.
Project background: In April 2009, Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Mid-Atlantic, Norfolk,
Virginia, awarded a contract to Moffatt & Nichol (M&N)-led
MN3M joint venture to design a replacement for Ship Repair
Pier 5 at Norfolk Naval Shipyard. The design involved the
demolition of two 1,000-foot-long piers (Pier 4 and Pier 5) and
five additional buildings to accommodate a new 1,225-footlong, 230-foot-wide pier (Pier 5) supported by more than
1,200 of 36-inch precast, pre-stressed concrete cylinder piles.
A primary design goal set by the Navy was to achieve low
maintenance needs for the piers’ 75-year service life.
Rationale of decision to use BIM: When the design
began in 2009, BIM was becoming a standard in vertical
structure design, but had hardly been used for piers and
other waterfront structures. Traditionally construction
documents for waterfront projects relied on 2D drawings
with independent manually-created section, plan, and detail
views. Bill of materials used for estimation purposes were
obtained through traditional quantity takeoff methods, which
required an extensive amount of review and coordination
between disciplines to identify and mediate element conflicts
throughout the construction documents. In this project,
which could be very labor intensive using traditional design
methods. The Moffatt & Nichol (M&N)-led MN3M joint
venture decided to utilize BIM to improve coordination
among design disciplines, identify potential construction
conflicts, reduce errors in design, help visualize the end
product, and provide the Navy with a model to be used for
asset management.

Design outcomes and transition to construction: MN3M
delivered the final design in February 2010, less than a year
after contract award and $10 million under the Navy’s initial
estimates for construction. In addition to the design, Moffatt
& Nichol also provides design, planning, analysis, tender
and other contract documents, pre-project management
and post-project construction services. A comprehensive
Autodesk Revit 3D model of the pier and wharf was part of
the design deliverables. With the Revit model being produced
at 35% design completion, information exchange and real
time collaboration among the MN3M team members were
significantly enhanced to allow dynamic detection of conflicts
between disciplines and unprecedented visualization of the
end design by the Navy. The Revit model was also expected
to be used by the Navy as part of their asset management
program with great accountability of elements, spaces,
equipment and systems in the facility.
BIM-based CPLM implementation framework: use case
in academia
The BIM-based CPLM framework also find its applicability
in educational contexts. In 2015 and 2016, students from
the South China University of Technology competed in the
3rd and 4th Sunbird (sponsor) National Student Competition
on Luxury Yacht Design. The theme of this competition
was to design a 100-feet luxury yacht to meet not only
technical innovation and functional requirements, but also
to integrate client-centered aesthetics, sustainability, cost
efficiency and marketability criteria. The deliverables included
design drawings, specifications and a physical mockup. This
comprehensive competition necessitated interdisciplinary
teamwork, collaborative design and construction (mockup)
efforts, which offered a great scenario to simulate the
BIM-based CPLM implementation framework. A total of
fifteen students with diverse backgrounds in fine arts, naval
architecture and ocean engineering, industrial engineering
and computer science participated in the two competitions.

Both 3D CAD applications (i.e. AutoCAD and Rhinoceros)
and BIM-based solution (i.e. Intergraph Smart 3D) were
used to streamline the conceptual design, detail design,
construction documentation and mockup construction.
Students complimented Smart 3D for its advanced datacentric, rule-driven solution for streamlining the yacht
design processes while preserving design data and making
it more usable/reusable for documentation generation and
constructability review purposes. It is a highly integrative
software solution to design and build a luxury yacht.
Nevertheless, the disadvantage of Smart 3D is its weakness
in complex surface engineering and modeling, for which
students relied on Rhinoceros, as shown in Fig. 5. Smart 3D
is a mixed model of CAD format that shares engineering data
between multiple design teams with SmartPlant Enterprise.
Students then utilized the hybrid model to run clash detection
for constructability review, and leveraged the rich design data
to perform quantity takeoff and generate the Bill of Materials
(BOM) for fabrication, procurement and construction
purposes (see Fig. 6). Design drawings and specifications
were also automated (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. A) 2015 design renderings and B) 2016 design renderings

Fig. 8. Preliminary quantitative evaluation of BIM vs. non-BIM ingredients
against tenperformance criteria
Fig. 5. A) Cabin surface by Smart 3D
and B) complex hull surface model by Rhinoceros

Fig. 6. Material report and clash detection in the hybrid model

In the competition debriefing meetings, students reflected
that a BIM-facilitated approach could speed up the overall
delivery of the project. However, at the conceptual design stage,
there was no obvious advantage due to the fact that 3D CADbased solutions were playing more essential roles in geometry
design and surface modeling. It was into the detailed design
and forward they started to gain significant improvement
in efficiency and effectiveness in terms of generating design
deliverables and bill of materials, performing clash detection
and planning for mockup construction. They also indicated
that applications of enterprise resources planning, fabrication
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and construction management systems could greatly improve
cost control and reduce overall construction costs. To gain
more insights of students’ perception towards a BIMintegrated CPLM framework versus traditional luxury yacht
project delivery, the 15 students from two competition teams
were invited to participate in a short survey that evaluated the
BIM-ingredients against the non-BIM ingredients during the
competitions, considering that students used both. A set of ten
criteria were utilized as assessment measures with a 10-point
scale (higher scores indicated more positive perceptions). The
results were summarized in Table 1. A two-tailed two-sample
unequal-variance student t-test was conducted to calculate
if there was a statistically significant difference between
students’ evaluation on BIM and non-BIM ingredients by
each measure. Apparently, except for “Model-based Drawing
Generation” and “Software Stability”, students’ perception
towards BIM and non-BIM ingredients differed significantly
by the rest of the eight measures. Noticeably, BIM was
considered to outperform non-BIM ingredients in seven
measures except for “Physical Modeling”, which was related
to complex surface modeling and was discussed in previous
paragraphs (Fig. 8). Therefore, this preliminary quantitative
evaluation via an educational use case confirmed that a BIMbased CPLM approach could potentially benefit the luxury
yacht industry from various perspectives.

DISCUSSION
A BIM-facilitated CPLM has the advantage to not
only facilitate smooth project delivery via enhanced
communication and collaboration among team members,
but also leverage consistent project information for decision
making throughout the project lifecycle. This is accomplished
through a highly integrative common data environment
where all project parties can contribute, extract, update,
exchange and manage project information with pre-defined
business rules and interoperability protocols. With BIM,
the project team of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard project was
able to eliminate the intrinsic fragmentation in conventional
workflow, and proactively involve the owner/operator,
designer and contractor establish common project goals and
performance requirements. Communication channels enabled
by BIM and business intelligence achieved through synthesis
of comprehensive multidisciplinary project dallowed the
project team to reduce design error, improve constructability,
cut project duration and save overall project costs.

CONCLUSIONS
Information-driven modeling and advanced information
technology are transforming business paradigms across
different industry sectors, and best practices in one industry
may also shed light on the other. This paper investigated
opportunities of introducing more collaborative and
integrative project delivery and lifecycle management in
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the luxury yacht industry, based upon principles and best
practices of BIM applied in the AEC industry. Literature
review suggested strong resemblance of the IT infrastructure
and project delivery between the two industries, and capacities
of state-of-the-art software applications also demonstrated
the readiness for the luxury yacht industry to embrace new
business paradigms and BIM-based capital project lifecycle
management. An implementation framework was thus
proposed to delineate the rationale, constituents and business
processes of the BIM-based CPLM. The implementation
framework followed the “people, process and product”
principle in adopting disruptive technology innovations.
The framework was modularized with multiple functional
layers that the ultimate goal was to channel both the product
and process information of luxury yacht through its full
lifecycle. Due to the lack of empirical evidence and best
practices, the paper relied on a case study and an educational
use case to preliminarily evaluate its feasibility and validity
with considerable limitations and possible bias. Nevertheless,
the case study and the educational use case consistently
confirmed positive perceptions of both professionals and
college students towards the BIM-based CPLM in future
shipbuilding industry.
As global-distributed design and engineering workflow
becoming standard practices, both the AEC industry and
shipbuilding industry are facing challenges as well as
opportunities in conducting business with data-driven,
information-centric decision making. Developing the BIMbased CPLM seems to help enterprises improve business agility
and gain competitive advantage in a global market. Future
research on BIM-based CPLM can proceed with both macro
and micro perspectives, including further development of the
implementation framework with comprehensive business
process mapping; the common project data environment and
data sharing & exchange protocols; data analytics and big
data analytics in sensor-deployed, automated luxury yacht
project lifecycle management, to name a few.
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ABSTRACT

The wave energy, as a clean and non-pollution renewable energy sources, has become a hot research topic at home and
abroad and is likely to become a new industry in the future. In this article, to effectively extract and maximize the energy
from ocean waves, a vertical axisymmetric wave energy converter (WEC) was presented according to investigating
of the advantages and disadvantages of the current WEC. The linear and quadratic equations in frequency-domain
for the reactive controlled single-point converter property under regular waves condition are proposed for an efficient
power take-off (PTO). A method of damping coefficients, theoretical added mass and exciting force are calculated
with the analytical method which is in use of the series expansion of eigen functions. The loads of optimal reactive
and resistive, the amplitudes of corresponding oscillation, and the width ratios of energy capture are determined
approximately and discussed in numerical results.

Keywords: Wave energy converter (WEC); power take-off (PTO); capture width ratios; analytical method; eigen function

INTRODUCTION
With the oil and other fossil energy depletion and climate
changing resulting from the greenhouse gas emission,
low carbon, energy conservation and sustainable use, the
renewable energy sources development and utilization are the
most attractive themes of the world’s energy development.
Ocean energy is stored in the water in the inexhaustible
renewable energy, including wave energy, tidal energy, tidal
energy, thermal energy, salt and so on. The wave energy, which
contains the kinetic energy and potential energy due to ocean
surface wave can be considered to be of high value in the form
of ocean energy and likely to become a new industry in the

future. Using of the periodic wave motion characteristics,
WEC converts the wave energy into mechanical energy or
hydraulic energy, and then transforms it into the available
energy. Many devices of WEC have been created and
motivated a wide variety of investigations. We especially
pay close attention to a representative type of WECs, called
oscillating buoy, which has small dimensions comparing
with the incoming wave length. At present, research on the
oscillating buoy WEC is still mainly concentrated in Europe
and other countries.
The most common buoy oscillating WEC is the use of its
heave motion. Early work can be traced to 1984 in Japan
Tanaka[1] (1984) developed a G-1T WEC which includes
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a wedge floating buoy and sliding rail of breakwater. This
is a typical WEC which is mainly based on heaving motion.
The size of oscillating buoy at the waterline surface is 1.8(m)
u1.2(m) and oscillating buoy slide along the breakwater under
wave action. Sea trial was carried out in Tokyo Bay and in
order to deal with the continuous wave of output energy, the
use of the hydraulic cylinder type of pneumatic accumulator
to deal with the purpose of achieving stable energy. The
corresponding period, Budal et al.[2] (1982) developed a kind
of oscillating buoy WEC based on the principle of float, called
Norwegian Buoy (Fig.1). The device is made of upright post
which is connected to the bottom of the sea and spherical
oscillating buoy which absorb wave energy through heaving
motion along the upright post. In 1983, the device model with
the diameter of 1(m) spherical oscillating buoy was carried
out by sea trial in the Trondheim fjord. The device comprises
a power output device, a wind impeller is installed in the
inner of the device, and the power output can be adjusted
effectively. Early research provides technical basis for further
research and many kinds of heaving WEC generation have
been developed in recent years. Representative work is that
Prado[3] (2008) in Holland developed a kind of WEC called
Archimedes Wave Swing (Fig.2). The supporter of device is
fixed in the seabed. The floating buoy and the supporter are
connected by a linear motor. Floating buoy generate electricity
through its heaving motion in wave peak and valley. After
theoretical calculation, a comprehensive sea trial test was
carried out in 2001 and 2002. The sea trial test is very not ideal
well since the device is submerged in the water and not very
well seal installation. In 2004, they improved the installation
program, using a new sealing method on the power output
device and finally the sea tries to succeed. Soon later, Elwood
et al.[4] (2009) research a L-10 WEC (Fig.3). The WEC is
consisting of a deep draft cylinder and an annular floating
buoy. Deep draft cylinder connected with seabed by tension
type mooring and annular floating buoy on the wave slide
along a track in cylinder. This design limits the movement
of other degrees of freedom in addition to the vertical swing.
They developed a prototype of the 10kW power plant, the
middle cylindrical draft 6.7(m), float outer radius 3.5(m) and
sea trials conducted in the Gulf of Oregon, Newport.

Fig. 1. Norwegian Buoy
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Fig. 2. Archimedes Wave Swing

Fig 3. L-10

Another common buoy oscillating WEC is the use of its
surging motion. It is well known that the wave force decreases
with the increase of water depth. For this kind of WEC, the
force along a shaft of a moving absorbing is usually converted
to a moment of force. If that, surging motion converted to
the pitching motion. So we usually called this type of WEC
as flap WEC. According to the different installation position
of the hinge shaft, flap WEC can be divided into two kinds
of buoyant flap and suspension flap. Countries around the
world have a lot of investment for the concept design and
experimental research and practical applications of flap WEC
and a number of typical flap WEC have been developed in
recent years. Following are some brief introduction to the
design and application of these classics. Cameron et al.[5]
(2010) presented a flap WEC which consist of buoyancy flap,
hydraulic cylinder, high pressure pipe and power station,
called Oyster (Fig.4). The force pushes the buoyancy flap
moving. The hydraulic cylinder, which is connected between
the swing plate and the base, is compressed to convey the
high pressure water to the shore through the submarine
pipeline. A hydraulic motor is installed in the power station
on the shore and high pressure water drive hydraulic motor
and the hydraulic motor drives the generator to generate
electricity. Currently Oyster has developed two generations
of products. Different with flap WEC above, Finland
AW-Energy company[6] (2010) developed a kind of flap WEC
for generating electricity by using wave motion at sea floor,

called WaveRoller near shore ocean wave generator (Fig.5). It
is installed on a platform at the bottom of the sea. Under the
impetus of the waves, the blade of the WaveRoller generating
set generates energy by swinging back and forth. After the
hydraulic system is collected, the hydraulic motor and the
generator are converted to electric energy by the shore. In
2003, WaveRoller generator for the first time at the Gulf of
Finland small prototype pilot test. Soon Flocard and Finnigan
[7]
(2009) developed a flap WEC named BioWAVE (Fig.6). The
base of the BioWAVE is fixed to the seabed and the flap buoy
is hinged connect with the base. The flap buoy swings with
the motion of the waves and in order to cope with the wave
direction, the flap buoy can rotate around the vertical axis
of the center of the base.

Fig. 4. Oyster

Fig. 5. WaveRoller

Fig. 6. BioWave

With several typical buoy oscillating WEC presented,
scientists around the world began to research the theory
of the concept model of buoy oscillating WEC, especially for
its hydrodynamic characteristics and capture width ratios.
For example, Mavrakos et al. [8] (2009) introduced into the
traditional conical or cylindrical absorbers several creative
structures, such as exterior torus, two piston-like arranged
internal floater, and bottom-mounted vertical and horizontal
skirts. And they analyzed the floaters geometries’ effects of
the wave energy converters, which is tightly moored, vertical
and axisymmetric. These absorbers were comparatively
evaluated in his research. Nazari et al.[9] (2013) analyzed
and designed a point absorber of wave energy convertor for
the wave condition of Assaluyeh coastal on Persian Gulf. In
this analysis, he got the optimum wave power production
by changing the shape of flat buoy to conical cylindrical to
adjust the damping and natural frequency. Soulard[10] (2009)
conducted the research works to create models and optimize
the geometric of a two-body oscillating system, in which,
a floating body forces against a submerged body through
a linear power takeoff system and force reacting principle can
be used. Goggins et al.[11] (2014) further developed this model
by changing the geometry of floating oscillating absorber,
optimized its hydrodynamic performance, and studied an
unstrained WEC system. The offshore engineering groups,
such as Chakrabarti et al.[12] (1983), Eatock Taylor et al. [13],
(1983); Ran and Kim[14] (1995), studied vertical cylinders
pivoted at the sea floor to articulated tower platform. Very
recently, Caska and Finnigan[15] (2008) studied methods
of hydrodynamic analysis for the application of a damped
vertically oriented cylinder pivoted near the sea floor in the
middle depth. Soon after, Stansby et al.[16] (2015) developed
a wave energy absorber with a damped vertical bottom-pivoted
cylinder and studied its motion response and corresponding
power conversion capability.
The theory of the effect of the linear PTO comprising
a linear spring and a linear damper was first presented
by Evans[17] (1976) by a single freedom oscillating body
under the regular waves. The linear PTO theory appeared
subsequently in many other articals, and extened to multiple
degree of freedom, such as Falnes (2002). Eriksson et al. [18]
(2005) investigated the coupling response of the floating
buoy and the linear generator under the frequency domain.
Fitzgerald et al.[19] (2008) investigated the heave, surge and
pitch motions of a moored WEC driven by regular waves,
and also including results for the unmoored system with
a linear PTO system. Price et al. [20] (2009) studied the WECs
capture width detailedly, and discussed its influences of the
linear PTO control.
Very recently, another important aspect of this research
is truing to the quadratic PTO, such as Sheng and Lewis
(2016). The problem becomes more complicated and much
less research work have been done. The aim of this paper is to
research quadratic PTO according to some claims have been
made that quadratic PTO is better that the linear PTO due to
quadratic PTO can convert more power than those of linear
PTO. Thus in this work, the equation of linear and quadratic
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PTO damping were carried out under the assumption of the
linear hydrodynamics of a vertical axisymmetric WEC in
regular waves. A method of damping coefficients, theoretical
added mass and exciting force are calculated on the analytical
method which is based on the series expansion of eigen
functions. Numerical results concerning for optimizing
resistive and damping PTO are presented to maximize wave
energy.

WAVE ENERGY CONVERSION
The schematic diagram of wave energy conversion is shown
in Fig.8. When a PTO is applied to connect the buoy and the
fixed reference system such as seabed, the motion of the buoy
can drive the PTO to convert the mechanical power into
useful energy. Straightforward application of Newton’s second
law, the equation of motion in regular waves for the system is
MX

Fd  Fr  Fs  Fm

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The Sketch of the vertical axisymmetric WEC and the
fluid divisions are shown in Fig.7. We defined a cylindrical
coordinal system (r,θ,z), with the origin point o locating
at the absorber center and in the plane of the mean free
surface, and the axis oz being vertically upwards. The wetted
surface of absorber is supposed to be consist of a cylindrical
surface and a curved surface with vertical axisymmetry. The
fluid domain due to the device can be divided into several
sub-domain in order to obtain hydrodynamic coefficients.

(1)

where M is the buoy mass; X is the displacement; the symbol
Fd, Fr, Fs and Fm denote the wave excitation force, radiation
force, hydrostatic restoring force and PTO force, respectively.
Under the assumption of linear wave theory, the radiation
and hydrostatic restoring force can be written as
P X  O X
bX

Fr
Fs

(2)

Where μ stands for added mass; λ stands for damping
coefficient; b is hydrostatic recovery coefficient. The PTO
force can be separated two parts
Fm

Fmk  Fmc

(3)

And
Fmk

kX

Fmc

cf ( X )

(4)

in which k is the stiffness coefficient of PTO; c is the damping
coefficients of the PTO. For a linear PTO, the function
of motion velocity in the pure damper is
Fig. 7. The sketch of the device and the subdomain division

f ( X )

X

(5)

For a quadratic PTO, the function of motion velocity in
the pure damper is
f ( X )

X X

(6)

Once the equation of motion is solved, the power conversion
is simply calculated as
P

Fmc X

(7)

the corresponding average power is given by
T

P
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of wave energy conversion
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1
Pdt
T ³0

(8)

Where T is the time interval for calculating the average
power.

HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

ε A are given in the Appendix A. In the same way of incoming
wave, diffraction velocity potential )7 can be expressed as

Hydrodynamic analysis of wave energy conversion is
studied using a semi-analytical method is based upon eigenfunction matching. For the linear wave theory, it is convenient
to decompose the spatial velocity potential ) as the follwoing
part
)

6

) 0 +) 7 + ¦ ) j

(9)

j 1

where )0, )7 stand for incident wave and diffraction velocity
potential respectively. )j (j=1...6) stand for radiated velocity
potential for different motion modes. According to the
potential flow theory, the aforementioned velocity potential
should satisfied the following boundary condition,
Laplace boundary condition:

)7



Ag

Z

f

¦M

A
7

cos AT

(17)

A 0

The potential of the radiation velocity, which is caused
by the forced vertical axisymmetric body motion can be
expressed as
)1

M11 cosT

(18)

M30

(19)

M51 cosT

(20)

in surge direction;
)3

in heave direction;
 2) j

0 ( j 1, 2" 7) (in fluid domain)

(10)

)5

Freesurface boundary condition:
in pitch direction.
 f 2) j  w z ) j

0 ( j 1, 2" 7) ( z

0)

(11)

Bottom boundary condition:
w z) j

0 ( j 1, 2" 7) ( z

 h)

(12)

M Aj , E

Hull boundary condition:
w n) j

To develop the velocity potentials of diffraction and
radiation, the fluid domain can be developed into outer
cylindrical sub-domain named as E and inner cylindrical
sub-domains named as Ip(1≤p≤N) as shown in Fig. 1. Velocity
potential in domain E is

Vn ( j 1, 2" 6), w n ) 7

-w n ) 0

(13)

Lim r (w r ) j  ik0) j ) 0 ( j 1, 2" 7)

(14)

Radiation boundary condition:
r of

in which f2= ω2/g, and ω is the wave frequency, g is the
acceleration due to gravity. The wave number k0 can be defined
by the dispersion equation k0tanhk0h=f2, which is obtained
by meeting the boundary condition. The Vn is the cylinder’s
velocity in the direction normal to the hull. The incident
wave velocity potential in cylindrical coordinates (r,θ,z) can
be given as

D Aj , E ,0 Z 0 ( z )

H A ( k0 r ) f A , E , n
K (k r )
 ¦ D j Z n ( z ) 'A n  :Aj, E (r , z )
H A' (k0 R) n 1
K A (kn R )

Where the H A (·) and K A (·) are the first category Hankel
function and the modified second category Bessel function
with the order A separately. The wave number kn is defined by
dispersion equation kntanknh=-f2 for (n≥1). Velocity potential
in domain I1 is
M Aj , I

1

f

D Aj , I ˈ0 r A  ¦ D Aj , I , nA (On r )cos On ( z  h)  :Aj, I (r , z )
1

1

1



Ag

Z

f

¦M

A
0

cos AT

In which, I A (·) is the second category Bessel function with
the order A . Velocity potential in domain Ip(2≤p≤N) is
A, I p

Mj

 D
(15)

A , I p ,0

Dj

f

Q A ,0 (r )  ¦ D j

A, I p ,n

Q A , n (r )cos On ( z  h) 

A , I p ,0
j

f

(23)

A, I ,n
A, I
Q A ,0 (r )  ¦ D j p Q A , n (r )cos On ( z  h)  : j p (r , z )
n 1

A 0

With
M0A

(22)

n 1

n 1

)0

(21)

H A Z 0 ( z )- A ( k 0 r )

(16)

where J A (·) is the first category Bessel function with the order
A and the expression for known function Z0 (z) and coefficients

In the velocity potentials’ eigenfunction expansion,
expressions for known function Q(·), Z(·) and Ω(·) are listed
in the Appendix A to make it easy for readers. The unknown
coefficients D could be determined by Garrett’s method[21-26],
according to matching the potential and its normal derivative
on the surface of concatenate boundaries, which is shared by
the subdomains.
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Once velocity potentials in six degree of freedom are
known, hydrodynamic coefficients and diffraction wave forces
of the absorber can be calculated by the integration of the
pressure on the hull. In this research, single heave direction
have been considered due to application in wave energy
conversion. Thus, diffraction wave force fd is expressed by
N

fd

i 2SU gRP ¦

Power due to the quadratic PTO effect depicted in Fig.10
for period T=5, 8, 10 and 12s, respectively.

Rp

³M

Ip
7,0

(r , hp  h)rdr

(24)

p 1 R p 1

Hydrodynamic coefficients μ and λ is expressed by
P  iO Z

N

2 US R p ¦

Rp

³M

Ip
3,0

(r , hp  h)rdr

(25)

p 1 R p 1

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The wave energy convergence ability of oscillating body
WEC is usually determined by physical parameter of PTO
damping coefficients. In this section, the case of a inverted
cone with angle α=90° and high t=10m is considered as a kind
of vertical axisymmetric WEC. Linear as well as quadratic
damping coefficients of PTO c have been examined based
upon the optimized stiffness coefficient of PTO k according
to resonance system.
k

Z 2 (m  P )  b

(26)

Fig.10. Power due to the quadratic PTO effect

Similar with power due to the linear PTO effect, the power
for higher period is more than that for lower period and for
different period T, there is a peak with varying linear damping
coefficients of PTO c. However, the peak position is not as
the linear PTO effect nearly the same with different period
T and smaller than that for linear PTO effect. Fig.11 and
Fig.12 shows the comparative results for power due to the
linear and quadratic PTO effect at the higher period T=12
and the lower period T=5. Several important features can be
observed in the Figs.

Power due to the linear PTO effect is depicted in Fig.9 for
period T=5, 8, 10 and 12s, respectively. As shown in Fig.9, the
power for higher periods is larger than that for lower periods.
For different period T, there is a peak with varying linear
damping coefficients of PTO c. In fact the peak position is
c

O

(27)

It is not a surprise, due to it is the optimized damping
coefficients of PTO c in order to satisfy the function wcP=0.

Fig.11 Power due to the linear and quadratic PTO effect at T=12

First, at the higher period T=12, it can be seen that the
maximum power P≈1.6(MW) is nearly the same but the peak
position for quadratic PTO c≈0.08(105 kg/s) is smaller than
that for linear PTO c≈0.25(105 kg/s), in other words, quadratic
PTO effect can reach the peak before the linear PTO effect.

Fig.9. Power due to the linear PTO effect
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APPENDIX A
The expression for known function Z0(z) and Zn(z) are
given

Z 0 ( z ) cosh k 0 h cosh k 0 ( z  h) /( 2k 0 h  sinh 2k 0 h)
Z n ( z ) cos k n h cos k n ( z  h) /( 2k n h  sin 2k n h)
The coefficients H A in velocity potential of incident wave
are given

1 / Z 0 ( z ) (A 0)
® A
¯2i / Z 0 ( z ) (A t 1)

HA
Fig.12. Power due to the linear and quadratic PTO effect at T=5

Second, also at higher period, there is a critical position
c≈0.18(105 kg/s). At that position, power due to quadratic
PTO is equal to power due to linear PTO. Before the critical
position, the power due to quadratic PTO is higher, on the
contrary, the power due to linear PTO is higher. Third, at the
lower period T=5, power due to the quadratic PTO is always
higher than power due to the linear PTO.

CONCLUSIONS
In this investigation, the linear and quadratic PTO effect
have been applied in converting wave power into useful
energy on the analytical method which is based on the series
expansion of eigenfunctions. From the investigation, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
(1). For linear PTO effect, the optimized linear damping
coefficients of PTO c is obtained by the formulae and
confirmed by the numerical results.
(2). For quadratic PTO effect, the optimized qudratic
damping coefficients of PTO c is found by the numerical
results.
(3). The comparisons have been made between the linear
and quadratic PTO effect. At higher period, power due to
quadratic PTO effect can reach the peak before the linear
PTO effect. At the lower period, power due to the quadratic
PTO is always higher than the linear PTO.
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The known function P(·), Q(·)and :(·) in diffraction and
radiation potential are given

ln(r / R1 ) / ln( R2 / R1 ) (A 0)
P0A (r ) ®
A
A
A
A
¯[( r / R1 )  ( R1 / r ) ] /[( R2 / R1 )  ( R1 / R2 ) ] (A t 1)
ln( R2 / r ) / ln( R2 / R1 ) (A 0)
~
P0A (r ) ®
A
A
A
A
¯[( R2 / r )  (r / R2 ) ] /[( R2 / R1 )  ( R1 / R2 ) ] (A t 1)

QnA (r ) 1nAA (On r ) 1nAA (On r )
~
QnA (r ) n2AA (On r )  n2AA (On r )
In which On=nS/(h-d) and the constants are

^

nA
1

,1nA ,2nA ,2nA

`

A (On R1 ), A (On R1 ), A (On R2 ), A (On R2 )
A (On R1 )A (On R2 )  A (On R2 )A (On R1 )
: ,7 ,A (r , z ) I0,A
:Ċ7˄,A1ˈ2˅,ċ˄1ˈ2˅,Č,č,Ď (r , z )

0

: 3, ,,Č
0
A (r , z )
:Ċ3˄,A1ˈ2˅,č (r , z ) ( zZ 2  g ) Z 2
: 3ċ,˄A 1ˈ2˅,Ď (r , z ) [2( z  h) 2  r 2 ] 4(h  d )
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a comprehensive research of the evolution of the hierarchical structure and spatial pattern of coastal
cities in China was conducted based on the data of distribution of the headquarters and subsidiaries of marine-related
enterprises in 1995, 2005 and 2015 using the city network research method proposed by Taylor. The results of the empirical
research showed: China’s coastal city network had an obvious hierarchical characteristics of “national coastal cityregional coastal city-sub-regional coastal city-local coastal city”, in the 20 years of development process, the hierarchies
of coastal cities in China showed a hierarchical progressive evolution; in past 20 years, the spatial pattern and network
structure of coastal cities in China tended to be complete, and the city network was more uniform, forming a “three
tiers and three urban agglomerations” network structure; the strength of connection among the cities was obviously
strengthened, and the efficiency of urban spatial connection was improved overall.

Keywords: Hierarchical structure; Spatial pattern; City network

INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of this century, the United Nations
proposed “The 21st century is the century of ocean”, believing
that the ocean is the main field of international competition
of the 21st century[1]. Later, China introduced the Outline of
the National Planning for Development of Ocean Economy
in 2003 and the “Twelfth Five-Year Plan” for National Marine
Economic Development in 2012, regarding the marine
economy as a new economic growth point[2]. Meanwhile,
taking the coastal city carrying the marine economic
activities as the regional development priority, China
formulated the Development Plan for the Blue Economic
Zone in Shandong Peninsula, Development Plan for the Blue
Economic Experimental Zone in Fujian Strait and other
national strategies to promote the development of coastal
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cities. In recent years, the coastal cities in China have achieved
rapid development with the help of excellent geographical
environment[3-5], policy support[6-8], market factors[9, 10]
and FDI[11, 12], and complex and diverse changes have taken
place in urban spatial pattern, gradually forming an urban
system of perfect structure and reasonable hierarchy.
The rapid development of coastal cities in China
continuously drives relevant academic research, and issues
such as economic disparities of coastal cities[13-15] and
economic structures of coastal cities[16-18] have become
research hotspots, and certain research achievements have
been made on mutual actions between coastal cities and
tourism[19-21], population[22, 23] and so on. However, there
have been few literatures on the development of coastal cities
based on marine economy, this may because few statistics on
marine economy lead to difficulty in quantitative measuring

as marine economy is a new economic form. Therefore, to
marine-related enterprises meeting the standards in 1995,
study the influence of China’s marine economic development
2005 and 2015 were determined, for example, a total of 64
on coastal cities, this paper studied the hierarchical structure
marine-related enterprises meeting the standards in 2015
and spatial pattern of coastal cities in China using the microwere selected, including 11 marine fisheries, 2 offshore oil
main body of marine economic activities-marine-related
and gas industries, 4 sea salt industries, 5 marine chemical
enterprise. Studying China’s coastal city network based
industries, 14 marine communications and transportation
on the distribution of marine-related enterprises has its
industries, 17 marine equipment manufacture industries,
rationality. From the perspective of the dynamic mechanism
4 marine biopharmaceutics industries and 7 coastal tourism
of the formation of city network, enterprise is one of the
industries.
important driving forces of the formation of city network[24],
After the marine-related enterprises meeting the standards
besides, Taylor pointed out that infrastructures in a city, such
in 1995, 2005 and 2015 were determined, the city where the
as road, airport and railway, do not constitute a real city
marine-related enterprise was located was assigned with
network, which in fact is formed by connecting enterprises’
different score in light of the importance of marine-related
strategies[25]; under the condition of market economy, the
enterprise, of which, the city where the headquarter of marinemarine-related enterprise is the micro-main body of marine
related enterprise was located was assigned with 3 scores, and
economic activities, and the connection among marinethe city where the subsidiary of marine-related enterprise was
related enterprises in different cities influences and even
located was assigned with 2 scores, and the city where the office
decides the connection among cities and spatial pattern. From
of marine-related enterprise was located was assigned with
the perspective of spatial position, the business activities
1 score, if the city had no branch of marine-related enterprise,
of marine-related enterprises have distinctive geographical
it was assigned with 0 score. Considering that some cities were
characteristics, thus its spatial distribution and hierarchy can
assigned with lower scores in the scoring of coastal cities in
reflect the hierarchical structure of the city to a certain extent.
China by using the above method, thus, the cities assigned
Based on this, a comprehensive research of the evolution of
with 3 scores or above were selected in this paper1.
the hierarchical structure and spatial pattern of coastal cities
As can be seen from Table 1, the 17 cities in 1995 selected
included two categories, the first category was city with the
in China was conducted based on the data of distribution
high administrative rank, such as capital, municipality and
of the headquarters and subsidiaries of marine-related
enterprises. With coastal cities in 1995, 2005 and 2015
capital city of coastal province, the second category was
being taken as the research object, firstly, China’s coastal
developed coastal city. The 11 new cities in 2005 were mostly
city networks in different years were respectively constructed
coastal cities, where marine-related enterprises gradually
using the city network research method proposed by Taylor;
emerged and formed connections among cities thanks to
secondly, the relative network connection rates of coastal
their geographical advantage of being by the sea. The 13 new
cities were calculated, based on which the urban hierarchies
cities in 2015 first included inland cities, such as Jinan and
were classified and the evolution was analyzed; thirdly, the
Taizhou, presenting sea-land connection development.
evolution of the spatial
Tab. 1. Major coastal cities in China in 1995, 2005 and 2015.
pattern of coastal cities
Dalian
Beijing
Tianjin
Qingdao
Yantai
Nanjing
Nantong
Suzhou
Shanghai
was analyzed; finally,
Cities in 1995
Xiamen
Ningbo
Fuzhou
Hangzhou Zhuhai
Shenzhen
Guangzhou
Shantou
pertinent policies and
Dandong Weihai
Rizhao
Dongying
Wuxi
Wenzhou
Zhoushan
Foshan
Zhanjiang
New cities in 2005
suggestions were put
Huludao
Lianyungang
Yingkou
Weifang
Ji’nan
Binzhou
Taizhou
Zhenjiang
Xuzhou
Changzhou
forward on the basis of
New cities in 2015
Ningde
Zhongshan
Huizhou
Maoming
Suqian
empirical analysis.

DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS
RESEARCH OBJECTS AND DATA PROCESSING
The marine-related enterprise to be selected in this paper
must meet two standards, the first standard was that it must
have a standard enterprise website containing information
about the location and scale of its subsidiaries or offices;
the second standard was that it must have subsidiary
or office in at least two coastal cities. By querying the
websites of all marine-related enterprises, China Marine
Statistical Yearbook, statistical yearbooks and statistical
bulletins of relevant provinces or cities, relevant bulletins
released by the State Oceanic Administration and so on, the

RESEARCH METHODS
In this paper, first, the value matrix for the distribution
of marine-related enterprise in coastal city was constructed
using the GaWC network method[25], then, the connection
matrix about coastal cities was obtained, based on which
China’s coastal city network was constructed. According
to the information about the distribution of marine-related
enterprises, the city where the headquarter of marine-related
enterprise was located was assigned with 3 scores, and the
1
A few cities, such as Beijing, Jinan and Nanjing, are not cities by
the sea, but they have high administrative ranks and marine-related
enterprise headquarters. To reflect the relationship among coastal cities
more comprehensively and objectively, these cities were classified as coastal
cities in this paper.
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city where the subsidiary of marine-related enterprise was
located was assigned with 2 scores, and the city where the
office of marine-related enterprise was located was assigned
with 1 score, and the value matrix V between coastal city
and marine-related enterprise was constructed:
§ V11 V12
¨
¨ V21 V22
¨ #
#
V =¨
¨ Vm1 Vm 2
¨ #
#
¨¨
© Vs1 Vs 2

" V1n
" V2 n
% #
" Vmn
% #
" Vsn

important the city, the higher the relative network connection
rate[26]. The cities were clustered using the K-Cluster
module of SPSS, and the cities with similar relative network
connection rates were classified as a group, thus the coastal
cities in China were divided into national coastal city, regional
coastal city, sub-regional coastal city and local coastal city
according to their importance in the network. Taking 2015
for example, Figure 1 was made.

" V1t ·
¸
" V2t ¸
3 city m has the headquarter
°2 city m has the subsidiary
% # ¸
°
(1)
¸ Vmn = ®
" Vmt ¸
°1 city m has the office
°¯0 otherwise
% # ¸
¸¸
" Vst ¹

National coastal city

Regional coastal city
Sub-regional coastal city
Local coastal city
City

The aggregated score of marine-related enterprises in city
m was V ¦V , the cities assigned with 3 scores or above were
selected. As the city is the carrier of the enterprise, and the
connection among enterprises in two cities constitutes the
connection among the cities, so the degree of connection
between two cities is the accumulated connection among
marine-related enterprises shared by the two cities. The
connection value generated from marine-related enterprise
n between city D and city E was defined as RDE ,n VD n u VE n ,
and the total connection value between city D and city E was
defined as RDE ¦ VD n u VE n . Based on this, the incidence matrix
n
was constructed, and the city network was
Rsu s among s cities
obtained using ArcGIS software. The
total connection value of
s
s
city network was defined as T ¦¦ RDE , and the connection
D 1 E =1
value between city D and all the other cities was defined as
TD ¦ RDE , and the network connection rate of city D was
E =1
T
defined as ta a , and the relative network connection rate
T
Ta
was obtained with city J with the highest network
pta
TJ
connection rate as the benchmark.
m

mn

Fig. 1. Ordering and classification of relative network connection rates
of coastal city nodes in China in 2015.

n 1

As can be seen from Figure 1, the higher the relative
network connection rate of a city, the greater the role and
influence of the city in China’s marine economic development.
By clustering, 41 coastal cities in 2015 were divided into
4 groups: the first group was national coastal city, including
9 cities of Shanghai, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Dalian,
Guangzhou, Beijing, Xiamen and Suzhou, these cities were
the hubs of connection among coastal city networks, and had
great influence and competitiveness; the second group was
regional coastal city, including 12 cities of Yantai, Hangzhou,
Ningbo, Weihai, Nantong, Lianyungang, Zhoushan, Fuzhou,
Taizhou, Nanjing, Zhuhai and Wenzhou, these cities were the
priorities of regional connection, and had strong radiation
depth and breadth for the other coastal cities; the third group
was sub-regional coastal city, including 12 cities of Wuxi,
Weifang, Rizhao, Zhongshan, Jinan, Zhanjiang, Foshan,
Huizhou, Dongying, Ningde, Shantou and Maoming, these
cities enjoyed rapid marine economic development, with
increasing strength; the fourth group was local coastal city,
including 8 cities of Zhenjiang, Xuzhou, Suqian, Binzhou,
Dandong, Huludao, Changzhou and Yingkou, these cities
were new cities of developing the marine economy.

CALCULATED RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
EVOLUTION OF THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE
OF COASTAL CITIES IN CHINA
The relative network
connection rates2 of coastal
cities in China in 1995, 2005
and 2015 were calculated
based on the relative
network connection rate,
and the results are shown
in Table 2.
The relative network
connection rate of city
node can reflect the status
and influence of the city
in the network, the more

Tab. 2. Network connection rates of coastal cities in China in different years.
City

1995

2005

2015

City

1995

2005

2015

City

2005

2015

City

2015

Shanghai

1

1

1

Fuzhou

0.24

0.24

0.24

Lianyungang

0.21

0.29

Jinan

0.09

Beijing

0.62

0.67

0.74

Hangzhou

0.36

0.46

0.40

Dandong

0.02

0.02

Binzhou

0.03

Tianjin

0.60

0.61

0.69

Suzhou

0.38

0.48

0.50

Huludao

0.02

0.02

Taizhou

0.21

Shenzhen

0.53

0.53

0.76

Ningbo

0.31

0.41

0.39

Weihai

0.39

0.37

Zhenjiang

0.04

Qingdao

0.43

0.53

0.73

Yantai

0.17

0.47

0.42

Rizhao

0.09

0.19

Xuzhou

0.04

Dalian

0.40

0.43

0.63

Zhuhai

0.18

0.18

0.18

Dongying

0.05

0.16

Changzhou

0.02

Nanjing

0.39

0.29

0.39

Shantou

0.04

0.12

0.05

Zhanjiang

0.09

0.17

Suqian

0.03

Guangzhou

0.46

0.46

0.57

Wenzhou

—

0.17

0.17

Wuxi

0.11

0.11

Ningde

0.05

Xiamen

0.41

0.51

0.52

Zhoushan

—

0.25

0.25

Yingkou

—

0.01

Zhongshan

0.09

Nantong

0.29

0.35

0.31

Foshan

—

0.04

0.06

Weifang

—

0.11

Huizhou

0.06

Maoming

0.05

2
The number of coastal cities in 1995, 2005 and 2015 selected in this
paper were 17, 28 and 41 respectively, thus some cities lacked relative network
connection rate of 1995 or 2005.
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According to the cluster analysis of coastal cities in 1995,
2005 and 2015, the hierarchical structures of coastal cities in

higher hierarchy of the city in the hierarchies of coastal cities.
(3) The coastal city agglomerations in China can be divided
into three major urban agglomerations overall, including the
Circum-Bohai Sea Urban Agglomeration, Yangtze River Delta
Urban Agglomeration and
Tab. 3. Hierarchical structure of coastal cities in China in different years
Pearl River Delta Urban
Year
City hierarchy
City name
Agglomeration, where the
National Coastal Cities
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Shenzhen
phenomenon of coastal
Regional coastal cities
Qingdao, Dalian, Nanjing, Guangzhou, Xiamen
1995
Sub-regional coastal cities
Nantong, Fuzhou, Hangzhou, Suzhou, Ningbo
city agglomeration was
Local coastal cities
Yantai, Zhuhai, Shantou
obvious.
National Coastal Cities
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Xiamen
The evolution of the
Regional coastal cities
Dalian, Yantai, Suzhou, Ningbo, Fuzhou, Nanjing
2005
Sub-regional coastal cities
Hangzhou, Nantong, Wenzhou, Zhoushan, Foshan, Zhuhai
hierarchical structure of
Local coastal cities
Dandong, Huludao, Weihai, Rizhao, Dongying, Lianyungang, Wuxi, Zhanjiang, Shantou
coastal cities in China
National Coastal Cities
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Dalian, Suzhou, Guangzhou
from 1995 to 2005
Yantai, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Weihai, Nantong, Lianyungang, Zhoushan, Fuzhou, Taizhou,
Regional coastal cities
Nanjing, Zhuhai, Wenzhou
and to 2015 included:
2015
Wuxi, Weifang, Rizhao, Zhongshan, Ji’nan, Zhanjiang, Foshan, Huizhou, Dongying, Ningde,
Sub-regional coastal cities
(1) The hierarchies of
Shantou, Maoming
Local coastal cities
Zhenjiang, Xuzhou, Suqian, Binzhou, Dandong, Huludao, Changzhou, Yingkou
coastal cities in China
presented a hierarchical
progressive evolution.
Driven by marine policy,
China’s marine economy
developed rapidly, and the
marine-related enterprises
expanded rapidly relying
National
coastal
cities
on urban impact, and the
National coastal cities
Regional coastal cities
Regional coastal cities
coastal cities developed
Sub-regional coastal cities
Sub-regional coastal cities
to a higher hierarchy,
Regional coastal cities
Local coastal cities
and the hierarchies of
coastal cities in China
showed a progressive rise
process, in particular,
the hierarchies of cities
such as Yantai, Weihai,
Fig. 2(a). 1995
Fig. 2(b). 2005
Fig. 2(c). 2015
Lianyungang, Fuzhou,
Fig. 2. Hierarchical structures of coastal cities in China in different years
Foshan, Zhuhai and
Zhanjiang rose obviously.
As can be seen from Table 3 and Figure 2, the coastal
From 1995 to 2005 and to 2015, the hierarchies of coastal
cities in China and their hierarchical structure had the
cities in China presented a hierarchical progressive evolution,
following characteristics: (1) The hierarchical structure of
and the new cities of all hierarchies in 2005 and 2015 were
coastal cities in China had a significant positive correlation
mostly developed from the cities of lower hierarchies, for
with the urban administrative rank and the level of urban
example, Zhuhai, just a local coastal city in 1995, rose to
economic development. In the hierarchical structure of
a sub-regional coastal city in 2005, and a regional coastal
coastal cities in China, all the national coastal cities in
city in 2015. (2) The coastal city agglomerations in China
China were municipalities or sub-provincial cities, especially
formed a “three tiers and three urban agglomerations”
capital Beijing, a city not by the sea, unexpectedly had many
network structure, the “three tiers” were Beijing, Shanghai
and Shenzhen, and the “three urban agglomerations” were
headquarters of marine-related enterprises, so it had an
important influence on other coastal cities. The reason may
the Circum-Bohai Sea Urban Agglomeration, Yangtze River
be that these cities had higher administrative ranks and easier
Delta Urban Agglomeration and Pearl River Delta Urban
access to political, economic and social resources, so the
Agglomeration. From 1995 to 2005 and to 2015, in the 20 years
marine-related enterprises were first established in these
of China’s marine economic development, new coastal cities
cities to expand the market radius and develop the marine
mainly emerged centering around the core cities of Beijing,
economy by making use of the influence of these cities. (2)
Shanghai and Shenzhen, and the Circum-Bohai Sea
The hierarchical structures of coastal cities in China were
Urban Agglomeration with Beijing as the center, Yangtze
closely related to geographical location. The marine economy
River Delta Urban Agglomeration with Shanghai as the
had obvious geographical characteristics, the closer to the
center and Pearl River Delta Urban Agglomeration with
Shenzhen as the center expanded continuously and their
sea of a city, the more abundant marine resources the city
scales expanded gradually.
had, the faster the marine economic development, and the

China were obtained. To directly reflect the characteristics
and evolution of the hierarchical structures of coastal cities
in China from 1995 to 2005 and to 2015, Table 3 and Figure 2
were made.

National coastal cities

Regional coastal cities

Sub-regional coastal cities
Local coastal cities
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EVOLUTION OF THE SPATIAL PATTERN OF COASTAL
CITIES IN CHINA

the following conclusions were drawn: (1) China’s coastal
city network had an obvious hierarchical characteristics
of “national coastal city-regional coastal city-sub-regional
To analyze the association between the spatial patterns
coastal city-local coastal city”, in the 20 years of development
and coastal cities, the city network model was constructed
process, the hierarchies of coastal cities in China showed
using ArcGIS software according to the incidence matrix
a hierarchical progressive evolution. The high-hierarchy coastal
among coastal cities in China in 1995, 2005 and 2015, as
cities were mostly municipalities or sub-provincial cities or
seaside cities near the sea, these cities and their association
shown in Figure 3.
constituted the basic
framework of the spatial
patterns of coastal cities in
China. (2) In the 20 years
of development process,
the strength of connection
among coastal cities in
China was gradually
strengthened, and the
density of city network
increased gradually, and
the urban spatial structure
was becoming complete
day by day. The coastal
city agglomerations in
China formed a “three
tiers and three urban
Fig. 3(a). 1995
Fig. 3(b). 2005
Fig. 3(c). 2015
agglomerations” network
structure, the “three tiers”
Fig. 3. Spatial patterns of coastal cities in China in different years
were Beijing, Shanghai and
As can be intuitively seen from Figure 3, from 1995 to
Shenzhen, and the “three urban agglomerations” were the
2005 and to 2015, the strength of connection among coastal
Circum-Bohai Sea Urban Agglomeration, Yangtze River
cities in China was gradually strengthened, and the density
Delta Urban Agglomeration and Pearl River Delta Urban
of city network gradually increased, and the urban spatial
Agglomeration. (3) The structures of the three major coastal
structure was becoming complete day by day. In 1995,
urban agglomerations became more complete, but there were
the spatial pattern of coastal cities in China were not yet
differences in their internal and external spatial patterns. In
complete, and the strength of connection among coastal
the 20 years of development process, the association between
cities in China was weak. In 2005, the strength of connection
the three major urban agglomerations and internal cities was
among coastal cities in China was further strengthened,
strengthened, and the association among the three major
and the value of connection among some coastal cities was
urban agglomerations and external cities also became close
above 10, and the total value of connection among coastal
gradually, and the connection among the cities became
more direct and efficient. The Circum-Bohai Sea Urban
city networks increased to 1,189, and the connection among
coastal cities was closer, however, the strength of connection
Agglomeration had prominent internal connection while
between new coastal cities and other cities was still low. In
the Yangtze River Delta Urban Agglomeration had prominent
2015, the spatial structure and network structure tended to
external connection. Combined with the empirical analysis,
be complete, the city network was more uniform, and the
this paper put forward the following policy recommendations.
strength of connection among coastal cities in China was
In view of the obvious hierarchical structures of coastal
significantly strengthened, and the efficiency of urban spatial
cities in China, a long-term, overall planning based on
connection was improved overall.
China’s overall marine economic development should be
developed. Firstly, the government should attach importance
to the construction of high-hierarchy coastal cities, cultivate
CONCLUSIONS
and build the core coastal cities with competitive strength
and influence, if the core coastal cities can not play their
In this paper, a comprehensive research of the evolution of
roles, the whole city network will be in a state of paralysis;
the hierarchical structure and spatial pattern of coastal cities in
secondly, form the urban agglomerations promoting China’s
China was conducted based on the data of distributions of the
marine economic development relying on the radiation and
headquarters and subsidiaries of marine-related enterprises in
diffusion effects of high-hierarchy coastal cities to play
1995, 2005 and 2015 using the city network research method
the spatial polarization effect, so as to connect secondary
proposed by Taylor. According to the empirical research,
development cities and promote China’s marine economic
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development; finally, give full play to the supporting roles
of low-hierarchy coastal cities, avoid duplication of similar
projects and industrial isomorphism, help them find their
own positions in the industry, play their own advantages, and
actively create a suitable external investment environment
to strive to become a new coastal city with development
potential.

10. Q.Wang, H.Chen, 2016. Ratio of marketization to labour
income: based on the empirical evidence of China’s
provincial panel data. China Soft Science, 9,156-167.
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ABSTRACT
The multi-autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) distributed task allocation model of a contract net, which introduces
an equilibrium coefficient, has been established to solve the multi-AUV distributed task allocation problem. A differential
evolution quantum artificial bee colony (DEQABC) optimization algorithm is proposed to solve the multi-AUV
optimal task allocation scheme. The algorithm is based on the quantum artificial bee colony algorithm, and it takes
advantage of the characteristics of the differential evolution algorithm. This algorithm can remember the individual
optimal solution in the population evolution and internal information sharing in groups and obtain the optimal
solution through competition and cooperation among individuals in a population. Finally, a simulation experiment
was performed to evaluate the distributed task allocation performance of the differential evolution quantum bee
colony optimization algorithm. The simulation results demonstrate that the DEQABC algorithm converges faster than
the QABC and ABC algorithms in terms of both iterations and running time. The DEQABC algorithm can effectively
improve AUV distributed multi-tasking performance.

Keywords: Differential evolution quantum artificial bee colony algorithm; Multi-AUV; Contract net; Task allocation

INTRODUCTION
Currently, research on underwater vehicle AUVs focuses
on two dimensions: task allocation modeling and algorithm
optimization. In recent years, to avoid the multi-robot
centralized solution of the large calculation load of the
central node, poor system robustness and other defects,
scientific researchers worldwide have devised independent
coordination and control technology for multi underwater
vehicle AUVs according to the group behavior, which appears
in biological group interaction mechanisms and reaction
mechanisms. This effort provides a new method to solve
the problem of distributed task allocation [1-3]. Distributed
task allocation offers many advantages, such as strong

autonomous system scalability, calculation simplicity, and
the lack of a defined coordination control center. It has no
prominent hierarchical system feature. This method uses the
bottom-up data-driven form, which distinguishes it from
the traditional up-down task-planning model. It represents
a new direction in the research field of multi underwater
robot AUV task allocation.
With the rapid development of swarm intelligence
algorithms, many researchers have simulated insect foraging
behavior and have introduced a response threshold model to
assign tasks; other experts have introduced the ant colony
algorithm to solve the large-scale task allocation problem
based on the time series [4-6]. Some experts have also
designed a task model and proposed an improved discrete
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve the problem
[7,8]. These methods provide a new way to solve the problem
of allocating tasks among multiple robots. The present paper
explores AUV mission planning theory for multi-AUV task
allocation, particularly to study distributed AUV dynamic
task allocation, which uses the differential evolution quantum
colony optimization algorithm in the bionic task allocation
method.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

In the formula, i is the bee number, j is the dimension,

X i , j is the bee optimization position, and O is a constant.
In addition,
D j (t ) u Qi , j (t )  (1  M j ) u G j (t )

Q (t )
i, j

In the formula, D j is the random number distributed
on the interval (0, 1) uniformity, Qi , j (t ) is the best current
position of an individual bee, and G j (t ) is the best estimate
of the current position of all bees.
The best estimate of the position of the i-th bee is

QUANTUM ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

Qi (t )

 X (t )
®
¯Q (t  1)
i

i

The bee colony optimization algorithm is a type of metaheuristic optimization method to imitate the behavior of
natural bees. Ferrante et al. [9] proposed a self-organization
model, which was applied to task partitioning. Grozinger
[10] proposed a self-organizing model, which showed the
communication in the bee colony through many methods,
including “swing dance” and odor. This self-organization
model can complete different tasks in different social classes.
Karaboga and Bastruk. proposed a meta-heuristic bee
colony algorithm to solve the maximum-weight problem
[11, 12]. Tsai et al. [13] introduced an algorithm that imitated
honeybees using the method of neighborhood search and
random search for combinatorial optimization and function
optimization. Karaboga et al. [14] successfully applied the
colony algorithm to the problem of function extremum
optimization and systematically introduced the artificial
bee colony (ABC) model. Civicioglu and Besdok [15] analyzed
a conceptual comparison of the Cuckoo search, particle swarm
optimization, differential evolution and artificial bee colony
algorithms. Loubière et al. [16] proposed a sensitivity analysis
method for driving the artificial bee colony algorithm’s
search process, a new approach to random selection in
neighborhood search. Karaboga and Akay [17] and Ozturk
et al. [18] proposed an improved clustering criterion artificial
bee colony algorithm.
O
In the quantum space, the particle state ih Ot M ( X , t ) +M ( X , t )
is represented by wave function M ( X , t ) , where H is the
Hamiltonian operator and h is Planck’s constant. If the particle
undergoes a one-dimensional potential well movement at the
center point of Q, the position determined by the stochastic
2
equation is X Q r h ln(1 u ) , which m is mass of the particle,
2 mJ
u is the random number distributed on the interval (0, 1)
uniformity [19].
Thus, we can obtain a formula of the quantum artificial
bee colony algorithm:
X i , j (t  1)
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Qi , j (t ) r O X i , j (t )  X i z j , j (t ) ln(1 ui , j (t )) (1)
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(2)

g

f > X i (t ) @  f > Qi (t  1) @
f > X i (t ) @ t f > Qi (t  1) @

(3)

The best estimate of the global position is determined by
arg min ^ f >Qi (t ) @` and G (t ) Qg (t ) .
1d i d m

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM OF DIFFERENTIAL
EVOLUTION OF QUANTUM COLONY
The differential evolution algorithm incorporates the
individual optimal solution in the group evolution and shares
0
the internal information groups X (0) ^ x10 , x20 ," , xNP
`,
through the cooperation and competition among individuals
within the group to achieve the optimal solution. Assume that
population size is NP , when the population evolves to the m
generation, the population is X (m) , and the dimension of the
solution space is K . In the initial population, the individual
solution of I is xi0 ª¬ xi0,1 , xi0,2 ," , xi0, k º¼ . The individual
components are as follows:

xi0, j

x j ,min  rand ( x j ,max  x j ,min )

(4)

where x j ,max is the upper bound of the solution space and
x j ,min is the lower bound of the solution space. The differential
evolution algorithm has three types of operation: mutation,
crossover and selection [20-22].
The use of fewer colony algorithm parameter settings
make the algorithm easier to obtain and allows effective
solution of complex optimization problems but also risks
falling into a local optimum. Differential evolution quantum
approaches must incorporate many operations, such as
variation, crossover and selection. The optimal solution
is obtained by iterating. Many problems can arise during
the optimization process, such as slower convergence speed
and premature solution. Akay B et al. proposed a differential
evolution algorithm with a search strategy for an artificial
bee colony [23]. The differential evolution quantum
artificial bee colony (DEQABC) algorithm incorporates the
artificial bee colony search strategy into the iteration process,
which can allow it to escape a local optimum and avoid the
premature phenomenon [24,25].

vij

xij  D ( xij  xkj ), i z k

(5)

Because of the lack of development of the formula, Ozturk
C et al. proposed a novel binary version of the artificial bee
colony algorithm based on genetic operators (GB-ABC) such
as crossover and swap to solve binary optimization problems
[26].

vij

xij  D ( xij  xkj )  E ( x Global
 xij ), i z k
j

(6)

Therefore, the differential evolution optimization algorithm
improves the convergence speed and avoids the prematurity
phenomenon. The specific steps are as follows:
(1) Initialize: F shrinkage factor, CR cross factor, maxCycle
maximum iterations.
(2) Initial population: Randomly generate M solutions X i
, ( i 1, 2," , M ).
(3) Execute the program:
While the stop conditions are not satisfied, do
For i=1 to M, do
Do mutation, crossover and selection for X i .
For k=1 to K, do
Use formulas (1) and (2) to search the candidate solutions
near Z i .
If f ( Z i )  f ( X i )
X i Zi
End if
End for
End for
End while

RESULTS

where wa is the average workload of all robots in the team.
BeqR <0: robot R has a lighter workload than the other robots;
BeqR >0: robot R has a heavier workload than the other robots;
BeqR > BeqR1 0: robot R has a heavier workload than robot R1.
In the contract net, the robot can take the task at the
minimum cost, and the workload to be obtained should not
be excessive. Thus, the task can be estimated from the balance
coefficient Beq . The formula of the task is estimated by robot
R as follows:

rt ' R (T1 )

rt R (T1 )  BeqR u rt R (T1 )

(8)

The task can be estimated using the balance coefficient Beq
of robot R. The following effects can be obtained:
(1) A robot with a larger workload cannot easily obtain new
tasks, and its tasks are more likely to be reassigned because
its task utility is low.
(2) A robot with a smaller workload easily obtains new
tasks and does not easily give up its task because its task
utility is high.
CONTRACT NET TASK ALLOCATION MODEL BASED
ON DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION QUANTUM BEE
COLONY ALGORITHM
The managers are denoted by AUVD in the distributed
contract net. They are responsible for managing the task, and
the other AUVi are responsible for bidding the task. The task
allocation process includes four steps: task bidding, bid, bid
winning and task execution based on the contract net. The
contract net task allocation model based on the differential
evolution quantum bee colony algorithm is as follows:
Assume
that
there
a r e NV
AU Vs ,
Task ^Task1 , Task2 ," , Task N ` , the number of task targets
is N M , V ^V1 , V2 ," , VNV ` , the number of AUVs is NV ,
Menace Menace1 , Menace2 ," , MenaceN , and the number
of threat sources is N Q . The AUVs, task targets, and threat
sources can include many types. If the same type of task
is performed by different AUVs, the implementation effect
is different. Assuming that the task set assigned to AUVi is
Ti ^Taski1 , Taski2 ," , Taskini `, the multi-AUV distributed task
allocation problem can be translated as follows: Assign the
existing tasks to multiple AUVs in the shortest possible time,
i.e., * T Task ; each AUV has only one task, i.e., i, j  ^1," , NV `
, i z j and Ti  T j  .If the maximum number of tasks
executed by the multi-AUV system is less than the number
of tasks that should be allocated, the assignment can be
optimized to improve the overall efficiency of the multi-AUV
task allocation system according to the following objectives.
N Objective one: To maximize the overall effectiveness
Ti (Ti ) of the AUV after finishing the task, T (T ) is the
¦
i
i
i 1
performance after the task set Ti is completed by Vi .
Objective two: To minimize the required time
max iV Timei (Ti ) of the task to be completed by the AUV,
Timei (Ti ) is the time at which the task set Ti is finished by Vi .
M

MULTI-AUV DISTRIBUTED TASK ALLOCATION OF
THE CONTRACT NET WITH THE INTRODUCED
BALANCE COEFFICIENT
To enable multiple AUVs to quickly complete the task and
achieve global optimization, first, the task is distributed to
the entire AUV team with the smallest cost using the contract
net to ensure the global optimization of task implementation.
Then, the balance coefficient is used to make the entire AUV
team distribute and achieve the tasks in the shortest time.
The balanced coefficient BeqR is introduced in the contract
net distributed robot task allocation. Each robot uses its
cost function to count the workload: the workload is the
cost of robot R in the entire process of the work. Each robot
broadcasts its workload to the entire team and calculate its
Beq . The formula of the balance coefficient for robot R is
as follows:

BeqR

wa ( R)  wa
wa

(7)

^

Q

`

NV

i

i 1

V
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NV

Objective three: To balance the task load of each AUV,

¦ Tload (T )  Tload is minimized, where Tloadi (Ti ) is the task
i

i

i 1

load of Vi , Tload is the average task load for each AUV.

DISCUSSION
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT
To evaluate the performance of the distributed task
allocation model based on the differential evolution quantum
bee colony algorithm, the study included the corresponding
simulation experiment. The conditions of the simulation
experiment are as follows:
A set of thirty task items to be assigned is selected. The
thirty tasks can be divided into three categories: T1 , T2 ,and
T3 . AUV1 , AUV2 ,and AUV3 are involved in the bidding
of the AUVs and all tasks of the bid. The bid value of the
completed task, trust and initial ability are shown in Table 1.
The influence factors of the AUV load, ability and trust degree
are 0.3, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively, in the bidding strategies
of the contract net task allocation based on the differential
evolution quantum bee colony algorithm.

Fig. 1. Average Load of AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3 in the Contract Net
Traditional Model AUV.

Tab. 1. Initial value of the completed task, trust and ability.
T1

T2

T3

Bidding
value

Trust degree

Ability

Bidding value

Trust
degree

Ability

Bidding
value

Trust
degree

Ability

3

0.6

0.8

2

0.5

0.6

2

0.8

0.7

4

0.8

0.6

2

0.9

0.8

3

0.9

0.6

5

0.9

0.7

3

0.7

0.7

4

0.6

0.8

The simulation experiment has 2 objectives. When the
bidding and tendering stage are identical, the first objective
is to test and compare the contract net model based on the
differential evolution quantum bee colony algorithm and
the contract net traditional model. The second objective is to
compare the performance in four aspects: efficiency of task
allocation, average AUV load, number of bid AUV allocated
tasks, and proportion relation of the corresponding type of
task ability.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
After the experiment, the simulation results are as follows.
Figure 1 shows the average load of AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3
in the contract net traditional model AUV. Figure 2 shows
the reduced proportion (%) when AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3
execute tasks in the contract net traditional model.
Fig. 2. Reduced Proportion (%) of AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3 when they
Executed Tasks in the Traditional Contract Net Model.
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Figure 3 shows the average load of the AUVs in the contract
net model based on the differential evolution quantum bee
colony algorithm. Figure 4 shows the reduced proportion
(%) of execution time in the contract net model with the
introduced balance coefficient based on the differential
evolution quantum bee colony algorithm.

model and the contract net model with the introduced balance
coefficient based on the differential evolution quantum bee
colony algorithm.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the Executive Entirety Effectiveness of the Multi-AUV
Distributed Task Allocation.
Fig. 3. Average Load of AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3 in the Contract Net Improved
Model AUV.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the convergence
performance of the ABC, QABC, and DEQABC algorithms
in the process of multi-AUV distributed task allocation.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the Convergence Performance of the ABC, QABC,
and DEQABC Algorithms.
Fig. 4. Reduced Proportion (%) of AUV1, AUV2 and AUV3 Tasks in the
Contract Net Improved Model.

Comparing the front and back images, we observe that the
traditional contract net does not consider the load balance
of the bidding AUV, which causes a large load difference for
the bidding AUV. The improved contract net model satisfies
the requirement of load balance because the proportions
of load and task execution time of three bidding AUVs are
basically equivalent.
Figure 5 shows that the comparison of the executive
entirety effectiveness of multiple AUVs in the distributed
task allocation experiment in the traditional contract net

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the comparison of the number
of iterations and running time when the ABC, QABC, and
DEQABC algorithms are used to solve 10 task allocation
cases to obtain the optimal solution.
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The simulation experiment verifies that the quantum bee
colony based on differential evolution can avoid falling
into local optima; shorten the convergence time; reduce
the number of iterations; enhance the global, dynamic and
adaptive capability of the bee colony algorithm; and effectively
improve the overall performance of distributed task allocation
for multiple AUVs.
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ABSTRACT

Three-cone bit is the key equipment in the exploration of the oil in offshore drilling and exploration, the bearing
system and the seal system are the critical components for the bit. Especially in the offshore drilling environment,
the seal design need to be carefully considered. A multi-objective optimization design including orthogonal design
method and F-test with finite element analysis for a three-cone bit seal is proposed. Firstly, the calculation method
of optimization targets are given, including the minimization of maximum contact pressure and leakage rate analyzed
by ANSYS and MATLAB respectively, to maximize seal life and reliability. Then, an orthogonal experiment approach
is used to investigate the effects of the eleven parameters on the seal performance, and the influence degrees of the
seal factors on the optimization targets have been confirmed by F-test, and the reasonable factors can be determined
by the trend of the targets. Finally, in order to validate the analysis results, a new seal was designed and tested on a seal
tester compared to the previous seal. In this test, the seal maximum interface temperature that reflects the position
of maximum contact pressure can be obtained by using three high precision thermocouples. Both the experiment
results and the numerical analyses proved that the maximum contact pressure and leakage rate of the improved seal
have been reduced compared to the previous.
Keywords: Offshore drilling; Design Optimization; Seals; Finite Element Analysis; MATLAB

INTRODUCTION
Three-cone bit is the key equipment in the exploration
of the oil and natural gas field resources in offshore drilling
and exploration. Harsh marine environment brings many
problems to drilling, one of the most significant questions
which must be answered by the drilling engineers is whether
the reliability of three-cone bit can be guaranteed [1]. However,
statistics indicated that the main reason for the bit failure is
the early seal failure [2].

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of offshore drilling system
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Compared to a common seal, the bit seal has more
complicated structure, and the high temperature and high
pressure of well bottom-hole will lead to the lubricant leakage
increases. The statistics identified that the main reason of the
bit failure is the early seal failure [3]. The seal fail will lead to
the lubricant leakage and fatigue wear caused by the contact
pressure of the seal interface [4]. The structure of the SEMS2 is
shown in Figure 2: the stator, O-ring, and the rubber support
ring are stationary while the rotor rotates together with the
shaft. The rubber support ring and the O-ring can supply
seal pressure for the seal interface.
In the most recent years, several descriptive studies have
been carried out to examine the seal structure and failure
reason. Joseph L [5] pointed out that the life of the cone bit
bearing is determined by the seal and bearing, and forecasted
the life of the lubrication system. Shunhe Xiong [6] produced
an axisymmetric numerical model of mechanical seal for
down-hole tools, and discussed the relationship between
the environmental pressure and the lubricant film. Based
on the hypothesis that the drilling fluid has the same fluid
properties, a transient seal model and a dynamic tracking
model is developed. Considering the seal interface pressure
distribution, the second generation SEMS2 has been and
improved by Baker Hughes in 2003 [7].

seal parameters on the optimum targets. Then the optimal
values can be determined by the trend of the average values
of maximum contact pressure and leakage rate, and the
parameters are verified through numerical analyses and
experimental studies.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
MATERIAL PARAMETERS
The material of the head seal and cone insert is hard metal
alloy YG8, the backup ring and the head energizer are made of
HNBR rubber with a hardness of about 80 IRHD, a material
that ensures high temperature resistance together with high
compatibility for lubricants, and this material also exhibits
highly nonlinear elastic. In this paper, the Mooney–Rivlin
model belongs to a type of constitutive models to describe
rubber is selected to describe the mechanical properties
of rubber with less than 150% deformation. The function of
strain potential energy can be expressed as [12]:
W

C1 I1  3  C 2 I 2  3

(1)

Where C1ǃC2 are Mooney–Rivlin coefficient, I1ǃI2 are
the first and second order invariable strain values. The
relationship of stress, strain potential energy, and strain can
be expressed as:
V

wW wH

(2)

As to the incompressible materials, shear modulus G and
rubber material parameters can be written as:
Fig. 2. Seal installation position on the cone bit

As to the bit seal, the sealing force produced by elastomer
is non-linear, which further aggravates the research difficulty.
Although numerical analysis makes great contributions to
the down-hole seal, there still exists some problems for this
new seal design. Its seal properties vary with the amount of
rubber non-linear behavior, down-hole pressure and seal
design parameters. However, very few factors have been
considered for the structure optimum design of the cone bit
seal nowadays. For the seal optimum design, the artificial
neural network [8, 9], Taguchi method [10] and finite element
analysis [11] have been recognized as strong tools. However,
due to the structure and special environment of the bit
seal, the numerical analysis of multiple objectives remains
complex.
In this paper, in order to increases the computational
efficiency, the inverse method is employed to approximate
the pressure distribution of lubricant film by FEM simulation.
Furthermore, an orthogonal experiment with orthogonal
array and F-test are used to determine the importance of the

G

2 C1  C2

(3)

The performance parameters C1 and C2 can be obtained
by uniaxial compression tests, furthermore, the constitutive
model parameters of rubber material can be fitted by means
of the least square method. According to the fitting results,
the constants C1 , C2 are 1.856 and 0.046 respectively.
CALCULATION METHOD OF OPTIMIZATION
TARGETS
SEAL CONTACT PRESSURE

The interface between the stator and the rotor isolates
the lubricant from the drilling fluid, and lubricant pressure
is higher than drilling fluid by means of the piston balance
system, which can prevent the drilling fluid from flowing
into the bearings. According to the experimental data, the
environmental pressure difference between the lubricant
and drilling fluid ranges from 0.3MPa to 0.7MPa [3]. The
seal interface contact pressure in downhole condition can
be calculated by finite element simulation. The seal assembly
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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process is first simulated, wherein the shaft is fixed and the
axial compressive displacement of stator is 3 mm(Figure
3a). Secondly, the lubricant pressure 30.5MPa and drilling
fluid pressure 30MPa are exerted on the inside and outside
of the seal, respectively, shown in Figure 3b.The result of the
contact pressure are depicted in Figure 3c, which shows the
outer contact pressure of the interface is smaller than that of
the inner at the high pressure environment, and the contact
distribution can result in the inner position to be worn easily
in the drilling process. Hence, the maximum contact pressure
P should be an optimization objective.

MULTI-PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION DESIGN
It is obvious that the environmental pressure difference
and seal geometric parameters have great influences on
the contact pressure and leakage rate. In order to optimize
the structural parameters of the seal, the orthogonal design
tests and F-tests are used to evaluate the impact degrees on
the seal performance.
The seal parameters include environmental pressure
difference Δp and ten geometric parameters. The geometric
parameters are shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. The steps of the finite element analysis.

SEAL LEAKAGE RATE
Fig. 4. Parameters of the bearing seal.

The leakage rate is an important index to evaluate the seal
life, which can be computed by solving Reynolds equation.
Due to the low rotational speed, the inverse method is used
to analyze the film thickness of the seal interface to simplify
the numerical computation. Due to the axisymmetry of seal
geometry and load, the seal surface deformation and flow
field of the seal interface can be assumed to be axisymmetric.
Based on these hypothesis, the lubrication equation can be
expressed as[13]:

The orthogonal design can improve experimental efficiency
and has been widely used in industry. In this trial, the factors
are labeled as A–M, and each factor has three levels, and
the range of each factor has been determined by design
experience. The orthogonal design can be conducted by
L27(311) Orthogonal Array [14-15]. The levels and factors are
given in Table 1.
Tab. 1. Levels and factors of seal parameters

1 w § Ir rh wP ·
r wr ¨© 12 P wr ¸¹
3

0

(4)

The boundary conditions are: P=P1, at r=r0 (lubricantside); P=P2, at r=r1 (drilling fluid-side). Where μ represents
the dynamic viscosity of the lubricant; P1, P2, h, r0, and
r1 are the lubricant pressure, drilling fluid pressure, film
thickness, inner radius of the seal, and the outer radius of
the seal, respectively. The leakage rate Q can be calculated
from Equation (5):

Q

³

2S

0

UIr rh 3 wp
dT
12 P wr

(5)

The contact pressure gradient distribution of the seal
interface can be obtained by finite element simulation.
Combined with the Equation (4), the film distribution
of the seal interface can be calculated. Based on the film
distribution, the seal leakage at the minimum film thickness
can be obtained according to the Equation (5).
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Factors

Parameters

Unit

Levels

Axial length of the stator(A)

L1

mm

4

5

6

Width of the sealing
interface(B)

L2

mm

5

5.5

6

Length of the wedge angle
(C)

L3

mm

1

2

3

Inside angle of the stator (D)

α

deg

30

25

20

Outside angle of the
stator(E)

β

deg

30

45

60

Wedge angle of the stator (F)

θ

deg

2

5

8

Bottom width of the stator
(G)

L4

mm

2

2.5

3

Hardness of the energizer(I)

HA

HIRD

70

80

90

Hardness of the rubber
support ring (J)

HB

HIRD

70

80

90

Axial displacement of the
rotor(K)

H

mm

1.4

1.6

1.8

Difference of the
environmental pressure (M)

ΔP

MPa

0.3

0.5

0.7

RESULTS

F-TEST

MAXIMUM CONTACT PRESSURE AND LEAKAGE
RATE
According to the fluid numerical model, the contact
pressure gradient distribution can be analyzed by ANSYS.
Coupled with the film thickness, the leakage rate Q can be
computed by MATLAB. In this paper, the environmental
temperature T=50°, and the shaft rotating speed n=200 r/min.
Based on the orthogonal design tests, the maximum contact
pressure and the leakage rate are presented in Figure 5. It can
be seen that the maximum contact pressure for the 27 trials
range from 54.68 MPa to 122.1 MPa; the numbers relatively
small are 2, 3, 13, and 14. Meanwhile, the number 2, 3, 13,
and 26 trails have relatively larger leakage rate.
Maximum contact pressure

Contact pressure(MPa)

120
100
80
60
40

Leakage rate(mm3×10-3/s)

0

5

12

10

15

20

25

20

25

Leakage rate

9
6
3
0
0

5

10

15
Trial number

Fig. 5. Maximum contact pressure and leakage rate.

IMPACT FACTORS

Based on the orthogonal design and analysis of variance,
the influence degree of the factors on the optimization
objectives can be confirmed by F-test [17]. The F values of the
maximum contact pressure and leakage rate can be calculated
by Equation (8):

F

(8)

Where fi and f E are respectively the degrees of freedom of
the factor i (i=A, B…, M) and of the error; Si and SE are the
sum of squares of factor i and error respectively. The F-test
values can be expressed as the ratio of the variance of the
factor i to the variance of the error. In this paper, according to
the orthogonal design tests, n=27, a=3, and the trial number
of each factor is 9, so the degrees of freedom fi =2, f E =8.
The criteria of F values can be found from F distribution
table. If Φ=0.1, the confidence level is 90%. For the factors,
the larger the F values is, the greater the impact on the
optimization objective is. If Fi˚F0.001(2,8), the factor i is highly
significant, marked as“*****”. If F0.001(2,8)˚Fi˚F0.005(2,8).
The factor i marked as “****”. With the F value increasing
from 0.005 to 0.05, the impact on the maximum contact
pressure and leakage rate reduces gradually. If F0.05(2,8)˚Fi
, the influence of the factors can be neglected.
According to the criteria, the F values of P and Q for the
eleven factors are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the F
values of factors C, E, and F are lower than F0.05(2,8), which
means that these factors have little or no effect on P and Q,
and the other eight factors need to be further discussed.
Tab. 3. Evaluation results of the factors

According to the results of orthogonal design tests, the
variance of the factors can be calculated [16]:

F values
Factors
P

1
1§
·
xk ¸
¦ Ki2ˉ n ¨© ¦
ai1
k 1
¹
b

S

Si f i
SE f E

n

2

(6)

Q

A

B

C

D

E

F

9.84

6.42

1.52

6.42

2.12

0.57

***

**

—

**

—

24.49 12.26 4.84 77.02 0.92
***** ****

*

*****

—

—

G

I

J

K

M

1.79 12.77 8.03 44.66 0.79
—

****

**

*****

—

1.79 18.63 2.83 12.63 0.70 71.64
—

*****

—

****

—

*****

DISCUSSION

Where,
a

Ki

¦x

(7)

ij

OPTIMAL VALUES OF THE OTHER FACTORS

j 1

n, a, and b stands for the total number of trials, number
of trials for each level, and levels for each factor, xij is the
calculations of the trial j at level i(i=1, 2, …, b; j=1, 2,…, a).
The variances of the maximum contact pressure P and leakage
rate Q can be seen in Table 2.
Tab. 2. Results of variance analysis of the factors
Factors
Variances

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

I

J

K

M

Q

186.55 93.40 36.88 586.5

6.99

13.64 141.92 21.53 96.20

5.35 545.62

P

27.53 17.96

5.94

1.59

124

4.26

17.96

5.01

35.71 22.46

2.21

As described above, the influence of the factors C, E, and
F can be ignored. For the other eight factors, each factor has
nine calculation results on the maximum contact pressure P
by the orthogonal array, and so does the leakage rate Q. The
average values of P and Q for the same level can be defined
as K-Q and K-P, then the optimal values can be determined
by the trend of the curve of K-Q and K-P. Figure 6 presents
the trends of K-P and K-Q against the levels for the factors.
It can be seen that the factors G and J have great effect on the
K-P, and the factors B and D have highly effect on the K-Q.
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In order to extend the seal life, the average values of P and
Q need to be reduced as much as possible. According to the
trend of K-P and K-Q, the level 1, level 1, level l, and level 3
are chosen as the optimal values for the factors G, J, B, and D.
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Fig. 6. Average values of the maximum contact pressure and leakage rate.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of seal contact pressure

For the factors A, I, K, and M, Figure 6 shows that the
factors I and M have greater impact on the K-P than the
K-Q, so the K-P should be mainly considered, and the
minimum average values for the I and M are level 2 and level
1 respectively, shown in Figure 6(a). By the same reason, the
factors A and K have greater impact on the K-Q than the K-P,
according to Figure 6(b), the level 2, level 2 are considered as
the reasonable levels for the seal.
COMPARISON OF SEAL PERFORMANCE
The optimal levels of the seal factors have been obtained
through the orthogonal design and F-test, and the comparison
of the improved and previous seal is shown in Figure 7. It
can be seen that the width of the sealing interface and inner
angle of the stator is 4.0mm and 20° versus 5.5 mm and 25°
of the previous seal.
Figure 8 shows the contact pressure distributions of
improved and previous seal interface. It can be seen that
the highest contact pressure is decreased from 73.51MPa
to 56.80 MPa, and the middle interface contact pressure
distributions are more uniform, which will offer good
lubrication environment for the seal. Figure 8 also shows
the improved seal increased the outer contact pressure to
55.24MPa versus 48.428MPa for the previous seal, which
means that the improved seal can prevent penetration of
abrasive particles at the seal outer edge.

SEALING PERFORMANCE TEST
It is difficult to obtain seal contact pressure through
experiments. However, the higher contact pressure is the
more the friction heat is, so the contact pressure distribution
is consistent with temperature distribution, and the
interface temperature for the rotor can be measured by
three thermocouples at different radius. The seal sample is
shown in Fig.8, and the head seal and cone insert are made
of stainless steel, after low temperature plasma carburizing,
the surface hardness, wear resistance and fatigue capability
of stainless steels are largely increased. The schematic of
the mechanical seal test rig is shown in Figure 10. The two
sides of the cylinder are the lubricant and the water, and
an spring in the cylinder can ensure that the lubricant
pressure is 0.5 MPa higher than that of the water pressure,
the seal leakage can be calculated through the piston area
and the piston displacement which can be measured by the
displacement sensor.

Fig. 9. Thermocouples installation of the rotor

Fig. 7. Seal structure: improved versus the previous.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of the mechanical seal test rig.

In seal testing, the water pressure is 3MPa. Figure 11
shows that the surface temperature and seal leakage rate
rise increases as the seal speed increases. It can be seen that
the improved seal temperature is lower than the previous,
and both of the trend of the seal leakage rate and the surface
temperature are almost the same. When the seal speed reaches
160r/min, the improved seal reduces the temperature to 73°
and leakage rate to 2.65 mm3/s versus 76.5° and 3.01 mm3/s
for the previous seal.
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ABSTRACT

A novel multi-objective discrete particle swarm optimization with elitist perturbation strategy (EPSMODPSO)
is proposed and applied to solve the reconfiguration problem of shipboard power system(SPS). The new algorithm
uses the velocity to decide each particle to move one step toward positive or negative direction to update the position.
An elitist perturbation strategy is proposed to improve the local search ability of the algorithm. Reconfiguration
model of SPS is established with multiple objectives, and an inherent homogeneity index is adopted as the auxiliary
estimating index. Test results of examples show that the proposed EPSMODPSO performs excellent in terms of diversity
and convergence of the obtained Pareto optimal front. It is competent to solve network reconfiguration of shipboard
power system and other multi-objective discrete optimization problems.
Keywords: Shipboard power system, Reconfiguration, Multi-objective, Discrete PSO, Elitist perturbation

INTRODUCTION
Reconfiguration of an electrical network in ship power
system(SPS) refers to the ability of ship power system to
redirect power by closing or opening the breakers related to
the loads in the event of a component failure, fault or generator
loss, its main task is to maximize the survivability, security
and reliability of ships[1]. The generation capacity and ship
scale keep enlarging in space with the application of high
power density integrated generating system, DC medium
voltage transmission, zonal distribution system, power
conversion device, and the high power electric propulsion
system, which makes it more and more difficult to reconfigure
the SPS effectively[2].
Reconfiguration of SPS is a typical discrete, nonlinear, NP
complete combinatorial optimization problem with multiple
objectives and multiple constraints[3]. The traditional
methods based on how to reduce the network loss of the

land power system do not work well on the ship[4]. Hence,
additional objectives, such as load balance, transmission,
and stability margins have been considered when dealing
with the reconfiguration of SPS. While in solving this
kind of multi-objective reconfiguration problems, the
main approach adopted in traditional methods is: firstly,
converting the multi-objective optimization problems(MOP)
to the single objective optimization problems (SOPs) through
a certain weight vector which reflects the priority between
the objectives, then, utilizing the computational intelligence
algorithms to optimize the SOPs[5]. Up to now, lots of single
objective optimization algorithms(SOAs) are proposed and
applied to reconfigure the SPS, including genetic algorithms,
particle swarm optimization(PSO), differential evolution,
ant colony optimization, hybrid approach and some other
heuristic algorithms[6-12].
However, the reconfiguration solutions obtained by
the SOAs could not always satisfy the requirements under
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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the uncertain circumstances. On one hand, due to the
different nature of each objective, it is difficult to make
quantitative analysis when converting the MOPs to SOPs.
On the other hand, the distribution of the coefficients in
the weight vector between the objectives relies mainly on
subjective experience and lack theoretical support[13]. Since
the MOPs always contain conflicting objectives, there is no
single optimal solution but a set of Pareto optimal solutions
as a result[14]. Fortunately, multi-objective optimization
algorithms(MOAs) based on Pareto dominance are proposed
by researchers to solve the MOPs. Among them, the multiobjective particle swarm optimization(MOPSO), which has
a fast convergence speed and simple structure, seems to be one
of the most potential method[15]. The challenge remained in
MOPSO is how to effectively and efficiently achieve a better
balance between convergence and diversity of the swarm[16].
More research works need to be done to handle the multiobjective reconfiguration problem of SPS.
Based on the above analysis, this paper presents a novel
multi-objective discrete particle swarm optimization with
elitist perturbation strategy(EPSMODPSO) to solve the
multi-objective reconfiguration problem of SPS. While in
establishing the mathematical model of SPS, the power system
homogeneity index is adopted as an auxiliary evaluation of the
obtained Pareto optimal solutions. To achieve the conversion
between the multiple discrete states(0,1,2), the particle’s
velocity value is utilized as the probability to determine the
particle to move one step in the positive or negative direction.
An elitist perturbation strategy(EPS), in which several
dimensions are selected to be perturbed, is also proposed
to help the algorithm to improve its local searching ability
and jumping out ability. In the external archive updating
process, the crowding distance of the obtained Pareto optimal
solutions in objective space are calculated to keep the archive
a good diversity.

Definition 2. (Pareto optimal): a solution x is said to be
Pareto optimal if and only if ¬∃y ∈ Ω : y ; x .
Definition 3. (Pareto optimal set, PS): The set of PS is
defined as: PS= {x ∈ Ω | ¬∃y ∈ Ω : y ; x}.
Definition 4. (Pareto front, PF): The PF is defined as:
PF= {F ( x) | x ∈ PS } .
THE RECONFIGURATION FORMULATION
Modern SPS usually consists of several generators and
lots of loads, and interconnected by buses and breakers into
a ring or network structure. The critical loads are supplied
with two power circuit: the normal circuit and the standby
circuit. Some critical are directly connected to the main buses
to guarantee the power supply priority.
Objective 1: minimize the load loss of SPS
SPS requires the maximum restoration of loads with
a certain priority after network reconfiguration, the loads
are divided into 3 grades by priority. The objective function
to minimize the load loss is defined as follow:

min f1

N1

N2

N3

i 1

j 1

k 1

O1 ¦ (1  xi ) Lg1i  O2 ¦ (1  x j ) Lg 2 j  O3 ¦ (1  xk ) Lg 3k

Where f1 is the total loss of loads; N1 , N 2 and N 3 are the
total numbers of each grade loads, the toward number of
loads is N L N1  N 2  N 3; Lg1i , Lg 2 j and Lg 3k are the 3 grade
loads; O1 , O2 and O3 are the weight coefficients which indicate
the priority of each grade loads; xi , x j and xk are the Boolean
power state of the loads.
Objective 2: minimize the switching operation cost
The switching operation cost(SOC) is an important index
to measure the rapidity of the fault recovery solutions, and
SPS requires the total operation times of switches as fewer
as possible. The objective function to minimize the SOC is
described as follow:

RECONFIGURATION MATHEMATICAL
MODEL OF SPS
RELATED WORK

min f 2
Generally, a multi-objective optimization problem can be
described as follow:
(1)

where x=(x1,x2,...,xm) is a n-dimensional vector bounded in
the decision space Ω, m is the number of objective functions
and the mapping function F: Ω→Rm defines m objective
functions bounded in the objective space Rm. The objectives
may contradict each other, thus the best trade-offs among
the objectives can be defined in terms of Pareto optimality.
Definition 1. (Pareto dominance): a decision vector x is said to
dominate another decision vector y (noted as x ; y ) if and only
if ^i  ^1,2," m`: f i ( x) d f i ( y )`  ^i  ^1,2," m`: f i ( x)  f i ( y )` .
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T1 S1  T 2 S 2

(3)

Where T1 and T 2 are the weight coefficients of automatic
switches and manual switches; S1 and S 2 are the total numbers
of each kind of switches.
It is necessary to mention that, the switching of the
generator is determined by the energy management system
according to the actual situation of the ship, and it takes
a long time to put the generator into work. While in the
emergency conditions, all the generators are required to be
operated in parallel to protect the power supply. Hence, the
switching operation of the generators will not be considered
in this study.

CONSTRAINTS

Constraint 1: switching constraint
For the loads can be restored, there is only one closure
between the normal power supply path and the alternative
path. Then, the constraint is defined as:

programming. However,due to the sensitivity to the initial
value and the weak local search ability, the diversity of the
population is poor and it is easy to fall into local extremum
when dealing with complex MOPs. Therefore, this paper
improves the algorithm, and proposes a novel multi-objective
discrete particle swarm optimization with elitist perturbation
strategy(EPSMODPSO).
MODPSO

z iD  z iE

1

(4)

Where i 1,2,..., : , : is the number of transfer switches;
z iD and z iE are the Boolean state of the normal switch and
the alternative switch.
Constraint 2: branch capacity constraint.
The load of each branch cannot exceed its permission
capacity.

y i S Ci d Ci

(5)

Where i 1,2,..., N f is the index number of the branches,
N f is the number of the branches; S Ci is the needed capacity
of branch i after reconfiguration; yi is the Boolean state of
each branch; Ci is the rated capacity.
THE AUXILIARY EVALUATION INDEX
Since the optimization result of MOP is a set of Pareto
optimal solutions, an auxiliary evaluation index of the
obtained Pareto solutions is needed to help the decision
makers to choose the appropriate solutions. The power
system homogeneity is an effective approach to evaluate the
ability of the power system to deal with all kinds of uncertain
factors[17]. The larger the index value, the better the reliability
and economy of the system. Assume that the load rate of the
power line as L = [L1 , L2 ,..., LNL ], and the load rate Li of branch
i is defined as :

Li

Pi / Pi , max

(6)

Where Pi is the working power of breach i , and Pi , max
are the maximum capacity.
Then the power system state homogeneity H is defined as:

H

1  std ( L)

(7)

Where std is the standard deviation function.

EPSMODPSO
The basic MOPSO algorithm has a simple structure
and a fast convergence speed, it is easy to realize through

Traditional PSO uses the personal best (pBest) along with
the global best (gBest) or local best (lBest) to guide the member
particles search in the decision space. However, global PSO
may be unable to locate the Pareto front because there is no
single optimal solution could be selected as gBest or lBest
which optimizing all objective functions simultaneously.
Thus, we utilize the local best (lBest) to guide the member
particles. The lBest is randomly selected from the external
archive in each iteration, it is a effective approach to keep the
swarm a good diversity. The iteration function is described
as follow:
vid (t + 1) = ωvid (t ) + c1r1 ( pBestid − xid (t )) + c2 r2 (lBestid − xid (t )) (8)

xid (t + 1) = xid (t ) + sign(vid (t + 1)) if rand < sigm(vid (t + 1))

(9)

Where i 1,2,..., S , S is the number of particles;
d 1,2,..., D , D is the maximum dimension of the decision
space; Z , c1 and c2 are the coefficients; r1 and r2 are two
random numbers within [1,0]; v and x are the velocity vector
and position vector; sigm(v) = abs(2 (1 + exp(− vt / Tmax )) − 1),
abs() is the absolute value function; t is iteration steps; sign()
is the sign function.
ELITIST PERTURBATION STRATEGY
The elitist particles are employed to guide the group
members approaching to the Pareto optimal front. When
the objective functions are complex, there may be many
local optimal solutions in the solution space. These solutions
are easy to lead the population to fall into the local traps,
and make the algorithm enter the stagnation condition.
What’s more, when the optimal area of the MOP is relatively
smooth, it is difficult for the population to improve the search
accuracy without additional search strategy. Based on the
above situation, an elitist perturbation strategy is proposed
to increase the local search ability of the population.
Since the elitist particles are already the optimal solutions
obtained by the current population, the current population
can no longer provide more effective search information for
the elitist particles. Firstly, generate a random integer c , let
E ^E1 , E 2 ,..., Ec `, where E1 , E 2 ,..., Ec are randomly selected
from [1,2,..., D] . Then, for each selected dimension of one
elitist particle, perturb as follow:

lBest Eespk

lBest Ek  max X Ek  min X Ek  N P , V 2
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Where k 1,2,..., c ; N P , V 2 is a random number of
normal distribution with a mean value P 0 , standard
deviation V is calculated as :

V

Rmax  ( Rmax  Rmin )  t / Tmax

(11)

Where t is the current iteration step, Tmax is the maximum
step; Rmax 1 and Rmin 0.1 are the maximum and minimum
disturbance limit.
The random integer number c is generate as follow:

c

ceil Rand  1  3  t / Tmax

(12)

Where ceil() is a ceiling function, and Rand is a random
number within [0,1].

ARCHIVE UPDATE

Considering a classical model of SPS as shown in Figure 2,
and the related topological parameters are present in Table1.
The generators are connected through the main buses, parts
of critical loads with high priority are directly powered by the
main buses, and the remaining loads are powered through
the regional buses. In figure 2, symbol G represents the
generators, LC is the connecting line between the main buses.
The critical loads are powered with two supply lines, the solid
lines represent the normal power supply lines, and the dotted
lines represent the alternative lines. “•” is the endpoint of
a device or a breach, “p” represents the load L, “” represents
the circuit breaker CB. ABT is the automatic breaker transfer,
and MBT is the manual breaker transfer.
The reconfiguration of SPS is a discrete switching problem
with multiple objectives, while in the use of EPSMODPSO to
solve this problem, it is necessary to discrete the variables of
the switches in the SPS model. According to the characteristics
of SPS, in this paper, the encoding states of 0,1,2 are utilized
for the transfer switches, 0,1 coding for the other switches.
0 represents the loss of power or unloading, 1 represents
the loads are powered by the normal lines, 2 represents the
loads are powered by the alternative lines. Each dimension
of a particle represents a switch, the number of dimensions
depends on the total number of switches.
G1
LC4

CB12

MainB us1

CB11

Bus1
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Fig. 1. The complete framework of EPSMODPSO
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Randomly generate a swarm with N particles ;
Initial the position x = {x1,x2,...,xN},and the velocity v = {v1,v 2,...,vN};
Calculate the objective function F( x ) with equation 2~5 ;
Initial the archive with position vector x ;
For t=1 to Tmax
For i = 1 to N
lBesti = randomly select an elitist solution from the archive ;
Update vi and xi with equation 8,9 ;
Calculate objective function F(xi) with equation 2~5 ;
Perform the EPS strategy on lBesti with equation 10~12 ;
End for ;
Update the archive with all the generated positions ;
End for
Output the archive solutions;
Calculate the auxiliary index H of obtained solutions with equation 6,7 ;
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THE COMPLETE FRAMEWORK
As shown in Figure 1 is the complete framework of the
proposed EPSMODPSO. In EPSMODPSO, a population is
generated and initialized at first, then, the algorithm goes
into the iterative process. When the iteration of the algorithm
ends, output the optimal solutions in the archive.

CB1

ABT MBT

While in updating the external archive, the Pareto
dominance relationship between the obtained optimal
solutions and the archive solutions are checked firstly, then the
non-dominanced solutions will be save into the archive. Since
the number of the Pareto optimal solutions of a MOP could
be very large, which will rapidly increase the computational
time, it is necessary to limit the size of the archive. When the
number of the obtained Pareto optimal solutions exceed the
limit size, the European distance in objective space between
the solutions will be calculated, and the most crowding
solutions will be deleted until the number of the optimal
solutions meets the requirement.

RECONFIGURATION OF SPS
BASED ON EPSMODPSO

CB7
CB8

CB3

LC2

G3

Fig. 2. A classical shipboard power system
Tab. 1. Parameters of elements
Number
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7

Rated
power
5.0
5.0
0.168
0.208
0.067
0.061
0.052

Priority

Number

2
2
1
2
1
3
3

L18
L19
L20
L21
L22
L23
L24

Rated
power
0.022
0.075
0.086
0.135
0.217
0.027
0.069

Priority
3
3
2
1
2
3
1

L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17

Rated
power
0.063
0.163
0.163
0.062
0.030
0.081
0.021
0.123
0.225
0.077

Priority

Number

2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
1

L25
L26
G1
G2
G3
G4
LC1
LC2
LC3
LC 4

Rated
power
0.023
0.031
1
6
1
6
3
3
3
3

50

Priority
2
3
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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SIMULATION STUDIES
The settings of the controlling parameters for EPSMODPSO
are summarized as : the particle number N 200 , the
maximum iteration Tmax 100 , the weight coefficient Z
linearly decrease from 0.9 to 0.4 with the iterative steps,
coefficients c1 c2 2 . The priority weight coefficients of the
loads O1 1000 , O2 5 , O1 1000 . The weight coefficients of
the switches T1 and T 2 are all set as 1 in this test. The initial
operation state of SPS is : generator G1,G3,G4 are paralyzed
through the main buses, generator G2 is out of service. The
MainBus2 are powered though the connecting switches CB7
and CB9. The connecting switches CB2,CB5 and CB13 are
broke off, and the other switches are all closed. All the loads
are powered through the normal breach lines.
FAULT EXAMPLE 1
Fault description: contacting line LL3 occurs a short-circuit
fault, switch CB9, CB10 and CB3 are broke off for protection,
generator G3 quits operation, the loads of MainBus2 and
MainBus3 lose the power.
Tab. 2. Reconfiguration results of fault example 1
No.
1

2

3

4

5

Reconfiguration solutions
G1,G4 run in parallel; close switch
CB5, MainBus2 is restored via the
interconnection switches; unload L2
G1,G4 run in parallel; close switch
CB5, MainBus2 is restored via the
interconnection switches; unload
L4,L7
G1,G4 run in parallel; close switch
CB5, MainBus2 is restored via the
interconnection switches; unload
L6,L10,L23
G1,G4 run in parallel; close switch
CB5, MainBus2 is restored via the
interconnection switches; unload
L6,L7,L11,L19
G1,G4 run in parallel; close switch
CB5, MainBus2 is restored via the
interconnection switches; unload
L6,L7,L11,L14,L18,L26

f1

f2

H(%)

50

2

86.20

26.092

3

88.67

25.903

4

92.19

The reconfiguration results of Fault Example 1 using
EPSMODPSO are presented in Table 2, and the Pareto optimal
front in Figure 3. Analyzing on the Fault Example 1, it can be
seen that, the loads of MainBus2 and MainBus3 can only be
restored by closing the switch CB5. However, in this situation,
the capacity of the running generators is G1+G4=7, while
the total loads are 7.249. Therefore, in the reconfiguration
solution 1, after the closure of CB5, the load L2 is also cut off
to ensure the power supply for the SPS. Solution 1 holds the
least operation costs of function f 2 , but the largest load loss
of function f1 . Solution 5 holds the least loads loss of function
f1 , but the operation cost is the largest in all the solutions at
the same time, because it need to cut off 6 loads of grade 3 in
priority, including L6,L7and the others. Solution 2~4 are the
trade-offs, while solution 3 holds the highest auxiliary index
value H, which indicates that the load ratio of the connecting
lines is more well-distributed.
FAULT EXAMPLE 2
Fault description: MainBus2 occurs a short-circuit fault,
the connecting switch CB7 is broke off for protection,
MainBus2 loses the power.
Tab. 3. Reconfiguration results of fault example 2
No.
1
2

3

4
25.250

5

90.82

25.249

7

90.99

Reconfiguration solutions
Transfer L9 to the standby power lines;
Unload L10,L11,L12,L13,L14
Transfer L9,L12to the standby power
lines;
Unload L10,L11,L13,L14
Transfer L9,L10,L12 to the standby
power lines;
Unload L11,L13,L14
Transfer L9,L10,L12,L13 to the standby
power lines;
Unload L11,L14

f1

f2

H(%)

56.303

1

95.90

26.303

2

95.19

25.488

3

95.56

25.083

4

96.99
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The test results indicate that the proposed EPSMODPSO
is competent to solve the reconfiguration problem of SPS
and obtain a Pareto optimal front with good diversity. It is
necessary to mention that, since the EPSMODPSO exhibited
superior performance in the experimental results reported
in the previous subsections, our future study will further
enhance the performance of EPSMODPSO, and extend it for
tackling MOPs with more objectives. Moreover, the future
research direction can also be pursued on the present study
to investigate the performance improvement with parallel
computation technology.

55

50

f1

45

40

35

30

25
1

2

3

f

4

2

CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. Pareto fronts of fault example 2

Solve the multi-objective fault reconfiguration problem
using EPSMODPSO, the obtained Pareto optimal solutions
are presented in Table 3, and the Pareto optimal front is shown
in Figure 4. Through Fault Example 2, it is clear to see that,
there is no way to restore the MainBus2, thus, the loads of
MainBus2 have to transfer to the alternative power lines.
Therefore, in solution 1, the largest load L9 with grade 1 in
priority is transferred to its standby power line. Solution 1
holds the least operation cost of all the solutions. In solution 4,
4 loads including L9,L10 and the others are transferred to the
standby power lines, and the L11,L14 are cut off because there
is no alternative line to restore. Solution 4 holds the least loss
of loads, but the largest operation cost and auxiliary index
value H at the same time. Solution 2 and 3 are two trade-offs.

DISCUSSION
From the test results it can be seen that the proposed
EPSMODPSO is very excellent in terms of searching accuracy,
diversity and convergence, which makes the EPSMODPSO
possible to satisfy the demands of MOPs. The EPS strategy
adopted to increase the local search ability and jumping out
ability of the swarm is very helpful. In the discrete decision
space, the traditional perturbation strategies which select only
one dimension are not always effective to help the algorithms
to jumping out the local traps. Taking two dimensional
discrete decision space as an example, assume that “01” is
the current discrete binary state, while the global optimal
state is “10”. If state “00”and “11” are not accepted as an Pareto
optimal state, then, the single dimensional perturbation can
never transfer from state “01” to state “10” within one step.
Therefore, the proposed EPS employed an inter c to select
several dimensions to perform the perturbation operation at
the same time, which could increase the possibility to jump out
the local traps. To achieve the conversion between the multiple
discrete states(0,1,2), the particle’s velocity value is utilized
as the probability to determine the particle to move one step
in the positive or negative direction. This strategy simplified
the coding of the discrete variables, and help the algorithm
to realize the encode of switches with multiple state(0,1,2).
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This paper presents a novel multi-objective discrete
particle swarm optimization with elitist perturbation
strategy(EPSMODPSO) to solve the multi-objective
reconfiguration problem of SPS. To achieve the conversion
between the multiple discrete states(0,1,2) of the switches,
the particle’s velocity value is utilized as the probability
to determine the particle to move one step in the positive
or negative direction. The proposed elitist perturbation
strategy(EPS) in which several dimensions are selected to
be perturbed, has been proved to be able to improve the
local searching ability and jumping out ability of the particle
swarm. While in establishing the mathematical model of SPS,
the power system state homogeneity is adopted as an auxiliary
evaluation of the obtained Pareto optimal solutions to help
the decision makers choose the appropriate solutions. In the
external archive updating process, the crowding distance of
the obtained Pareto optimal solutions in objective space are
calculated to keep the archive a good diversity. Test results
of examples show that the proposed EPSMODPSO performs
excellent in terms of reliability, efficiency and convergence. It
is competent to solve network reconfiguration of shipboard
power system and other multi-objective discrete optimization
problems.
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ABSTRACT

Under the new normal of China’s economy, the competition among the port enterprises is not only the competition
of the core competence of the port, the port industry chain or the port supply chain, but also the competition of the port
service ecosystem. In this paper, the concept and characteristics of the port service ecosystem is discussed, a hierarchical
model of the port service ecosystem is constructed. As an extended logistic model, Lotka-Volterra model is applied
to study the competitive co-evolution and mutually beneficial co-evolution of enterprises in the port service ecosystem.
This paper simulates the co-evolution of enterprises in the port service ecosystem by using MATLAB programming.
The simulation results show that the breadth of the niche of the enterprises is changing with the change of the competition
coefficient and the coefficient of mutual benefit in the port service ecosystem. Based on that, some proposals are put
forward to ensure the healthy and orderly development of the port service ecosystem.
Keywords: the port service ecosystem, the niche breadth, competitive co-evolution, mutually beneficial co-evolution

INTRODUCTION
Since the implementation of reform and opening up in the
late 1970s in China, the ports have developed rapidly and the
overall capacity tends to equilibrium of supply and demand,
but there are structural, regional overcapacity tendencies [1]
[2]. Most of the ports along the coast have common economic
hinterlands and the vicious competition in the price is
growing [3]. The lack of cooperation and over-competition
between ports hinders the sustainable development of ports.
In addition, the infrastructure in some of China’s ports,
especially the inland ports, cannot meet the needs of largescale and diversified goods, and the problem of low degree of
information in China’s ports also affects the communication
among different departments and results in lower efficiency
and customer satisfaction.
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The establishment of the port service ecosystem can
effectively promote the connection between ports and the
relevant enterprises, and also can contribute to information
exchange and knowledge sharing. The competition of the
port enterprises will be the competition of the ecosystem
which regards the port enterprise as a core. It’s an important
goal of “the Belt and Road Initiatives” project to promote
the development of align national and regional economic
and trade. Ports are important nodes of the 21st-Century
Maritime Silk Road. That will create a favourable political
and economic environment for the construction of the port
service ecosystem, and ports will usher in new development
opportunities [4].
The term “ecosystem” was first used in a publication by
British ecologist Arthur Tansley. He later refined the term,
describing it as the whole system, including not only the

organism-complex, but also the whole complex of physical
factors forming what we call the environment. After that, the
concept of ecosystem was introduced into business research.
As a famous American strategic management scientist, Moor
put forward the concept of “business ecosystem” in Harvard
Business Review [5]. He explained the new competition
among enterprises, the symbiosis and the way of sustainable
development of enterprises and environment. Moore pointed
out that the enterprise ecosystem is an economic community
based on interaction between organization and individual in
his book “The Death of Competition” [6].
Zhao et al. discussed the basic structure of the enterprise
ecosystem, analyzed the characteristics and the evolution
of the enterprise ecosystem, and used the logistic model
to describe the process of the evolution of the enterprise
ecosystem [7]. Meanwhile, the study put forward the strategy
of enterprise ecosystem evolution in according with the above.
The model of tourism industry ecosystem was constructed
from five aspects: material and energy source, Producers,
consumers, decomposers and ecological environment [8].
Zhao summarized the concept of port strategic synergy,
systematically studied the horizontal strategic cooperation
and vertical strategic coordination, and then put forward the
strategic integration of alliance of ports in Zhejiang province
in China [9].
In 2016, China Merchants Port proposed to build
a comprehensive port service ecosystem, the Shanghai
Port Group also proposed to build a smart port service
ecosystem in China. However, there are few literatures on
the study of port service ecosystem. This paper will study
the concept of port service ecosystem, hierarchical model
and co-evolution of the port service ecosystem.

CONNOTATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
THE CONCEPT OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
Combined the concept of business ecosystem with
enterprise ecosystem, port service ecosystem can be defined.
In order to ensure its sustainable development, port enterprises
integrate the upstream and downstream port industry chain
and connect the various port elements .Port service ecosystem
is a sort of economic association that is formed by ports and
related organizations. Its members include port enterprises,
shipping companies, freight forwarding companies, shippers,
market intermediaries, etc., to a certain extent, also include
competitors. These members form value chains, and the
interweaving of different chains forms a network of values.
Material, energy and information flow through the value
network among members [10]. The members of port service
ecosystem make rational use of resources and improve the
work efficiency and the ability to work together, so that
the port service ecosystem is in a relatively stable dynamic

equilibrium in a certain period of time and provides quality
services to customers.
THE COMPOSITION OF THE PORT SERVICE
ECOSYSTEM
In ecology, the ecosystem is divided into four levels as individual,
population, community and ecosystem. Enterprise ecosystem, in
analogy to natural ecosystem, consists of a variety of biological
members including biological and non-biological components which
are mutually dependent. The main biological members of port
service ecosystem are port enterprises and populations formed
by homogeneous enterprises ¦ ai (other ports within the region),
customers ¦ bi (shippers, shipping companies, etc.), port service
providers ¦ c i (carriers, stevedoring firms, warehousing enterprises,
logistics service providers, port equipment maintenance, etc. ),
market intermediaries ¦ d i (freight forwarders, customer agents,
shipping agents, shipping exchanges, port and shipping trading sites
and platforms, etc.), financial institutions ¦ ei and investors ¦ f i and
so on [11] [12]. In the external environment of enterprise ecosystem,
there are a variety of non-biological factors, including political
ecological factors ¦ A , economic ecological factors ¦ B , social
ecological factors ¦ C , natural ecological factors ¦ Di , etc. There
are two types of relationship between populations. One is vertical
relationship and the other is horizontal relationship. Port service
providers, customers, port market intermediaries, etc. are vertical
relations, while competitors, government departments, research
institutions, other stakeholders, and other related industries or
departments are horizontal relations [13].
The function of the port service ecosystem can be expressed as:
i

i

i

The port service ecosystem=F (biological components,
non-biological components)
F (¦ ai , ¦ b i , ¦ c i , ¦ d i , ¦ ei , ¦ f i , " , ¦ Ai , ¦ Bi , ¦ C i , ¦ Di , ") .
In addition, the port service ecosystem also includes
the relevant institutions which set standards and relevant
government departments (maritime, customs, border
inspection, etc.), association representing the consumers
(ship-owners’ associations, shippers’ associations) and
suppliers’ associations (logistics associations, etc.) and so on.
THE HIERARCHICAL MODEL AND BUSINESS AREA
OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
If natural ecological system centered on plants and animals,
and the port service ecosystem centred on port enterprises.
From the aspect of the tightness and importance of biological
members, the port service ecosystem can be divided into three
levels as the core ecosystem, the expansion ecosystem and the
complete port service ecosystem. The core of the port service
ecosystem includes port enterprises, port service suppliers
and port service customers. The expansion layer includes the
suppliers of port service suppliers, customers of port service
customers, and related industries. The simplified hierarchical
model of the port service ecosystem is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The hierarchical model of the port service ecosystem

The main business of port enterprises is terminal
operation and management. In recent years with the needs
of development, the business of port enterprises extends to
modern logistics, trade, consulting, information, insurance,
finance, tourism and leisure, and others. The business domain
of the port service ecosystem is shown in Fig.2 [14].

others
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THE CONNOTATION OF CO-EVOLUTION
OF PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
CONCEPT OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
SYNERGY

Trade

Consulting

Information

Fig. 2. The business domain of the port service ecosystem

CHAR ACTERISTICS OF THE PORT SERVICE
ECOSYSTEM
The existence of a series of interactions among members
is not only one of the main characteristics of the biological
ecosystem, but also the basic condition for the survival
of species. Most of the interactions in the ecosystem are
indirect, and the impact of specific interactions may be far
greater than the impact on both sides of the interaction. In
the interactive route, the core species is usually the node
that is necessary for interaction. Port enterprises are the core
species of port ecology, and the interaction of port enterprises
with other members of the ecosystem (including both direct
and indirect interaction) is an important feature of the port
service ecosystem.
Similar to the biological ecosystem, the business ecosystem
also has a large number of loosely connected participants. Each
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participant gets their own required living resources from the
other participants. Co-evolution is a kind of objective existence
in the port service ecosystem, which is another important
feature of the port service ecosystem. It is impractical for the
port enterprises to develop alone if port enterprises have to
develop. Port enterprises need to understand and grasp the
relationship between the relevant enterprises and departments
correctly and comprehensively, cooperate with other logistics
service suppliers scientifically and reasonably, and ensure
that these enterprises make a supplementary contribution,
which thereby can enhance their own competitiveness and
create more value for customers.
Another feature of the port service ecosystem is openness.
Previously, the internal and external boundaries of enterprises
are clear, but now the boundaries of enterprise and industries
in the port service ecosystem become blurred and openness
becomes more obvious. Therefore who can meet customer
needs and create value for customers can be allowed in
the port service ecosystem, otherwise they will be refused
by the port service ecosystem.
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As a system theory, synergy has the characteristics
of universality. The port service ecosystem is a port-based
ecosystem, so synergy is applicable to study on the port service
ecosystem. Port strategic synergy includes port horizontal
strategic synergy and port vertical strategic synergy. Port
horizontal strategic synergy refers to the regional port alliance
of two or more port enterprises that are complementary
to each other and prevent vicious competition to improve
regional port competitiveness in the same area, which is
mainly arterial and branch port alliance and hub port
alliance. Port vertical strategic synergy refers that the
port enterprises, upstream and downstream enterprises
and the relevant units or departments form a port supply
chain with the feature of rationalization of business and
risk-sharing. Port service ecosystem synergy not only refers
to the port strategy synergy, but also includes the synergy
between elements of the enterprise (member) within the port
service ecosystem, between the enterprise (member) and the
enterprise (member), and between the enterprise (member)
and the environment.
THE NECESSITY OF STUDYING CO-EVOLUTION
OF PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
Port enterprise operation environment is constantly
changing, and growing problems are becoming increasingly
complex. Since challenges, uncertainties, risks, and crisis
exist side by side, it is very necessary and beneficial to do

a systematic analysis of the development of port enterprises
from the perspective of biological co-evolution. Co-evolution
is an important feature of biological evolution, which
emphasizes the collaboration between different populations
to improve the efficiency of population use of environmental
resources and improve the viability of the population. The
coordinated development between enterprises constitutes
the basic conditions for the survival and development
of enterprises, and the evolution of an enterprise depends
not only on the firm itself, but also on the evolution of
other members of the ecosystem. In complex and volatile
business environment, it is blind to only care about the
business development of their own business. Therefore, the
port enterprises need to pay close attention to the changes
in other port enterprises, port service suppliers, port service
customers (shipping companies, land transport companies,
shippers and so on), port industry, political environment,
economic environment, social environment, and natural
environment of port business, and also need to make the
appropriate adjustments according to these changes, to
improve the adaptability to external markets [15]. Thus, it
is necessary to study the co-evolution of the port service
ecosystem.
THE CONNOTATION OF CO-EVOLUTION OF THE
PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
The co-evolution of the port service ecosystem includes
the co-evolution within the enterprises (members) of the port
service ecosystem, the co-evolution between the enterprises
(members), and the co-evolution between the enterprises
(members) and the external environment. The co-evolution
between enterprises is discussed in this paper, which
includes independent evolution, competitive co-evolution,
amensalism co-evolution, commensalism co-evolution,
mutually beneficial co-evolution and so on. Amensalism
co-evolution can be viewed as a special case of competitive
co-evolution and partial cooperative co-evolution can be
viewed as a special case of mutually beneficial co-evolution
(as shown in 5.1.2), thus the competitive co-evolution model
and the mutually beneficial co-evolution model is focus on
in this paper.

CONSTRUCTION AND SIMULATION
OF COOPERATIVE EVOLUTION MODEL
OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
In ecological research, Lotka-Volterra model can be applied
to the co-evolution among organisms, and can also be used to
study the relationship among biological population group [16]
[17].In this part, this model is used to analyze the cooperative
evolution mechanism between different populations of the
port service ecosystem.
The ecological niche can be used to describe the
cooperative evolution among enterprises and enterprises,
enterprises and resources. The ecological niche refers to the

space and time position and function of each individual or
population in population or community. The niche size of an
enterprise is the width of the niche or niche breadth, which
is the sum of all kinds of resources that can be utilized by
the enterprise. If the niche breadth of the enterprise is larger,
the competitiveness of the enterprise will be stronger. Niche
overlap is the phenomenon that two or more enterprises
ofthe same ecological niche share or compete for common
resources. Due to the limited resources, when a number of
enterprises coexist in the port ecological niche and if their
niche overlaps, there will be competition for resources.
CO-EVOLUTIONARY MODELLING
Modelling assumption:

(1)Assuming that the external environment of the port
service ecosystem is unchanged, that is, without considering
the impact of the external environment on the co-evolution
between enterprises.
(2)Assuming that all kinds of resource elements in the
port service ecosystem are constant, restricted by ecological
factors Ei .
(3)Assuming that there are only two enterprises in the
port service ecosystem, for enterprise 1 and enterprise 2.
When enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 survive alone, following
the law of Logistic.
1. Competitive co-evolution
N , N indicate the niche breadth of enterprise 1 and
2
enterprise 2 respectively. t represents time variable. r1 ǃ
r indicate that the maximum growth rate of the niche
of two companies living alone respectively. D 1 indicates
that competition coefficient of enterprise 1 to enterprise
2, that is, inhibitory effect of enterprise 2 on 1, 0  D 1  1 .
D 2 indicates that competition coefficient of enterprise 2 to
enterprise 1,that is, inhibitory effect of enterprise 1 on 2,
0  D 2  1 . K 1 , K 2 indicate the maximum environmental
capacity or environmental load of two enterprises respectively.
Competitive co-evolutionary model is established as shown
in equation (1):
1

2

N1 α 1 N 2
 dN1
° dt = r1 N1 (1 − K − K )
°
1
1
®
° dN 2 = r N (1 − N 2 − α 2 N1 )
2 2
°¯ dt
K2
K2

(1)

N1

In the formula (1), K is the resource space of the enterprise
N D N
1, K is the resource space of enterprise 2 seizing 1. 1  K  K
is the residual resource space that can be used by enterprises.
D 1 , D 2 reflect the degree of niche overlap. The more the value,
the higher degree of niche overlaps of the two companies,
the little the value, the lower degree of niche overlaps. When
the values of D 1 and D 2 are infinitely close to 1, the niche
of the two enterprises tends to be completely overlap. When
the values of D 1 and D 2 are infinitely close to 0, the niche
of the two enterprises is close to complete separation. In
DN
1

2

1

1
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the formula (1), if D 1 0 and 0  D 2  1 , or 0  D 1  1 and
D 2 0, the model is an amensalism co-evolution model.
2. Mutual benefit co-evolution model
Enterprises are not only competitive, but also certainly
cooperation with each other in the port service ecosystems.
In the process of providing transportation service, logistics
service or supply chain service to customers, the mutual
beneficial cooperation between the firms in the port service
ecosystem is indispensable. Mutually beneficial cooperation
is the basis of win-win or multi-win between enterprises and
also the embodiment of the overall efficiency of the port
service ecosystem. Mutual benefit co-evolution model can
solve the problem of how to cooperate effectively and realize
the co-evolution between enterprises.
E 1 represents the niche mutual benefit coefficient of
enterprise 1 to enterprise 2, 0  E  1 , E 2 represents the niche
mutual benefit coefficient of enterprise 2 to enterprise 1,
0  E  1 , K 1 , K 2 indicate the maximum environmental
capacity or environmental load of two enterprises respectively.
Using mathematical model to establish mutually beneficial
co-evolution model as shown in equation (2):

Fig. 3. Competitive Co-evolution Simulation 1

1

2

N1 β1 N 2
 dN 1
° dt = r1 N 1 (1 − K + K )
°
1
2
®
° dN 2 = r N (1 − N 2 + β 2 N 1 )
2
2
°¯ dt
K2
K1

(2)

There is a mutually beneficial relationship among
enterprises, which create synergistic effects in the port service
ecosystem. In the formula (2), E N is the resource space that
K
the enterprise 2 brings to the
enterprise 1 through
mutually beneficial relationship. 1  N  E N represents the
K
K
remaining resource space that
enterprise 1 can
use. In the equation (2), when E 0 and 0  E  1,or 0  E  1
and E 0 , then the model is a commensalism co-evolution
model.
1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
1. Competitive co-evolutionary simulation
Based on the MATLAB software, four cases are simulated
as follows.
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , D 0.1 , E 0.4 , the niche
breadth of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Figure
3. When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , D 1 0.3 , D 2 0.9 , the
niche of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Fig4.
When K 1 K 2 100 , r1 r2 1 , D 1 0.5 , D 2 0.9 , the
niche of enterprise1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Figure 5.
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , D 1 0 , D 2 0.5 , the niche
of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Fig. 6.
1

1

1

1

2

Fig. 4. Competitive Co-evolution Simulation

As can be seen from Fig.3 to Fig.6,when K 1 K 2 , r1 r2 ,
0 < N < N < 100 ; As can be seen from Fig.3 and
1
2
Fig.4, When K 1 , K 2 , r1 , r2 do not change, D 1 , D 2 increase at
the same time, then N 1 , N 2 both decreases; As can be seen
from Fig.4 and Fig.5, When K 1 , K 2 , r1 , r2 , D 2 do not change,
D 1 increases, then N 1 decreases and N 2 increases; As can be
seen from Fig.5 and Fig.6, When K 1 , K 2 , r1 , r2 do not change,
D 1 , D 2 decrease at the same time, then N 1 , N 2 both increase,
and while D 1 0 , N 1 approaches to 100.In other words, it can
be seen from the figures that if the competition coefficient is
bigger, the niche breadth decrease more quickly in the port
service ecosystem. The smaller the competition coefficient,
the slower the niches breadth reduces. The competition
coefficient is proportional to the reduction of the overall
niche of the ecosystem, which reflects the synergies between
the enterprises because of the competitive relationship.

D < D ,then

2

1

2

2

2

Fig. 5. Competitive Co-evolution Simulation 3
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Fig. 6. Amensalism Co-evolution Simulation

2. Mutual benefit co-evolutionary simulation
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , E 0.3 , E 0.4 , the niche
breadth of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Fig.7.
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , E 0.3 , E 0.8 , the niche
breadth of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Figure 8.
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , E 0.7 , E 0.8 , the niche
breadth of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Fig. 9.
When K K 100 , r1 r2 1 , E 0, E 0.5 , the niche
breadth of enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 is shown in Fig. 10.
As can be seen from Fig. 7 to Fig. 10, when K 1 K 2 , r1 r2 ,
E 1 < E 2 , then 100 < N 1 < N 2 ; As can be seen from Fig. 7 and
Fig.8, When K 1 , K 2 , r1 , r2 , E 1 do not change, E 2 increases,
then N 1 , N 2 both increase and N 1 increases faster than
N 2 ; As can be seen from Fig.7 and Fig. 9, When K 1 , K 2 , r1 ,
r2 do not change, E 1 and E 2 both increase, then N 1 and N 2
both increase; As can be seen from Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, When
K 1 , K 2 , r1 , r2 do not change, E 1 and E 2 both decrease, then
N 1 , N 2 both decreases and while E 1 0 , N 1 approaches to
100.The four figures illustrate that while the mutual benefit
coefficient is bigger, the larger the niche scale of the port
service ecosystem, and the smaller the coefficient of mutual
benefit, the smaller the niche scale of the whole ecosystem.
The coefficient of mutual benefit is proportional to the
growth of the overall niche of the ecosystem, which reflects
the synergy between enterprises because of the mutually
beneficial relationships.
1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

Fig. 8. Mutually Beneficial Co-evolution Simulation 2

2

1

2

1

2

Fig. 7. Mutually Beneficial Co-evolution Simulation 1

Fig. 9. Mutually Beneficial Co-evolution Simulation

Fig. 10 Commensalism Co-evolution Simulation

With the rapid development of global economy, the
increase of uncertainty and the intensification of competition,
it is difficult for the enterprises in the port service ecosystem
to cope with the fierce competition and meet the needs of
users on its own. If the enterprise niche overlaps, it will
inevitably increase the use of resources competition. If
there is a trend of niche separation, the resource competition
between each other can be reduced. In order to obtain the
maximum interests of the whole ecosystem, the port service
ecosystem enterprises should try to reduce the formation of
niche overlap, niche complementary and cooperation, and
ultimately achieve the development from the pursuit of their
own interests to maximize the pursuit of win-win or even
win-win cooperation in the direction of cooperation, and
co-evolution.
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EXTENSION OF COMPETITIVE CO-EVOLUTION
MODEL
1. Extension of competitive co-evolution model
It is assumed that there are only two enterprises in
the ecosystem. But in practice, there are a large number
of enterprises. The model (1) is extended to construct
a co-evolution model for a number of competitive enterprises
in the ecosystem, such as formula (3).
n α N
§
N
dN i
= ri N i ¨¨1 − i − ¦ ij j
j =1
Ki
dt
© Ki

·
¸¸ , i ≠ j
¹

(3)

N i and N j represent the niche width of enterprise i and
enterprise j , respectively. ri indicates the maximum growth
rate of the niche width when the enterprise i is alone. K i
indicates the environmental capacity of the niche of enterprise
i . D ij indicates the competition coefficient that the niche of
enterprise i competes with enterprise j .
2. Extension of the mutually beneficial co-evolutionary
model
K j indicates the environmental capacity of the niche
of enterprise j . There are a number of enterprises with
mutually beneficial relations in the port service ecosystem.
The model (2) is extended to construct a co-evolutionary
model which is suitable for the port service ecosystem, such
as formula (4).
dN
=rN
dt
i

i

§
β N
N
¨1 −
+¦
¨
K
K
©
n

i

i

ij

·
¸
¸
¹

j

j =1

i

j

(4)

3. Extension of competitive-mutually beneficial
co-evolutionary model
In fact, enterprises are no longer just a competitive
relationship or a mutually beneficial relationship, but
a competitive relationship and a mutually beneficial at the
same time in the port service ecosystem. By integrating
the competitive co-evolution and the mutually beneficial
co evolutionary model, we can get the co-evolution model,
such as (5). The symbolic meaning of the model is the same
as before.
dN
= rN
dt
i

i

§ N
α N
β N
¨1 −
¨ K −¦ K +¦ K
©
i

i

n

ij

j

j =1

i

n

ij

j =1

i

j

j

·
¸,
¸
¹

i≠ j

(5)

According to the formula (5), the synergistic effect is
determined by the parameters of D ij , E ij , K i , K j . That is to
say the synergistic effect is determined by the competition
coefficient, the coefficient of mutual benefit, and the limiting
E
D

capacity of the enterprise niche. Suppose J
, When
K
K
J ij ! 0 is used, the niche breadth of the
mutual
benefit relationship between the enterprises is growth than
that of the niche overlap caused by the competition, which
makes the overall synergy of the port service ecosystem
increase.
ij

ij

ij

j
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When J ij 0 , mutual benefit influence and competition
influence cancels each other and the whole ecological effect
of port service ecosystem is unchanged. When J ij  0 , the
impact of competition is greater than the benefits brought by
the cooperation of mutual benefit. Because of the overlap, the
overall size of niche width of the Port enterprise ecosystem
decreases. Under the pressure of competition, the enterprises
in the port service ecosystem constantly tap resources,
enhance their competitiveness and expand their niche.
The model (5) is of great significance for the accurate
representation of the cooperative evolution behaviour
of firms in the port service ecosystem. Meanwhile, there
is a competition and mutually beneficial cooperation
between enterprises in the port service ecosystem. In order
to survive and develop, enterprises have to improve their
competitiveness, improve the utilization of resources, and
expand their niche breadth.

ADVICE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PORT SERVICE ECOSYSTEM
In order to set up a port service ecosystem with itself
as the core, large-scale port enterprises can select vertical
or horizontal strategy. They can choose right companies as
their logistics service provider to form an industry cluster
combining core enterprises with affiliated ones. In addition,
the port enterprises can establish a long-term cooperation,
strengthen the contact and communication with relevant
companies, departments in business and technology to build
an ecological chain of port service. Under the new normal of
China’s economy, port enterprises can cooperate with each
other by forming strategic alliances or partnerships, and
upgrading production efficiency, utilization rate and service
quality to adapt to periodic and regional surplus in port
capacity. In a whole, the foundation of port service ecosystem
will be well improved.
THE ROLE AS THE KEYSTONE
The roles acted by members in the port service ecosystem
can be designated into four types, which are keystone,
dominator, hub landlord and niche [18]. In accordance with
their different roles, they boast distinct influence on the port
service ecosystem, varying their opportunities to benefit from
the ecosystem. The keystone enterprise has significant impact
on the stability, variety and productivity of the ecosystem. The
port enterprise is the keystone species of the port ecosystem,
which should exploit their key status in the ecosystem to
create value and share merits with others, then make a proper
balance between value creation and value occupation to
achieve synergy effect [19, 20]. The port enterprise should
not take too much value from the ecosystem, otherwise it

will be transformed into hub landlord, which is bad for the
health of the port service ecosystem and not conducive to
synergy evolution.
K-STRATEGY
In order to ensure the sustainable development of ecosystem
and maintain the species variety, the port service ecosystem
needs to keep in continuous contacting with the exterior
aiming at the exchange of materials, information and energy.
New companies are encouraged to be absorbed into not only
the ecosystem even into the ecological chain. However, the
number of the companies s involved is not the more the better
owing to the environmental limitation. Consequently, it will
do harm to the progress of the ecosystem if it outweighs the
limitation. Ecological strategies are formed in the process of
environmental adaptation and biological evolution. During
the competition, those who choose R-strategy spend most
energy on reproduction while those who choose K-Strategy
prefer to improve their living rate. Instead of relying on the
expansion of production scale only or implementing low-cost
tactic, the enterprises in the ecosystem should improve their
service, develop core technologies and exploit their creativity,
transforming from the quantity essence to the quality one to
hold their status and benefits.
A PLATFORM FOR INTERACTION
With the development of the Internet and large data,
the global economy into the “Internet +” era, in which the
accuracy of information, timeliness and sharing requirements
have never been so high, so it’s pretty imminent to build an
information sharing platform in the port service ecosystem
[21]. The open platform not only facilitates the exchange and
interaction among the members of the ecosystem, maintains
the relative stability of the ecosystem, but also facilitates
the co-evolution of the members of the ecosystem and the
external environment. What’s more, its establishment is
beneficial to attract more enterprises to join the ecosystem,
bring new dynamics to the ecosystem.

competition coefficient and increase the coefficient of mutual
benefit. When the number of the enterprises in the port service
ecosystem exceeds 2, synergy effect is only expressed in the
model rather than the simulation, which need to be studied.
Apart from that, actual examples aren’t associated with the
theory, which also should be studied further.
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ABSTRACT

This article proposes a method of locating and recognizing lockholes in shipping container corner castings. This method
converts the original image of the containers captured by a camera into the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color
space. To reduce the influence of the surface color of the containers and lights from the environment on the locating
and recognizing algorithm, most noisy points of the image are filtered by binarization and a morphology opening
operation to make the features of the containers clearer in the image. Thus, the container body can be separated
from the total image. Then, the position and size of the corner castings are defined through calculation based on the
international standard of the shipping container size. Lastly, by using this method, we can locate the corner casting
in the image by using the General Hough Transform fitting algorithm onto ellipses.
Keywords: Lockholes of container corner; HSV; Lockholes positioning; Hough transformation

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with rapid developments in export and
import trading and the shipping market, major container
terminals in the world are facing the challenge of rapid
growth in container throughput capacity. To cope with the
rising freight volume, the need for larger container vessels
and operation machines is becoming more evident [1-2].
However, the need to maximize container ship stowage
capacity and minimize the time for handling a ship in port
result in significant pressure on increasing cargo handling
efficiency. Thus, automation container terminals have become
key projects all over the world.
Following this trend, large-scale machinery in automation
ports is more automated and intelligent [3-5]. Earlier, the selfdirection function of automated terminal crane equipment
was usually possessed by the encoder, which may not be

as flexible or efficient as the directing method of machine
vision. Nowadays, more researchers are using various ways
to automate terminal crane equipment in their projects. The
machine vision system has been one of the most popular ways
to actualize automation in recent years [6-8].
The terminal machine vision system was originally applied
to recognize case numbers on shipping containers [9]. Later
automated recognition systems tracked and located large
targets such as containers and container trucks. However, it
is still difficult to recognize or posit on tiny but important
features of container targets. For example, an automated
recognition system cannot identify small accessories of
containers such as the precise lockhole position on a container
corner casting. It is also difficult to judge if the lock is attached
to the container.
Hence, this article researches the identification of lockholes
of containers based on a machine vision system. The purpose
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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of this paper is to quickly locate containers and specifically
positing the lockholes of containers picture by the algorithm.
After determining the specific positions of the lockholes,
the container checking system will be able to calculate the
positions of other key accessories and check their situations
automatically.
Mi Chao et al. presented a rapid automated vision system
for container corner casting recognition by using histograms
of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptors [10]. Chen Mo et al.
proposed a method to extract the container code characters
(CCCs) when all 11 CCCs appear in an image and when some
CCCs are missing. This method can estimate the positions
of missing characters [11].
Kumano, S et al. used a character recognition scheme
based on a dynamic design method to recognize different
character string layouts in container marks or numbers
[12]. This scheme can filter various container colors. Abbate
Stefano presented a nonconventional approach in which
each container was equipped with nodes that used wireless
communication to detect neighbor containers, and to send
proximity information to a base station [13]. The positions of
containers can be determined by the base station.
Wu and Wei et al. proposed a segmentation-based
approach to recognize characters in single-character blocks,
and a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based method for multicharacter blocks [14].

ܽଵଵ
ሾݔݓǡ ݕݓǡ ݓሿ ൌ ሾݑǡ ݒǡ ͳሿ ܽଶଵ
ܽଷଵ

ܽଵଶ
ܽଶଶ
ܽଷଶ

ܽଵଷ
ܽଶଷ ൩
ܽଷଷ

(1)

In the expression, u, v are the coordinates of the
container’s original image, and x, y are the coordinates after
transformation.
ܽଵଵ

ܽଵଶ

ܽଵଷ

The transformation matrix ܽଶଵ ܽଶଶ ܽଶଷ ൩ contains three
ܽଷଵ

ܽଷଶ

ܽଷଷ
ܽଵଵ ܽଵଶ
ቃ translation
sections: linear transformation section ቂܽ
ଶଵ ܽଶଶ

transformation section ሾܽଷଵ ܽଷଶ ሿ , and

perspective

transformation section ሾܽଵଷ ܽଶଷ ሿ் .
In order to eliminate image distortion, the distortion
parameter of the perspective transformation will be
demarcated manually before recognizing the lockholes
of the corner casting. Thus, we gain the best visual result
of the original container image taken by cameras through
the above transformations.
Figure 2 compares the images of a container before and
after the perspective transformation.

IMAGE PREPROCESSING
At container terminals, camera locations may influence
the angles in which photos are taken. This may cause slopes,
zooms, and deformations of the targets, as shown in Figure 1.
This kind of deformation will later influence processing
images directly.

Fig. 1. Camera installation position for image recognition

In order to correct these deformations, the original image
of a container will be sized by geometric transformation.
During our image processing , the original image will be
adjusted by linear and nonlinear transformations including
affine transformations of zoom, rotation, and translation,
and perspective transformations that may correct twist
distortions [15] [16]. As formula 1 indicates, the perspective
transformation will be conducted using a 3 × 3 matrix. The
result of the perspective transformation will also depend on
this matrix.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between source image and perspective transformed image

In the practical loading and unloading operation process
at ports, the brightness of the container body in the original
image is almost the same as the background, but the container
colors may differ because of various shipping companies
and the different type of cargo inside. Hence, to eliminate
the influence of different container surface colors on the
recognition algorithm, we convert the image from the original
RGB color space into the HSV color space [17]. Our computers
locate the container body in the HSV color space faster by
using our algorithm, and then find the corner castings in
the image.
The following formula 2 processes the original image from
the RGB color space into the HSV color space.

ۓ
ۖ

ீି
ெ௫ିெ
ିோ

 כͲι ǡ ሺܴ ൌ ݔܽܯሻ

 ൌ ቀʹ  ெ௫ିெቁ  כͲι ǡ ሺ ܩൌ ݔܽܯሻ
۔
ோିீ
ι
ۖ
ەቀͶ  ெ௫ିெቁ  כͲ ǡ ሺ ܤൌ ݔܽܯሻ
 ݔܽܯെ ݊݅ܯ
 ൌ
ݔܽܯ
ܸ ൌ ݔܽܯ

(2)

In the expression, the R, G, and B components are
normalized into the range of [0,1]. In addition, Max is the
highest number among these three components, and is the
smallest number. In the result, H is the hue angle degree,
which is between 0°–360°. S and V represent the saturation
level and brightness, respectively, which are between 0–1.
Figure 3 shows the container image after being converted
into the HSV color space.

In Figure 4, the features of the container are clearer after
being denoised by binarization in the S channel and the
morphology opening operation [18].

LOCATING CONTAINERS IN IMAGE
After binarization and filtering, the algorithm is able to
precisely locate the container body in the binarization image
using projective histograms.
The calculation steps are as follows:
1. We projected the binarization image in the vertical and
horizontal directions [19]. The projected curve is shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Projection on X and Y axes
Fig. 3. HSV color space of container image

After changing into the HSV color space, we use the S
channel image to process other transformations because the
H channel may be affected by the container’s surface color.
In addition, the V channel may be affected by environmental
lighting. In order to separate the container body from
the background in the image, the S channel image is by
binarization. Each pixel has only one S value in the S channel,
which equals a grayscale image. Here, grayscale is a color
value between 0–255. In this experiment, we use formula 3
for the binary S channel image, in which f(x, y) represents the
grayscale value, and is the threshold value of binarization.
Here, we take s as 120.

Ͳǡ ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ  ൏ ݏ
݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ ൜
ʹͷͷǡ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ  ݏ

2. As formula 4 indicates, first we choose the proper
threshold based on the value of the peak area. Then, we use
a binary threshold on these two projection curves. In other
words, we choose a specific threshold value. Then, any point
that is bigger than this threshold value will be represented
as 1, and any other smaller value will be represented as 0.
The result of the threshold operation is shown in Figure 6.

ͳǡ ݂ሺݔሻ  ݐ
݂ሺݔሻ ൌ ൜
Ͳǡ ݁ݏ݅ݓݎ݄݁ݐ

(4)

(3)

After binarization, many interfering points from the
background environment still remain in the image, but
these points can be filtered through a morphology opening
operation.

Fig. 4. Binarization and opening operation of S component image

Fig. 6. Binarization projection histogram
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3. We obtain the four limitation coordinates Xmin, Xmax,
Ymin and Ymax of the container by calculating the location
coordinates of the first rise edge and the last fall edge.
4. As shown in Figure 7, according to the square shape
confirmed by the four limitation coordinates, the container
shape can be cut out in the S channel image.

as mentioned earlier in this paper. In ISO 6346, the corner
casting size is defined as 178 (l) × 162 (w) × 118 (h). Thus,
λ=1.37. W and H are, respectively, the width and height of the
container’s segmented image, and δ is the error parameter
that can be set according to the practical situation.
Based on the sizes that we determined above, the corner
casting figure can be separated from the container image.
The isolated corner casting image will be grayscaled and
then binarized, and will also be processed by a Canny edge
detector. Last, the edge features of the corner casting will be
extracted [20]. Afterward, the outline pixels will be analyzed
so that connected pixel points will be determined as one
outline. In doing so, the corner casting shape will be presented
as outline curves.

Fig. 7. Cut out container target

LOCKHOLE RECOGNITION
Fig. 9. Corner casting image processing

In order to eliminate the influence of various marks on
the container surface on the recognition algorithm, and to
improve the calculating speed, the corner casting shape is
separated from the total image. ISO 6346 regulates the size
of corner castings. The height of a corner casting is assumed
to be h, and the width-height ratio of a standard corner
casting is λ. Thus, the width of the corner castings is λh.
The alignment and segmentation of two downside corner
castings is expressed in formula 5 to adjust the error.
Y

A Hough transformation can be applied in detecting circles
based on the principles of the algorithm. This is called the
General Hough Transform. There is one additional parameter
radius R in the circle standard expression. To recognize
a round shape by the algorithm, the parameter plane will be
developed into a three-dimensional space x – y – R. Every pixel
point in the picture corresponds to a circle in a parameter
space with a different radius value. In the end, the entire
figure in the parameter space will be presented as a circular
cone. Furthermore, the General Hough Transform can be
applied to ellipses as well as variants of circles. The following
are parameter expressions of ellipse shapes:

൜

 ݔൌ ߙ  ܶ  ߠ െ ߚ  ܶ  ߠ  
 ݕൌ ߙ  ܶ  ߠ  ߚ  ܶ  ߠ  ݍ
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©

Corner Castings

Fig. 8. Size of container corner castings.

x
Fig. 10. Ellipse free parameter representation.

ݔ ൌ ߣሺ݄  ߜሻ
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൞
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(5)

In the above expression, are the coordinates of the lower
left and right corner castings. λ is the width-height ratio,
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As shown in Figure 10, each ellipse has a total of five free
parameters, including the center coordinates, major and
minor axis radius, and the fleet angle degree. Under usual
circumstances, to solve these five free parameters, we need
at least five boundary coordinates. During the recognition
process for container lockholes, the algorithm will detect

elliptical shapes on a closed outline in order. Hence, the
center point, major and minor axis radius, and fleet angle
of the lockhole shape will be determined by the program.
The ellipses of lockholes will be redrawn according to the
parameter set. The final detecting result is shown in Figure 11.

In this experiment, we set different parameter thresholds
in the detecting stage for different sizes of containers.
According to the results Table, the difference between the
20-foot and 40-foot containers is smaller in the daytime.
At night, the lockholes on 20-foot containers are smaller
and are more susceptible to lightness. Thus, the recognition
rate for a 20-foot container at night is below the rate of the
40-foot container.
With regard to the effectivity of this algorithm, the average
recognition time is approximately 300 ms, which satisfies the
needs of real-time performance in automatic ports.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Hole of container corner recognition results

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experiment of this article was completed in Taicang
Port, Jiangsu Province, China. Four sets of samples were
collected and divided by two sizes of containers and different
lighting situations: 20-foot container in daylight, 40-foot
container in daylight, 20-foot container at night, and 40-foot
container at night. Our researchers picked 250 samples from
each set to test the adaptability of our algorithm in an entireday situation. The results are listed in the following Table.
Tab. 1. Experimental results.
Lightness

Container

Samples

Size

Quantity

20

250

40
20
40

250

Effective

Correct

Recognition

Amount

rate

486

466

95.9%

250

473

458

96.8%

250

461

432

93.7%

465

433

93.1%

samples
quantity

Detecting
time
(ms)

Daytime
300
Nighttime

In practical application, the two upper lockholes are usually
covered by the hangers from port machines. Thus, only the
two lower lockholes will be recognized by the algorithm.
Because the timing of taking pictures is hard to control,
the effective sample quantity cannot reach the ideal sample
quantity. Table 1 reveals the actual number of lockholes that
we obtained.
An analysis of this result indicates that the algorithm
effectively recognizes lockholes in daylight. The recognition
rate can be over 95%, especially in sufficient light conditions.
Meantime, the recognition rate for nighttime arrives 93%
which is lower than daytime rate because the light sources
in the port at nighttime are fill lights pointed in various
directions. These complicated lighting conditions cause
different degrees of shadow on the lockholes and around
the area. This impacts the locating and recognizing function.

Machinery vision technology is important when
actualizing automatic container ports, and is gaining attention
from other researchers. This article studies the recognition
of container lockholes using practical experience. It also
introduces the current research direction and situation in
automatic container ports. We explain the basic process of
lockhole recognition in detail, including image preprocessing,
isolating the container body image, and locating lockholes.
Then, we show the specific operation steps. Using an entireday practical test and various parameter calibrations, this
system qualifies for practical application and performs well,
as proven by experimental results.
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ABSTRACT

Ship stowage plan is the management connection of quae crane scheduling and yard crane scheduling. The quality
of ship stowage plan affects the productivity greatly. Previous studies mainly focuses on solving stowage planning
problem with online searching algorithm, efficiency of which is significantly affected by case size. In this study, a Deep
Q-Learning Network (DQN) is proposed to solve ship stowage planning problem. With DQN, massive calculation and
training is done in pre-training stage, while in application stage stowage plan can be made in seconds. To formulate
network input, decision factors are analyzed to compose feature vector of stowage plan. States subject to constraints,
available action and reward function of Q-value are designed. With these information and design, an 8-layer DQN
is formulated with an evaluation function of mean square error is composed to learn stowage planning. At the end
of this study, several production cases are solved with proposed DQN to validate the effectiveness and generalization
ability. Result shows a good availability of DQN to solve ship stowage planning problem.
Keywords: Deep Q-Leaning Network (DQN); Container terminal; Ship stowage plan; Markov decision process; Value function approximation;
Generalization

INTRODUCTION
In Recent years more and more researchers devoted
themselves to the study of marine science, port logistics and
so on[1-3], cause ocean is one of the important resources
for human beings. Especially in ports, researchers have
made great contributions to container terminal equipment
[4-7] and planning [8-10] intelligence. In container
terminals, stowage plan is one of the most important and
time consuming planning phase. In present time, stowage
planning is mainly made by hand with computer assistance.
Such manual planning management mode relies heavily on
experience of planners, which costs labor and time. With
automation currency in container terminal, the manual
planning hinders management automation process. At the
same time, container ships has been larger and larger in recent
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time, which increases planning labor and time consumption.
Under such circumstances, stowage planning automation or
intelligent stowage planning has been a critical technology
to be broke through in container terminal management to
optimize both cost and efficiency.
Previous studies of container ship stowage planning focus
on stowage planning model and algorithms to solve this
problem.
In terms of stowage planning model, Master Bay Plan
and In-Bay Plan have been the mainstream. Among Master
Bay Plan, Todd D S and Sen P [11] propose a Master Bay
Plan model minimizing reshuffling, with trimming moment,
heeling moment, ship stability and position as constraints.
A GA is designed to solve this problem. Zhao N and Mi W J
[12] made a multi-objective mixed integer programming
model with ship stability factors and operation factors as
constraints to optimize reshuffles and yard crane efficiency.

The proposed MIP model can only solve small scale problems
with traditional planning solver. Moura A and Oliveira J et al
[13] proposed a MIP model optimizing total transportation
cost with shipping line in consideration. Amone In-Bay Plan,
Avriel M and Penn M [14] proposed a MIP model minimizing
reshuffles. Proposed algorithm can solve small scale problems.
J.J.Shields [15] made a comparison between model solving
outputs and actual loading outputs to validate proposed
model. Imai et al [16-18] proposed multi-objective MIP model
minimizing reshuffles. Numerical experiments reveals more
binary variables and binary constraints would significantly
increase complexity and significantly lower solving efficiency.
Haghani and Kaisar et al [19] proposed a MIP model with
turnaround time and ship parameters as constraints.
In terms of stowage planning algorithm, most researches
prefer intelligent optimization algorithms. Álvarez et al
[20] proposed a tabu-search algorithm with multiple initial
solutions to solve the problem optimizing moving distance
of stackers, shuffles and container weight distribution in
ship. Numerical experiments show that proposed tabu-search
algorithm can solve cases with more than 100 containers in
short time while MIP solvers cannot solve cases with more
than 40 containers. Kim et al [21-24] proposed beam-search
algorithm to solve stowage planning problem. Y.Lee et al
[25] decomposes stowage planning problem into smaller
scale sub-problems using hierarchy theory to solve stowage
planning problem. An Ant Colony Optimization-Tabu Search
hybrid algorithm is proposed, and numerical experiment
shows superiority of proposed hybrid algorithm over original
independent algorithms.
These analyses shows that stowage planning studies at
the moment concentrate on composing a MIP model and
design a heuristic algorithm to solve the model. Such method
performs well in small scale cases while has limitations such
as poor performance in large scale cases and weak ability
of generalization. Thus in this paper a deep reinforcement
learning algorithm is proposed to solve stowage planning
problem. Intelligent agent of stowage planning is trained
to solve stowage planning problem efficiently and maintain
better generalization.

CONTAINER SHIP STOWAGE
PLANNING PROBLEM

before land side slots. This sequence relationship between slot
locations varies between Deck Stowage Plan and Hold Stowage
Plan. Deck has more constraints to ensure ship stability and
operation safety.
2. Ship slot weight limit factor
Before In-Bay Planning, Master Bay Plan has preplanned
allocation to suggest a weight limit for each ship slot to
guarantee ship stability and securing capacity. Thus each
slot has a weight range constraint.
3. Heavy-over-light limit factor
Theoretically, heavy containers should be loaded under
light containers to ensure ship stability. While in actual
planning, heavy containers are allowed to load over light
containers if these containers weighs close. Thus, a heavyover-light limit factor is applied to formulate this constraint.
OPTIMIZATION OBJECTIVES
1. Staircase shape sequencing in deck stowage planning
In terms of loading sequence, containers should better be
loaded in stair shape, which means avoid insert a container
between containers to improve loading operation efficiency
and safety.
2. Minimizing reshuffles
When a container needs to be loaded before containers
over itself in container yard, reshuffle is needed. Reshuffles
caused by stowage plan should be minimized during planning
to improve loading efficiency.
3. Minimizing yard crane shifts
When containers with adjacent planned loading sequence
locates in different yard bays or even in different yard blocks,
yard crane needs to shift from one bay to another to load
these two containers. Unreasonable plan causes yard crane to
shift back and forth to pick containers, which affects loading
efficiency. Thus, yard crane shifts should be minimized
to improve loading efficiency.

DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
ALGORITHM FOR STOWAGE PLANNING
PROBLEM

DECISION FACTORS
MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
In stowage planning process, several factors needs to be
considered to ensure seaworthiness of container ship and
improve operation efficiency.
1. Ship slot location and sequence relationship factor
To ensure efficiency during ship loading process, ship slots
has relative loading sequence relationship such as slot 8401
can only be loaded when the slot right under slot 8401 which
is 8201, and relative sea side slots should better be loaded

L. S. Shapley first proposes Markov Decision Processes
(MDP) in stochastic games research. R.Bellman then proposes
dynamic programming method to solve general sequencial
problem. R.A.Howard and D.Blackwell proposed general
theoretical framework and effective method for MDP. A MDP
is a 5-tuple ( st , at , rt , T , S ) , where
st is a finite set of states,
at is a finite set of actions available from state st ,
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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rt is immediate reward (or expected immediate reward),
T is the transit function from state st to st 1 ,

S is the strategy or policy
The problem of MDP is to find a policy S that specifies
actions that the decision maker will choose when in state st .

r1

-500, if stowage plan is available
°
®500, if stowage plan is not available
°0, else
¯

(1)

r2

10 * I (5)

(2)

r3

-30*I (9)

(3)

MDP FOR STOWAGE PROBLEM
MDP for stowage planning problem is formulated
according to basis of MDP. Fig. 2 shows a example of stowage
planning MDP.

Formula (1) is the reward of availability, (2) is the reward
of reshuffling, (3) is the reward of yard crane shifting.
4. Stowage Planning Evaluation Function and Action
Evaluation Function

Fig. 1. Slot Scheme.
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Fig. 2. MDP for Stowage Planning Problem

1. Stowage State
In stowage planning, t is stowage sequence, t=0 is the initial
state when no container is loaded, t=1 is the next state when
the first container is loaded, t=2 is the state when the second
container is loaded, and so on. In Fig. 2, S0 is the initial state
when the whole bay is empty, S1 is the next state when the first
container C1 is stowed, and then S2 . As is shown, when in
S0, there are several available actions, which is to stow which
container in which available slot. S1 (C 2, M 1) means stow C2
into M1 slot in state S1, S2 (C 6, M 2 | S1 (C 2, M 1)) means two
containers are stowed, first stow C2 into M1 slot and then
stow C6 into M2 in state S2 .

S is the stowage strategy or policy,
O is the discount factor, which represents the influence

of next stowage move to this move,
T ( s ' | s, a ) is the probability of taking action a to get state
s ' in state s ,
R ( s ' | s, a) is the reward of taking action a to get state s '
in state s ,
v( s ) is expected reward of taking various actions in state s ,
or expected reward of stowing other containers after state s,
Q( s, a ) is the total reward of taking action a in state s,
V * ( s ) is the maximum reward in state s ,
Q* ( s, a ) is the maximum reward of taking action a in
state s.
STOWAGE PLANNING FEATURES

2. Stowage Action
In stowage planning, an action is to mate a container with
a slot, which means stow this container in this slot. In different
state, available actions are different. In Fig. 2, when in S0,
if stowage constraints are ignored, there are 36 available
actions or mate of containers to slots.
3. Stowage Reward
In reinforcement learning, reward represents the
environment. In stowage planning learning, reward mainly
expresses objectives and constraints. Since the result of
a stowage plan is evaluated by availability, reshuffling, yard
crane shifting, and these evaluations have different scales
of importance, the stowage reward is as follow.
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The dimensions of different ship bays are usually different
in stowage planning, and reinforcement learning needs
a training set with same dimensions. Thus, stowage features
are introduced to approximate different stowage states. In
this research, 9 features are selected as the feature vector of
a stowage state, ) {I (1),I (2),"I (8),I (9)}

Ii (1) Wi / Wmax

(8)

Ii (2) Ti / Tmax

(9)

˄
˅
° W j -Wi / Wmax , if Ti ! 1
˅
˄
°̄ Wmax -Wi / Wmax , if Ti 1

Ii (3) ®

(10)

Ii (4) Pi  Si

(11)

Ii (5) Fi / Fmax

(12)

Ii (6)

Fig. 3. Framework of Reinforcement Learning

X i  X j / X max

(13)

Ii (7) X i  X k / X max

(14)

Ii (8) (Gi  G j )  (Gi  Gk ) / 2Gmax

(15)

Ii (9)

1, if this container is located in
°
the same yard bay with the
°
®
previous
one
°
°̄0, else

rewards to maximize the final reward and make the policy
better.

The difference between Deep Q-Learning and Q-Learning
is that the look up table is replaced by deep neuron network
to update Q( s, a) , which enables effectiveness in super large
state space scale. And the deep neuron network can be trained
with minimizing lost function Li ( wi ) which updates in each
iteration.

Li ( wi )
(16)

(8) Represents the normalized weight of selected container.
(9) Represents the normalized tier number of selected slot.
(10) Represents the normalized weight gap between selected
container and the container located right under it on the ship.
(11) Represents the potential of selected match of container
and slot (or action), which means number of remaining lighter
container minus available ship slots above selected slot, or
expression of influence of selected action to later stowage
planning.
(12) Represents normalized reshuffles caused by this action.
(13) Represents normalized sequential gap between selected
container with containers located left of selected.
(14) Represents normalized sequential gap between selected
containers with containers located right under selected
container.
(15) Represents normalized sum of sequential gap between
selected container with containers located left of selected and
sequential gap between selected containers with containers
located right under selected container.
(16) Represents whether this container locates in the same
yard bay with the previous one.
DEEP REINFOREMENT LEARNING ALORITHM FOR
STOWAGE PLANNING PROBLEM
Figure 3 shows the framework of reinforcement learning or
Q-Learning for stowage plan. In the initial state of learning,
the intelligent agent is like a naïve planner, every action the
planner take will have a reward to update Q( s, a ) , and the
agent will decide next action for next state depending on
updated Q( s, a ), this is the iteration of reinforcement learning.
Actually, the agent learns from iterations of attempts and

([(r  J max Q( s ', a '; wi )  Q( s, a; wi )) 2 ]
a'


(17)

Target

s ' is the next state, and a ' is the next action. The partial
in the wi direction is in (18).

 wi Li ( wi )

( s , a , r , s '[(r  J max Q( s ', a '; wi )
a'

 Q( s, a; wi )) wi Q( s, a; wi )]

(18)

Stochastic Gradient Descent is used to optimize the lost
function, and the weight updates after every iteration, which
is quite similar to traditional Q-Learning algorithm.
In order to approximate reward for new states that never
appeared before, a evaluation function approximation
function is introduced to improve generalization ability.
Unlike supervised learning, reinforcement learning doesn’t
have known tags for training, tags are obtained through
iterations. While a state and an action is updated, the change
of weight for this match can affect other matches, which
causes ineffectiveness of previous state and action matches,
and then it causes longer training time or even failure of
training. Thus, an experience replay method is introduced
to prevent ineffectiveness.
Experience replay stores the experience of time t as
(It , at , rt ,It 1 ) in experience history queue D , and then D is
stochastically sampled as (I j , a j , rj ,I j 1 ) to do mini-batch
to update the weight. This ensures every history points are
considered when updating a new data point. Experience replay
stores all previous states and action in a sequence to minimize
objective function when Q-Function updates.

Li ( wi )

(( s , a , r , s ')~U ( D ) [(r  J max Q( s ', b; wi )
b

 Q( s, a; wi )) 2 ]
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D represents a sequence of previous states and actions,
U ( D) is a uniform distribution among experience sequence D .

Experience replay based upon uniform distribution lowered
data dependency to improve learning robustness.
The deep network for the stowage planning problem is
designed as follows.
1. Input layer and output layer
For stowage planning problem, the input layer is a matrix
of feature vector of stowage samples, the output layer is the
approximate Q-value. Thus, the number of nodes in input
layer is 9, the number of nodes in output layer is 1.
2. Number of hidden layers
Generally, more hidden layer makes higher precision
of approximation, while more hidden layer costs more
training and greater probability of over-fitting. In this case,
9 hidden layer is accepted.

Tab. 1. DQN Algorithm for Stowage Planning
DQN Training Algorithm for Stowage Planning
Initialize experience history queue D with length N
Initialize Q ( s, a; w) with random weight w0
For each stowage episode loop:
Initialize observation sequence s1 {x1} and feature sequence I1 I ( s1 )
For each step in an episode loop:
Select an action to perform in state s with H ( softmax )  greedy
Update reward and extract feature I1 I ( s1 )
Save experience tuple (It , at , rt , It 1 ) into experience history queue D
Collect samples (I j , a j , rj , I j 1 ) with size of random sampling mini-batch
Transform sample (I j , a j , rj , I j 1 ) into training tuple ( xk , yk )

xk

I j , yk

r  O max a ' Q i (I j 1 , a ', wi 1 )

Update network weights of training set
with stochastic gradient descent
Loop until end of states s
Loop until end of episodes

{( xk , yk )}m

according to

 wi Li ( wi )

3. Number of nodes in hidden layers
To avoid over-fitting and maintain better generalization
ability, the number of nodes in hidden layer should be
minimized when the precision is assured. Number of nodes
in hidden layer is related to number of nodes in input layer,
number of nodes in output layer, complexity of learning
problem, transition function and sample data. Too few nodes
causes poor training performance, and too many nodes causes
less system error but may cause over-fitting.
4. Activation function
There are three widely used activation functions, TanH ,
Sigmoid and Relu ( Rectified Linear Units). Relu has better
training performance especially in attenuation of gradient
and network sparsely. Thus, Relu is used as the activation
function of this research.
Relu : f(x)= max(0, x)

(20)

The designed deep neuron network for stowage planning
problem is shown in Figure 4.
According to deep network design, DQN training
algorithm is designed, pseudo code for DQN Algorithm
for Stowage Planning is shown in Table 1, and flowchart in
Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Flowchart for DQN Algorithm for Stowage Planning
Figure 4. Deep Neuron Network for Stowage Planning Problem
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STOWAGE CASE STUDY OF DQN STOWAGE
PLANNING
CASE DESCRIPTION
In this case, production data of Ningbo Port is used to
verify proposed method. Selected ship bay has 19 slots,
19 corresponding containers locate in 4 yard bays in 2 blocks.
Ship bay is shown in Figure 6, this bay has 4 tiers and 5 rows,
each weight box is a slot to be stowed. Container distribution
in yard is shown in Figure 7. Number inside each box in
Figure 7 is the weight of each container.
Parameter setup for stowage planning is shown in Table 2
and parameter setup for DQN learning algorithm is in Table
3. Random exploration rate H indicates that in the initial
state of iterations, the random exploration rate equals to 1
to improve exploration. After each 1% of total iterations, the
exploration rate decrease by a step of 0.09 to reach 0.1 when
iterations finish. With this descending, the agent can focus
on optimized solution gradually to converge while keeping
a moderate ability of exploration.

STOWAGE RESULT ANALYSIS
The proposed DQN is trained with production data for
200000 iterations, which costs 2 hours and 46 mins. The
trained DQN can finish the test case in 0.069 seconds, and
the stowage result of the test case is as in Figure 8.
The upper left figure shows the weight distribution of
stowage, the upper right figure shows the sequence of stowage.
The boxes are filled with different colors to distinguish its
original yard bay. In this stowage plan, 1 reshuffle and 3 shifts
are needed to finish loading of this ship bay, of which 3 shifts
are necessary (because there are 4 yard bays in total). The
reshuffle of container with sequence 18 is unnecessary, but
it is still a good solution. With all that, the effectiveness of
DQN trained with production data is validated.

Fig. 8. Stowage result of test case

GENERALIZATION ABILITY ANALYSIS
1. Generalization of Data with Same Size
To verify the generalization of same size data, another
stowage case with 19 containers is introduced. This case (case.
2) comes from a different ship of same port. Stowage result
has 1 reshuffle and 4 shifts, 4 shifts of witch are all necessary.
With comparison with port planners’ stowage results, the
stowage plan of DQN shows a good performance. Manual
plan costs 121 seconds on average, while DQN can complete
the calculation in 0.073s. This case study shows a good result
in terms of generalization of same size data.

Fig. 6. Ship Bay Layout

Fig. 7. Container Distribution
Tab. 2. Parameter setup for stowage planning
Heavy-over-light
limit factor G

Reshuffle weight w1

Yard crane shift
weight w2

0.5 t

3

1

Tab. 3. Parameter Setup for DQN Learning Algorithm
Learning ratio D

Discount factor

O

Random exploration
rate H

1*10-4

0.3

1 to 0.1 with step of
-0.09

Random exploration
rate update internal

Experience replay
depth

Number of nodes in
hidden layers

1%

5000
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2 Generalization of Data with Different Size
To verify the generalization of different size data, a stowage
case with 40 containers is introduced. This case (case. 3) has
a big difference with the previous one both in case size and
container distribution. Result of DQN of this case shows
some heavy-over-light containers, while the weight gaps are
all in the heavy-over-light limit. The result has 12 reshuffles
and 11 shifts, 4 shifts are unnecessary. For the complexity
of this case, port planners show varieties in their plans, with
an average of 10.2 reshuffles and 9.6 shifts. Port planners takes
237s to make the plan while DQN costs 0.131s. Thus, DQN
shows comparable ability in this case with human competitors
with much better time consumption. This case study shows
a good result in terms of generalization of different size data.
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ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

Large errors of low-cost MEMS inertial measurement unit (MIMU) lead to huge navigation errors, even wrong
navigation information. An integrated navigation system for unmanned vessel is proposed. It consists of a low-cost
MIMU and Doppler velocity sonar (DVS). This paper presents an integrated navigation method, to improve the
performance of navigation system. The integrated navigation system is tested using simulation and semi-physical
simulation experiments, whose results show that attitude, velocity and position accuracy has improved awfully, giving
exactly accurate navigation results. By means of the combination of low-cost MIMU and DVS, the proposed system
is able to overcome fast drift problems of the low cost IMU.
Keywords: Low cost; MEMS; Inertial navigation; Integrated navigation

INTRODUCTION
Unmanned vessel (UV) is an effective tool in ocean
exploitation. The recent upsurge of interest in ocean
exploitation necessitates the development of small and
lightweight UVs[1]-[5]. Precision navigation is one of the key
technologies and of great importance for UVs and UV-based
ocean surveying and exploitation. This paper focuses on
mini-sized unmanned vessels, which have a limited weight,
size and cost, making low cost navigation system the best,
and most of time, the only choice.
This paper presents a navigation system scheme for UVs.
Low cost Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) based
inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used, to determine the
position, velocity and attitude of the UV, in which the IMU is
fixed - this is so called inertial navigation system (INS). The
operation of inertial navigation systems depends upon the
laws of classical mechanics as formulated by Isaac Newton.
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It is the process whereby the measurements provided by
gyroscopes and accelerometers are used to determine the
position, velocity and attitude of the vehicle in which they are
installed. Inertial navigation system is entirely self-contained
within the vehicle, in the sense that they are not dependent
on the transmission of signals from the vehicle or reception
from an external source. So it is widely used. But inaccuracies
arise because of initial alignment errors, imperfections in
the performance of the inertial instruments and limitations
in the computational process. For high-precision IMU, the
position error will increase slowly; so INS still give highprecision navigation information in not a long time. Yet for
low cost MIMU, large errors (as shown in Table I) lead to huge
navigation errors, even wrong navigation information even in
a minute. It cannot be used in isolation. So we combined INS
and doppler velocity sonar (DVS) to an integrated navigation
system, to improve the accuracy of the inertial navigation
system[6]-[9].

Tab. I. Functional specifications of MIMU used in this work
Parameter

Gyroscope

Range

±150 deg/s

±10 g

Bias

0.1 deg/s

0.5 mg×Range

Bias stability

0.02 deg/s

0.1 mg×Range

Scale Factor non-linearity

0.5%

0.5%

H H b  wg
®
¯ b  wa

Accelerometer

(3)

where

H b and wg , b and wa are gyroscopes random bias and
white noise, accelerometers random bias and white noise
respectively, and:

THE INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
DESIGN

°Hb 0
®
°̄b 0

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM ERRORS EQUATION

Three gyroscopes random biases and three accelerometers
random biases included, the system equation is as follows:

The navigational function is fulfilled by combining the
measurements of vehicle rotation and specific force with
knowledge of the gravitational field to compute estimates
of attitude, velocity and position with respect to a predefined reference frame. A schematic representation of such
an inertial navigation system is shown in Figure 1.
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(1) Inertial navigation system errors equation
Inertial navigation system attitude errors, velocity errors
and position errors are as follows[10][11]:
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Fig. 1. Inertial navigation system schematic
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cij – the element of direction cosine matrix Cnb ;
H bx , H by , H bz , bx , by , bz : gyroscopes random biases
and accelerometers random biases respectively in xb, yb, zb
axis of the body-fixed coordinate frame;
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Equ. (1) is inertial navigation system errors equation.
It may be expressed as a matrix error equation as follows:
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(2) Inertial sensor errors
The inertial sensor errors are considered to be the forms
of random bias and white noise as follows:
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ª1 0
º
O2u10 » , Vv
¬0 1
¼ 2u12

where H v = «
The integrated navigation system scheme is shown in
Figure 2. INS and DVS are combined to a Kalman filter,
to estimate and correct IMU biases and inertial navigation
system errors, in order to overcome fast drift problems of
the low-cost INS, then improve navigation accuracy[11] [12].

mean, Gaussian white-noise process.
In order to allow a discrete Kalman filter to be constructed,
it is necessary to express the system error equation (5), the
measurement equation (8) in discrete form as follows:

Output

Xk

SINS
Vehicle
motion

Correction

Filter

Comparison of
velocity

INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM FILTER DESIGN
System equation
Equation (5) is the Kalman filter system equation.
Measurement equation
The inertial navigation system output velocities are
compared with DVS velocity measurements. The velocities
difference of INS/DVS are used as Kalman filter measurements,
to estimate and correct INS errors.
The inertial navigation system output velocities and DVS
velocity measurements are as Equ. (6) and )7) respectively:

 vDE
®
¯ vDN

vE  G vDE

vN  G vN

v N  G vDN

(10)

1) Filter prediction step
The covariance matrix is predicted forward in time using
the expression:

Pk / k 1

M k ,k 1 Pk 1M kT,k 1  * k 1Qk 1 *Tk 1

(11)

and the state prediction equation:
X k / k 1

M k ,k 1 Xˆ k 1

(12)

2) Filter update
The estimates of the errors in the inertial navigation system
states are derived using:

Xˆ k

X k / k 1  K k ( Z k  H k X k / k 1 )

(13)

and the covariance matrix is updated according to:
(7)

( I  K k H k ) Pk / k 1

(14)

Pk / k 1 H k T ( H k Pk / k 1 H k T  Rk ) 1

(15)

Pk
where
Kk

RESULTS
SIMULATION RESULTS
(8)

ªX º
 H v « I » + Vv
¬ XD ¼
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H k X k  Vk

(6)

where G vDE , G vDN represent the errors in the DVS velocity
measurements.
The differences between the DVS measurements and INS
measurements are referred to as the filter measurements and
are as follows:

ª v IE - vDE º ªG vE  G vDE  w1 º
Zv = «
»=«
»
¬ v IN - vDN ¼ ¬G v N  G vGN  w2 ¼
ª1 0
º ª X º ªw º
=«
O2u10 » « I »  « 1 »
0
1
¬
¼ 2u12 ¬ X D ¼ ¬ w2 ¼

(9)

Kalman filter process
Equations (9) and (10) are the system and measurement
equations needed to construct a Kalman filter. The equations
for the Kalman filter take the following form for the integrated
navigation system for unmanned vessel considered here.

Fig. 2 Integrated navigation system schematic for unmanned vessel
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According to sample data from the MIMU we used, the
following errors sources are included.
Gyroscope white noise = 40°/h, gyroscope bias =360°/h,
accelerometer bias =2mg, accelerometer white noise =2mg.
Body motion: constant velocity=15m/s, initial latitude =32°,
longitude=118°. Sine angular motion: initial yaw=45deg,

pitch=9deg, roll=12deg, and frequency: yaw=1/6, pitch=1/8,
roll=1/10.
The simulated INS errors are shown in Figure 3.
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SEMI-PHYSICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
For further testing the integrated navigation system,
semi-physical simulation was carried out. A low cost MIMU
was used in this test. The MIMU was placed on a table under
static coditions. About 5-10 minutes data are collected. The
sample data are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 3. Simulated INS errors
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δY, δP, δR, δVE, δVN, δL and δλ are yaw error, pitch error,
roll error, east velocity error, north velocity error, latitude
error, longitude error respectively.
Figure 3 shows huge navigation errors; this caused by the
large errors from gyroscopes and accelerometers. The INS
navigation results are worthless.
So we combined INS and DVS to the above integrated
navigation system, then the simulated navigational accuracy
is shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 5 MIMU Sample data under static conditions

ax, ay, az, Zx , Z y , Zz are x-axis, y-axis and z-axis specific
forces and angular rates respectively.
Figure 5 shows that the gyroscopes and accelerometers
have notable null bias errors.
Using these data, we have gotten INS results shown in
Figure 6. The navigational errors are quite notable. So it’s not
worth a straw if working by itself. Then we have gotten INS
results after IMU errors compensation, shown in Figure 7.
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DVS velocity noise is 0.01m/s. Figure 4 shows that the
integrated navigation system improves navigational accuracy
awfully, giving exactly accurate navigation results.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this work, an unmanned vessel navigation system based
on a low cost MEMS inertial measurement unit and a doppler
velocity sonar has been presented. By fusing measurements
from both sensor sources with a Kalman filter model, the
problem that large errors of low cost MIMU will lead to
huge navigation errors has been overcome. Simulation and
semi-physical simulation results have demonstrated that
the accuracy of the inertial navigation system has improved
greatly.
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The navigational accuracy is improved greatly. Yet there
are still large errors, esp. for velocity and position.
The MIMU sample data are used to the above integrated
navigation system, then the navigational results are shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study, the Eastern Star ferry accident was analyzed via 24Model. 24Model, as an accident causation
model based on system thinking, holds that all causations of the accident are hazards and all hazards in the system
need to be identified and comprehensively controlled in accident prevention. The result showed that five factors were
the main causes of the accident. First, the direct causes: bad weather, the bad condition of the hull and the unsafe
acts of the captain. Second, the indirect cause: the lack of safety awareness and safety knowledge of both the captain
and the company’s senior management. Third, there were loopholes in safety management system, including the
training, supervision and execution of the company. Forth, the root cause: the company didn’t establish a good safety
culture. Last, the external causes: the severe market pressure, excessive regulatory authorities with puzzled relations
and responsibilities—seriously hindered effective supervision. In order to prevent this kind of accident and to secure
shipping system, the shipping companies and the relevant regulatory units should draw lessons from the five factors
mentioned above, and take measures to identify and control those hazards.

Keywords: Eastern Star ferry accident; 24Model; Systematic accident causation model; Accident analysis; Hazards

INTRODUCTION
The capsizing of the Eastern Star ferry is the worst ship
disasters in China in recent 60 years. The shipwreck caused 442
deaths (only 12 were rescued out of 454 people). The purposes
of analysing the accident are to discover the causation, and to
provide possible scheme for the prevention of such incidents.
As a complex production system[1] the operating status is
directly related to the safety of numerous passengers on board.
In marine accident research, Özkan Uğurluet et al. employed
the fault tree analysis to analyse the collision and grounding
in oil tanker[2]. Also, Marine Accident Investigation Branch
made a detailed study into bridge watchkeeping safety based
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on 65 collisions, near collisions, groundings and contacts,
and offered specific recommendations[3]. Additionally,
Jintta Ylitalo established marine accident frequency models
to analyse the accident frequency in the Gulf of Finland[4]/c.
System thinking [5, 6], which is helpful to the analysis of
the systemic characteristics of emergence and components
interaction, is an important theoretical guide to solve the
limitation of classical analytical methods based on reduction
theory. In order to draw lessons from this serious accident, the
present study applied the systematic accident causation model
and 24Model to conduct a comprehensive analysis of such
faulty shipping system. The human, technical, organizational,
and social factors[7] that caused the accident have been

analyzed, and the experiences of preventing such accidents
and the corresponding countermeasures were proposed. The
case studies mainly based on accident analysis report[8].
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we elaborated the process of accident and introduced
24Model. In Section 3, we conducted a case study based on
24Model. In Section 4, we discussed the results of the analysis.
Finally, we conclude this work in Section 5.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

21:30. In the strong rainstorm, the ship is out of control with
a deflection and the wind angle increased, the speed
increased to 6 km/h at that point. Subsequently, the
ship suddenly tilted to the right and water began to
infuse.
21:31. The ship’s main engine stopped, and the ship stated
to tilt to the right heel quickly.
About 21:32. Eastern Star ferry capsized with AIS and GPS
signals disappeared.
INTRODUCTION OF 24MODEL

PROCESS OF THE ACCIDENT
13 o’clock on May 28th, 2015, Eastern Star ferry started its
voyage from Wumadu Port in Nanjing, Jiangsu Province.
The ship planned to arrive at its destination in Chongqing at
6:30, June 7th. The accident occurred at about 21:32 on June
1st – the detailed description is as follows:
21:03. Eastern Star ferry sailed to the “Buoy of Tianziyihao”
(one of the middle reaches of the Yangtze River,
mileage of about 297.5 km). Its speed was about
14 km/h. At this time, there was lightning, and then
it began to rain.
21:18. Eastern Star ferry sailed to “No.3 Red Buoy of
Damazhou” (Middle reach of the Yangtze River,
mileage of 301.0 km). It encountered a squall line
weather system, with the south wind turning to the
northwest wind, and rainstorm began to increase.
21:19. The captain heard the rainstorm getting stronger,
and he rushed into the cab. At this moment, the chief
officer on duty was commanding driving behind the
radar; helmsman was in the steering, and sailor was
standing by the bell to give assistance. The captain
took over the command after acquiring the basic
situation from chief officer.
21:21. Rainstorm continued to increase: the instantaneous
maximum wind speed was 24.6 m/s and visibility
declined significantly. The captain ordered the chief
officer to slow down to 12.0 km/h, rudder left slightly
to the right bank and implement anchor.
21:22. Eastern Star ferry was at the speed of 7.5 km/h.
21:23. Eastern Star ferry gradually dropped to 2.2 km/h.
Subsequently, the speed gradually decreased to
0 km/h.
21:24. Due to the strong wind, the ship gradually fell
backwards to its right rear with the speed of 4.0 km/h.
Subsequently, the retreat speed was at 5.6 km/h. The
captain noticed the ship was falling backwards, and
he ordered the chief officer to increase the engine
speed.
21:26. The speed of retreat reduced to 5.0 km/h. At this
point this water area was in downburst which caused
a sudden strengthening of the wind, instantaneous
maximum wind speed was at 32 to 38 m/s.
21:29. The retreat speed was slowed down to 4.0 km/h.

E:
Deficiencies of
safety culture

D:
Deficiencies of safety
management system

C:
Lack of safety knowledge
Low safety awareness
Poor safety habits
Poor psychological status
Poor physiological status

B:
Unsafe acts
A: Hazardous
substance,
energy, physical
condition

Root causes

Radical causes

Indirect causes

Direct causes
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Directing behaviors
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Individual factors

Phaseĉ˖
One-time behaviors and physical
factors

Accident

F: External Factors

Accident

Levelĉ˖Individual level
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Internal factors

Accident

Organization boundary

Clear impacts

Fig. 1. 24Model[9-11].

24Model[9-11] as shown in Figure 1 is proposed and
refined by the author’s research team. 24model is put forward
based on the Heinrich’s[12], Reason’s[1] accident causation
model and the systematic thinking. The model redefines the
individual and organizational dimensions and redefines the
concept of hazards.
Safety is the emergence of the system from the viewpoint of
system thinking[13]. Systematic accident causation model calls
for dynamic and hierarchical characteristics. The hierarchical
characteristics of 24Model are reflected in the two levels and
four phases. Specifically, the two levels are individual level
and organizational level; four phases are one-time behavior
(acts), physical factors, safety management system and safety
culture. In addition, the executors of unsafe acts in 24Model
does not take the individual level into account—namely all
the staff of the organization’s unsafe acts are included. The
organizational integrated behavior only contains the safety
culture (philosophy, attitudes) and safety management
system (files). The 24model redefines the individual and
organizational behavior to make it easy to do statistical
analysis of unsafe behavior of individuals and organization
distinctly which reflecting the scale invariance[14]. Dynamic
characteristic of 24Model is manifested on sustaining hazard
identification and accident statistics continuously with the
system changing. It can support the organization’s daily safety
management and continuous improvement and achieve the
goal of accidents prevention through a hazards identification
table and highly structured accident statistics formed based
on the 24Model.
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Accident

Hazards

Fig. 2. Relationship of accidents and hazards

24moddel holds that the hazards are equivalent to the
causations of the accident. From a systematic point of view,
the system is a group of interconnected entities, which means
that the accident is the consequence of the system migrating to
the high risk status integrally. So that the failures and adverse
interactions of all components in system are the causes of the
accident, hazards contain human factors, physical factors,
organization, organizational external factors.
As shown in Figure 2, an accident is incited by subset
hazards of universe regarding all the hazards in the system
as universe. This definition is consistent with the practice
operating as well, such as ISO 45001 DIS[15] requiring taking
the human factors, physical factors, organizational factors,
organizational and external factors into fully consideration
when hazards identification.

RESULTS
A Hazardous substance, energy and physical condition
A1 The squall line weather system.
The squall line system appeared “above the waters where
Eastern Star” navigated accompanied by a downburst,
tornadoes, other short-term local heavy rainfall as well as
severe convective weather at the time of accident and therefore
the ferry capsized suffering strong storms.
A2 The accident occurred between 9:00 p.m. and 10:00
p.m., when all the passengers were asleep or prepare to sleep.
Therefore, it was difficult for them to escape.
A3 There was no side channel of the passengers’ rooms
that above the main deck.
A4 There were no weathertight covers or unfixed bunks
on the cabin door and other related facilities.
A5 Wind pressure stability criterion was small.
A6 The ship veered rapidly leading the wind angle
increasing.
A7 GPS signal were lost when the ship capsized but no
one caught it in time.
B Unsafe acts
B1 The captain failed to make a decision in time to drop
anchor in the bad weather. It was too late to drop anchor
when the ship had been hit by the downburst and capsized.
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However, due to timely anchoring, the ships near the Easten
Star ferry were safe.
B2 The captain and the crew failed to notice the receding
of Eastern Star in time.
B3 In an emergency, the captain and chief officers failed to
send out distress signal. Nor did they alarm the whole ship
to arrange abandonment and evacuation of the ship.
B4 The management of the company let the designer
dismantle the side channel when they remodeled the ship
in 1997.
B5 The management of the company didn’t notice that the
cabin door, and other related facilities lacked the weathertight
covers, and the bunks were unfixed.
B6 The management of the company cut the ship
maintenance cost.
B7 Having been remodeled for three times, the stability
criteria got smaller and smaller, although the value of it was
still greater than 1. But the hull stability was getting worse;
the specific changes of K value see Table 1. The ship remodeled
in 1997. The ship remodeled in 2008. The company illegally
hired the engineers who didn’t acquire professional operating
qualifications to transform the round bottom’s ballast tank
and water tank without submitting for approval in 2015.
Tab. 1. Changes of the stability criterion
Years

1994

1997

2008

2015

Ship stability (weather) criteria (K)

1.355

1.09

1.018

1.014

B8 The company safety supervision departments do not
set up full-time vessels GPS monitoring personnel.
C Individual factors
C1 The captain and the chief officer lacked the safety
knowledge of recognizing the seriousness of bad weather.
C2 Low safety consciousness led the captain and crew’s
failing to remain vigilant in a dangerous environment and
find the receding of Eastern Star in time.
C3 Senior management of the company lacked the safety
knowledge.
C31 Failed to realize risk posed by reduction of stability
criteria after the transformation and inconvenience of
escaping in emergency.
C32 Failed to realize the impact of weathertight and fixed
bunks for the stability of the ship.
C33 Failed to realize the importance of GPS regulation.
C4 Poor safety habits of the senior management resulted
in the long-term neglect of the ship’s safety check and the
assessment and training to the staff.
D Deficiencies of safety management system
D1 Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation did not
develop the emergency treatment documents.
D2 Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation had loopholes
in the crew’s training system for ships, navigation and
emergency knowledge. Besides, the company implemented
assessment fraud which violates the “People’s Republic

of China River Traffic Safety Management Regulations”,
Chapter II, Article IX.
D3 Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation did not
establish a strict GPS regulatory system in management
system.
E Deficiencies of safety culture
The table of Safety culture of the 32 elements See
literature[16] for details.
E1 Lack of Safety Importance.
E4 Lack of Safety and Management Integration.
E6 Lack of Primary Responsibility for Workplace Safety.
E7 Lack of Safety Investment.
E8 Lack of Role of Safety Regulations.
E10 Lack of Safety Responsibility of Mangers.
E13 Lack of Demand of Safety Training.
E15 Lack of Role of Management System.
E32 Lack of Emergency Capability.
F External factors
F1 Market pressure made the senior management of the
company cut the ship maintenance cost (Table 2 shows the
Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation’s financial status
which depicts the company’s poor profitability, higher debt in
2013 and 2014) and asked the trip must be completed original
schedule on time.
Tab. 2. Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation’s financial status[17]
2013

2014

2013

2014

General

7,220

8,975

-9,626

-9,493

assets

Million

Million

Million

Million

Gross

2,758

3,315

revenue

Million

Million

Prime
operating
revenue
Total tax

2,519

3,128

Million

Million

29 Million

184 Million

Total equities

Total profit

Net margin

-395
Million
-395
Million

133 Million

133 Million

Total

16,846

18,468

indebtedness

Million

Million

Unit: Chinese yuan

F2 Numerous management agencies with complex
relationships and cross-functions.
The units that have supervisory responsibility for
Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation include vertical
supervision units of the Yangtze River Navigation Affairs
Administration (Table 3) and the local government of
Chongqing (Table 4).
Tab. 3. Ministry of Communications regulatory level (Vertical management)
1
Yangtze River
Navigation
Affairs
Administration

2
Yangtze River
MSA

3
Chongqing MSA
Yueyang MSA

4
Wanzhou
MSA
--

Yangtze River Navigation Affairs Administration had a
poor supervision on Chongqing MSA and Wanzhou MSA.
Wanzhou MSA as frontline law enforcement unit was not strict

with the company’s safety management system check. Neither
did they find that the responsible person of the company’s top
management in charge of safety management did not have
the corresponding qualifications nor they find the loopholes
of GPS monitoring system, training and assessment, unfixed
bunks, weather tight and so on. The control center of Yangtze
River MSA ignored the affair of the control center of Yueyang
MSA failed to perform duties seriously. Yueyang MSA did
not constantly monitor the ship’s status. When Eastern Star
lost contact, they did not take measures to verify the status
of the ship timely.
Table 4.
1

Chongqing regulatory authorities level (Local government
subordinate departments)
2

3
Chongqing
Navigational
Affairs
Administration
Chongqing
Chongqing
shipping
transportation
administration
committee
Chongqing
Chongqing
municipal
Ship
government
Inspection
Bureau
Wanzhou
Wanzhou
transportation
municipal
committee
government
Chongqing
Wanzhou
SASAC
SASAC

4

Wanzhou District
Navigational Affairs
Administration˗
Wanzhou shipping
administration˗
Wanzhou Ship
inspection Bureau

Wanzhou District Navigational Affairs Administration, as
frontline law enforcement unit of local government, lacked
strict inspection on Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation.
The problems of illegal adjustment of ballast tanks and poor
equipment in cabins were ignored and water transport permit
was issued without careful inspection. SASAC of Wanzhou
District was in charge of the Chongqing Eastern Shipping
Corporation, but it did not carry out strict safety supervision
and inspection of the company and did not find the fraud
in training and assessment or the unhealthy management
regime of the company.
F3 The imperfection of information sharing between China
Meteorological Administration and maritime sector caused
the maritime sector did not issue bad weather warnings to
the Eastern Star.

DISCUSSION
The accident process is divided into two parts which are
the capsizing and evacuating adversely. The specific path
of the accident is shown in Figure 3 From the path of the
accident can be seen that hazardous substance, energy and
physical condition, unsafe acts, Individual factors, deficiencies
of safety management system, deficiencies of safety culture
and external factors interact and lead to mishap eventually.
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From the perspective
of external organization
E4
factors, market pressure
B6
E8
F1
made the company in a poor
F3
E6
D2
business condition which
led to catch up on travel
B1
E1
E15
schedule in a hurry and
C33
A1
accident
B2
cut maintenance costs, so
capsizing
C31
C32
D1
E32
that the captain choose to
D3
A6
continue sailing in such bad
A5
E10
weather conditions.
B3
C2
B7
A4
evacuating
The causes above are
adversely
C4
C1
all belongs to subject
E13
responsibilities of the
A3
Chongqi ng
Eastern
F2
A2
Shipping Corporation. In
B5
external factors, oversight
B4
of Supervision department
B8
A7
and insufficient early
warning capabilities of
China Meteorological Administration made contribution
to the accident as well. Regulatory departments are divided
Fig. 3. The path of the Eastern Star ferry Accident
into vertical departments of MSA and various departments of
the local government, but still mismanagement. The functions
From the individual level of 24Model the direct cause of
of numerous regulatory authorities repeated in a way, may
this inland waterways shipwreck was the ship met the squall
shift responsibility onto others. Due to this circumstance,
line weather system which is a strong convective cloud formed
it is recommended to simplify the shipping regulatory
by many monolithic thunderstorms and arranged side by side.
authorities, clear regulatory responsibilities and implement
What‘s more, the ferry was attacked by downburst (a strong
the implementation, so that the effective supervision of
sinking air flow in the local thunderstorm, after reaching the
business enterprises.
ground will produce a linear wind, the closer to the ground the
It can be concluded that the mishap is the result of the overall
faster wind speed it is, the maximum ground wind up to 15) at
deviation of the entire passenger transport system including
the same time. The hull stability was greatly challenged by the
hazards of human factors, physical factors, organizational
sudden strong convective weather. In addition, the hull was
factors and external factors. These hazards interact in the
in a poor condition after the three times transformation (No
system and eventually led to overturning of the ship. The
side channel and stability significantly reduced). However,
direct cause of the accident was the rarely bad weather and the
the captain yielded to market pressure and continued sailing
unsafe acts of the captain. The countermeasure to the direct
in the bad weather, finally leading to capsize.
cause of the accident is to implement anchoring. Deep-seated
To analyze the deeper causes from the organizational
causes were the safety management system of Chongqing
level of 24Model, the corporation, as the main body of the
Eastern Shipping Corporation confusion, deficiencies of
safety culture, poor business conditions and regulatory
responsibility, should ensure the provision of transport
supervision. The countermeasures to such causes above
services and guarantee the safety of passengers at the same
time. However, Chongqing Eastern Shipping Corporation,
are: enterprises should establish a sound safety culture, and
the Eastern Star belongs to, has laid the groundwork for the
then develop a comprehensive safety management system.
accident through day-to-day management and operation.
Moreover, the senior management and ship personnel need
to implement the established rules of the system effectively
Furthermore, the three times’ reconstruction made the
to eliminate unsafe physical condition and unsafe acts. For
stability criteria getting smaller and smaller and the side
channel was cancelled as well. In the meantime, there were
the regulatory authorities, it’s necessary to make clear the
no weathertight covers on the cabin door and other related
regulatory responsibilities and take effective supervision.
facilities, and the bunks were unfixed. Additionally, the wrong
To prevent accident, it is necessary to know well the path
operations of the captain and chief officer in emergency
of accidents, and to improve the system comprehensively.
and sailing at night lead to the difficulty in escaping after
If only implement rectification on one or several hazards,
capsizing. All these unsafe conditions have not been properly
accidents cannot be prevented. For example, a sound safety
handled due to the unsound safety system and safety culture.
management system and safety culture are established within
The ship transportation organization should balance profits
the company, however, the flaws of the senior management
implementation will generate the unsafe physical condition
and safety and promote safety culture around deficiencies of
and unsafe acts of the ship personnel. Once the opportunity
safety culture mentioned earlier.
E7
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is ripe, unsafe physical condition and unsafe acts will lead to
the occurrence of the accident. In the case of preventing such
accidents, it cannot be narrowed down to only identify and
improve certain or several hazards. As elaborated in accident
causation model based on system thinking 24Model, accident
prevention should deploy the overall identification and
control from viewpoint of the system level to achieve a good
integration of system safety and functional achievement.
Additionally, it is also advisable for the customers and
passengers to choose cruise companies with a good business
operating status rather than a bad one, and to choose the
ships with higher stability. Also, passengers should learn and
remember how to use the escape facility in advance.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, a comprehensive analysis of the
capsizing of the Eastern Star ferry was carried out via
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ABSTRACT
Large scaled projects are conducted in South Yellow Sea in recent years. Topographic effect and tidal current are key
issues to the coastal engineering and the ocean engineering. In this study, field surveys were conducted to investigate the
tidal level, current velocity, and current direction in South Yellow Sea. A numerical model was developed to simulate
the radial current field based on the field data. To investigate the mechanism of the radial current field, the actual
topography and a smoothed topography were applied in the numerical model, respectively. Results show that, the current
field appeares radial because of the tidal system rather than the submarine topography. Local topography centralized
the radiation centre and shifted the high-velocity zones. The actual topographic effect is proposed, and results show
that local topography increases the flood tide velocity and decreases the ebb tide velocity. Lagrangian residual currents
are calculated to illustrate possible sediment sources and transport routes.

Keywords: Field survey; Numerical model; Topography; Radial current; Lagrangian residual current

INTRODUCTION
The sand ridges are formed due to the interactions of tidal
currents and sediments [1], and further shaped by waves [2].
The coast of Eastern China includes more than 10 large sand
ridges [3], which will be reclaimed before 2020 [4]. However,
there is a radial current field in the coast of Eastern China,
which makes reclamation project need to be investigated.
To have a better understanding of this current field, some
numerical works have been done by researchers. Xia et al.
[5] simulated the M2 tide in the Yellow Sea, using 20 km
computational grids to smoothed the detailed topography.
The results showed that the radial tidal currents still exist in
this study area even using such coarse computational grids.
Zhu et al. [6] established a 2-D tidal current model using
finer computational grids (10 km) with an approximately

rectangular coastline. It was also found that the radial current
field was not generated by marine topography. Further
considering tidal currents, waves and storm surges in the
numerical simulation, Zhang et al. [7] explained how the
radial sand ridge topography had been forming and evolving,
i.e. tidal current-induced formation, storm-induced change,
tidal current-induced recovery. The radial current field has
existed for thousands of years [8, 9], providing sufficient
time to generate the sand ridge topography. Zhang et al.
[8] conducted numerical experiments on the propagation
of M2 tidal wave in ancient coast conditions and generated
the similar tidal wave system as present. Zhu [9] established
a 2-D numerical model for tidal current research in Bohai Sea,
Yellow Sea and East China Sea to simulate the tidal current in
7000a B.P. and 3800a B.P.. The results showed that a standing
tidal wave system existed solitarily at both 7000a B.P. and
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3800a B.P., respectively. Besides, the radial tidal current field
has been in Jiangsu coastal area since maximum marine
transgression in the last glacial age, i.e. there is no obvious
change with the coastline variation. The local tidal currents
are also influenced by the sand ridge topography. Chen et al.
[10] showed that, the sand ridges are migrating southward
due to the large-scaled hydrodynamic effect, and the current
velocity tends to increase in the waterways between sand
ridges. Xing et al.’s [11] numerical model indicated the erosion
occurred in deep channels and the accretion occurred in
shallow ridges. The previous discussions on the variation
of sand ridge suggest that the sand ridge is the results of the
radial current system over thousands of years.
In this study, a series of large-scaled field surveys were
conducted and the data were used to validate the 2-D largescaled hydrodynamic model in this study. This study was
supportive to the provious findings on radial current fields.
The current fields were simulated using gradually changing
(smoothed) topography and actual (sand ridge) topography,
respectively. Actual Topographic effect (ATE) is proposed as
the difference between flow with and without sand ridge, to
investigate the topographic effect on current field. The results
from this numerical model proposed possible hydrodynamic
explanations of the sediment sources and sediment transport
routes.

Table 1 shows the detailed information for each survey
station. The time-histories of tidal levels, current velocities
and current directions were recorded in this field study. In
addition, a long-term survey was conducted at Dafeng Port
to record the time-history of tidal levels fozr 12 months. The
stations cover most part of the South Yellow sea.
Tab. 1. Information of the survey stations
Stations Latitude/(°N) Longitude/(°E)

In this field survey, 14 stations were distributed in the
study area (shown in Figure 1). Eight stations conducted
suveys during both the spring tide and neap tide; another
six stations conducted surveys during the spring tide.

Spring tide
& Neap tide
Spring tide
& Neap tide

Approximate
position
Outer
Xingyang
Port
North of
Chuandong
Port
North of
Chuandong
Port
Outer Wang
Port
South of
Chuandong
Port
South of
Chuandong
Port
East of
Chuandong
Port
Outer
Xiaoyangkou
Port
Outer
Xiaoyangkou
Port
East of
Xiaoyangkou
Port
East of
Xiaoyangkou
Port
East of
Xiaoyangkou
Port
Outer Lvsi
Port
Outer Lvsi
Port

12 months

Dafeng Port

1#

33.66

120.97

Spring tide

2#

33.17

120.86

Spring tide
& Neap tide

3#

33.18

120.91

Spring tide

4#

33.33

121.23

Spring tide
& Neap tide

5#

32.97

120.97

Spring tide
& Neap tide

6#

32.90

121.05

Spring tide

7#

32.95

121.54

Spring tide
& Neap tide

8#

32.58

121.15

Spring tide
& Neap tide

9#

32.55

121.33

Spring tide

10#

32.66

121.50

Spring tide
& Neap tide

11#

32.66

121.62

Spring tide

12#

32.66

121.75

Spring tide

13#

32.08

121.74

14#

32.09

121.81

Dafeng

33.28

120.80

MATERIAL AND METHODS
FIELD DATA COLLECTION

Survey
period

The short-term survey for each individual station started
at its local low tide. The initial recording times for all
stations were different. This is because in this study area,
local tidal wave phases at different stations were not exactly
the same. In general, the recording lasted for approximately
27 hours, covering the one tidal cycle. To capture the current
variations, samples were taken in 30 minute intervals during
the maximum flood and the ebb period. During the rest of
the time, samples were taken in 60 minute intervals. Table 2
shows the detailed recording periods for each survey station.
Fig. 1. Locations of the survey stations
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Tab. 2. Recording periods for each station
Spring tide
Sub-area

Survey Station

Neap tide

Start Time

End Time

Survey Station

17:00
Jan. 3
18:00
Jan. 3
17:00
Jan. 3

19:00
Jan. 4
19:00
Jan. 4
13:00
Jan. 4

4#

Start Time

End Time

5:00
Jan. 11
5:00
Jan. 11

7:00
Jan. 12
7:00
Jan. 12

Xingyang Port

1#

Wang Port

4#

Chuandong Port

2#, 3#, 5#, 6#

Outer Chuandong
Port

7#

17:00
Jan. 3

19:00
Jan. 4

7#

5:00
Jan. 11

7:00
Jan. 12

Xiaoyangkou &
Lvsi Port

8#, 9#, 10#, 11#,
12#, 13#, 14#

17:00
Jan. 3

21:00
Jan. 4

8#, 10#,
13#, 14#

5:00
Jan. 11

7:00
Jan. 12

Roundtrip measurements were applied in the field surveys
to increase the accuracy of the data. If the water is deeper
than 5 m, six-point sampling method was adopted along
the vertical profile. If the water is shallower than 5 m, threepoint sampling method was adopted instead. In the twodimensional numerical model, the current velocities were
validated by the field data of mean velocitied calculated from
the vertical profile. The major devices and instruments for
the survey are listed in Table 3.
Tab. 3. Main devices for field surveys
Instruments
GPS Receivers

Application
Positioning System
Hydrological
Trimble DSM212
Measurement
Garmin 12xlc
Investigation System
Navigation
HYPACK(V8.1a)
Data Acquisition
Current Data
ZSX-III Series
Collection
Current Meter, Anemorumbo meter,
Hydrographic Winch, Fish Lead, Laptop,
Electric Generator, Wireless interphone, etc.

Hand-held GPS
Navigation Software
Flow Velocity
Instrument
Others

NUMERICAL MODEL
In this study, a numerical model MIKE21 was used
and validated based on field data. DHI’s Software contains
a modelling system for estuaries, coastal waters and seas.
Therefore, a two-dimensional model was built within
the commercial MIKE 21 FM package to simulate tidal
hydrodynamics in the study area. The main governing
equations are the continuity equation and the incompressible
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
The N-S equations are used based on the static pressure
hypothesis and Boussinesq hypothesis. The vertical current
acceleration is ignored compared to the gravity acceleration,
and the turbulence stress is with respect to the time averaged
velocity gradient. The basic equations to describe tidal
hydrodynamics can be written as:
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where x and y are horizontal Cartesian coordinates; η is
the surface elevation; t is time; h is the total water depth;
u and v are depth-averaged velocity components in x and y
directions, respectively; Pα is the local atmospheric pressure;
ρ 0 is the reference of water density; ρ is the density of water;
f is the Coriolis parameter; Sxx, Sxy, Syx, Sxz, Syy are components
of radiation stress tensor; Txx, Txy, Tyx are the lateral stress
including viscous friction, turbulent friction, and differential
advection; (τsx, τsy) and (τbx, τby) are the components of wind
stress and bottom stress, respectively; S is magnitude of point
source discharge.
The model domain was established in a large-scaled
area to provide a relatively accurate tidal wave system. The
model boundaries were from 23°N northwards to the Asian
continent coastline, and 128.5°E westwards to the Asian
continent coastline (shown in Figure 2). The simulation
time was from 8:00 30/12/2006 to 8:00 12/01/2007, which
covered the spring tide period (from 17:00 03/01/2007 to 19:00
04/01/2007) and neap tide period (from 5:00 11/01/2007 to
7:00 12/01/2007). The study area was self-nested in the largescaled model, which was from 31.8°N northwards to 34.2°N,
and 122.8°E westwards to the Asian continent coastline.
The actual (sand ridge) topography data and gradually
changing (smoothed) topography data were used in the model,
respectively. Therefore, two sets of corresponded current fields
were simulated using the same hydrodynamic model setup
except for the topography.

(1)
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for 17:00 03/01/2007, which is the beginning of the spring tide.
Results of the tidal level indicate that the agreement between
the measured value and simulated value is good.

Fig. 4. Time-history of tidal level for Dafeng Port

Fig. 2. Numerical model domain and topography in study area

The overview of the computational grids is shown
in Figure 3. The unstructured grids were applied in the
numerical model, and the grid sizes were changable. The
coarser computational grids (larger than 10 km) were
applied in the large-scaled model to reduce the computation
work, while finer computational grids (less than 1 km) were
applied in the self-nested area to provide relatively accurate
modelling results.

Figure 5 shows the time-history of current velocities and
directions for Lvsi Port (13# in Figure 1) as an example. The
initial time (0) for Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) stands for 17:00
03/01/2007 (the beginning of the spring tide); the initial time
for Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d) stands for 05:00 11/01/2007
(the beginning of the neap tide). Good agreements were
observed between the measured values and simulated values.
Therefore, this hydrodynamic model was applied to study
the current field, and two parallel experimental results from
actual topography and gradually changing topography were
compared and discussed. Results of the currents indicate
that good agreement was observed between measured value
and simulated value, and the numerical model has reliable
results in current fields.

Fig. 5. Time-histories of current velocities and directions in for Lvsi Port
(13# in Figure 1)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 3. Overview of the computational grids

CURRENT FIELDS AND MAXIMUM VELOCITIES
The field data (including time-histories of tidal levels,
current velocities and current directions) were collected
to validate this numerical model. Figure 4 shows the timehistory of the tidal levels for Dafeng Port as an example. The
horizontal axis is the time (in hour). The initial time (0) stands
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Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) present the radial current
field on two topographies during flood period, and Figure
6(c) and Figure 6(d) are the ones during ebb period. The
horizontal axis is the longitude (in °E), and the vertical
axis is the latitude (in °N). The results indicated the radial

current field was not generated by the actual (sand ridge)
topography since it also existed on the gradually changing
(smoothed) topography. Numerical model results also
showed the moving progress of the tidal wave. It was
observed that there are two tidal waves in this study area,
i.e. a progressive tidal wave propagating from the southeast
towards the Yellow Sea, and a counter-clockwise rotary
tidal wave reflected by the Shangdong Peninsula. These two
tidal waves converged as a dual-tide system and generated
a unique radial current field.

current velocity at position ((i, j); vaij is the vertical component
of actual topography current velocity at position ((i, j); vgij is
the vertical component of gradually changing topography
current velocity at position ((i, j). Figure 7 shows the unit ATE
in the study area. The horizontal axis is the longitude (in °E),
and the vertical axis is the latitude (in °N). During the flood
period, most vectors point to the central zone, which means
the actual (sand ridge) topography centralized the radial
currents. As a result, sediments transported to the central
zone due to the actual topography. During the ebb tide, most
vectors point to the coast line, which means the sediments
transported to the coastal area due to the actual topography.
So it can be concluded that, the actual topography stimulated
the sediment transport to the central zone and the coastal
area, providing sediments for reclamation projects.

Fig. 7. Unit ATE in study area. (a) flood tide period; (b) ebb tide period

LAGRANGE RESIDUAL CURRENT
Fig. 6. Radial current field in study area. (a) gradually changing topography
during flood tide pe-riod; (b) actual topography during flood tide period; (c)
gradually changing topography dur-ing ebb tide period; (d) actual topography
during ebb tide period

However, the actual (sand ridge) topography still
demonstrated some effects on current field: 1) it narrowed
the centre zone of the radial current field; 2) it increased
the maximum flood velocity from 1.75 m/s to 2.19 m/s, and
decreased the maximum ebb velocity from 1.66 m/s to 1.61 m/s;
3) it shifted the strongest flood point for approximately 73 km,
from (120°49’27”E, 33°40’19”N) to (120°53’54”E, 33°0’45”N),
and shifted the strongest ebb point for approximately 11 km,
from (121°47’23”E, 32°10’47”N) to (121°54’31”E, 32°10’14”N).
ACTUAL TOPOGRAPHIC EFFECT (ATE)
The ATE is proposed herein to better investigate the
actual (sand ridge) topographic effect on current field. VTE
is expressed as follows:

ܣԦ ൌ ሺݑ െ ݑ ǡ ݒ െ ݒ ሻ

(4)

where ܣԦ is a vector indicating the actual topographic
effect at position (i, j); uaij is the horizontal component of
actual topography current velocity at position (i, j); ugij is the
horizontal component of gradually changing topography

For the large-scaled circulation currents, the residual
current is defined as the ratio of the water particle drift
to the time period accordingly [12-14]. The process of the
long-term mass transport depends on Lagrangian residual
currents[15]. Therefore, the Lagrangian residual currents
can be roughly analysed to present the sediment sources
and transport routes (shown in Figure 8). The horizontal
axis is the longitude (in °E), and the vertical axis is the
latitude (in °N).
Figure 8(a) shows the Lagrangian residual currents are
relatively simple on gradually changing topography. The
residual currents near the coastline appear to be stronger
than others. The residual current A travelled from the ancient
Yellow River estuary towards south with the velocities of
0.12-0.16 m/s; the residual current B travelled from Yangtze
River estuary towards north with the velocities of 0.1-0.18 m/s.
Residual currents A and B converged in the central area
and transformed into a circular residual current C with the
velocities of 0.05-0.18 m/s. These results indicate that: 1) before
the sand ridges were generated, the sediments were carried
by residual currents; 2) the original source of the sediment
could be either the ancient Yellow River estuary or Yangtze
River estuary. This hydrodynamic finding is consistent with
the environmental magnetism results [16] and the sediment
composition results [17]. Once the sand ridges had been
formed, the Lagrangian residual current varied (shown in
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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Figure 8(b)). The actual (sand ridge) topography weakened
the external residual currents. As a result, the study area
became a quasi-closed system without abundant sediment
supply from outside. While in the sand ridges area several
circular residual currents were generated with the velocities
of 0.08-0.17 m/s. These residual currents transported and
redistributed the sediments in this quasi-closed system.
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Fig. 8. Lagrangian residual currents in study area. (a) on gradually changing
topography, the sediment transported to the study area; (b) on actual
topography, no more sediment trans-ported to the study area, so it is a quasiclosed system.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, field surveys were conducted to investigate
the time-histories of tidal levels, current velocities and
current directions in South Yellow Sea, China. Based on
field data, a large-scaled numerical model was developed to
simulate the radial current fields. Two parallel experiments
were conducted on the actual topography and the gradually
changing topography, respectively. The conclusions are drawn
as follows:
(1) A unique radial current field is generated by dual-tide
system rather than actual (sand ridge) topography.
(2) The actual (sand ridge) topography narrows the central
zone of the radial current field, increases the flood velocities
and decreases the ebb velocities.
(3) Actual topographic effect is proposed in this study.
Results show that actual topography stimulates the sediments
to be transported to the central zone and the coastal area.
(4) The observations of the Lagrangian residual currents
show the sediments originally travel from the ancient Yellow
River estuary or Yangtze River estuary. The actual (sand ridge)
topography makes study area become a quasi-closed system.
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ABSTRACT

In narrow water channels, ship traffic may be affected by water flows and ship interactions. Studying their effects
can help maritime authorities to establish appropriate management strategies. In this study, a two-lane cellular
automation model is proposed. Further, the behavior of ship traffic is analyzed by setting different water flow velocities
and considering ship interactions. Numerical experiment results show that the ship traffic density-flux relation is
significantly different from the results obtained by classical models. Furthermore, due to ship interactions, the ship
lane-change rate is influenced by the water flow to a certain degree.
Keywords: Narrow channel, Cellular automata, Simulation, Ship interaction

INTRODUCTION
A narrow channel often refers to navigable water restricted
by its lane width, and to some extent, sailing in narrow
channel restricts the ship maneuvers [1]. Due to some features
of narrow channels, such as the narrow width, changeable
water depth, large density of ships etc., ship collisions often
occur in narrow channels, which seriously holds back the
development of marine transportation [2, 3]. Therefore, it is
important to investigate the characteristics of ship traffic in
narrow channels.
General vehicle traffic models are based on basic kinetics
models, which cannot simulate dynamic traffic features.
However, Cellular Automata (CA) can be used to study
phenomena where many individuals interact with each other.
The CA can reproduce the time and satisfies the dynamic
system needs for evolution in a discrete form [4].
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In the 1980s, the CA technology entered people’ field
of vision. The NaSch model and BML model proposed
by Nagel and Schreckberg are classical traffic flow models
based on the CA [5]. The NaSch model is a classical single-lane
model, After improvement, this classical model can reproduce
many major features of traffic flows [6]. However, the NaSch
model does not allow overtaking, which is a limitation.
Accordingly, many single-track multiple lanes models
considering overtaking [7-9] and many lane-change rules
[10-12] were proposed. Nowadays, the CA is widely used in
studying of road traffic flows. Tieqiao Tang et al. [13] develop
a macro traffic flow model with consideration of varying
road conditions. Xiaobo Qu et al. [14] develop an improved
multi-value cellular automata model for heterogeneous bicycle
traffic flow taking the higher maximum speed of electric
bicycles into consideration, greatly enhances the realism
of the bicycle traffic model.

In marine traffic flows, Xiaobo Qu et al. [15] propose
a cellular automata model based simulation approach for
the Singapore Strait, and a two-lane cellular automata model
is proposed by Zhuo Sun et al. [16] to investigate the traffic
flow patterns in narrow water channels. There are two main
differences between water traffic and road traffic. First, both
water flow direction and velocity can accelerate or hold back
ships. In ship traffic flows, the actual speed of ships equals
the composition of the hydrostatic speed and water velocity.
The hydrostatic speed changes frequently in a range. Through
superposition, the range of the actual speed of ships also
changes, and the lower bound of this range depends on the
water velocity. The second important difference is due to ship
interactions [17]. When two ships sail in parallel in close
lanes, the water accelerates between the two ships, since the
water pressure decreases, and the water slows down on the
external side of the ship where the water pressure is relatively
high. As a result, a difference in pressure is produced between
the portside and starboard, so that the two ships are pushed
towards each other.

Considering a ship interaction, the rule says: if overtaking
happens in two lanes, the ship having a lower speed needs to
slow down, and, while avoiding the collision with the front
ship, it should also keep the speed over the minimum speed
vmin.
Rule4 Lane changing:

Ltn1

 other lane
®
¯not change

if d nt  min(vmax , vnt  1) and d nt ,oa ! d nt and d nt ,ob ! d safe
(4)
otherwise

Ltn1 denotes the lane ship n stays in at moment t  1 ,
d and d nt ,ob represent the distance between ship n and
the front or rear ship in adjacent lanes, and d safe denotes the
where
t
n , oa

safe distance. Taking the example of ship A in the right lane
t
in Fig.1, at moment t , the horizontal distance d n ,oa is larger
t
than the distance d n . And in the left lane, the horizontal
t
distance d n ,ob is larger than the safe distance d safe . At moment
t  1 , ship A changes the lane from right to left. However,
if one of the above conditions cannot be satisfied, ship A
cannot change the lane.

MODEL

d nt ,oa

d nt ,ob

A ship interaction cellular automation model (SICA) based
on the NaSch model is proposed. The new lane-change update
rule for the period from t to t  1 is introduced as follows.

Left Lane

C

d nt

d safe

Right Lane

A

D

B

Rule1 Acceleration:
Fig.1. The description of the formula (4) parameter

vnt

min(vnt +an , vmax )

(1)

Rule5 Randomization with possibility p:

t 1

t

where vn and vn represent the speed of ship n at moment
t and t  1 , respectively, an is the acceleration of ship n ,
and vmax is the maximum speed of the ship. Rule1 describes
the feature that the driver wants to maneuver the ship at the
maximum speed.
Rule2 Deceleration to avoid ship collisions:

vnt 1
t

t

t

max(vnt  1, vmin )

(5)

Due to many uncertainties, such as poor conditions for
sailing, different mentalities of drivers, and so on, ships may
slow down.
Rule6 Updated positions:

min(vnt , d nt )

(2)

where d n xn 1  xn  ln 1 , xn and xn 1 represent the
position of ship n and the front ship n  1 at moment t
, respectively, and ln 1 is the length of the front ship n  1 .
Accordingly, d nt means the distance between the front ship
and the rear ship. Rule2 describes the action of the driver to
avoid a collision between the two ships.
t

vnt 1

xnt 1

t

xnt  vnt  vnt , flow

(6)

t

where vn , flow denotes the water velocity in the lane of ship A
at moment t . The sailing distance per unit time is not only
related to the speed of the ship but also to the water velocity
in the lane.

Rule3 Deceleration due to a ship interaction:

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

vnt 1

max min vnt  an , d nt , vmin

(3)

The simulation is based on the open source software
MicroCity (http://microcity.github.io). A two-dimensional
1000 u 140 simulation space is built, where the square’s
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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length is defined as 30 meters. The value 120 of ordinate is
the position of the left lane, and the value 80 of ordinate is the
position of the right lane. The important parameters used in
the simulation are shown in Table 1.
We assume that the water flows in the two lanes are the
same and unchangeable during the simulation. When the
water velocity is positive, this means that the water flows are
downstream; when the water velocity is negative, this means
that the water flows are upstream; when the water velocity is
zero, this means that the water is static.
Tab. 1. Important parameters used in the simulation
The name of the simulation parameter
Cell Size
Lane Length (cells)
Ship Length (cells)
Slow Ship Speed (cells/unit time)
Fast Ship Speed (cells/unit time)
Ship Minimum Speed (cells/unit time)
Slow Ships / All Ships
Safe Space (cells)
Ship Acceleration (cells/unit time)
Deceleration Probability
Left Lane Speed
Right Lane Speed

Parameter value
30
1000
4
3
5
0
0.5
4
1
0.3
0
0

FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAMS

Fig.2.The density-average flux diagram:
(a) the NO-SICA model; (b) the SICA model

Fig. 2(a) shows that without ship interactions, with a small
density, the average flux in all lanes shows a linear increase
with an increase in the density. When the density increases
constantly, the lanes start to be crowded. To avoid collisions,
ships have to slow down. Additionally, random slowing down
also plays an important role in the increase in the density,
so the average speed of ships in all lanes is also lowered. As
a result, the slope is changed at 0.45 in Fig.2(a).
By comparing 2(a) and 2(b), with ship interactions and
a medium density, the average flux is lower than without ship
interactions. The curve of the density-average flux becomes
smooth, and the “Peak Phenomenon” is not evident. The
reason is that with ship interactions, an overtaken ship needs
to slow down to reduce the time of the ship interaction, so
that the speeds in all lanes are influenced, resulting in the
offset of the average flux brought by the density.
The effect of water flows is further considered. From
Fig2(b), a conclusion can be drawn: regardless of whether
upstream or downstream, the “Peak Phenomenon” is
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undermined by an increase in the water velocity, and further,
the “Peak Phenomenon” disappears when downstream, with
ship interactions, where this situation is even more evident.
Regarding why an increase in the water velocity undermines
the “Peak Phenomenon”, we consider the downstream case
with ship interactions as an example. If the density of the lanes
is significantly large, ships slow down to avoid collisions. At
the same time, randomization also can also hold back ships
significantly with a high density. Without the consideration of
the water velocity, the average flux of the lanes should decline
sharply. However, it hardly changes, because the water velocity
of the downstream is high. So, compared to a high water
velocity, the influence of the speed of ships on the average
flux of the lanes is small. When the water velocity is close to
or larger than the speed of ships, the influence from random
slowing down can be ignored, and the average flux of the lanes
depends on the water velocity. According to the formula of
the average flux, Average flux = (Density u Composite speed
of ships considering water velocity) / Average ship length, the
density-average flux curve is infinitely close to a linear one
with an increase in the water velocity.
This result is meaningful for ships sailing in narrow
channels. With ship interactions, the experimental results
show that if the upstream velocity is high, the value of the
average flux can even be negative even if the density is small,
which means that the upstream is so strong that ships go
backward instead of going forward. Furthermore, narrow
channels have many features, such as the narrow width,
changeable water depth and flux, curved vessel lanes, low
speed of ships, and so on. Additionally, ships often change
directions to overtake other ships, so the load on the
propeller changes drastically. Therefore, facing terrible sailing
conditions, such as a high upstream velocity or dead wind, all
crews have to pay more attention to the changes in various
parameters related to the power, and corresponding actions
should be taken to avoid ship’s reversing.

Fig.3. The water velocity diagram:
(a) the NO-SICA model; (b) the SICA model

In Fig.3, regardless of whether with ship interactions or
without them, the slope of the water velocity-average flux
curve is the same for the same density values. This means
that when the water velocity increases by one unit, the average
flux increases by the same quantity. The reason is that the
water velocity is an external environment. But with different
densities, the effect of the water velocity on the average flux is
different. The higher the density, the more clear the effect on
the average flux. According to the formula of the average flux,

Average flux = (Density u Composite speed of ship considering
water velocity) / Average ship length, when the water speed
and average ship length are unchanged, the density becomes
the only changeable parameter. So, the higher the density,
the larger the average flux.

Fig.4. The time-space diagram for the SICA model:
(a) water velocity=-1; (b) water velocity=0; (c) water velocity=1

of front ships rarely occurs. On the contrary, fast ships choose
to change lanes if the density is small and the distance is safe.
However, with a high density, both lanes are crowded, and
the distance is not enough for ships to change lanes, so all
ships can only sail in the same lane keeping the safe distance.
In this situation, the lane-change frequency is close to zero.
With ship interactions, the density-lane-change frequency
diagram shows a great difference. For both fast ships and slow
ships, their lane-change frequency increases dramatically. The
reason is that ship interactions slow down ships frequently,
and to avoid collisions, the rear ship has to change lanes
frequently to pass the entire channel quickly.
Furthermore, Fig.5 also shows that with ship interactions,
an increase in the downstream velocity can hold back the
decrease of the lane-change frequency. To clearly observe
the influence of different water velocities on the lane-change
frequency, Fig.6 shows the relationship between the water
speed and lane-change frequency with ship interactions.

Fig.4 shows the time-space diagram with ship interactions
under different water velocity conditions, where the density
is equal to 0.6. Lanes are symmetric, so the diagrams for the
right lane and left lane have similar features. Comparing
the three diagrams for the water velocity equal to -1, 0 and
1, we can notice that the downstream water makes ships
faster, and with the water velocity -1, the motion of ships is
viscous. Fig.4(a) also shows that the upstream makes lanes
more crowded, and it is hard for ships to move under these
conditions.
Fig.6. The water velocity-lane-change frequency diagram: (a) slow ships;
(b) fast ships

Fig.5. The density-lane-change frequency diagram:
(a) water velocity=-1; (b) water velocity=0; (c) water velocity=1;
(d) water velocity=2

Fig.6 shows that ships are held back when sailing in the
upstream case. So, the lane-change frequency is the lowest
under this circumstance. When downstream, the rear ship
can find many chances to overtake the front ship, so the lanechange frequency is increased. However, with an increase in
the water velocity, the lane-change frequency stays at a certain
value. The reason is that even with an increase in the water
velocity, the relative speeds of ships are unchanged, and the
relative distances between ships are also not related to the
water velocity. So, an increase in the water velocity does not
clearly affect the lane-change frequency.
Furthermore, Fig.6 also shows that the lane-change
frequency of a fast ship is influenced more by the water
velocity than that of a slow ship, because the slow ship is
restricted by its maximum sailing speed. Therefore, rarely
can the front ship be overtaken by a slow ship.

CONCLUSIONS
LANE-CHANGE FREQUENCY
According to Fig.5, without ship interactions, the lanechange frequency of slow ships is almost zero, because slow
ships’ speed is the lowest in all lanes. Accordingly, overtaking

This article studies the effect of water flows on vessel traffic
flows in narrow channels. Based on the one-lane NaSch model,
and considering the water velocity, a ship interaction cellular
automation model is built. Using simulation, ships having
different velocities in two lanes are compared. Considering the
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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density, as well as ship interactions, the influence of different
water velocities on the average flux and the lane-change
frequency is studied. After the analysis of a large amount of
experimental data from many simulation experiments, the
results show that in both downstream and upstream cases, an
increase in the water velocity makes the “Peak Phenomenon”
undermined and even disappeared in the density-average flux
curve, especially with ship interactions. Furthermore, using
independent analysis of fast ships and slow ships, the results
show that, for both fast ships and slow ships, an increase
in the water velocity can render the lane-change frequency
stable and unchangeable gradually. However, the lane-change
frequency of fast ships is influenced by the water velocity
more clearly than that of slow ships.
Many factors are considered in this article, and each factor
is analyzed and compared accompanied by the corresponding
explanation. Therefore, meaningful references can be provided
to vessel traffic in narrow channels in real applications.
However, vessel traffic is much more complicated in real life
situations, and further research can be done based on this
article to make the model more suitable for real life situations,
providing greater contributions to the shipping industry.
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ABSTRACT
With the development of DC distribution system within the isolated power system of a ship or an aircraft, more
constant frequency loads will be supplied by inverters connected to DC main bus. In the operating mode conversion
process of an isolated power system, inverters will inevitably suffer from serious disturbance and affect the stability
of the system. Therefore, it is important to establish a model of the inverter that reflects its dynamic characteristics
and based on which to conduct the stability analysis. This paper proposes a 12-pulse inverter model based on the
generalized state space averaging (GSSA) method. This model can overcome the limitations of 12-pulse inverter state
space averaging (SSA) model in transient analysis with good accuracy and fast analysis ability effectively. Three kinds
of models for a 12-pulse aircraft inverter are built in MATLAB, namely GSSA model, SSA model and detail device
model. The simulation results show the high accuracy of GSSA model in stability analysis. This study provides an
effective analytical tool for stability analysis of 12-pulse inverter and also provides a reference for inverter modeling
research of isolated power system such as in aircraft or ship.

Keywords:

INTRODUCTION
With the concern of energy crisis and environment
pollution, the application of electricity expands to various
domains for its efficiency, cleanness and high quality energy
[1]. The power supply in vehicles such as ship, aircraft and
spacecraft is gradually replaced by electricity [2-4]. Isolated
power system is characterized with localized power production
and consumption, avoiding long distance transmission of
electricity and supporting the costume-made according to
the user demand. These characteristics make isolated power
system well suited to new forms of power demand. Isolated
power system such as ship, aircraft and spacecraft requires
a multitude of power electronic converters during the process
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of power storage, transmission and consumption[5,6]. But the
space is so limited that the proportion of power electronic
device in isolated power systems is much larger than that in
traditional interconnected electric power system.
Stimulated by the advantages of lightweight and energy
saving, new vehicle isolated power system mostly adopts
a distribution system based on DC main bus [7, 8]. The
original AC loads in the AC power distribution system will
be supplied by inverters connected to the DC main bus, which
increase loads of inverters greatly. The stability of inverters
will directly affect the safe and stable operation of the isolated
power system [9-12].
So far, stability analysis of inverter largely depends on
detailed device model and mathematical analytic model.

A power system model is employed in [13] to simulate the
transient process of shipboard power system. The hardware
in the loop simulation verification of the multiple inverters
in aircraft power systems is performed in [14]. The device
model is complicated in modeling, as it describes the thorough
dynamic process of the system. On the other hand, it can’t
reveal the relationship between system parameters and
system stability, which can’t be used in system design and
optimization. The mathematical analytic model is used to seek
the analytic expression of the characteristics of the inverter
by theoretical analysis, which can represent the steady-state
and dynamic mathematical characteristics of the system.
The most representative one is the state space averaging
method. Being one of the most representative approaches,
state space averaging method was applied to establish smallsignal models of inverter for single-phase and three-phase
[15, 16]. It was also used to build the state space averaging
model of electromechanical actuators and rotating rectifier
[17, 18]. However, in the derivation the state variables are
assumed to have small change within the switching cycle
and the dynamic characteristics of inverter are ignored, the
state space averaging method cannot meet the fast response
and dynamic analysis of large disturbance.
In 1991, Professor Seth R. Sanders and his students
proposed the generalized state space averaging (GSSA) model,
which is a tradeoff between the detailed device model and the
simplified state space model [19]. Considering the invariant
components of the state space model, GSSA also takes into
account of the higher order components, which can be used
not only for small disturbance analysis, but also for large
disturbance analysis.
Taking into account of the electrical characteristics of
the DC power distribution system, this paper applies the
generalized state space method to build a 12-pulse inverter
model in MATLAB/Simulink. The stability analysis is carried
out based on the model, and the validity of the model by
simulation results.

generalized state space operation and the actual error is zero,
but the computation is large at this time. Hence, n depends
on the required degree of accuracy. x k is k-th Fourier
coefficients defined as
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MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF INVERTER
THE INVERTER CIRCUIT IN POWER ELECTRONIC
A circuit of SPWM-controlled 12-pulse voltage source
inverter in isolated power system is shown in Fingure 1.
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Generalized state space averaging method employs the
Fourier series with time-dependent coefficients. The signals
are divided into invariants and high-order variables, and
the order of precision is chosen according to actual needs.
A waveform x(t) over the interval [t-T, T] can be approximated
with a Fourier series representation of the form
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Fig. 1. 12-pulse voltage source inverter

The DC main bus voltage is shown by Vdc, which is 270V.
Two three-phase inverters bridges, which connected through
the Y-Δ/Y in parallel, are controlled by PWM. The transformer
link was utilized to increase the voltage adjustment range.
Since the neutral points of the AC load side and the DC
main bus are not connected, line voltage measurement and
analysis were adopted when building the generalized state
space averaging model.
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MODELING OF THE INVERTER CIRCUIT
The switching function s is defined as that s=1 means
a switch is on, s=0 means off. The switch functions in a SPWMcontrolled inverter, sui and sdi, i  {a, b, c}, represent the
states of up and down bridge arms in phase i, which satisfying
sui  sdi 1. The switching function is periodic, and can be
replaced by Fourier series
f

¦

s1 (t)

An sin(n Z t)

ªvab º
«v »
« bc »
«¬ vca »¼

ªva  vb º
«v  v »
« b c»
«¬ vc  va »¼

ªiab º
«i »
« bc »
«¬ ica »¼

(7)

n 1ˈodd

where An represents the coefficient of order n. The AC line
voltage in the secondary side of the transformer can be
expressed

vab

vab1  vab 2

va1 (Z t)  vb1 (Z t)

m 3Vdc
2n

¦

f

n

S

An sin[n(Z t  M  )]
6
1ˈodd

vbc1 vab1 (Z t  2S / 3)
°
°vca vab1 (Z t  2S / 3)
°
®vab 2 vab1 (Z t  S / 6)
°v
vab1 (Z t  S / 2)
° bc 2
°¯vca 2 vab1 (Z t  5S / 6)

(10)

where vab 2 , vbc 2 and vca 2 are secondary side voltages of the
transformer generated by the second inverter bridge.
Denote virtual line currents as iab , ibc and ica . The threephase loads are symmetrical, and their phase voltages or line
currents are equal in amplitude with phase shift of 120°.
According to the vector relation we can obtain
1
(ia  ib ); ibc
3

1
(ib  ic ); ica
3

1
(ic  ia )
3

(11)

Suppose that the symmetrical loads are delta-connected
with impedance Z L , and AC side output currents and load
voltages are selected as state variables, then
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Cf

ªuab º
d « » 1
ubc 
dt « » Z L
«¬ uca »¼
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ªuab º
«u »
« bc »
«¬ uca »¼

(13)

where Rf, Lf and Cf are resistance, inductance and capacitance
of low pass filter in Fig.1, respectively.
The state equation of inverter currents is constructed as

ªiab º
d « »
ibc
dt « »
¬« ica ¼»

ªi º
R f « ab »
1

ibc 
L f « » 3L f
¬« ica ¼»

(9)

where m is SPWM modulation ratio, n is the transformer
ratio, An is n-th Fourier coefficient, φ is the initial phase
angle. From symmetrical relationship we can obtain

iab

dia
di º
 Lf b »
dt
dt
ªia  ib º ªuab º
»
dib
dic »
«
» « »
R
 Lf

f « ib  ic »  « ubc » (12)
dt
dt »
»
¬«ic  ia ¼» ¬« uca ¼»
dic
di
 Lf a »
dt
dt »¼

(8)

where vab1 was generated by the first inverter bridge, and
vab1 (Z t)

ª
«Lf
«
«L
« f
«
«L
f
¬«

ªuab º
« u »  3mVdc
« bc »
6nL f
¬«uca ¼»

ªiab º
«i »
« bc »
«¬ ica »¼

S
S º
ª
« sin(Z t  M  6 )  sin(Z t  M  3 ) »
«
»
«sin(Z t  M  5S )  sin(Z t  M  S ) » (14)
«
»
6
«
»
« sin(Z t  M  S )  sin(Z t  M  S ) »
2
3 ¼»
¬«

ªuab º
d « » 1
Cf
ubc 
dt « » Z L
«¬ uca »¼

ªuab º
«u »
« bc »
«¬ uca »¼

(15)

GENERALIZED STATE SPACE AVERAGING MODELING
Since the DC main bus bar contains few harmonic
components, only the DC component is considered in the
calculation. Combining with the generalized state space
algorithms, the first order of the state variables is substituted
into equation (12) and (14). The generalized state space variables
are chosen as that, x1 , x2 ,... x6 are DC components, x7 , x9
... x17 and x8 , x10 ... x18 are the real part and the imaginary
parts of the fundamental component respectively, then the
load-side voltages and AC currents can be expressed by

°
°
°
°
®
°
°
°
°
¯

uab

0

x1 , ubc

0

x2 , uca

iab

0

x4 , ibc

uab

1

x7  jx8 , ubc

uca

1

x11  j x12 ;

0

x5 , ica

iab

1

x13  jx14 , ibc

ica

1

x17  jx18 ;

1

0

0

x3 ;
x6 ;

x9  jx10 ,
(16)

1

x15  jx16 ,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Taking ZL=R and combining with the generalized state
space algorithms, the final GSSA model is deduced as

ª x1 º
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Tab. 1. The parameters of inverter circuit
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The circuit in Fig.1 is simulated to analyze the load line
voltage Vab and the virtual line current Iab. Detail device
model, SSA model and GSSA model are built in MATLAB/
Simulink and their simulation results are compared and
analyzed.
Parameters of 12-pulse inverter circuit are listed in the
follow Table 1. SPWM is adopted in order to control the on-off
states of the switches in inverters, and the equivalent resistance
of three-phase symmetrical loads is 80Ω.
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Description

Symbol

Value

Unit

Main bus voltage

Vdc

270

V

Amplitude modulation ratio

m

0.8

—

Fundamental frequency

f

400

Hz

Switching frequency

fv

10800

Hz

Initial phase angle

φ

0

Rad/s

Filtering resistor

Rf

0.1

Ω

Filtering inductor

Lf

4.3

mH

Filtering capacitor

Cf

3.2

μF

Transformer ratio

n

2

—

Figure 2 (a) shows the block diagram of the detail device
simulation of the 12-pulse inverter, and (b) is the GSSA
model. The GSSA model reduces to SSA model when the
state variables only contain zero-order part.
Control
parameters
m, fv

AC currents
iab, ibc, ica

Lf

Rf
Vdc

Load voltage
uab, ubc, uca

Filter

Threephase
load
R

Cf

(a)
Control parameters
m, fv, ĳ

The load voltages and virtual line currents of inverter
circuit can be expressed by generalized state variables as

Input voltage
Vdc

GSSA model

Circuit
parameters
R, n, Cf, Lf, Rf

GSSA variables
x1,x2,….,x18

Line voltage,
Line current
uab, ubc, uca
iab, ibc, ica

(b)

uab x1  2 x7 cos Zt  2 x8 sin Zt
°
°ubc x2  2 x9 cos Zt  2 x10 sin Zt
°°uca x3  2 x11 cos Zt  2 x12 sin Zt
®
°iab x4  2 x13 cos Zt  2 x14 sin Zt
°ibc x5  2 x15 cos Zt  2 x16 sin Zt
°
°̄ica x6  2 x17 cos Zt  2 x18 sin Zt

Fig. 2. Diagrams of the 12-pulse inverter
(a) simulation diagram of the detail device model
(b) simulation diagram of generalized state space averaging
)19)

Waveforms for SPWM signal and the transformer
secondary voltage are shown in Figure 3.
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By comparing with the detail device simulation, the
deviation of SSA model is about 6% when large signal
disturbance occurred, and that of GSSA model is only
about 3%. The accuracy of GSSA model is upgraded nearly
doubled. Therefore, the results of GSSA model can better
reflect the dynamic response process.
In addition, the voltage Vab and the current Iab of three
models are analyzed with fast Fourier transform. The
fundamental frequency is 400Hz. Contents of harmonics
under 5th order are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Tab. 2. Comparison of current harmonic analysis of three models (unit:%)
Harmonic
frequency

Fig. 3. SPWM modulation results
a) PWM signal output
(b) Transformer secondary voltage

Generated by the 12-pulse inverter and through the
transformer, the secondary voltage waveform before low-pass
filter contains a large number of high-order harmonics. Only
when the parameters of the inverter circuit are appropriately
set can the load gets qualified voltage.
When the power system switches its operating condition,the
12-pulse inverter is subject to large disturbance. Assuming
that the inverter loads suddenly altered when the isolate power
system changes its operation condition at 10ms, the load
changes from 80Ω to 40Ω. The large signal disturbance will
occur and affect the inverter.
The waveforms for the output line voltage Vab and the
virtual current Iab are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The
results represent waveforms of detail device model, GSSA
and SSA respectively.

0

400

800

1200

1600

2000

Total
harmonic

Switch

3.58

100

9.99

6.21

3.20

1.93

12.53

GSSA

3.26

95.8

9.01

5.68

2.93

1.77

12.04

SSA

2.55

87.7

7.15

4.33

2.14

1.55

9.25

Tab. 3. Comparison of voltage harmonic analysis of three models (unit:%)
Harmonic
frequency
Switch
GSSA
SSA

0
DC
3.88
3.22
2.59

400

800

1200

1600

2000

100
93.6
85.2

18.39
17.24
10.73

11.96
9.25
8.23

8.63
6.63
5.25

6.79
5.67
4.05

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the harmonic
values of Vab and Iab when the inverter suffers large
disturbance.

(a)

Fig. 4. Waveform of Vab voltage at load port

(b)
Fig. 6. The comparison of models
(a) current harmonic analysis of three models
(b) voltage harmonic analysis of three models
Fig. 5. Waveform of Iab at AC side
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Total
harmonic
27.67
22.20
16.17

In consideration of high-order variables, the generalized
state space model can analyze the harmonic content accurately
when the power system encounters large disturbance.
Compared with the SSA model, this model has a great
improvement on the first-order harmonic analysis and
increases the accuracy of the analysis of high-order harmonic
content.
Simulation speeds for the three models are shown in
Table 4.
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ABSTRACT

In China dry ports enter into a rapid development period now, however for many Chinese dry ports, the operation
faces difficulties duo to inefficient logistics networks and cooperation relationship between dry ports and seaports.
Focusing on the concession cooperation mechanism of seaports and dry ports, and the environmental constraints
(carbon emissions and congestion cost), a bi-objective location-allocation MILP model for the sustainable hinterland-dry
ports-seaports logistics network optimization is formulated, aiming at the system logistics costs and carbon emissions
to be minimized. Moreover, for the cooperation mechanism of seaports to dry ports, a parameter called cooperation
cost concession coefficient is proposed for the optimization model, and a new evaluation method based on the ordered
weighted averaging (OWA) operator is used to evaluate it. Then a location-allocation decision-making framework for
the hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network is proposed. The innovative aspect of the model is that it can proposes
a effective and environment friendly dry ports location strategic and also give insights into the connective cooperation
relationships, and cargo flows of the network. A case study involving configuration of dry ports in Henan Province
is conducted, and the model is successfully applied.

Keywords: Dry port; Port logistics; Logistics network; Location-allocation; Sustainable; Relationships evaluation

INTRODUCTION
Dry port (also known as inland port) refers to a kind
of modern logistics center with customs declaration, inspection
and quarantine, and other port services functions except
ships loading and unloading [1]. As the growing competition
of seaport for the hinterland resources and the needs of inland
areas to develop open economics, dry ports in China enter into
a rapid development period now. They have played a certain
role in the economic development of hinterlands and the
competitiveness ascension of some seaports [2]. However,

many problems also exist during the development of dry
ports [3], and most dry ports in China now are in a difficult
operation state, which makes the research of the effective dry
ports logistics network become very necessary.
Dry ports aim at moving the road transport onto the
rail networks to reduce traffic congestion of the terminal
cities, pollution emissions, and logistics cost [5]. So a efficient
dry port relays on the coordinated development of various
transportation modes, meanwhile contributes to the
integration of various transportation modes [4]. In this sense,
the environmental benefits of the dry ports should not be
ignored.
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In addition, due to the strong position of the harbors and
the distinct feature of the government behavior in China, the
development of Chinese dry port often relies on the support
of local government and the cooperative seaports. So, in order
to design an efficient sustainable dry ports-seaports network,
decision makers must synthetically consider environmental
constraints and cooperation mechanism among seaports
and dry ports.
However, there are few researches on the dry ports-seaports
logistics networks from this perspective. Roso et al. pointed
out that the location of dry ports became an import issue of
research due to dry ports playing a key role in connecting
seaports to hinterland[5]. Heaver et al., Notteboom and
Robinson proposed different spatial configuration of dry
ports from the functional relationship between ports and
dry ports[6-8]. Mansour identified and analyzed a number of
inland port sites in the five counties surrounding Los Angeles
using a location-allocation methodology[9]. Feng proposed
a location-allocation NLP model for dry pots locati-seaports
network, considering the probability of through the dry ports
to seaports or not[10]. Ambrosino studied the location of the
location of mid-range dry ports focused on the intermodal
transportation networks[11]. Samir evaluated the dry ports
location problemswith Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis,
DELPHI Methodology and so on[12][13].
This paper studies the location of dry port and the
hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network optimization,
taking into the cost concession partnership between the dry
ports and seaports, and the environmental factors at the
same time. The contribution of this paper lies in: firstly,
focusing on the cost concession partnership mechanism of
seaports and candidate dry ports, we proposed a new method
based on OWA operator to evaluate the cost concession
partnership between them, which laid the foundation for
network location-allocation optimization; secondly, we
also considered the environment factors and proposed
a bi-objective location-allocation MILP model for the dry
ports-seaports logistics network, which extend the interests
attention from the shippers to the comprehensive benefit
of the logistics network system.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
THE EVALUATION OF THE COST CONCESSION
PARTNERSHIP AMONG SEAPORTS AND DRY PORTS
In china, compared with dry ports, seaports have the
absolute dominant position. Dry port often relies on the
efficient and beneficial relationship with one or some seaports
to attract cargoes, reduce logistics cost and obtain preliminary
development opportunities. And according the more and
more competition in the port hinterland resources, the
seaports are also willing to offer a discount to dry ports for
more supply of goods. For the same seaport, the concession
relationship for different dry ports are different based on the
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comprehensive evaluation of some basic factors, such as the
cargo demand, traffic connectivity, the emphasis of the local
government and so on. And the same factor between different
seaports and dry ports may has different influence on the
concession relationships. According to this feature, a new
method based on OWA operator is proposed to figure out
the cost concession coefficient for each seaport-dry port pair.
The ordered weighted averaging operator was first proposed
by Yager [18], which is used to aggregate and evaluate
information in multi-criteria or multi-expert decisionmaking problem. Suppose a function F (U ) is a real number
setˈand U (u1 , u2 ,!, un ) . Given n weights W {w j }1n with the
domain of discourse [0,1] and ¦ w 1 associated with function
F (U ) . Let uV ( j ) be the jth highest element of {u1 , u2 ,!, un }.
F (U ) is an OWA operator, if
n

j

j 1

n

F (u1 , u2 ," , un )

¦ w uV
j

( j)

(1)

j 1

It’s worth noting that weight wi is corresponding to
a certain position sequence, rather than element ui [17]. As
we know in the above, the same factor for different seaport-dry
port pairs has defferent effect degrees, so for the same factor
the evaluation weight may different for the different seaportdry port pairs,which means the weights and evaluation factors
has no corresponding relation. Therefore,OWA operator is
an effective method to evaluate the cooperation relationship
coefficient.
Suppose that the exporting cargo volume of the candidate
dry port city and its surrounding cities ( u1 ), traffic connectivity
between seaports and candidate dry ports( u2 ), the emphasis
and support of the local government ( u3 ), and the importance
of the dry port to the network layout strategy of the seaport
( u 4 ).The evaluation steps are as follows:
Step 1: Set weights W {wn }1N by the expert evaluation
method and the experts are from the seaport management
and operation practice. Here N 4 .
Step 2: Determine the evaluation matrix P [ pkn ]KN . Set
candidate dry port vector X {xk }1K , where K is the total
number of candidate dry ports. For seaport j , Let pkn is the
evaluation value of factor un for dry port xk and seaport j. If
ui is a quantitative factor, pkn is obtained by its real value,
otherwise if ui is a qualitative factor, pkn is chosen from the
domain of discourse {1, 2, 3, 4, and 5}. Then the evaluation
matrix P [ pkn ]KN can be obtained.
Step 3: Normalize evaluation matrix P [ pkn ]KN ,obtain the
normalized evaluation matrix R [ rkn ]KN . If the greater the pkn
value, the greater of the influence on dry port xk and seaport
j , then the pkn is with the benefit-type attribute normalized
by Equation (2), otherwise pkn is with cost-type attributes
normalized by Equation (3).

rkn

pkn
¦ pkn

kK

(2)

costs and carbon emissions are our objective functions to
be minimized.

k

M inf1

Step 4: Aggregate the evaluation matrix R [ rkn ]KN. Let matrix
R ' [ rV ( kn ) ]KN be obtained from the ranking components of
each row vector in R [ rkn ]KN from bigger to smaller, and let
akj be the comprehensively-evaluated value of the dry port
xk and seaport j , then

¦¦ q

M inf 2

c l  ¦¦ skj qkj ckj lkj  ¦¦ lioj qioj (cioj  cd )  ¦ bk xk  ¦¦ bkj ykj

ik ik ik

i

k

k

¦¦ q

ik

i

k

j

i

j

K road +¦¦ qkj lkj K rail  ¦¦ lioj qioj K road
k

j

i

¦q

( rV ( k 1) , rV ( k 2) ,! , rV ( kN ) )W

(4)

ik

skj

O (1  akj )

(5)

1  amax j

¦q

kj

(8)

d mk xk

(9)

Problem Definition and Model Formulation
The hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network
studied in this paper is shown in Figure 1, where the cargoes
transportation by road between hinterland and dry port, the
cargoes transportation by rail between dry port and seaports,
or the cargoes directly transport from hinterland to seaport
by road with higher environmental cost.
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Fig. 1. The Structure of the hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network

Based on the cooperation cost concession partnership
from the Section 2.1, and taking into account the logistics
transportation cost, terminal city congestion cost and
emissions pollution, a bi-objective MILP location-allocation
model for the hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network
optimization is established in this section. The logistics

kj

d mk xk

(10)

qkj d Mykj

¦q

ik

THE BI-OBJECTIVE LOCATION-ALLOCATION
MODEL FOR DRY PORTS-SEAPORTS NETWORK
OPTIMIZATION

(7)

i

k

Step 6: Repeat steps 2-4 for each seaport, Suppose the
number of seaports is J , then obtain the cooperation cost
concession coefficient matrix S [ skj ]KJ .

(6)

j

j

¦q

Step 5: Compute cost discount coefficient skj . skj is the cost
discount coefficient of seaport j to dry port xk .For seaport
j , suppose amax j is the largest one of ( a1 j , a2 j ,! , a Kj ) , and
the maximum cost discount coefficient for seaport j to each
candidate dry port is O ,then

k

j

¦q

ik

i

akj

k

 ¦ qioj

(11)

qi

(12)

j

qik , qkj , qioj t 0

(13)

xk

{0,1}

(14)

ykj

{0,1}

(15)

Where, the subscripts i, j , k denote hinterland cities,
seaports, and dry port candidate sites, respectively. l , q, c
respectively denote the distance, the cargoes volume, and
the unit transportation cost, and their subscripts ik , kj , ioj
denote from the hinterland city i to the candidate dry port
k , from the candidate dry port k to the seaport j , from the
hinterland city i to the seaport j respectively. bk denotes
the built cost per year of the candidate dry port k . bkj
denotes the cooperation relationship maintenance cost per
year of k seaport j and the candidate dry port k (such as
traffic aisle maintenance, customs clearance and inspection
operations costs). K road and K rail denote the road and rail
carbon emissions coefficients respectively. Note that cd
denotes the congestion cost coefficients of road transport,
which and emissions pollution are the two factors considered
in the environment Constraints. Constraints (8) specify the
relationships of the input and output cargo volume of dry
port k . Constraints (9) and (10) specify the capacity of the
candidate dry port k . Supposed the railway capacity can
meet the transportation demand expressed in Constraints
(11), M is a very large constant. Constraints (12) expresses
all the original cargo transportation demand can be met.
Constraints (14) and (15) specify feasible values of the decision
variables.
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Meeting logistics cost and carbon emissions objectives
According the characters of the multi-objective
programming, the objectives trade-off strategy in this paper
is presented in Equation (16) [18]. The strategy comprises
two steps. The first step minimizes f1 and the minimum is
denoted by f1* ; then minimizes f 2 , where H is a relaxation
coefficient for f1 . The advantages of this objectives tradeoff strategy is that it doesn’t need a unified dimension
for the two different objective function logistics cost and
pollution discharge, and at the same time decision makers
can according to themselves compromise degree will of the
increasing the logistics cost to decrease the environmental
emissions to determine the coefficient of relaxation of the
cost target function, and obtain satisfactory solution of multiobjective programming.

min

x X , f1 d (1 H ) f1*

f 2 , wheref1*

min f1
x X

(16)

The hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network
location-allocation framework
As a summary of the above methods for the evaluation
of the cost concession partnership among seaports and dry
ports and the modeling of the bi-objective MILP locationallocation model for the network optimization, we propose
the hinterland-dry port-seaport logistics network locationallocation decision-making framework (see Figure 2).
From the framework we can see the decision-makers
should determine the candidate dry ports firstly, collect all
basic data of the hinterland cities, candidate dry ports and
seaports, and then negotiate with all possible cooperative
seaports to obtain the cost concession from seaports to dry
ports, and finally based on the bi-objective MILP locationallocation model locate dry ports among the alternatives
and allocate hinterland cargo resource to dry ports and
cooperative seaports.
Hinterland identification

Traffic connectivity between
seaports and candidate dry portss

Candidate dry ports
determination

RESULTS
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this paper, dry ports in Henan province of China have
been considered for the experimental study. Henan province
is the core province of the Chinese Central Plains Economic
Zone, who is far from the harbor. As the important region
in “the Belt and Road initiative”(“B&R”) of China, Henan
province is taking action to open to the outside world further
and tring to play a more important role in”B&R”. Establishing
the cooperation relationship among the dry ports within it
and seaports in Chinese eastern coastal, is the important way
for Henan province to particapate in “B&R”.
There are 18 cargoes origins in Henan, and 8 of them are
chosen as the candidate dry port cities by the government
(the green nodes in Figure3): Zhengzhou(ZZ), Shangqiu(SQ),
Xinxiang(XX), Luoyang(LY), Hebi(HB), Nanyang(NY),
Zhumadian(ZMD), Luohe(LH). And 7 seaports are
considered: Tianjin(T), Qingdao(Q), Rizhao(R), Yantai(Y),
Weihai(W), Lianyungang(L), Shanghai(S) (see Figure3). The
basic data of hintland cities, candidate dry port cities and
seaports from Chinese road and rail transport query tables
and Henan statistical yearbook is shown in Table 1-2.
Tianjin Port
Yantai Port
Weihai Port
Anyang
Hebi
Pnyang
Jiaozuo Xinxiang
Sanmenxia Jiyuan
Kaifeng
Luoyang
Shangqiu
Xuchang
Pingdingdhan
Zhoukou
Luohe
Zhumadian
Nanyang

Shanghai Port

Fig. 3. The seaports, candidate dry port cities and hinterland cities of the case

All possible cooperative
seaports identification

Basic data collection

Transportation
cost
Built cost

The Evaluation of the cost concession
partnership among seaports and dry
ports based on OWA

The
T
he exporting cargo volume off
hinterland cities
Road distance from
hinterland cities to dryy pports

The Bi-objective Location-allocation
Model for Dry ports-Seaports Network
Optimization

Rail distance from dry ports
and seaports

Maintenance
cost
Road and rail
carbon
emissions
coefficients
Congestion cost

Fig. 2. The location-allocation decision-making framework for dry port-seaport network.
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Lianyungang Port

Xinyang

The emphasis and support of
the local government
The importance of dry port to
p
the network of seaport

Qingdao Port
Rizhao Port

Tab. 1. The basic data distance from the hinterland cities to candidate dry port cities and seaports
distance to the candidate dry port cities (km)
Zhengzhou
Sanmenxia
Luoyang
Jiaozuo
Xinxiang
Anyang
Shangqiu
Nanyang
Kaifeng
Luohe
Xinyang
Pingdingshan
Hebi
Puyang
Xuchang
Zhoukou
Zhumadian
Jiyuan

ZZ
0
468
144
83
70
174
202
262
67
161
318
142
160
187
105
184
161
148

SQ
202
470
346
292
225
282
0
392
135
200
339
273
253
246
192
132
334
350

XX
70
302
178
64
0
174
225
332
137
211
296
213
90
123
156
254
278
291

LY
144
128
0
117
178
288
346
293
211
220
399
163
246
301
174
288
237
65

HB
160
370
246
132
90
42
253
394
227
278
486
275
0
102
219
322
338
202

NY
262
388
293
352
332
555
392
0
297
200
230
242
394
449
184
260
173
325

ZMD
213
325
237
258
278
380
334
173
253
67
106
149
338
405
133
123
0
349

distance to the seaports (km)
LH
161
353
220
236
211
313
200
190
186
0
189
94
278
302
57
66
67
282

T
708
920
840
706
630
541
635
930
780
799
984
813
562
511
920
768
864
792

Q
897
1165
1026
987
758
648
683
1032
824
914
1100
813
705
654
743
730
842
812

R
715
983
844
805
735
583
501
850
642
732
918
716
669
618
660
596
708
710

L
584
852
713
674
596
706
371
709
512
545
660
613
646
604
561
496
608
704

S
1046
1314
1175
1136
1068
1168
833
1064
974
1020
834
906
1026
984
866
761
871
1056

Y
962
1230
1097
1052
886
776
707
1157
889
1039
1225
985
790
739
915
916
1028
983

W
1050
1138
1179
1140
974
864
895
1245
974
1127
1313
1046
851
800
976
977
1089
1070

cargo supply
(TEU)
351718
5876
53790
56884
33000
20870
6038
34507
8289
6502
6465
11836
4533
18883
48453
9444
6819
16443

Tab. 2. The distance from Candidate dry port cities to Seaports (km)
Distance
Zhengzhou
Shangqiu
Xinxiang
Luoyang
Hebi
Nanyang
Zhumadian
Luohe

Tianjin
799
672
771
999
705
1220
1081
1015

Qingdao
1061
793
783
1185
977
1431
1199
1133

Rizhao
710
560
630
833
855
715
916
850

Lianyungang
559
356
639
683
705
929
712
646

DETERMINING THE MODEL PARAMETERS

11.14272 u

lik e0.047772 vrd
3280.8vrd

Yantai
969
766
929
1316
1115
1197
1175
1109

Weihai
1053
850
937
1177
1192
1505
1206
1140

THE SOLUTION OF HINTERLAND-DRY PORTSEAPORT SUSTAINABLE LOGISTICS NETWORK FOR
THIS CASE

Firstly, as the method in section 2, the cooperation cost
concession coefficient matrix S [ s ]8u7 is obtained, see
Table3. The values of other parameters in the objective
function and the constrains used in this study are taken
from combination of expert survey and the references [17].
For example, congestion cost cd =0.358̞/km-TEU, K rail
=0.0007ton/TEU-km, and

K road

shanghai
998
795
1078
1122
1144
1004
897
963

Based on the basic data and the model parameters
determined in the above, we use Cplex to solve the MILP
model in the section 3.1. Suppose decision makers are willing
to use 3% of the higher logistics costs for carbon emissions
reduction, according to the objectives trade-off strategy in
the section 3.2, the relaxation coefficient should be chosen
H 3% . Then we can obtain the satisfactory solution shown
in Table 4, 5, 6 and Figure 4.

(17)

Tab. 3. The cooperation cost concession coefficient matrix of dry ports and seaports.
S

Tianjin

Zhengzhou

0.80

Shangqiu

0.85

Xinxiang

0.85

Luoyang
Hebi
Nanyang

Qingdao

Rizhao

Lianyungang

shanghai

Yantai

Weihai

0.70

0.75

0.80

0.72

0.98

0.85

0.95

0.75

0.80

0.90

0.98

0.97

0.75

0.80

0.95

0.70

0.70

0.96

0.80

0.90

0.80

0.80

0.95

0.92

0.97

0.79

0.99

0.98

0.93

0.93

0.97

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.97

Zhumadian

0.95

0.95

0.85

0.98

0.90

0.93

0.99

Luohe

0.94

0.95

0.76

0.98

0.92

0.90

0.90
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Tab. 4. The candidate dry ports chosen for the satisfactory solution
Candidate
dry port cities
Chosen or not

Zhengzhou

Shangqiu

Xinxiang

Luoyang

Hebi

Nanyang

Zhumadian

Luohe

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

Hebi
0
0
0
0
0
20870
0
0
0
0
0
0
4530
18880
0
0
0
0

Nanyang
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tab. 5. The hinterlands cargo allocation to dry ports (TEU)
Hinterland cargo allocation
Zhengzhou
Sanmenxia
Luoyang
Jiaozuo
Xinxiang
Anyang
Shangqiu
Nanyang
Kaifeng
Luohe
Xinyang
Pingdingshan
Hebi
Puyang
Xuchang
Zhoukou
Zhumadian
Jiyuan

Zhengzhou
351720
0
0
0
0
0
6040
0
8290
0
0
11840
0
0
48450
0
0
0

Shangqiu
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Xinxiang
0
0
0
56880
33000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Luoyang
0
5880
53790
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16440

Zhumadian
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34510
0
6500
6460
0
0
0
0
9440
6820
0

Luohe
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tab. 6. The dry ports cargo allocation to seaports (TEU)
Dry Port cargo allocation

Tianjin

Qingdao

Rizhao

Lianyungang

Shanghai

Yantai

Weihai

Zhengzhou

26330

0

200000

200000

0

0

0

Shangqiu

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xinxiang

0

0

89880

0

0

0

0

Luoyang

0

0

0

76110

0

0

0

Hebi

44290

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nanyang

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Zhumadian

0

0

0

63740

0

0

0

Luohe

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Tianjin Port
Yantai Port
Weihai Port
Anyang
ang
Hebi
bi
Pnyang
P
Jiaozuo
J
iaozuo X
Xinxiang
Sanmenxia
xia Jiyuan
Kaifeng
Luoyang Zhengzhou
Shangqiu
Xuchang
Pingdingdhan
an
Zhoukou
Zho
Luohe
Zhumadian
Zhumadi
Nanyang

Qingdao Port
Rizhao Port
Lianyungang Port

Xinyang
Xiny

Shanghai Port

Fig. 4. The solution of hinterland-dry port-seaport sustainable
logistics network
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Table 4 shows the candidate dry ports location, in which “1”
means the corresponding candidate dry port is chosen, and
“0” is not chosen. In the satisfactory solution there are five dry
ports has been chosen from the 8 candidate dry ports located
in Zhengzhou, Xinxiang, Luoyang, Hebi, and Zhumadian.
Table 5 shows the the adjacency relations and cargo
allocation among dry ports and 18 hinterland cities.
For example, “6040” in Table 5 corresponds to Shangqiu
(hinterland city) and Zhengzhou (dry port city), which means
there is adjacency relation between Shangqiu and Zhengzhou
dry port, and the 6040 TEU cargo supply by Shangqiu will
served by Zhengzhou dry port to outside market.
Similarly, Table 6 shows the adjacency relations and cargo
allocation among dry ports and 7 seaports. If the value is
not “0”, there is a cooperation relationship between the
corresponding dry port and seaport, and the value is the cargo

allocation quantity from the dry port to the corresponding
seaport.
Figure 4 shows the whole Figure of the dry ports-seaports
network considering the cost concession between 7 seaports
and 8 candidate dry ports and the carbon emissions among
7 seaports, 8 candidate dry ports and 18 hinterland cities.
And the total logistics cost of this satisfactory solution
is ̞ 9.467966 u 109 , and the volume of carbon emissions is
3.1138 u 108 tons.

Sanmenxia

Nanyang

Kaifeng

Xinyang

Jiaozuo
Jiyuan

Puyang

Xuchang

Shangqiu

Xinxiang
Zhoukou

/<

Anyang

Zhengzhou

Luohe
==

=0'

+%

;;

Zhumadian

Hebi

Luoyang

Lianyungang Port

Tianjin Port

(b) The optimal logistics cost˄per year˅:̞

DISCUSSION

Pingdingshan

Rizhao Port

9.1922 u108

Fig. 5. (b) The optimization solution with cooperation relationships
(without environmental constraints).

All the above results are based on the basic suppose that 3%
logistics cost rising for the reduction of the carbon emissions,
and also based on the evaluation of the cost concession
partnership from seaports to dry ports. Then we will further
analysis the impact of these two factors on the solution of
location-allocation dry ports-seaports logistics network.
(1) Regardless of the environmental constraints, if we don’t
consider the cost concession agreement among seaports and
dry ports, the optimization solution for the dry port-seaport
logistics network is obtain in Figure 5(a).
In contrast, the solution considering the cost concession
agreement is shown in Figure 5(b). And the cargo allocation
from dry ports to seaports under the conditions considering
the cost concession agreement or not is shown in Table7.

In Figure5, there are four dry ports chosen by the
optimization solution without considering the cost concession
from the seaport to dry port, however five dry ports chosen
with considering the cost concession, which means that the
cost concession agreement plays an important role in the
expansion and development of dry ports, and obviously it
also helps to reduce hinterland logistics cost. It is consistent
with the fact that most dry ports in China are growing under
the support of the cooperation seaports [3].
From Table 7, we can see that the total quantity of the
cargo allocation for different seaports are very different
under this two conditions. Especially for the Tianjin port,
the cost concession with dry ports made its cargo allocation
increase from 8460 TEU to 70620 TEU, for example both
Zhengzhou and Hebi dry
Tab. 7. The dry ports cargo allocation to seaports considering the cost concession or not(TEU).
ports have established
consider cost concession or not
No
Yes
cooperation relationship
with the Tianjin port,
Dry Port cargo allocation
Tianjin
Rizhao
Lianyungang
Tianjin
Rizhao
Lianyungang
even Tianjin port is not
Zhengzhou
8460
200000
200000
26330
200000
200000
the nearest seaport for
Shangqiu
0
0
0
0
0
0
them, which illustrates that
Xinxiang
0
140210
0
0
89880
0
establishing cooperation
Luoyang
0
0
76110
0
0
76110
relationship with dry ports
Hebi
0
0
0
44290
0
0
has played a significant role
Nanyang
0
0
0
0
0
0
in attracting hinterland
cargo resources, which is
Zhumadian
0
0
75570
0
0
63740
consistent with the fact
Luohe
0
0
0
0
0
0
that Tianjin port is taking
Total
8460
340210
351680
70620
289880
339850
positive hinterland dry
ports expansion strategy
Jiaozuo
to
attracting
hinterland
cargo
resources
and improving
Luohe
Shangqiu
Zhoukou
Anyang
competitiveness [18].
Jiyuan
Kaifeng
Nanyang
(2) Giving relaxation coefficient H 0 : 0.0001: 0.15 , the
Xuchang
Hebi
Sanmenxia
optimal
values curves of f1 and f 2 can be seen in the Figure
Pingdingshan
Xinyang
Puyang
6.
Figure
6 shows the optimal values of the two objectives
;;
/<
=0'
==
Zhengzhou
Xinxiang
Zhumadian
variation with the variation of the level of the Logistics cost
Luoyang
undertaker willing to compromise for the environmental
cost. It shows that as the rise of the logistics optimal cost
discount, the carbon emissions decrease gradually, and the
Lianyungang Port
Tianjin Port
two targets tend to a stable state when H is about 0.12. What
Rizhao Port
(a) The optimal logistics cost˄per year˅:̞ 1.0601u 109
level logistics cost discount decision makers chosen for the
reduction
of emissions pollution, depends on the intensity of
Fig. 5. (a) The optimization solution with no cooperation relationships between
seaports and dry ports
environmental consciousness of the decision-making group.
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ABSTRACT

In the process that the submarine-launched missile exits the water, there is the complex fluid solid coupling phenomenon.
Therefore, it is difficult to establish the accurate water-exit dynamic model. In the paper, according to the characteristics
of the water-exit motion, based on the traditional method of added mass, considering the added mass changing rate,
the water-exit dynamic model is established. And with help of the CFX fluid simulation software, a new calculation
method of the added mass that is suit for submarine-launched missile is proposed, which can effectively solve the
problem of fluid solid coupling in modeling process. Then by the new calculation method, the change law of the added
mass in water-exit process of the missile is obtained. In simulated analysis, for the water-exit process of the missile,
by comparing the results of the numerical simulation and the calculation of theoretical model, the effectiveness of the
new added mass calculation method and the accuracy of the water-exit dynamic model that considers the added mass
changing rate are verified.

Keywords: Submarine-launched missile; Fluid-structure interaction; Water-exit dynamic model; Time-varying added-mass; Numerical
simulation

INTRODUCTION
With the development of modern military equipment,
depending on the features such as good concealment and
strong survivability, at present the submarine-launched
missile has become an indispensable part of the national
strategy and tactics forces [1]. Different from other types of
missiles, the whole course of the submarine-launched missile
is divided into three parts: underwater stages, water-exit
stages and aerial stages. The water-exit stage is the special
stage of the missile, in which the missile depends on the
inertia or makes use of the thrust of the underwater engine to
rise until its body is completely out of water. In the stage, the
attitude and trajectory of the missile is affected by the wave,
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which makes the missile deviate from the designed motion
state and results in the unstable flight or even unsuccessful
launch after the missile exits from water. Therefore, in order to
provide the necessary initial conditions for the air trajectory
of the missile, it is required to accurately predict and calculate
the motion law of the missile in water-exit process [2]. As the
basis of the research on the motion law of missile in waterexit process, the accuracy of the dynamic model determines
the effect of the research.
In the whole course of the missile, the water-exit stage is
the stage that the external conditions change the most severely
and the load conditions are the most complex [3]. In the
stage, on the one hand, the missile causes a series of complex
changes in the flow filed, such as the development and collapse

of vacuole; on the other hand, the flow filed evolution process
adversely acts on the missile by pressure or even the impact
load generated by cavity collapse, which constantly changes
the strained state of the missile, thus forming a complex fluid
solid coupling process [4]. In order to establish an accurate
dynamic model, the fluid solid coupling problem must be
studied in depth, and the change law of the external flow
field in the water-exit process must be accurately mastered.
At present, there are mainly two methods to study the
fluid solid coupling problem [5]. One is the strong coupling
method, which is mainly to establish the motion equations
for the fluid and the structure and then to use the numerical
method to solve the equations. The other method is the weak
coupling method, which is also the added mass method. In the
method, the fluid is simplified. And the load generated by the
fluid at a certain point on the structural interface is equivalent
to an inertial force produced by the movement of the structure
and the fluid with a certain mass that is assumed to attach on
the structure, which is so-called the added mass force. The
method is simple in form and less in computation. At present,
it has become the most mature method to solve this kind of
problems and is widely used in engineering [6-8]. Therefore,
as one of the important parameters of the hydrodynamic and
dynamic load characteristics in the weak coupling method,
the accuracy of the calculated results of the added mass will
directly influence the effectiveness of the missile water-exit
dynamic model.
For the calculation of the added mass, there are three main
methods. 1. Theoretical calculation method. For the object
with simple shape, the corresponding added mass theoretical
solutions can be obtained by using the slender-body theory,
slice theory and the engineering calculation method
that uses the correction coefficient to consider the threedimensional effect. 2. The method of pool experiment [9].
Weiqi Chen [10] designed the oblique water-exit experiment
for the experimental model and carried out the parameter
identification for the obtained experimental data. Then
the added mass and drag coefficient of the model in axial
direction are obtained. Gang Li [11] used the method of model
constraint experiment to measure the added mass of the
sphere, the ellipsoid and a type of submersible. The obtained
conclusions were instructive for the hydrodynamic force
design of the submersible. 3. Numerical calculation method
of ideal fluid added mass based on potential flow theory.
Huiping Fu [12] used the software Fluent as the platform
and then applied the technology of dynamic mesh to carry
out the research of the added mass calculation method on
the basis of the RANS equation. Then the added mass of the
underwater objects with two different shapes is obtained. On
the basis of the CFD method, Uhlman [13] studied the added
mass law of the super-cavity vehicle under the influence of the
waves and compared the conclusion with the experimental
result. For the swaying objects, Xuan Huang [14] used CFD
technique to simulate the flow field of cavity and studied the
added mass of the natural cavity disc and the axisymmetric
slender body. In the three methods above, the theoretical
calculation method can only be used for the objects with

simple shape, which has a strong limitation. The experiment
method is complex and time-consuming, especially when
the size of object is large or the linetype of object is complex,
which may bring the great difficulty to the experiment.
Therefore, for the submarine-launched missile which moves
fast and has more complex linear shape, the above method
cannot be applied. In contrast, the numerical simulation
method can be used to calculate the added mass of objects
with arbitrary shape and size. And the speed and accuracy are
only limited to the hardware configuration and the turbulence
model. Thus, the method can be used to calculate the added
mass of the submarine-launched missile. However, at present,
the numerical calculation method is mainly used to study
the added mass of the underwater moving objects. The study
of the added mass of the water-exit process is still in the initial
stage, and the relevant references are also less. The mainly
reason for this situation is that, the added mass is constant
during underwater motion, but in water-exit stage, the added
mass has a time-varying characteristics and is not constant.
So there is a certain degree of difficulty in the research of
the problem.
For the problems that contain the modeling and the timevarying added mass calculation of the submarine-launched
missile in water-exit process, combining with features of the
water-exit motion, introducing the added mass changing rate,
the water-exit dynamic model is established in the paper. Then,
from the model, by using the method of restraining numerical
simulated conditions, a new fast effective calculation strategy
for the time-varying added mass is proposed, which is later
verified by the example of the sphere. On this basis, the added
mass of a kind of submarine-launched missile in water-exit
process is calculated under the different conditions. Then,
by using the calculation results, the water-exit motion of the
missile is simulated based on the water-exit dynamic model,
and meanwhile the influence of the added mass changing
rate on the water-exit process is investigated. The related
conclusions have the reference meaning for the water-exit
study and motion prediction of the submarine-launched
missile.

WATER-EXIT DYNAMIC MODEL
FORCE ANALYSIS OF WATER-EXIT PROCESS
The force analysis of the submarine-launched missile
in water-exit process is shown as Figure 1. The reference
coordinate system O-xyz is the body coordinate system of the
missile. The barycentre is set as the origin of the coordinate
system. And the x axis coincides with the longitudinal axis
of the missile and point to the head of the missile; the y
axis is located in the longitudinal plane of the missile, and
perpendicular to the x-axis and pointing upward. The z axis,
x axis and y axis constitute the right hand system. The waterexit angle of the missile is θ. The distance between the head
of the missile and the surface of water is l1. In water-exit
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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process, the missile is mainly affected by the interaction of
gravity G, buoyancy B, fluid force F and derivative moment.
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Because the magnitude of drag is independent with the
positive and negative of α and it is an even function. So
Equation (2) can be converted to Equation (3).
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It is easy to obtain that fx(0)=1, and let 2k=(d2fx/dα2). Then,
Equation (3) can be simplified as:

z

Fig. 1. Force analysis of water-exit process
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The drag coefficient is calculated as:

When the submarine-launched missile exits the water,
the fluid force is continuously distributed on its surface in
a regular rule. The distribution rule is determined by the
shape of the missile, the characteristics of fluid properties,
and the motion state of missile. At present, it is difficult to
directly obtain the fluid force of the moving object in fluid.
Considering that the actual fluid are viscous fluid, in order to
simply the problem, under the reasonable assumptions [15],
the fluid force is decomposed into fluid force with viscousness
and ideal fluid force without viscousness to be calculated
respectively in this paper.
Effect of viscous fluid
Because the shape of the submarine-launched missile
is symmetrical, there is almost no lift in the case of zero
attack angle. Therefore, it is considered that the effect of the
viscous fluid can be reflected in the resistance coefficient of
the underwater moving missile. The effect mainly includes
the drag generated by the motion of the missile and the force
caused by the attack angle. Meanwhile, the velocity of the
missile is at low speed and the speed changing range is small,
so the influence of the Reynolds number changing on the
drag coefficient is negligible [16]. In this paper, the product
of the independent zero attack angle drag coefficient and
the angle attack changing function is used to represent the
resistance coefficient. So:

Cx

Cx0 v  f x D

(1)

where, Cx0(v) is the drag coefficient function in the state of
zero attack angle, v is the velocity of the missile, fx(α) is the
influence function of the attack angle α on the drag coefficient.
Then fx(α) is unfolded to the Taylor series expansion around
α=0.
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C x0 v  1  kD 2

Cx

(5)

where, the zero attack angle drag coefficient Cx0(v) and
the coefficient k can be obtained by numerical calculation
method. The speed range of the submarine-launched missile
is small and the change of speed is not obvious. So Cx0(v) can
be considered as a constant Cx0.
In summary, the calculation formula of drag is:

FP

1
Cx  U Sv 2
2

(6)

where, S is the immersion area of the missile in the water-exit
process; ρ is the density of fluid.
The effect of the viscous fluid can be expressed as:

 FP x FP  cos D
°
° FP y  FP  sin D
®
1
°
°̄ M P z  FP y  2 xa

(7)

Ideal fluid force
The ideal fluid is the incompressible, non-viscous fluid.
The ideal fluid force can be obtained by the momentum and
momentum moment theorem:

 Fi dQ f / dt  Z u Q f

®
¯ M i dK f / dt  Z u K f  X u Q f

(8)

where, Fi and Mi respectively represent main force and main
moment of ideal fluid to the missile; Q f and Kf respectively
represent the momentum and momentum moment of ideal

fluid for the missile; ω and v respectively represent the rotating
angular velocity and velocity of the missile.
According to the theory of potential flow, introducing
the added mass matrix, considering the axisymmetric
characteristics of the missile, the force of ideal fluid is
obtained as follows:

SU g ³

0

xb 0

x0

O11vx  O11vx +Z z O22 v y  O26Z z

It can be inferred that the added mass is an important
parameter to describe the effect of the ideal fluid. Its
calculation result is related to the estimation of the effect of
the fluid to the missile in the modeling process, which can
directly affect the accuracy of the model. At present, the added
mass of the objects with simple shape can be calculated by
the slender body section theory. However, the object studied
in this paper is the submarine-launched missile with a more
complex linear shape. And there is greater error by using the
slender body tangent theory to calculate the added mass of the
missile in water-exit process. Therefore, in the following, the
water dynamics model of the submarine-launched missile is
combined with the software Fluent to study the added mass
calculation strategy in water-exit process.
OTHER PARAMETERS
Buoyancy B changes with the immersion depth of the
missile. The influence of the surface heave is not considered
and Buoyancy is obtained as follows:

0

x xdx
(13)

2

x dx
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(14)

The rotary inertia of the missile is as follows:
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In Equations (11) - (15), R(x) is the radius of the missile that
changes with the x axis in body coordinate system.
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And the immersion area of the missile in water-exit process
is as follows:

O62 v y  O66Z zz  v y O11vx  vx O22 v y  O26Z z

B

³ R
³ R
0

(9)

where, λ11, λ22, λ26=λ62 ,λ66 is added mass coefficients, which
respectively represent vertical added mass, lateral added mass,
added static moment, added inertia moment.
Unlike the traditional objects that only motion underwater,
the added mass of submarine-launched missiles in water-exit
process is time-varying. Therefore, on the basis of Equation
(9), the influence factor of the added mass changing rate is
introduced in the paper and the ideal fluid force for the missile
in the water-exit process is obtained as follows:
 Fix
°°
® Fiy
°
°̄ M iz

(12)

The location of barycentre is as follows:

O11vx +Z z O22 v y  O26Z z
O22 v y  O26Z z  Z z O11vx

R 2 x xdx
B

L

 Fix
°°
® Fiy
°
°̄ M iz

L l1

R 2 x dx

(11)

In water-exit process, the location of buoyant centre of the
missile changes constantly. And its location can be obtained
as follows:

In summary, according to the relevant parameters and
the force conditions of the submarine-launched missile,
the dynamic model of the missile in water-exit process is
established as follows:

 Fix  FP x  ( B  G ) sin T  T m(vx  v yZ z  ycZ z )
°
2
® Fiy  FP y  ( B  G ) cos T m(v y  vxZ z  ycZ z )
°
¯ Fiz  FP z  Bxb cos T J  Z z  myc v y  myc v yZ z

(16)

where, the subscripts x and y respectively represent the
corresponding components of the axis; xc, yc and zc are
barycentric coordinates.

CALCULATION STRATEGY OF ADDED MASS
Considering that the added mass is only decided by the
shape of the object and has nothing to do with the motion
law of the missile, the study makes the following settings
for Equation (9):
1) Let v y 0 , Z z 0 . The direction of vx is along with
the positive direction of x axis and the missile moves in the
x axis direction with the increased speed at this moment. So
Fix in Equation (9) can be simplified into:

Fix 

O11vx  O11vx
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The direction of vx is set along the negative direction of
x axis, so there are:

Fix 

O11vx  O11vx

(18)

From Equations (17) and (18), it is obtained as follows:

 O11 ( Fix   Fix  ) / 2vx
®
¯O11 ( Fix   Fix  ) / 2vx

(19)

2) Let vx 0 , Z z 0 . The direction of v y is along with
the positive direction of y axis and the missile moves in the
y axis direction with the increased speed at the moment. So
Fiy and M iz in Equation (9) can be simplified into:

° Fiy  O22 v y  O22 v y
®

°̄ M iy  O26 v y  O26 v y

(20)

The direction of v y is set along the negative direction of y
axis, so there are:

° Fiy  O22 v y  O22 v y
®

°̄ M iy  O26 v y  O26 v y

(21)

From Equations (20) and (21), it is obtained as follows:

 O22 ( Fiy   Fiy  ) / 2v y
° O
° 22 ( Fiy   Fiy  ) / 2v y
®
° O26 ( M iy   M iy  ) / 2v y
°¯O26 ( M iy   M iy  ) / 2v y

(22)

3) Let vx 0 , v y 0 . The direction of Z z is along with
the counterclockwise direction of z axis and the missile
rotates around the y axis direction at the moment. So M iz
in Equation (9) can be simplified into:

where, Fx+, Fx-, Fy+, Fy- respectively represent subjected fluid
forces to the missile when the it move in positive direction
of x axis, in negative direction of x axis, in positive direction
of y axis and in negative direction of y axis. My+, My-, Mz+,
Mz- respectively represent subjected fluid force moments to
the missile when it move in positive direction and negative
direction of y axis and rotate around clockwise direction
and counter clockwise direction of z axis. So the calculation
formulas of the added mass and the added mass changing
rate of the submarine-launched missile in water-exit process
are as follows:

 O11 ( Fix   Fix  ) / 2vx
° O
° 22 ( Fiy   Fiy  ) / 2v y
®
° O26 ( M iy   M iy  ) / 2v y
°¯O66 ( M iz   M iz  ) / 2Z z

 O11 ( Fix   Fix  ) / 2vx
°
° O22 ( Fiy   Fiy  ) / 2v y
®
° O26 ( M iy   M iy  ) / 2v y
°¯O66 ( M iz   M iz  ) / 2Z z

(26)

where, known from the related knowledge of fluid mechanics,
Fx+, Fx-,Fy+, Fy- can be obtained by the surface integral of the
intensity of pressure on surface of the missile and My+, My-,
Mz+, Mz- can be obtained by the surface integral and distance
integral of the intensity of pressure on surface of the missile.
In summary, the calculation strategy of the added mass can
be described as follows: Firstly, through the CFD software, the
flow field numerical model is established and the two groups
of the motion law in same velocity and inverse acceleration
is set, which is v, v, Z , Z о v, v, Z , Z . Then, Fx+, Fx-, Fy+,
Fy-, My+, My-, Mz+, Mz- in the two conditions are calculated.
Finally, the corresponding added mass is calculated by
Equation (25). From the calculation process above, as long
as the environment of flow field under different motion
parameters is determined, by the proposed computation
strategy in the paper, without solving the complex potential
function and considering the influence of the free surface,
the added mass of any shape at any time in water-exit process
can be calculated by the fluid simulation software. Therefore,
the calculation strategy can be used to calculate the added
mass of the submarine-launched missile in water-exit process.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
M iz 

O66Z z  O66Z z

(23)

The direction of Z z is set along the clockwise direction
of z axis, so there are:

M iz 

O66Z z  O66Z z

(24)

From Equation (23) and (24), it is obtained as follows:
°O66
®
°̄O66
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The water-exit process involving two kinds of fluids is
a complex non-linear unsteady multiphase coupling problem
that contains free surface. As the interface between water
and air, free surface is a special interface. On the hand, it
is the boundary of the flow field and a necessary condition
for solution of flow field. On other hand, its location is not
predicted in advance, but as the part of the solution to the
problem given by the solution process. Therefore, it is very
difficult to use the numerical method to simulate the problem
of two-phase flow with free surface. In order to simulate the
two-phase flow with free surface in the paper, the VOF method
is applied to capture the fluctuation of free surface [17]. In VOF
method, different groups of fluid share a set of momentum

equations, the control domain is established both for water
and air, and the free surface is captured by solving the added
equations. In the calculation process, the volume fraction of
each fluid component is recorded in every flow unit of the
entire flow field. The method can make a better description
for the phenomenon such as the fluctuation and roll of free
surface and also has a great advantage in dealing with complex
free surface flow problems. At the same time, the calculation
cost of the method is relatively small, and the requirements for
the hardware especially the memory size is relatively low. In
addition, in order to adapt to the shape of fluid that changes
with the motion of the missile in the water-exit process and
obtain a good numerical solution, the dynamic mesh method
is applied in the paper.
CONTROL EQUATION
The following three-dimensional control equation is used:

JG
 U
JG
w UU
wt

JG JG
   UU u U

0

(27)

JG
P   u P u U  U g  FSV

(28)

JG

where, U
u , v, Z represent velocity vector of the
fluid mass point in three directions of x, y, z axis; U , P
respectively represent the density of fluid and dynamic
viscosity coefficient; g is the gravitational acceleration, FSV
is the equivalent volume force form of the surface tension,
which obtained by the phase function.
VOF continuous equation

wFq
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 Xq Fq
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The term at the right end of the equation is 0, and the
solution equation can be written as:
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The constraint equation is:
2

¦F

q

1

(31)

q 1

Considering the viscosity of water, the control equation is
closed by using the turbulence model ‘standard k  H model’
which has a good stability.

Turbulence kinetic energy equation
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Diffusion equation
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DYNAMIC MESH TECHNOLOGY
In the numerical calculation, the whole calculation domain
is composed of meshes. The motion of the objects means the
motion of the boundary in the object surface. That is to say,
the motion conditions need to be defined on the boundary
conditions. In the paper, UDF self-programming statement
is introduced into the numerical calculation to define the
motion speed of the meshes, and the water-exit motion of
objects in specific direction is achieved. Where, the motion
speed of the mesh for each current time step is the sums of
the speed of the mesh for the last time step and the speed
increment that caused by subjected two phase fluids pressure,
viscous fluid force and own gravity for current time step. In
the process of the water-exit motion, some of the meshes
are constantly compressed and some of the meshes are
constantly stretched. The distortion caused by deformation
can affect the accuracy of the calculation. When the distortion
reaches a certain extent, the negative volume meshes will be
produced, which can lead to failure of the calculation. In this
case, dynamic mesh technology need be used to define the
motion and update of the mesh.
However, at present, in the main dynamic mesh update
method, the local reconstruction method easily leads to nonconverge of the calculation due to the poor quality of the
rebuild meshes, and the dynamic stratification method is
not suitable for the flow field area of the submarine-launched
missile with a more complex shape in the paper [18]. Therefore,
in order to obtain the good numerical solution and ensure the
quality of dynamic mesh, especially in the case of simulating
the completely non-linear free surface change caused by
water-exit process, combining the two methods above, a new
update method for the dynamic mesh is used.
In the water-exit process, the local flow field area around
the water-exit object is set as the area subjected by new
dynamic mesh update method and called the motion area,
and other calculation area keep still. The speed of the object
is assigned to the entire local dynamic meshes area and the
front and back boundary of the area is restricted to keep
still. The dynamic stratification update of the meshes in this
area is carried out after the motion of this area. The meshes
nearby the surface of the object only move as the moving
area and the complex update operation for the meshes is not
performed. The location of the mesh change is transferred to
the plane boundary in the front and back of local dynamic
mesh. This operation ensures that the mesh around the object
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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does not change and the mesh quality and quantity meet the
requirement in the simulation of water-exit process. Besides,
as same with the dynamic stratification method, the new
updating method is also required to define an ideal height
value for the adjacent mesh layer of the update boundary
of the dynamic mesh. When the mesh in this layer is being
stretched, the height of the mesh is allowed to increase until
meeting the Equation (1), and its division form is the same
as the dynamic stratification method [19].

hmin ! (1  D )hid

(34)

where, hmin is the minimum height of the nth layer mesh, hid
is the ideal height of the mesh, and α is mesh cutting factor.
In this paper, the new method transfers the dynamic
mesh problem at complex boundaries to a simple boundary.
Therefore, for this method, on the one hand, the dynamic
mesh technology that suit for the most fluid field calculation
of the objects with complex shape such as the submarinelaunched missile is achieved; on the other hand, the updating
time of the meshes is effectively reduced. Meanwhile, for the
calculation area in which the dynamic meshes continuously
updates, the number of meshes is ensured to strictly keep
constant so that the calculation speed cannot be reduce by
the increase of the mesh.
EXAMPLE VALIDATION
The added mass of the sphere has a theoretical analytical
value and also has more reliable experimental data. Therefore,
based on the proposed added mass calculation method in
the paper, with the means of numerical simulation, the
added mass of the sphere in water-exit process is calculated
by simulation to verify the reliability of the added mass
calculation method.
Construct the calculation domain and divide the mesh
The overall calculation domain is a cuboid whose size
is 20 * 10 * 10. Considering the curved face shape of the
sphere (Diameter D = 1m) and that the unstructured meshes
can better adapt to the change of the curved face, triangular
meshes are used as the surface meshes of the model, and
tetrahedron and hexahedron are used as the calculation
domain. In order to ensure the speed and accuracy of
calculation and reduce the number of dynamic meshes, the
paper divided the whole calculation domain into the static
and changing two areas. And when dividing meshes, under
the criteria of quality priority, the tetrahedron meshes is used
for the static area and the hexahedron meshes is used for the
changing area. In the calculation process, the meshes in the
static area remain unchanged and the meshes in the changing
area are updated in real time according to the motion of the
boundary.
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Fig. 2. Construction of the calculation domain

Fig. 3. Results of dividing the meshes

Results of calculation
In the initial stage of the numerical calculation, the free
surface is set at location that is 2m away from the centre
of the sphere (coordinates Y = 2m), and the initial velocity
V=[1,2] and acceleration a={[3,-3];[10,-10]} is assembled into
four group of motion laws to calculate. By the calculation
strategy in the paper, vertical and horizontal added mass are
obtained as shows in Table 1.
Tab. 1. Calculation results of added mass in one step

Calculated
conditon
Theoretical
value(kg)
Vertical
added
mass(kg)
Relative
error(%)
Lateral
added
mass(kg)
Relative
error(%)

VA[1,3,-3] VA[1,10,-10] VA[2,3,-3] VA[2,10,-10]
261.79939

261.79939

261.79939

261.79939

259.97665

259.96674

260.03994

260.10492

0.69624

0.70002

0.67206

0.64724

/

260.37681

/

260.46103

/

0.54339

/

0.51122

It is easy to see from Table 1 that the calculation results of
vertical and lateral added mass in different combinations and
the theoretical values are very close. The maximum relative
error is 0.70002% and the minimum one is 0.51122%, which
indicates that the calculation strategy is correct and effective.
Meanwhile, the initial velocity and acceleration do not affect
the calculation results, and the error is mainly from the mesh
and turbulence model.

CALCULATION OF ADDED MASS
IN WATER-EXIT PROCESS
On the basis of the proposed added mass calculation
method in the paper, the added mass of the submarinelaunched missile in water-exit process is investigated. And
in the study, the shape parameters of the missile are selected
from [20]. The specific geometric model is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Construction of submarine-launched missiles

When the water-exit inclination angle of the missile is
90°, 60° and 45°, the mesh is divided as Figures 6-8 shown,
and the calculation results of the added mass in water-exit
process are shown in Tables 2-4. It can be seen from the
tables that although the set positions of the initial surface
are same in calculation, non-dimensional immersion depths
are different under the different inclination angle. In order to
facilitate the comparative analysis of the added mass change
law in water-exit process under the different angles, Figures
9-12 are drawn.

Figure 6. Inclination angle of 90º

The combinations [v, v, Z , Z ]=[1,5,0.1,1] and [v, v, Z , Z ] =
[1,5,0.1,1] are selected. Then calculation is performed referring
to the setting of the added mass in Section 3.3. In order
to facilitate comparison, as shown in Equation (35), the
immersion depth and added mass in water-exit process are
dimensionless.

H

H / L, O

O / U V(L)

(35)

where, H is the length of the part of the missile that immersed
underwater; L is the characteristic length of the missile; O is
the added mass; U is the density of water; V is the volume of
the missile. Figure 5 is the calculation domain of numerical
simulation for the missile.

Figure 7. Inclination angle of 60º

Figure 8. Inclination angle of 45º
Fig. 5. Calculation domain
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Tab. 2. The added mass at inclination angle of 90º
nondimensional
immersion
depth
0.06667
0.2
0.4
0.53333
0.66667
0.86667
0.93333



λ11

λ66

λ22

λ26

0.01864
0.042
0.054
0.05615
0.0574
0.05859
0.06038

0.00696
0.01637
0.03517
0.04015
0.04127
0.05014
0.05565

0.01026
0.07041
0.23544
0.3787
0.53349
0.7769
0.85279

0.00427
0.02728
0.07206
0.0924
0.09616
0.06462
0.04632







Tab. 3. The added mass at inclination angle of 60º
nondimensional
immersion
depth

λ11

λ66

λ22

λ26

0.06376

0.01844

0.00629

0.01563

0.00961

0.20232

0.03879

0.02572

0.0805

0.04484

0.53333
0.86435
0.93363
1.30313
2.07293

0.05513
0.05827
0.06258
0.12307
0.12796

0.05861
0.07624
0.08403
0.10008
0.10043

0.37927
0.76438
0.83012
0.94742
0.95595

0.13346
0.0948
0.07436
0.03449
0.03311




Tab. 4. The added mass at inclination angle of 45º

287GHJ
287GHJ
287GHJ










Fig. 10. Rotary inertia






nondimensional
immersion
depth

λ11

λ66

λ22

λ26

0.07136

0.02041

0.01123

0.03264

0.01888

0.20335

0.03572

0.02736

0.0974

0.05066



0.53333
0.86332
0.92931

0.05345
0.05849
0.06381

0.05587
0.07691
0.08178

0.3809
0.74088
0.79419

0.12454
0.09224
0.07955




1.47614

0.12464

0.10015

0.9472

0.03415

2.41895

0.12804

0.10043

0.95585

0.03306



287GHJ
287GHJ
287GHJ










Fig. 11. Vertical added mass
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Fig. 9. Lateral added mass
Fig. 12. Added static moment
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The calculation results of lateral added mass are shown
as Figure 9. It can be seen from the figure, in the water-exit
process under the different inclination angles, with the nondimensional immersion depth changing from 1 to 0, the
lateral added mass firstly drops sharply and then its downward
trend slows down, but the downward trend becomes bigger at
the end of water-exit process. In water-exit process, with the
same non-dimensional immersion depth, the lateral added
mass of 90° is higher than the lateral added mass of 60° and
45°, and from the view of magnitude order, the maximum
does not exceed 0.07.
The calculation results of added rotary inertia are shown
as Figure 10. It can be seen from the figure, in the waterexit process under the different inclination angles, with the
non-dimensional immersion depth changing from 1 to 0, the
added rotary inertia decreases with an approximately linear
trend. The downward trend of the results of 90° have a slowdown area around the immersion depth of 0.5, and from the
view of magnitude order, the maximum does not exceed 0.09.
The calculation results of vertical added mass are shown
as Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure, with the decrease
of the immersion depth, the vertical added mass basically
decreases with an approximately linear trend. The consistency
of the data under three inclination angles is so good that the
data can be approximately considered as the same one. From
the view of magnitude order, the maximum does not exceed
0. 9 which is about 10 times of the lateral added mass and
added rotary inertia.
The calculation results of added static moment are shown
as Figure 12. It can be seen from the figure, with the decrease
of the immersion depth, the added static moment firstly
increase and then decrease. And there is a maximum near
the immersion depth of 0.6. From the view of magnitude
order, the maximum does not exceed 0.15.

O11
°O
° 22
®
°O26
°¯O66

O11
°
°O22
®
°O26
°
¯O66

g1 (l , T )
g 2 (l , T )
g 3 (l , T )
g 4 (l , T )

g5 (l , T )
g 6 (l , T )

(36)

g 7 (l , T )
g8 (l , T )

Under the same condition, the methods of numerical
simulation and theoretical calculation are both used to
simulate the water-exit motion. In the two methods, the
theoretical calculation is based on the established waterexit dynamic model of the submarine-launched missile. In
addition, the required added mass parameters in the model
are obtained by Equation (36). The set initial velocity vx0 is
10 m/s and vy0 is 0 m/s, the set initial water-exit inclination
angle θ 0 is 45º, the set initial rotating angular velocity ωz0 is
0, the set initial attack angle α is 0º. In the whole process, the
missile has no thrust, which means the thrust T=0. In order
to eliminate the effects of free surface, the initial calculated
position is set that the vertex of the head of the missile is
at the location in the direction of the axis away from water
surface in distance of two times of the missile diameter. Figure
13 shows the water-exit process that obtained by numerical
simulation. And Figure 14 shows the water-exit process that
obtained theoretical calculation.

SIMULATION OF WATER-EXIT PROCESS
Fig. 13. Numerical simulated results of water-exit motion

The added mass is only related to the geometrical shape of
the object. In water-exit process of the submarine launched
missile, the added mass is only related to its immersion depth l
and inclination angle θ. Therefore, in order to obtain the ideal
fluid force required in the simulation of water-exit process,
the above added mass calculation method can be used to
obtain a considerable amount of added mass of the missile
under different immersion depth l and inclination angle θ,
and then a two-dimensional interpolation table of the waterexit whose row is immersion depth and column is inclination
angle is established to express the added mass in water-exit
process. Thus, according to the current immersion depth and
inclination angle, the added mass of the missile in water-exit
process can be obtained by interpolation. Then the ideal fluid
force can be obtained by Equation (9). The added mass and
the changing rate of the added mass in water-exit process are
obtained by the equation below.

4
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Fig. 14. Theoretical calculated results of water-exit motion
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the water-exit inclination angle

Figure 16 is the comparison of the water-exit angular
velocity of the missile under the three conditions. According
to the comparison, in the process that the missile crosses
the surface of water, the angular velocity of the model that
don’t consider the added mass changing rate is larger and
the decrease of the inclination angle of the same model is
relatively slow, which has a large deviation with the other two
simulation results. In addition, it can be seen from the figure
that there is still a little deviation between the numerical
simulated result and theoretical result obtained by solving
the water-exit model that don’t consider the added mass
changing rate.
0.5

0.5
0

Angular velocity

In Figure 14, the blue thick solid line is the trajectory of
the barycentre motion of the missile, red fine solid line is
the outline of the missile at all times, and the blue dotted
line is the sea level.
It can be seen from Figure 13 and 14 that under the same
working condition, the trajectory changing laws of the
barycentre in water-exit process obtained by two methods
are basically consistent. Therefore, on the one hand, the
accuracy of the water-exit dynamics model of the submarinelaunched missile established in the paper is verified. Thus, the
established model can be used to predict and calculate the
motion law of water-exit process in the future. On the other
hand, the correctness of the proposed added mass calculation
method in the paper is also verified.
In order to further investigate the validity of the added
mass changing rate introduced in the modeling process of
the submarine-launched missile, the influence of the added
mass changing rate on the water-exit model of the missile is
investigated by comparing the numerical simulated result with
the simulated results obtained by solving the two theoretical
models which respectively considers the added mass changing
rate and don’t consider the added mass changing rate.
Figure 15 shows that the change of inclination angle of the
missile in water-exit process under three different simulation
conditions. In the figure, the red solid line represents the
numerical simulation result, the blue solid line represents
the simulation result obtained by solving the theoretical
model that considers the added mass changing rate, and the
blue dashed line represents the simulation result obtained by
solving the theoretical model that don’t consider the added
mass changing rate. According to the comparison, before
the missile touches the surface of water, the three simulation
results are very similar, which indicates that the added mass
changing rate has no effect on the accuracy of the model
when the missile is completely immersed in water. As can be
seen from Figure 15, in the water-exit process, after the head
of the missile touching the surface of water, the decreasing
trends of the inclination angles which reflected by the three
simulated results are consistent. However, the simulation
results of the theoretical model that considers the added mass
changing rate are closer to the numerical simulation results.
And by comparing, the simulation results of the theoretical
model that don’t considers the added mass changing rate
is different from the other two simulation results for its
smaller decreasing trend of the inclination angle. Therefore,
it is inferred that the added mass changing rate can greatly
affect the accuracy of the water-exit dynamics model so that
it cannot be ignored in modeling process.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the water-exit angular velocity

Through analyzing, the reason of this phenomenon is
that the calculation of the model ignores the disturbance on
the surface of water such as cavity bubble and the surface
heave in water-exit process. In addition, in the numerical
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simulation, because of the choice of turbulence model, the
setting of parameters and the partition of meshes, there is
still some deviation between the numerical simulated result
and the actual situation. In the future research work, the
factors such as the disturbance on the surface of water will
be considered to further improve the accuracy of the waterexit dynamic model.
In summary, the added mass change rating in waterexit process has a certain influence on water-exit motion.
Therefore, the established theoretical model that considers
the added mass changing rate in the paper can describe the
water-exit process of the missile more accurately, which in
the future will have a certain help for precisely studying the
posture change of the submarine-launched missile in waterexit process and the flight trajectory of the missile after exiting
from the water.

mass of the more complex linear shape is verified; on the
other hand, the accuracy of the water-exit dynamics model
established in this paper is also verified.
(3) The added mass changing rate has a certain influence.
And in the water-exit dynamics model of the missile, the
added mass changing rate need to be considered and cannot
be ignored.
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ABSTRACT
To solve the dynamic response problems of magnetic coupling in the horizontal axis wave energy device, this has
researched the dynamic characteristicsof magnetic coupling. The fitting formula about torque and angle of the magnetic
coupling is obtained through experiments. The mathematical models of the magnetic coupling torque transmission are
established. The steady state error of the magnetic coupling and the transfer function of the output angle are obtained.
The analytical solution of the step response of the output angle in time domain is derived. The influence of the torsional
rigidity, the damping coefficient and the driven rotor’s rotational inertia on dynamic characteristics of the magnetic
coupling isanalyzed. According to the analysis results, the design rules of magnetic coupling are proposed.

Keywords: Wave energy; Magnetic coupling; Dynamic characteristics; Transfer function; Step response; Steady state error

INTRODUCTION
Because of the global energy crisis, many countries are
concentrating on developing renewable energy which has
great benefits. Wave energy is an important renewable
energy and it shows great development values because it
is clean, pollution-free, abundant and widespread [1-6].
The wave energy utilization methods include mechanical,
pneumatic and hydraulic forms, which are used in different
situations accordingly [7-9], and whose service life, working
performance and conversion efficiency are affected by various
factors [10-12].
The horizontal axis wave energy device is a kind of
mechanical utilization, in which wave energy captured by
water turbine drives the generator. During the sea trials, the
problems such as seal failure and excessive starting torque

of the mechanical drive device were found. In order to solve
these problems, the magnetic coupling is applied, which is
an isolated transmission and usually used in the situation
wherestrictsealing property is required to achieve complete
sealing [13-17].
If the transmission device is rigid, the unstable movements
caused by random waves would directly affect the driven
rotor[18]. However, the magnetic coupling is flexible and
transmits torque through magnetic field. Therefore, it is
meaningful to study the dynamic response characteristics
of the magnetic coupling.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The magnetic coupling model is shown in Figure 1 to
analyze its characteristics..

When the magnetic coupling is working, the relationship
between the load T2 and the angular velocity is linear, which
can be treated as a damping effect. The damping coefficient
is assumed as Cd , then the following formula is obtained.
(4)

The torsional
rigiditychanges with the angle difference
. In order to facilitate the analysis,
is assumed as a
constant k. The transfer function
is defined as:
(5)

where Cs C2  Cd . From Equation (5), the driven rotor’s
rotating characteristic is influenced by not only the load and
the torsional rigidity but also its own properties. Analyzing
the influence of various parameters can help to improve the
dynamic response characteristics of the driven rotor.
The synchronized characteristic between the active rotor
and the driven rotor is directly affected by . The smaller
the , the better the following performance is. Based on
Equations (1)-(4), the error transfer function
can
be expressed as
(6)
Fig. 1. Magnetic Coupling Model

The rotational inertias of the active rotor and driven rotor
are J1 and J 2 . The input torque and the output torque are T1
and T2 . The torsional rigidity is
. The dampingcoefficients
at the input and output sides are C1 and C2 . The force
distribution of the magnetic coupling is shown in Figure 2.
It is assumed that there is no leakage flux and the magnetic
field is uniform.

According to Equation (6), is influenced by the rotational
inertia J 2 , the damping coefficient Cs of the driven rotor and
the torsional rigidity . Assuming that the magnetic coupling
rotates with a constant speed a, then
is given by :
(7)

The steady-state error ess of the magnetic coupling is
described as
(8)

According to Equations (7)-(8), ess can be calculated as
(9)
Fig. 2. Force Distribution.

According to Newton’s Second Law, the following
mathematical model is proposed.
(1)
(2)
(3)
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From Equation (9), the steady-state error is related to the
magnetic coupling rotation speed a, the damping coefficient
Cs of the driven rotor and the torsional rigidity k .

RESULTS
PROTOTYPE TEST
To choose proper parameters, prototyping experiment is
taken to analyze the relationship between the torque T and
the angle difference of the magnetic coupling. The test-bed
of prototype is shown as Figure 3. The collected data is shown
as Table 1. The curves of the torque T and the angle difference
are demonstrated in Figure 4. The fourth-order equation
is obtained by fitting curve, as shown in Equation (11).

Fig. 5. Characteristic Curve between k and Δθ.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In practice, input responses are usually similar to the unit
step responses which are the most detrimental,that is why
we choose to analyze the unit step response characteristics
of the magnetic coupling.
The Laplace transform of the step input function is written
as:

Fig. 3. Test-Bed of Prototype.
Tab. 1. Collected Data between the Torque and the Angle Difference.
Type

Values

Δθ/rad

0

0.027 0.054 0.081 0.107 0.134 0.161 0.188 0.215 0.241

(12)

T/Nm

0

1.571 1.729 4.091 5.449 6.660 7.073 8.490 8.708 9.086

The magnetic coupling output function of the unit step
response is

Δθ/rad 0.268 0.295 0.322 0.349 0.376 0.403 0.429 0.456 0.483 0.523
T/Nm

(13)

9.080 8.712 8.488 7.070 6.660 5.450 4.087 1.730 1.570 0.001

The quartic fitting formula between the torque T and the
angle difference
is obtained by fitting curve as

The magnetic coupling output function in time domain is
obtained from inverse Laplace transform as

(10)

(14)

Hence, the torsional rigidity k is described as
(11)

The curve between k and
is shown as Figure 5. The
maximumtorsional rigidity k is 51.72 and the initial torsional
rigidity k is approximately 40.

In actual engineering, the magnetic coupling will be in an
unstable state when it is in over-damping or critical-damping
state, resulting in the system fail. It is common to consider
the under-damping state only when the magnetic coupling
is designed,
In under-damping state, the magnetic coupling output
function in time domain is:

(15)

Fig. 4. Relation curve between M and Δθ

Accord i ng to t he mea su red pa ra meters,
Cs 1.3716 N < s / rad , J 2 =0.17 Kg <m 2 and it is necessary
that k ! 2.8 Nm / rad in under-damping state. So the value of
k is set as 5, 15, 30, 45, 60. The dynamic response of different
torsional rigidity[19-22]. Table 2 shows the indexes of the
dynamic characteristics. It can be found in Figure 6 and Table 2
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that as the torsional rigidity rises, the overshoot increases,
peak time and rise time decrease, however, the adjusting-time
has little change. At the same time, the response oscillation
becomes severe that is, the time, frequency and amplitude
of oscillationincrease gradually.

Fig. 7. Damping coefficient dynamic characteristic curves.
Tab. 3. Dynamic characteristics indexes.

Performance Indexes
Fig. 6.The Dynamic Response Curve about k.

Results

Damping Coefficient

0.1

1.5

2.5

3.5

5

Rise Time (s)

0.104

0.1183

Peak Time (s)

0.195

0.2009 0.2165 0.2496 0.4511

0.1410 0.1794 0.3881

Tab. 2. Dynamic characteristic indexes.

Performance Indexes

Results

Adjusting Time(s)

Torsional
Rigidity(Nm/rad)

5

15

30

45

60

Rise Time (s)

0.6649

0.2379

0.1488

0.1157

0.0975

Peak Time (s)

0.8664

0.3705

0.2483

0.1995

0.1709

Adjusting Time (s)

0.5791

0.7774

0.6045

0.6649

0.7215

Maximum
Overshoot(%)

2.4283

22.1618

36.0568

44.8918

50.1817

From Figure 5, the reasonable range of the torsional
rigidity k is 40 ~ 51.72 Nm / rad . So k 45 Nm / rad is
2
chosen. When J 2 0.17 Kg  m , the damping coefficient
Cs should be less than 5.5317 N < s / rad . Thus the value
of Cs is set as 0.1, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5. Figure 7 illustrates the
curves of unit step dynamic response characteristics under
different damping coefficients and Table 3 lists the indexes
of dynamic characteristics. From Figure 7 and Table 3, with
the increasing of damping coefficient Cs , the overshoot and
peak time of magnetic coupling increases[23]. When the
damping coefficient approaches 5.5, the magnetic coupling
is closed to over-damping state, its influence on rise time is
smaller and smaller with the increase of damping coefficient.
when the damping coefficient is small enough, the magnetic
coupling is closed to under-damping state, and the vibration
tends to be persistent. Behinds, the amplitude increases with
the decreasing of the damping coefficient. The smaller the
damping coefficient is, the bigger the amplitude is[24].
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Maximum Overshoot(%)

10.842 0.6558 0.3231 0.3152 0.2489
94.43 41.4261 20.3680 7.6775

0.131

According to part (1) and (2), k 45 Nm / rad ,
Cs 1.3716 N  s / rad . The rotational inertia of the driven
rotor should satisfy J 2 ! 0.0105 Kg  m 2 . The value of J 2 is
set as 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2. Figure 8 shows the curves of
unit step dynamic response characteristics. Table 4 shows
the indexes. From Figure 8 and Table 4, with the increase of
rotational inertia, the rise time, the overshoot, the peak time
and the adjusting time of the magnetic coupling rises, while
the acceleration of the driven rotor reduces.
Fig. 8. The Curves of Dynamic Characteristics about Rotational Inertia.

Tab. 4. Dynamic characteristics index.

Performance index

should be chosen, and the rotational inertia should be neither
too large nor too small.

Result

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Rotational inertia

0.02

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Rise time (s)

0.0728

0.0767

0.0949

0.1105

0.1235

Peak time (s)

0.0955

0.1176

0.1566

0.1878

0.2151

Accommodation
time (s)

0.0637

0.1755

0.375

0.6149

0.7364

Maximum time (%)

3.7369

19.8887 34.2038 41.9949 49.5937

DISCUSSION
Based on the analysis mentioned above, the dynamic
characteristics of the magnetic coupling are impacted by
the torsional rigidity k , the damping coefficient Cs and the
rotational inertia J 2 of the driven rotor. Once the magnetic
coupling has been installed, the rotational inertia J 2 and
the damping coefficient Cs are fixed. However, the torsional
rigidity k and the dynamic characteristics varies with the
changes of angle difference . To realize the required dynamic
performance of the magnetic coupling, the reasonable range
of the torsional rigidity k should be defined and the operating
angle is supposed to ensure this range. If it is hard to meet
the requirements in design, the external contributor can be
applied to change the rotational inertia J 2 and the damping
coefficient Cs .

CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that the torsional rigidity k , the damping
coefficient Cs and the rotational inertia J 2 have different
effects on the dynamic characteristics of the magnetic
coupling.
According to the steady-state error, the steady performance
is closely associated with the torsional rigidity k and the
damping coefficient Cs . But it is not effected by the rotational
inertia J 2 which only has influence on the startup process of
the magnetic coupling.
A large rotational rigidity k contributes to steady
characteristics, startup characteristics and response
characteristics, yet it leads to large overshoot and severe
fluctuation. A small damping coefficient Cs will improve
the steady performance of the magnetic coupling but it will
result in serious oscillation. A large damping coefficient
will cause the over-damping state and reduce the stability
of magnetic coupling. The rotational inertia J 2 has no
effects on steady characteristics of the magnetic coupling.
But it affects the startup stage. Though the small rotational
inertia has benefit to the startup characteristic, it makes the
magnetic coupling approach over-damping state. Therefore,
the reasonable torsional rigidity and damping coefficient

The research is supported by the Fundamental Research
Funds of Shandong University (Project no.2016JC035)and
theNatural Science Foundation of Shandong Province (Project
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ABSTRACT

The small far infrared target of ship in surge interference is easy to have visual deviation causing the low accuracy of
target positioning and the bad target identification performance. In order to improve the accuracy of far small infrared
targets recognition of ship under surge interference, this paper proposed far small infrared target recognition algorithm
of ship based on distributed target position estimation and DOA location in computer vision model for constructing
coherent distributed source array model of far small infrared target distribution of ship. This algorithm used MUSIC
algorithm for the beamforming processing of far small infrared target echo model of ship. Combined with the adaptive
filtering algorithm we carried out the surge interference suppression and the estimation of central direction of arrival
and angle spread of far small infrared target of ship through multidimensional spectrum peak searching algorithm,
realizing the joint estimation of distance of ship target, DOA and frequency parameters, so as to realize the accurate
positioning and recognition of targets. Simulation results show that using this method for the far small infrared target
recognition of ship under surge interference, the spectral peak sharpness of spectral peak search of target position is
high, side-lobe suppression performance is good, which shows the high accuracy of target position estimation and
location, the accuracy and anti-interference performance of far small infrared target recognition of ship is good, and
has superior performance.

Keywords: Computer identification; Target position estimation; Location; Ship; Infrared target; Surge interference

INTRODUCTION
Modern war is a high-tech war. The development of ship
target recognition technology is relatively slow. Besides
the high degree of military secrecy, the background of the
underwater environment is extremely complex. The impact
of environmental interference on the working performance
of underwater weapon systems and ship target recognition
can not be ignored [1].
Ship target recognition is divided into active recognition
and passive recognition according to the guidance
performance of assault weapon. the ship far small infrared
target recognition uses a variety of parameters of target
information as feature vectors [2-4], such as in ship small
far infrared target recognition, reflection echo of ship target

is the function of the target type, distance and direction,
which includes the characteristics information such as echo
broadening, amplitude, phase, reflection coefficient, target
scale, energy spectrum [5]. Common signal features are:
AR model parameters, Fourier power spectrum, wavelet
transform parameters. Combined with DOA target location
analysis and beamforming method [6-10], we achieve accurate
positioning detection and identification of ship targets. For
passive target recognition of ship radiated noise, the method
includes LOFAR spectrum and the high order spectrum [11].
The feature extraction of nonlinear feature of ship radiated
noise mainly uses the fractal, limit cycles, chaos and other
new mathematical methods. For above methods under surge
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interference, the identification accuracy is not high, the
stability is not good [12].
Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposed
far small infrared target recognition algorithm of ship
based on distributed target position estimation and DOA
location in computer vision model for constructing coherent
distributed source array model of far small infrared target
distribution of ship. This algorithm used MUSIC algorithm
for the beamforming processing of far small infrared target
echo model of ship. Then, combined with the adaptive
filtering algorithm we carried out the surge interference
suppression and the estimation of central direction of
arrival and angle spread of far small infrared target of
ship through multidimensional spectrum peak searching
algorithm, realizing the joint estimation of distance of ship
target, DOA and frequency parameters, so as to realize the
accurate positioning and recognition of targets. Finally, we
took the actual ship target information collected data as
the test sample for identification performance test, which
shows the superior performance of the proposed method in
improving the accuracy of ship target recognition, and got
the effectiveness conclusion.

ARRAY MODEL OF SHIP FAR SMALL
INFRARED TARGET DISTRIBUTION
SHIP FAR SMALL INFRARED TARGET DISTRIBUTED
MODELING
In the actual environment, the target will occupy a certain
volume, so this does not idealize itself into a single point in
the space. For such target, the received signal is no longer the
echo of a single point source, but rather the superposition
of multiple spatially similar point source echoes. Such target
is called a distributed target [13-15]. We construct near field
source model of ship target echo, assuming that equidistant
line array which is composed of N 2 P array elements
receives I near field sources, as shown in Fig. 1.

phase reference point, then the echo signal of the receiving
ship target of the m-th array element can be expressed as:
I

¦ s (t )e M
j

xm (t )

i

mi

 nm (t )ˈ
 p 1 d m d p

(1)

i 1

Among them, si (t ) is the complex envelope of the ith far
small infrared target source of ship. xm (t ) is the observation
signal received by the array element m. nm (t ) is the additive
noise on the element m. M mi is the phase difference of the
source i signal received by the element m relative to the
reference element. The analytic expression of M mi is not
difficult to get:
·
2S ri §
m 2 d 2 2md sin Ti
¨ 1 2 
 1¸
¸
O ¨©
ri
ri
¹

Mmi

(2)

Among them, ri , Ti is the distances of the ith near field
source (relative to the reference element) and the DOA of
the ship far small infrared target to be estimated, and O is
the wavelength of the source d is the array element interval.

Mmi | J i m  Ii m 2

Ji

2S

d

O

sin TiˈIi

S

(3)

d2
cos 2 Ti
O ri

(4)

Thus, the time delay phase difference is composed of two
parts: the first is the linear term of array elements location,
which is same as general far-field signal model; the second
is the quadratic nonlinear term of array elements location,
which is determined by DOA and distance parameters, this
term increases with the decrease of near field sources [16],
otherwise, when the distance tends to infinity, the nonlinear
term is zero, the formula (3) degenerates into to far-field signal
time delay difference model.
The N-dimension vector x(t) is used to represent the ship
far small infrared target array output data vector, thus:
x(t)=As(t)+n(t)

(5)

Among them,
[ x P 1 (t ), x P  2 (t )," , xP (t )]TN u1

(6)

[ s1 (t ), s2 (t )," sI (t )]TI u1

(7)

n(t)

[n P 1 (t ), n P  2 (t )," , nP (t )]TN u1

(8)

A

[a (T1 , r1 ), a (T 2 , r2 )," , a (T I , rI )]N u I

(9)

x(t)

s(t)

Fig. 1. Uniform linear array target distribution model of near infrared source
of ship far small infrared target.

Let the array element coordinates of the ship far small
infrared target at the center of the array be 0, taking it as the
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angle power density of the distribution source. At this time,
a (Ti , ri ) [exp( j ª¬( P  1)J i  (  P  1) Ii º¼ ), exp( j ª¬( P  2)J i  (  P  2) Ii º¼ ),
" , exp( j ¬ª PJ i  P 2Ii ¼º )]TN u1
2

2

the covariance matrix of ship far small infrared target echo
signal: Rs \

q

S 2

¦³ S
i 1



2

a T p T ;\ i a H T dT .

(10)

Among them, 1 d i d I , the i -th column vector a (Ti , ri )
of the matrix A is called the direction vector of the source i
signal of the ship far small infrared target (also called rudder
vector). The matrix A is called the direction matrix of the array
(or response matrix). It can also be called the array manifold.
The information of the ship far small infrared target can be
used to determine the direction vector.
The distance r of the near field source of ship far small
infrared target distribution relative to array center can be
approximated:
r d 2D2 / O

(11)

Among them, D is the maximum aperture of the
receiving array. O c / f indicates the operating wavelength
corresponding to the central frequency f of the source.
A COHERENT SOURCE OF TARGET LOCATION
RECOGNITION
Its covariance matrix is:
E ªz t z t
¬

Rz

H

º
¼

Rs \  Rn

(12)

For modeling, the target model of related source is divided
into coherent source model and partial correlation source
model [20].
The so-called coherent source is that there is a strong
correlation between the signals from different directions
in the same target body. The angular density function
si T  Ti , t can be expressed as:

si T  Ti , t

si t gi T  Ti

(15)

si t is the random signal, usually, the distribution of
distributed targets is symmetrical. Then supposing that
gi T  Ti is the deterministic function taking T as the
i
symmetry center with a single peak. gi T  Ti which
S
satisfies ³ gi T  Ti dT 1 is called distribution function
S
of the angular signal of the i -th distributed target signal
source, Ti is the central direction of arrival of the distributed
target, which is the parameter to be estimated. When the
mathematical form of the angular signal distribution function
gi T  Ti (e.g., Gaussian distribution) is known, its shape is
determined by unknown distributed parameters, and the
observation data Z t of array at t time can be represented as:
p

Among them,

z t

¦s

i

t bi Ti  n t

(16)

i 1

Rs \

p

p

S 2

S 2

¦¦ ³ S ³ S
i 1 j 1



2 

2

a T pij T , T ' ;\ i ,\ j a H T ' dT dT '

Among them, bi Ti is the direction vector of ith
distributed target, which can be expressed as:

(13)

bi Ti

pij T , T ' ;\ i ,\ j

E ª¬ si T ,\ i s j T ' ,\ j º¼



g i T  T i dT

(17)

(14)

is called the angle cross-correlation kernel, it reflects the
degree of correlation between the echo signal in different angles.
If the components of direction of arrival between different
distribution source is irrelevant [19], the angle cross-correlation
'
pi T , T ' ;\ i G ij ,
kernel can be simplified to pij T , T ;\ i ,\ j
this shows that angle cross-correlation kernel is zero at i z j ,
pi T , T ' ;\ i G ij E ª¬ si T ,\ i si* T ' ,\ i º¼is called angle crosscorrelation kernel of the ith distribution source. At this time,
q
S 2 S 2
.
Rs \
¦ ³ ³ a T pi T ,T ' ;\ i a H T ' dT dT '
i 1

S

³ Sa T

S 2 S 2

In surge interference, for the coherent source in
J i g T ;\ i , J i is the random variable.
source, s T ;\ i
g T ;\ i is deterministic complex valued function. For
coherent sources, the autocorrelation kernel of the angle is
p T , T ' ;\ K g T ,\ g * T ' ,\ , among them K E ª¬JJ * º¼ .
For the distribution source of signals incoherent from different
angles in the same target, the autocorrelation kernel of the
angle is p T , T ' ;\
p T ;\ G T  T ' , p T ;\ is called the

Among them i 1, 2,..., p , p is the distributed target
number. bi Ti is determined by the mathematical form of
angular signal distribution function of ship far small infrared
target signal source and unknown distributed parameter,
which is M-order direction vector. M is array element number
of ship far small infrared targets in the array manifold vector.
S

³Sg

T  Ti dT 1 , we can see the first element of the
direction vector bi Ti is 1. When gi T  Ti is the G T  Ti
From



i

function, b i Ti
a T , the distributed ship far small infrared
target is degraded into point target [21].
The direction vector of the distributed target is obtained,
and bi Ti can also be understood as a generalized array flow
pattern. bi Ti is known, we can construct the model of the
array receiving data by following formulas:
a T

ª1, e  j 2S fd sin T / c , e  j 2 < 2S fd sin T / c ,..., exp  j ( M 1) < 2S fd sin T
¬

/c

º
¼

(18)
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f is the center frequency of signal. c is the acoustic velocity.
d is the array element spacing.
At this time, the generalized flow pattern vector of
the distributed source model that the the angular signal
distribution function is Gaussian distribution can be obtained
by formula (17):
ª1, e V T 2 e  j 2S fd sin T / c ,..., e  ( M 1)VT 2 e  j ( M 1)2S fd sin T / c º
bi Ti
¬«
¼»

and the noise subspace which are composed of eigenvectors
are respectively defined as:

(19)

(25)

2
i

2
i

Then the mathematical model of array reception can be
obtained according to (16).

Vs

>v1 , v2 ," , vI @N u I , Vn >vI 1 , vI  2 ," vN @N u( N  I )

Using the orthogonality of the signal subspace Vs and the
noise subspace Vn , the formula (22) can be derived:

IMPROVEMENT OF MUSIC ALGORITHM

V 2Vn

RxVn

Formula (18) postmultiplies Vn , we get:
RxVn

BEAMFORMING OF MUSIC ALGORITHM
AND TARGET ECHO

(24)

ARs AH  V 2 I N Vn

(26)

Combining expressions (21) and formula (22), we can get:
AH VnVn H A

0

(27)

Therefore, the spectral function of the MUSIC method is:

Raich R proposed MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification)
algorithm, this algotithm is basic algorithm for target
beamforming and orientation positioning recognition[22].
In this paper, the traditional one-dimensional MUSIC method
is extended to two-dimensional MUSIC method, realizing
the joint estimation of the near field source distance and
azimuth angle two-dimensional parameters of the ship far
small infrared targets [23]. According to above geometry
model of coherent distribution of ship target and the basic
assumption of parameter estimation, the covariance matrix
Rx of observation signal is defined as:

P(T , r )

a H T , r VnVn H a T , r

1

(28)

Among them, a T , r is all possible direction vector.
Through two-dimensional spectral peak search of azimuth
and distance for the spectral function P(T , r ) , the peak value
is the position information ^T i , ri `1d i d I of the near field source.
Using the improved MUSIC algorithm for the beamforming
processing of ship far small infrared target echo model [24],
we get the echo vector b k of ship far small infrared target
in surge interference, which can be expressed as the weighted
combination of each point source on the continuous direction,
that is:

b k

S

³S f


T , k a T dT

(29)

(20)

Among them, a T
Among them, Rx is the H matrix. The rank is N . Rs is
the covariance matrix of signal. The rank is I . Rn V 2 I N
is the noise covariance matrix. I N is the N u N unit matrix.
For finite length sample, t 1, 2," , K , K is the number
of snapshots (snapshots, i.e. a sampling point), Rx can be
estimated following formula:
Rˆ x

1
K

K

¦ x(t ) x

H

(t )

(21)

t 1

We carry out the eigendecomposition on the covariance
matrix Rx of the observation signal:

RxV

/V

(22)

Among them, / diag[ U1 , U 2 ," U N ]is the diagonal matrix
consisting of the eigenvalues in descending order, that is:

U1 t U 2 t " t U I ! U I 1

UI 2

" UM

V2

(23)

V [v1 , v2 ," , vI , vI 1 , vI  2 ," vN ] is the eigenvector matrix
corresponding to the eigenvalue ^ Ui `1di d N , the signal subspace
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[1, e  jS sin T , e  j 2S sin T ,...e  j ( M 1)S sin T ]T is

the conventional M u 1 -order point source array flow pattern
vector. f T , k is a random angle-time weighting function.
BEAM FORMING ALGORITHM
Now, some parts of the relevant distribution source (PCD)
can be defined as the point target in a relatively short period of
observation interval, we use a weighted correlation function
for the formation of the autocorrelation function, which only
depends on the discrete time interval of l, and for the different
angle, they all are zero.
E ª¬ f T , k f * T ' , k  l º¼

J f T , l G T  T ' , l  Z

(30)

J f T , l is the correlation function of f T , k , which is
often called as the correlation kernel of the angle-time(ATCK).
In the beamforming, zero-time related ICD type and full time
related FCD type model can be regarded as the point target
of PCD type of additional conditions [25-27]. The decision
statistic of beam forming is obtained:

ICD : J f T , l

J f T G l ,J f T

FCD : J f T , l

J f T , l  Z

J f T,0

SURGE INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION FILTER
PROCESSING
(31)

From above formulas, we can see that the statistical
properties of the angular time weighting function f T , k
can influence the statistical properties of the channel vectors
of the PCD source. For b k , there is:

b k  N 0 M u1 , Rb , Rb
Rb l

On the basis of beamforming processing, the adaptive
filtering algorithm is used to suppress the surge interference,
and the filtering structure model of surge interference
suppression is constructed, as shown in Fig. 2.

Rb 0

E ª¬b k b H k  l º¼

S

³ SJ

f



T , l a T a H T dT
(32)

For the ICD and FCD sources, the channel vector can
also be described as the closed Gauss random vector of zero
mean complex values, corresponding to the ICD and FCD
distribution sources, and the correlation matrix of b k has
the following properties:
ICD : Rb l

RbG l ; Rb l

FCD : Rb l

Rb , l  Z

E ª¬b k b H k º¼

(33)

From the above analysis, we can see that ATCK contains
the angular and temporal characteristics of the PCD source.
From the previous analysis about the ICD and FCD sources,
the focus of the study will be focused on how to determine the
ATCK model by a limited number of parameters. Specially,
ATCK can be written as:

J f T , l  J f T , l | [ ,[

ª¬I T ,W T º¼

T

(34)

In order to easily understand the concept of PCD model, a
simple first-order autoregressive AR model is firstly proposed
for the channel vector of surge interference.
b k

D b k -1  1  D 2 w k

(35)

D represents the time correlation of two adjacent surge
interference channel vector sampling values, and driven
vector w k includes zero mean, independent identically
distributed complex valued Gaussian random vector, these
vectors are characterized by angular power density function
of Gaussian shape.

Fig. 2. Filtering structure of surge interference suppression.

The adaptive gradient algorithm is used for the adaptive
iteration, and the selection of θ1(k) should minimize the
energy of output signal of filter, so y (k ) y* (k ) is the minimum.
Here, “*”represents complex conjugate. Thus, the iterative
formula of the surge suppression filter of ship far small
infrared target recognition is obtained:

T1 (k  1) T1 (k )  P Re[ y (k )M * (k )]

(37)

Among them, P is the parameter of the controllable
convergence rate and accuracy, which is called step length.
M (k ) is the difference of y (k ) output to parameter θ1(k), which
is called the gradient signal, and it is generated by the input
signal u (k ) passing through the following transfer function:
H B ( z)

(1  sin T 2 )
cos T1 (k ) cos T 2 z 1
G( z)
cos T 2 1  sin T1 (k )(1  sin T 2 ) z 1  sin T 2 z 2
(38)

w k  N 0 M u1 , Rw , Rw

Rw 0

E ª¬ w k wH k  l º¼
2
S ª
1
 T T
2 '2 º
H
³S «¬G l < ' 2S e 0 »¼a T a T dT

Rw l

Among them,
(36)

In formulas, two parameters T 0 and ' represent the mean
of angle and the angle standard deviation respectively.

G( z)

1  sin T 2
1  z 2
(39)
2
1  sin T1 (k )(1  sin T 2 ) z 1  sin T 2 z 2

For the convergence speed of acceleration algorithms,
the corresponding complex number algorithm is proposed
on the basis of this algorithm. The iterative formula of its
parameter θ1 is

T1 (k  1) T1 (k )  P Re[ y (k ) x1* (k )]
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Among them, x1 (k ) is called a reduced gradient signal,
which is generated after the input signal u (k ) passes through
the following transfer function:
cos T1 (k ) cos T 2 z 1
1  sin T1 (k )(1  sin T 2 ) z 1  sin T 2 z 2

H Bc ( z )

(41)

The filter output y (k ) and the gradient signal M (k ) can
be represented as

y (k )

s1 (k )  n1 (k ) , M (k )

s2 (k )  n2 (k )

s1 (k )

AAH e j( :k T H ) s2 (k )

AAH B e

,

(42)

j( :k T H B )

(43)

For gradient algorithms, AH , AH B and T H , T H B are the
amplitude response and phase response of the transmission
function of filter H ( z ) and H B ( z ) , respectively. Through
adaptive filtering, the suppression of surge interference in
ship far small infrared target recognition has been realized.

that the receiving array is the uniform linear array, then
T
ª¬1, e  j 2S' sin T ,..., e  j ( M 1)2S' sin T º¼ .
a T
In addition, the above model can be described as an integral
form, and the array reception signal of the ship far small
infrared target positioning recognition can be expressed as:
x t

s t

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL PEAK SEARCH OF
SHIP FAR SMALL INFRARED TARGET INFRARED
TARGET
This paper proposed the ship far small infrared target
recognition algorithm based on distributed target
position estimation and DOA location [28,29]. Using the
multidimensional spectrum peak search algorithm for central
direction of arrival and extension angle estimation of far small
infrared target of ship, we build the distributed target signal
source model through a certain number of point target signal
source, and construct the VEC-MUSIC multidimensional
spectrum peak search algorithm. Supposing that there is a
narrowband distributed source. It consists of a large number
of scattering points around the source, the signal of receiving
end can be expressed as the vector form:
L

x t

s t

¦J

n

t a T  Tn t  n t

s t v t ,T , V T  n t

n 1

(44)

Among them, s t is the signal reflected from the ship far
small infrared target distributed source. J n is the random
gain of each signal, and Tn is the random angle offset
relative to DOA. The probability density function of Tn is
p T; V T , and V T is the standard deviation of the random
angular offset Tn . Assuming that the gain factor J n is
2
independent and zero mean, and E ª J n º 1 L .assuming
¬
¼
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2S

0

J T; t a T  T dT  n t

s t v t ,T , V T  n t
(45)

J T is stochastic, and E ª¬J T1 J T2 º¼ p T;V T G T1  T2 ,
p T; V T can be understood as the spatial power distribution
of the distribution source.
In fact, the distributed model established by (45) can
be explained by the model (43) mentioned in the previous
S
section, and taking b k
³ f T , k a T dT in it, we can
S

obtain:

z k

REALIZATION OF TARGET LOCATION
ALGORITHM AND COMPUTER
INTELLIGENT RECOGNITION OF SHIP
TARGET

³

s k

S

³S f


T , k a T dT  n k , k  Z

(46)

Compared with two formulas, it is not difficult to see that
both of described model is consistent. TheT ship target echo
ª¬ s1 t , s2 t ,..., sq t º¼ and noise vector
signal vector s t
n t are independent random vectors of zero-mean, and
through the multi-dimensional spectrum peak search, their
second moment are respectively:
E ª¬ st skH º¼

PsG t , k , E ª¬ nt nkH º¼ V n2 I M G t , k

(47)

Among them, G t , k is the kronnecker G function. P is the
signal covariance matrix, and is the M-order unit matrix.
V n2 is the noise variance.
The covariance matrix of the observed data vector z t
can be represented as:
R

E ª¬ z t z H t º¼

BPs B H  V n2 I M

(48)

T

Among them, B ª¬b1 T1 , b2 T 2 ,..., bq T q º¼ , the singular
value of covariance matrix is decomposed into:
R U s / sU sH  U n / nU nH

(49)

The column vectors of matrix U s and U n are respectively
composed of singular values V 1 , V 2 ,...V q and corresponding
singular vectors of V n . Moreover V 1 t V 2 t ... t V q ! V n ,
supposing that there is no correlation between the different
distribution sources, namely U nH bi Ti
0 , the orthogonality
of the direction vector and the noise subspace. By using this
method, we can obtain a multidimensional spectral peak
search method of DOA estimation method of ship far small
infrared targets:
f I

b

H

1
ˆ
M U nU nH b M

(50)

Supposing that the angular signal distribution function
of the distributed target source is known, and the specific
expression is determined by unknown parameter Ii . Ii is the
vector of multiple parameters. According to the formula (50),
the distributed target DOA and other unknown parameters
can be obtained by multi-dimensional parameter spectral
peak search.
JOINT PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHM OF
SHIP TARGET LOCATION
The multidimensional spectrum peak search algorithm is
the extension of the MUSIC algorithm in the estimation of
distributed target [30]. The theoretical basis is basically the
same. According to the principle, we carry out the central
direction of arrival and extended angle estimation of far
small infrared targets of ship. If the unknown parameters
of signal source only has two, namely the central direction
of arrival Ti land expansion V i , the above method becomes
the solution of the minimization problem:

Ti , V i

H
i

arg min b

T , V Uˆ nU b T , V
H
n i

(51)

For several common forms of distribution, they all satisfy:

bi Ti

) Ti hi

is not related to DOA of the target. When the distribution
of Tik is about the symmetrical distribution of Ti , all of
hi1 , hi 2 ," , hiM are real numbers. The covariance matrix and
singular value decomposition of the observed data vector
can deduce BPB H U s / s - / n U sH , and thus B can be
transformed into B˙U sW , among them, is the q u q -order
nonsingular matrix.
From the above analysis, we can get the following equation:
ª hi*1hi 2 e  j 2S d O sin Ti
« h* e jTi h e  j 2u2S d O sin Ti
i3
« i2
«"*
j M  2 u 2S d O sin Ti
j M
hiM e  1 2S
«¬ hi M 1 e

d O

º
»
»
»
sin Ti
»¼

ª uH w * uH w º
2
« 1
»
*
« u2H w u3H w »
«"
»
« H
»
* H
«¬ uM 1 w uM w»¼
(55)

u1 , u2 ,..., uM is the row vector of U s , w is i -th column
vector of W . Because hi1 , hi 2 ,..., hiM are real numbers, from
the above formula we can get:
ª uH w * uH w º
« 1 * 2
»
« u2H w u3H w »
«"
»
« H
»
* H
«¬ uM -1 w uM w»¼

e

j 2u 2S d O sin Ti

ª uH w * uH w º
« 2 * 1
»
« u3H w u2H w »
«"
»
« H * H »
«¬ uM w uM -1 w»¼

(56)

(52)

Which can also be expressed as:
Among them, the M -order diagonal matrix
S
) Ti
diag a Ti and M-order vector hi ³S a T gi T dT
can prove that if the signal source angle signal distribution
function gi T is conjugate symmetric function, that is
M
gi T
gi* T , the vector hi is the real vector, that is hi  R
, the vector is the real vector. Combined (52) formulas with
(3-8) formulas, the distributed target DOA becomes the
solution of the minimization problem as follows:

Ti , V i

arg min hiH ) H T Uˆ nU nH ) T hi

(53)

Let Q1 T
) H T Uˆ nU nH ) T , we can see that the
minimum eigenvalue of the matrix Q1 T takes the
minimal value for the distributed target DOA. h V i is the
corresponding eigenvector, and it is the real vector. The matrix
Q1 T is non negative conjugate symmetric matrix, and the
eigenvalues are non negative, so the the distributed target
DOA estimation corresponds to the spectral peak position
of the following spatial spectrum.
f1 T

 log10 Omin ª¬Q1 T º¼

ukH wwH uk -1

e

 j 2u 2S d O sin Ti

ukH-1 wwH uk

From above formulas, it only keeps the information which
is related to distributed object DOA, and does not keep the
information which is related to degree of distribution. Thus
positioning estimation algorithm of the ship far small infrared
targets based on the distributed target position estimation
and DOA location:
1) estimate the covariance matrix of observed data
1 N
Rˆ
¦ xt xtH , N is independent number of snapshots,
N i1
perform the singular value decomposition on R , obtain
the number of signal subspace U s and number of distributed
target q .

2) Let: P1

ªu1T u2H º
«u T u H »
1
«"2
» , P2
«u T
H »
¬ M -1 uM ¼

ªu2T
«u T
«"3
« T
¬u M

u1H º
u2H » , v
»
»
uMH -1 ¼

vec wwH

(54)

By searching the minimum eigenvalue, one-dimensional
DOA estimation of the coherent distributed target is obtained.
For the common form of distribution source position
distribution, bi Ti
Gi a Ti , among them, Gi is the M
-order diagonal matrix and Gi diag > hi1 , hi 2 ,..., hiM @ is only
related to the distribution degree of the ship target, which

(57)

(58)

The row vectors of U s are plugged into (57), and P2 are
computed, and then the generalized eigenvalue decomposition
is computed:
P1H P1 ª¬v1 , v2 ,..., vquq º¼

diag D1 , D 2 ,..., D quq P1H P2 ª¬v1 , v2 ,..., vquq º¼
(59)
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We use q phase angles of eigenvalues of model which is
close to 1 to estimate DOA of distributed ship targets, so as to
realize the joint estimation of the distance of ship target, DOA
and frequency parameters, then realizing the classification
recognition of ship target through computer recognition and
machine learning classification algorithm.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
ANALYSIS
In order to test application performance of the proposed
algorithm in realizing the positioning and recognition
of ship far small infrared targets, we need a simulation
experiment. The experiment uses Matlab 7 simulation
design, supposing that the point distribution model of ship
far small infrared targets is composed of the uniform line
array which is composed of 14 array elements. The array
element spacing is 0.25 times of minimum wavelength [31,32].
The signal source is two complex exponential signals with
equal power. The signal frequencies are respectively 200Hz,
100Hz. The sampling frequency is 2000Hz. The signal-tonoise ratio is 10dB. Two far small infrared target signals of
ship are 10°and 30°. The number of snapshots is 200. The
replication number of experiment is 50 times. The distributed
target signal source reach to the array respectively from the
T1 40 ,T 2 70 direction of arrival. Expansion of two signal
source respectively is '1 10 , ' 2 20 , and the signal to noise
ratio of surge interference is 10. The number of snapshots
of surge is 1000. The noises are white Gaussian noise and
Gaussian colored noise [33]. Gaussian colored noise is formed
through a two order AR model of H ( z )
among them, a1

2 U cos(2S f n / f s ) , a2

z 2
,
1  a1 z 1  a2 z 2
U2 , 0  U 1 , U

is a coefficient responding spectrum width. According to
the simulation environment and parameter settings, the
searching results of the power spectrum of the ship’s far
small infrared target position estimation is obtained in surge
interference are shown in Fig. 3. In this paper, the location
search results after suppression of surge interference using
the proposed method are shown in Fig. 4.
Compared with Figures 3-4, we can see that using this
method for ship far small infrared target recognition, two
spectrum peaks are respectively corresponding to 10 degrees
and 30 degrees in horizontal ordinate, but they are different
between them. The accuracy of target location is not good
without surge interference suppression processing. From the
average results of 50 experiments.
We can see that through the surge interference suppression,
the spectral peak of target location estimation is much
sharper, and the position estimation of ship target is more
accurate which is easy to distinguish the signal which has a
small difference in the two azimuth angles, so as to effectively
achieve the accurate identification of ship far small infrared.
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Fig. 3. Estimation result of locating and searching power spectrum intensity of
ship target under surge interference.

Fig. 4. Location search results after suppression of surge interference with using
the proposed method.

In order to compare the performance of different methods,
we further test the estimation results of azimuthal angle for
ship far infrared target localization in this method and the
traditional methods, and comparison results are shown in
Fig. 5.
a)

b)

Fig. 5. Contrast results of azimuthal angle of ship far small infrared target
localization.
(a)Traditional two-dimensional MUSIC method (b) Proposed method in this
paper

of ship target, and it has good application value of realizing
the precision strike of ship target.

Simulation results show that the corresponding abscissas
of the two spectrum peaks are 30 m and 60 m, and the
corresponding ordinates are 30 degrees and 10 degrees in
Fig. (a). The azimuth angle and distance of the two sources
can be seen more directly from (b). But there is the difference
between them. Compared with (a), we can see that the
spectral peak of Gauss white noise is more sharp than the
color noise environment. From (b) we can see that compared
with the white noise with the color noise environment, the
DOA estimation result of ship targets are more accurate, and
the estimation error is low. Therefore, using the computer
recognition method for target recognition of ship, the rootmean-square error E comparison of the three kinds of ship
far small infrared target recognition is shown in Table 1. The
analysis of Table 1 shows that the error of proposed method
for ship target recognition is low, and has better accuracy.
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ABSTRACT

In order to improve the working stability of distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected system, we need
the big data information mining and fusion processing of grid-connected system and the information integration
and recognition of distributed marine green energy grid-connected system based on big data analysis method, and
improve the output performance of energy grid-connected system. This paper proposed a big data analysis method of
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected system based on closed-loop information fusion and auto
correlation characteristic information mining. This method realized the big data closed-loop operation and maintenance
management of grid-connected system, and built the big data information collection model of marine green energy
resources grid-connected system, and reconstructs the feature space of the collected big data, and constructed the
characteristic equation of fuzzy data closed-loop operation and maintenance management in convex spaces, and used
the adaptive feature fusion method to achieve the auto correlation characteristics mining of big data operation and
maintenance information, and improved the ability of information scheduling and information mining of distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system. Simulation results show that using this method for the big data
analysis of distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected system and using the multidimensional analysis
technology of big data can improve the ability of information scheduling and information mining of distributed marine
green energy resources grid-connected system, realizing the information optimization scheduling of grid-connected
system. The output performance of grid connected system has been improved.
Keywords: Distributed, Ocean, Green energy resources, Grid-connected system, Big data analysis

INTRODUCTION
Green energy resources is also known as clean energy, which
is the symbol and synonym of the environmental protection
and the good ecosystem. Marine green energy resources are
the renewable natural energy resources contained in the
oceans, which is renewable and inexhaustible in the era of
existence of solar system [1].
The marine green energy resources grid-connected system
includes of ocean tidal power generating system, marine
wind power generating system and ocean thermal energy
conversion. The marine green energy resources is the current
important resource. We carr y out the effective integration
scheduling and the operation and maintenance management
on the distributed marine green energy grid-connected system
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big data distributed marine green energy grid system, and
provide accurate data basis for grid-connected generating
system, so as to improve the ability of prediction and judgment
of grid-connected generating system. The construction of
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system and the parallel scheduling and the operation and
maintenance management of the grid-connected system in
the big data environment can improve the stability of the of
green energy resources grid-connected system. The research
of distributed marine green energy grid-connected system
big data analysis method has important significance [2].
The data of marine green energy grid system big data
analysis is mainly used for data fusion and scheduling. There
are many big data analysis fusion scheduling and operation

and maintenance management algorithms, which can be
divided into the fuzzy fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management algorithm[3], the hierarchic fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management
algorithm, the mesh fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management algorithm, the support vector
machines fusion scheduling and operation and maintenance
management algorithm and BP neural network fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management
algorithm[4-8]. Among them, the hierarchic fusion scheduling
and operation and maintenance management algorithm
takes the attributes category of distributed marine green
energy grid-connected system according to the number of as
hierarchic grid feature for the fusion scheduling and operation
and maintenance management. In the hierarchic fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management,
with the change of category level, the object also changes
[9]. Reference [10] proposes the data fusion scheduling and
operation and maintenance management based on Naive
Bayesian in cloud computing environment for the big data
classification of distributed marine green energy gridconnected system. This method extracts semantic relevance
and rule characteristics of big data of distributed marine green
energy grid-connected system, and carries out the fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management for
the characteristics, and improves the precision of distributed
marine green energy grid-connected system large database
retrieval. But with the increase of distributed marine green
energy grid-connected system large scale database, the
accuracy of information fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management is not good. Reference [11] proposes
the method of big data fusion scheduling with operation and
maintenance management of distributed marine green energy
grid-connected system in cloud model combined fusion
scheduling with operation and maintenance management.
This method uses multi strategy similarity calculation
for the substructure information feature modeling of big
database in distributed marine green energy grid-connected
system big data information, and realizes the collaborative
recommendation fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management of big data query and access in
distributed marine green energy grid-connected system, but
this method under similar information interference has low
accuracy of big data information fusion of grid-connected
system, and has no data dimension reduction, resulting in
large computational overhead.
Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposed a big data
analysis method of distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system based on closed-loop information
fusion and auto correlation characteristic information mining.
This method realized the big data closed-loop operation and
maintenance management of grid-connected system, and
firstly built the big data information collection model of
marine green energy resources grid-connected system, and
reconstructs the feature space of the collected big data, and
constructed the characteristic equation of fuzzy data closedloop operation and maintenance management in convex

spaces, and then used the adaptive feature fusion method to
achieve the auto correlation characteristics mining of big data
operation and maintenance information, and improved the
ability of information scheduling and information mining
of distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system, finally, we got valid conclusion from the simulation
experiment analysis of big data analysis, which show the
superior performance of this method in improving the big
data analysis and operation and maintenance management
ability of distributed marine green energy resources gridconnected system.

BIG DATA STRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND
FEATURE SELECTION OF MARINE GREEN
ENERGY GRID-CONNECTED SYSTEM
OVERALL FRAMEWORK OF LARGE DATA ANALYSIS
OF MARINE GREEN ENERGY GRID-CONNECTED
SYSTEM

Fig. 1. Big data mining process of marine green energy resources gridconnected system.

In order to realize the integrated feature extraction and
data fusion scheduling of big data of distributed marine green
energy resources grid-connected system, we achieve the big
data operation and maintenance management and pattern
recognition of marine green energy resources grid-connected
system through big data analysis method. Firstly, we build big
data information acquisition model of marine green energy
resources grid-connected system, and carry out the feature
space reconstruction of collected big data, and combines with
feature extraction methods for data mining, achieving the
selective preference and data mining of big data feature in
marine green energy resources grid-connected system. Data
mining is used to analyze big data of grid-connected system.
Data mining (DM) is the process of finding target data from
massive data [12]. The massive data has a lot of interference
options and the fuzziness and randomness. The location of
target data is unknown, which is hidden in massive data, and
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Fig. 2. Big data analysis model of marine green energy resources grid-connected system.

the class is unknown. In the big data analysis of green energy
resources grid-connected system, we need to perform the data
screening, the data preprocessing, the pattern extraction, the
pattern analysis and the data application, to achieve the big
data mining of marine green energy resources grid-connected
system [13]. According to the above analysis, we build the
big data analysis model of marine green energy resources
grid-connected system, as shown in Fig. 2.

two parameters in m , W and W w , another parameter can be
obtained directly by W w (m  1)W .
In the Laplace convex optimization space [17], we constructs
the high-order linear differential equation combination
model of fuzzy data closed loop operation and maintenance
management:

BIG DATA INFORMATION COLLECTION MODEL

In formulas, AT represents the transpose of matrix A .
Simultaneous equation solving gets the solution of the
equations: c1 c1 0.675 , c2 c2 21/3 c1 0.85 , for
s, s t 0 , there is the mapping T : U o U . The characteristic
solution u (t )  U in variable kernel convex space solution
obtains the objective function of big data clustering through
constructing the expectation function of fuzzy data distributed
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system closed loop operation and maintenance management
in convex space:
max ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ xa ,b , d , pV p

The Takens embedding theorem is used to reconstruct the
phase space and the feature, and a clustering model of big
data distribution of distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system is obtained. [14-16].
Takens theorem: let M be the d-dimensional compact
manifold. F is a smooth vector field. h is a smoothing
function on M , and that is M o R 2 d 1 , which shows that
) ( z ) (h( z ), h(M1 ( z ))," , h(M 2 d ( z )))T is an embedded vector.
For big data sampling time series {x(t0  i't )} ,
i 0,1," , N  1 of distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system, its phase space reconstruction
trajectory is:

min{w( E )  w( AT  E )}

Bl ( A)

E z0

aA bB d D pP

xa ,b ,d , p

¦¦¦x

s.t.

a ,b , d , p

aA d D pP

¦¦¦ x

a ,b , d , p

Among them, x(t ) represents the state vector of the
embedding space. J is the reconstruction delay, m is the
embedding dimension, 't is the time interval of sampling,
K N  (m  1) J , and W represents the delay parameter,
W J 't . W w (m  1)W (m  1) J 't is time window. We can
see that in reconstructing phase space, we only select any

a ,b , d , p
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¦x
bB

a ,b , d , p

R pcp dK dcp S , d  D

dDa , p , a  A, p  P
(6)

¦¦x

d D pP

bw
R bw
S ,b  B
p dK b

(5)

¦¦x
(1)

(3)

(4)

aA bB pP

bB d D

(2)

a ,b , d , p

dM D a ,b , a  A, b  B
(7)

d M E a , d , p , a  A, d  D, p  P
(8)

xa ,b , d , p t 0, a  A, b  B, d  D, p  P

(9)

According to the above data acquisition model, we carry
out the big data analysis. The data analysis involves many
techniques and methods, this paper uses fuzzy neural network
classification decision method to classify the data, and builds
the high dimensional feature space distribution structure
model of distributed marine green energy resources gridconnected system big data.

c

¦P

1
N

Rxx ( jW )

N 1

¦x x

(10)

i i  jW

i 0

Thus, we can fix j and make the correlation function
about time W (taking W 1, 2," ), and the finite data set X
is divided into c class according to the time delay of the big
data embedding, among them 1<c<n , and the fuzzy clustering
central matrixis defined as :
V

{vij i 1, 2, " , c, j 1, 2, " , s}

(11)

Vi is the i -th vector of the cluster center (the i -th cluster
center vector). The fuzzy partition matrix is represented as:

U

{Pik i 1, 2, " , c, k

1, 2, " , n}

(12)

To construct the ontology model which reflects the associated
feature of distributed marine green energy resources gridconnected system big data [19], the relative weight of distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system big
data is Z ((Z1 , a1˃), (Z2 , a2 ), }, (Zn , an ))T ˈZ j  > 0,1@ and
we use the average mutual information method to obtain the
objective function that the data association is the features
extraction:
n

J m (U , V )

c

¦¦ P

m
ik

(dik ) 2

(13)

k 1 i 1

In the formula, m is the weight index. (dik ) 2 is the
measuring distance between the sample xk and Vi , which
is expressed by Euclidean distance:
(dik ) 2
and

xk  Vi

2

(14)

1, 2, " , n

(15)

Combining with the decision function of association
mapping, the differential control coefficient of feature
extraction of correlation dimension of distributed marine
green energy resources grid-connected system big data is
obtained by using Lagrange theorem:

BIG DATA CLASSIFICATION AND HIGH DIMENSIONAL
INFORMATION REORGANIZATION
We extract the feature vector of correlative dimension of
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system big data in the phase space, and carry out the ensemble
feature selection of data. In the reconstructed distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system big
data distribution phase space, and uses the nonlinear time
series analysis method for the feature selection of correlative
dimension [18]. For distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system big data sequence x1 , x2 ," , xn ," , we
set the total number of points as N , the sampling time span
of sequential {xi } is jW , and its autocorrelation function is:

1,k

ik

i 1

Pik

1

2

c

¦ (d
j 1

ik

d jk

) m 1

(16)

m

Vi

¦ (P

ik

) m xk

k 1

n

¦ (Pik )m

(17)

k 1

The maximal linearly independent subset of distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system big
data closed loop operation and maintenance management
is obtained, for an arbitrary set of data geometry i , si is the
least square fitting vector, the feature solution u (t )  U
in kernel convex spaces satisfies the maximum Lyapunove
functional, through construction of the fuzzy feature subset
of the massive information, we get the iterative acceleration
formula of big data classification of marine green energy
resources grid-connected system:
(1  Z ) xi ( k )  Z xi  ( k 1)

xi ( k 1) , i 1, 2, , n

(18)

In clustering sample sets, we add or delete sample A or B ,
and for fuzzy data sample set A , B , the convergence control
function of fuzzy data closed loop operation and maintenance
management in massive information is obtained under the
control of attenuation constant T1 and T2 :
xi ( k 1)

(1  Z ) xi ( k ) 

i 1, 2, , n
k 1, 2, , n

Z §

i 1
n
·
( k 1)
 ¦ ai j x j ( k ) ¸
¨ bi  ¦ ai j x j
an i ©
j 1
j i 1
¹ (19)

We use the support vector machine model to obtain the
initial clustering center of big data clustering. The initial value
the data fusion center has been given, we adjust the parameter
c of clustering attributes classification and the fuzziness
index m, and carry out the feature compression processing,
reducing the dimension of feature selection, so as to reduce
the computational overhead of data fusion scheduling and
operation and maintenance management [20]. According to
the data classification results, we use the following five steps
for high dimensional information reorganization:
(1) we firstly select a k value to determine the total number
of recombination clusters of high dimensional information.
If the data set is m , order Aj ( L) as the center of the cluster,
among them, j 1, 2,..., k . the distance to the cluster center
is calculated;
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(2) select k examples in the data set, and initialise cluster
centers F ( xi , Aj ( L)) , i 1, 2,..., m , j 1, 2,..., k ;
(3) use the simple Euler distance to assign the remaining
clusters to the nearest cluster center, if satisfied:
D( xi , Aj ( L))

min{D( xi , Aj ( L))}

(20)

Thus xi  Zk ;
(4) in the massive information storage space, supposing
a sample i  S s , let E ic z rf , when the stationary vector
set det(Q ' ) 0 of the standard data set, through adaptive
weighting of clustering center of massive data, when
i  S s , we can get E ic z rf . In convex optimization
space, we carry out the self-adaptive adjustment of data
clustering center, we can get: i  S  S s , J ic z rf in the
sample updating process of set S s , we use the example of
each cluster to calculate the average value as the average
value of new cluster:
k

C (l )

nj

¦¦ (|| x

j
k

 Aj ( L) ||) 2

(23)

To build a set of homogeneous equations for H xs -global
strong stable functional, when the extremal functional
formulas of polynomial kernel function and Gaussian kernel
3
function satisfy d 4, sc
, maximal linearly independent
2
set expressions of fuzzy data closed-loop operation and
maintenance management respectively are :
K ( xi , x j )  xi , x j !

(21)

(5) if the average value is equal to the average value of the
last iteration, || C (l )  C (l  1) ||ζ[ ,the program is stopped,
otherwise return to third step, let l =l  1 ,and the new
cluster heart is calculated:
Aj ( L  1)

1

k

nj

¦ X ij

(22)

i 1

BIG DATA CLOSED LOOP OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT OF
DISTRIBUTED MARINE GREEN ENERGY
RESOURCES GRID-CONNECTED SYSTEM

K ( xi , x j )

This paper proposes a big data analysis method of
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system based on and closed loop information fusion and auto
correlation feature information mining, realizing the big
data closed-loop operation and maintenance management of
grid-connected system [21]. In the convex space, we build the
characteristic equation of fuzzy data closed loop operation
and maintenance management, and the global fluctuation
combination stable solution of high order linear differential
equation of data closed loop operation and maintenance
management of closed loop system satisfies i  S s , E ic z rf
, and i  S  S s , J ic z rf . For i  S s , the the dual periodic
solitary wave solution of data closed-loop operation and
maintenance management is:
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exp( xi  x j

2

/ 2V 2 )

(25)

(26)

For distributed marine green energy resources gridN
connected system big data sequence {xn }n 1 of single variable,
in the reconstruction of the m -dimensional phase space
dimension, the distance form phase point x j to xi , besides
xi itself is less than the x j points of r which is expressed as:
Q

¦H
j zi

r  xi  x j

(27)

H (.) represents the Heavside function. That is:
H ( x)

FUZZY DATA CLOSED-LOOP OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE INFORMATION FUSION

( xi , x j ! 1) d

K ( xi , x j )

j 1 k 1

(24)

0,
®
¯1,

xd0
x!0

(28)

We set the sampling point number of one-dimensional
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system big data is n . The number of vector points in the
reconstructed phase space is N n  (m  1)W , and we calculate
the number of related phase point pair in the phase points.
The ratio of all possible pairs of N ( N  1) / 2 matches is called
association integral:
Cm ( r )

N
N
2
H r  xi  x j
¦
¦
N ( N  1) i 1 j i 1

(29)

When the amount of data is N o f and the distance r is
small, that is r o 0 , if the correlation integral Cm (r ) is obeyed
by the exponential law, the correlation dimension features
of the big data of distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system is obtained as follows:

ln Cm (r )
(30)
ln r
In the calculation, the range rmin and rmax of r value is
usually given, according to a certain growth rate to change
D

r , and then start to increase from 1, increase 1 every time,
gradually increase it to mmax , we uses the adaptive feature
fusion method to achieve the self correlation feature mining
of big data operation and maintenance information. The
MOLAP method can be used for data scheduling of distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system, which
is faster than other traditional analytical techniques and can
be predicted [22].
In the closed-loop operation and maintenance management
of fuzzy data, it is divided into data ETL layer, data storage
layer, data analysis layer and application layer. [23]

(4) if it is reduced to d dimension, then
JJG we take top d larger
y
eigenvectors j corresponding to J X j , j 1, 2, , d and
the transformation matrix is generated:

SELF CORRELATION FEATURES MINING OF BIG DATA
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Through the above processing, the correlation dimension
feature vector of the big data of the distributed marine green
energy resources grid-connected system is reduced to d
dimension form l dimension, thus reducing the complexity
and memory overhead of the fusion scheduling and the
operation and maintenance management calculation.
Based on the principle of singular positive semidefinite,
the quadratic programming model of support vector
machines fuzzy data closed-loop operation and maintenance
management is established. Suppose the matrix Q is positive
semidefinite matrix:

We reduce the dimension for extracted integrated feature
of correlation dimension of distributed marine green energy
resources grid-connected system big data, and realize the
autocorrelation feature mining of the big data operation
and maintenance information, and use the K-L feature
compression method for reducing the dimension [24-26],
realizing the selective preference control of ensemble features
of distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system big data. The steps can be summarized as follows:
ˆ
(1) calculate the intra-class
G dispersion matrix S w of l
-dimensional feature vector X (l , ni ) of distributed marine
green energy resources grid-connected system big data, and
find its l eigenvalues O1 , O2 , , Ol and eigenvectors matrix
Y [ y1 , y2 , , yl ] . Sˆw is:
c
1 ni ª JJG (i ) JG JJG (i ) JG T º
Sˆw ¦ pi ¦ « X k  mi X k  mi »
(31)
ni k 1 ¬
¼
i 1
Among them, pi represents the prior probability of i
-th categories of data fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management attribute. ni represents the number
of samples of i -th categories of data fusion scheduling and
JG
operation and maintenance management attribute. mi
represents the data JJ
represent
the mean vector of ni -th sample
G (i )
feature vector set X k , k 1, 2, , ni of i -th categories;
(2) compute the between-class scatter matrix of fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management of
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system :
c
JG JG JG JG T
Sb ¦ pi mi  m mi  m
(32)
i 1
c
JG
JG
Among them, m ¦ pi mi is the ensemble average;

^

`

i 1

(3) calculate the average distance between classes:
JJG
J Xj

yTj Sb y j

Oj

And put them in descending order:
JJG
JJG
JJG
J X 1 t J X 2 t  t J X l ;

> y1 , y2 , , yd @

W

(34)

(5) considering the point which is satisfied i  j t Z , the
dimension reduction output results of the extracted feature
vector of correlation dimension is obtained by K-L transform:
JJG *
JJG
X WT X
(35)

D

(D1 , D 2 , " , D n ) z 0

(36)

The homogeneous solution of fuzzy data closed loop
operation and maintenance management support vector
machine model satisfies:
n

n

¦¦ D D Q

D T QD

i

j

ij

t0

(37)

i 1 j 1

Suppose there is n samples in the information data set
S s , then:
Q'

ª0
«y
« 1
«#
«
¬ yn

y1
Q11
#
Qn1

" yn º
" Q1n »» def ª 0
«
% # » ¬y
»
" Qnn ¼

yT º
»
Q¼

(38)

According to the above hypothesis, we can see that the
distribution matrix Q of periodic point is positive definite,
and obtain the inverse matrix Q 1 of Q , Q 1 is also the positive
definite matrix at the same time. Because:
ª0  yT Q 1 º ª 0
«
»«
In ¼ ¬ y
¬0

yT º
»
Q¼

ª  yT Q 1 0 º
«
»
Q¼
¬ y

(39)

The fuzzy degree point set of massive fuzzy data, closedloop operation and maintenance management satisfies:
det Q '

(33)

det Q .  yT Q 1 z 0

`(40)

For the utility value of a single distributed marine green
energy resources grid-connected system, the utility value
model formula is:
Y Utility value

¦f

xi (irepresents 1}} n-th Electric energy meter after NotionalPooling)
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j xi  s ( xi )

f ( xi )

Among them, the solution result of cluster centers of closed
loop operation and maintenance management is:
i 1
n
§
·
aii xi ( k 1) (1  Z )aii xi ( k )  Z ¨ bi  ¦ ai j x j ( k 1)  ¦ ai j x j ( k ) ¸
j 1
j i 1
©
¹
(41)

For selected feature vector, we use the random forest fusion
scheduling and operation and maintenance management
method for feature fusion scheduling and operation and
maintenance management, to get a homogeneous vector
group that the clustering center of distributed marine green
energy resources grid-connected system big data is the
quadratic programming [25].
D  Z L x ( k 1)
x ( k 1)

D ZL

1

ª¬ 1-Z D +ZU º¼ x ( k )  Zb

ª¬ 1-Z D +ZU º¼ x ( k )  Z D  Z L

(42)

1

b
(43)

Let:
° LZ
®
°̄ fZ

D ZL

1

D ZL

1

ª¬ 1-Z D +ZU º¼
(44)

b

Thus, the convergence process of the fuzzy directional
clustering of the test data satisfies:
x ( k 1)

LZ x ( k )  f

(45)

There is the Local optimal solution of big data fusion in
grid connected system:
xk  D
x D
| k 1
xk 1  D
xk  D
( xk  D ) 2 | ( xk 1  D )( xk 1  D )
xk  2axk  D | xk 1 xk 1  D ( xk 1  xk 1 )  D
2

2

(46)
2

xk 2  xk 1 xk 1 | D (2 xk 1  xk 1  xk 1 )

We take the cluster centers obtained from the support
vector machine model as the neighborhood data set, and
the training template set is constructed. The quadratic
programming of convex combination method is carried out
for Lyapunove functional:
xk 1 xk 1  xk 2
xk 1  2 xk  xk 1
Among them:

D|

xk 1 

( xk 1  xk ) 2
xk 1  2 xk  xk 1

(47)

( xk 1  xk ) 2
(48)
xk 1  2 xk  xk 1
The expected output of fuzzy K means clustering is:
xk

xk 1 

Ei (( s j ,( si )iN \{ j} )
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¦ ¦
m

l

j 1

k 1

p ( x j1 )" p ( x jw )uki

(49)
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Through the above processing, we select a certain basic
function to return the redundant data to the set, and fuzzy
data closed-loop operation and maintenance management
is realized. The method of adaptive feature fusion is used to
realize the self correlation feature mining of big data operation
and maintenance information.
4. Simulation experiment and result analysis
In order to test the application performance of this method
in the implementation of the information fusion and the
data scheduling and other big data analysis of distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system, we
carry out the simulation experiment. The experimental
hardware platform uses Intel i5-3230M 2.6GHz dual core
CPU, RAM4GB DDR3, operating system is Windows 7,
and editing software of algorithm is VC++ and Matlab. The
experimental database of distributed marine green energy
resources grid-connected system is CUP2016 grid-connected
database of KDD. We carry out the big data feature information
sampling of distributed marine green energy resources gridconnected system in the database. The normalized initial
sampling frequency is f1 0.8 Hz. Termination frequency
is f 2 0.15 Hz. The training tree of random forest is 10, and
the maximum step number of iterations is NP 30 . The
embedding dimension of phase space reconstruction is m=4.
Embedding time-delay parameter is W =11 , sampling interval
is 0.25 s. The sampling points are 1000 points. There is a
250Hz intra-class attribute difference unbalanced data data
frequency component between the 400~600 sampling points.
We take the frequency domain characteristic parameters
of big data distribution V 10 , b 8 / 3 , r 28 , and select
the initial value [ x0 , y0 , z0 ] [2, 2, 20] , integration step
h 0.01 , and use four-order Rung-Kutta method to solve
the characteristic equation of big data distribution for the
optimum selection control of clustering information fusion
center feature. When carrying out the recursive analysis,
we take the parameters of phase space reconstruction m =3,
W =8, the threshold H =0.2std ( x ), among them, STD ( x )
represents the standard deviation of the time series, lmin =3.
According to the simulation environment and parameter
settings, the big data raw data sampling of the distributed
marine green energy resources grid-connected system is
carried out, and the time domain waveform of data sampling
is shown in Fig. 3.
Taking the above sampling data as the research object,
we extract the correlation dimension integrated feature
of data, and directly input the selected feature quantity to
the big data information fusion scheduling and operation
and maintenance manager for data fusion scheduling and
operation and maintenance management, to achieve big data
classification recognition of grid-connected system, and the
data classification results are shown in Fig. 4.
The analysis results of Fig. 4 show that using this method
for big data classification can realize data fusion scheduling
and the operation and maintenance management, and can
effectively realize the classification and recognition of big data,
and improves the adaptive analysis and processing ability
of big data of distributed marine green energy resources

grid-connected system. In order to quantitatively analyze
the application performance of the proposed method for big
data classification processing, Table 1 lists the performance
comparison of distributed marine green energy resources
grid-connected system big data analysis in different methods
[27-30]. From the analysis, the proposed method classifies
distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system big data, which reduces the misclassification rate,
and shortens the time of analysis processing of big data, and
improves the ability of parallel scheduling of big data, and
ameliorates the output performance of the grid-connected
system [31,32].
Fig. 3. Time domain waveform of big data sampling of distributed marine
green energy resources grid-connected system.

(a)sample1

(b)sample2

(c) sample3
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mining of distributed marine green energy resources gridconnected system. The research results show that using
this method for the big data analysis of distributed marine
green energy resources grid-connected system and using the
multidimensional analysis technology of big data can improve
the ability of information scheduling and information mining
of distributed marine green energy resources grid-connected
system, realizing the information optimization scheduling
of grid-connected system, and it has positive benefits on
improving the output performance of grid-connected system.

(d)sample4
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to achieve the auto correlation characteristics mining of big
data operation and maintenance information, and improved
the ability of information scheduling and information
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ABSTRACT

Long-distance safety of Marine search and rescue using drones can improve the searching speed. The current method
is based on the long distance security classification of UAV.The degree of accuracy is low. A long-distance security
modeling approach based on ArduinoMiniPro’s Marine search-and-rescue applying UAV is proposed. The method puts
the fault tree analysis and relevant calculation for risk identification into use. The main factors affecting the safety
of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) are long-distance searching and rescuing. The experimental results show that the
proposed method can effectively build modeling for the long-distance safety of the Marine search and rescue UAV.

Keywords: Marine search and rescue, Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), Long distance security

INTRODUCTION
As the integration of global economy, maritime transport,
communication and tourism are booming, maritime search
and rescue and related problems have become the focus
of governments and economic entities [1]. Nowadays the
rapid development of business, the terrestrial environment
deteriorating, and the scarcity of resources are difficult
problems. The vast ocean and its rich species have become
the key to sustainable economic development. However,the
frequent occurrence of marine disasters and a variety of
marine disasters caused by inadequate management or
training have become an urgent problem [3]. The highoccurrence shipwreck not only brings countless property loss
and personal injury, but also causes serious pollution of the
marine environment. In recent years, the global shipwrecks
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are too numerous to mention. In 2000, there was a major
shipwreck in Lusi fishery of Jiangsu province.When No. 03127
fishing boat was at berth, it was sunk in a fishing boat form
Zhejiang, besides 3 rescuedpeople, 9 people were missing in
12 people [4]. Accidents at sea can cause the immeasurable
loss, which highlights the importance of maritime rescue
[5]. The efficiency of maritime search and rescue has a very
important role. The property and the life security are closely
related to the benefits of the broad masses, every action of
maritime search and rescue will affect the nerves of masses[6].
At present, what has the relatively high efficiency and accuracy
of maritime search and rescue is the unmanned aerial vehicle
search and rescue. It has less time-consuming and small
deviation in marine search and rescue[7].

As a relatively emerging industry in recent years, the
unmanned aerial vehicle has been applied to the fields of
investigation, communications and surveillance. Now it
has a very wide prospect in the civil fields about the marine
applications, the forest fire prevention and the emergency
rescue[8-9]. Compared with manned aircraft, the unmanned
aerial vehicle has the advantages about the small size, the
convenient operation, the low cost and the low requirement
for using environment. It has new enlightenment to the
development of maritime search and rescue technology
[10-11]. The characteristics of rapid take-off and landing
of the unmanned aerial vehicle makes it have no special
requirements on the takeoff environment, so it can faster
provide the surrounding environment of people in distress
and geographical location information, thus narrowing the
scope of the search and rescue and the scale of rescue, we don’t
need to spend a lot of time and resources to realize the search
and rescue. But the safety of unmanned aerial vehicle in long
distance has always been a problem that bothers people .
Reference proposes a long distance security modeling
method of maritime search and rescue unmanned aerial
vehicle based on visible spectrum. According to the long
distance security model of current maritime search and
rescue unmanned aerial vehicle, this method analyzes the
related factors of long distance security of unmanned aerial
vehicle. The Beidou system contains GPS satellite positioning,
communication location system of Beidou satellite, Beidou
unmanned aerial vehicles Server, Beidou integrated security
controller.We research and analyzethe safety of forced landing
and the safety of aircraft failure in the process of the long
distance search and rescue of unmanned aerial vehicles by
using the above hardware. Thus the long distance security
modeling of the maritime search and rescue unmanned aerial
vehicle has been completed. The modeling method has the
detailed hardware, but modeling speed is slow. Reference
proposes a method of long distance security modeling method
of maritime search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle
based on EKF. The establishment of dynamic networking
of the maritime search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle
generates a dynamic multi-level security group management
protocol according to the different levels of unmanned aerial
vehicle long-distance security. The protocol designs the group
key mechanism through the identity of each unmanned aerial
vehicle, and divides the distance of unmanned aerial vehicle
search and rescue at sea. The results are:the medium and
long distance, the long distance and extra-long distance. The
security is analyzed according to the grouping of the distance,
and the modeling is realized by using the above protocol. The
modeling method is simple, but there is a great deviation
in the modeling of the long distance safety of unmanned
aerial vehicle. Reference proposes a long distance security
modeling method of maritime search and rescue unmanned
aerial vehicle based on rules. According to the fuzziness of
the unmanned aerial vehicle long distance safety index, we
establish the fuzzy evaluation model of long distance security
of unmanned aerial vehicle through the analytic hierarchy
process and fuzzy evaluation method. For the characteristics

of long distance search, we research its potential safety hazard
and classify it. This is convenient to classify and model the
safety of unmanned aerial vehicle.Combined with examples,
we carry out the experiments on this model. Experimental
results show that the applicability of the modeling method is
strong, but the correct rate of classification rate is low.
In view of above problems, this paper proposed a modeling
method of the long distance security ofmaritime search and
rescue unmanned aerial vehiclebased on ArduinoMiniPro.
Experimental results show that the proposed modeling
method can efficiently model the long distance security of
the marine search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle,which
has high practicability.

LONG DISTANCE SECURITY MODELING
OF MARITIME SEARCH AND RESCUE
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE BASED ON
ARDUINOMINIPRO
In the process of maritime search and rescue, the
environment of unmanned aerial vehicle is complex and
diverse. Due to long flight, inevitably there will be security
risks, so as to cause immeasurable loss [16-17]. Therefore, long
distance security modeling of maritime search and rescue
unmanned aerial vehicle is the priority among priorities
in the development of unmanned aerial vehicle search and
rescue. The basicfor researching the long distance security
is the identification of the security risk. We need to find the
main factors influencing the long distance security of the
unmanned aerial vehicle and the relatively weak link during
the operation .
This paper uses the fault tree analysis method for the risk
identification of the long distance security of the unmanned
aerial vehicle, according to the importance of minimum cut
sets and structure, we calculate and qualitatively analyze the
main factors which are used to identify the long distance
search and rescue security of the unmanned aerial vehicle,
and build the safety evaluation system of long distance flight
of the unmanned aerial vehicle [19-20].
THE SAFETY EVALUATION BASIS OF UAV LONG
DISTANCE SEARCH AND RESCUE
The concept of the risk of long-distance search for UAV
There is still no specific definition of risk in the world
as so far. But as some researchers deepen their research, a
rough definition of risk is appeared: risk is a comprehensive
measure of the probability of an accident and the extent of
the damage, the formula below is the risk function:

R

f P, C

(1)

In the formula, R is the risk value, P is the probability
of an accident, C is the severity of the accident.
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The function relationship of formula (1) usually takes the
product of P and C as follow:
R

PuC

(2)

The danger of long-distance search for drones is
unavoidable because of objective existence, but the size of
the risk is changed largely based on human’s behaviors, that is
people can adopt certain technical means and the prevention
measures, descending failure rate and harm of UAV long
distance accident to slow down the risk
The ALARP principle of the risk of long-distance search
for UAV

The safety evaluation of UAV long distance search and
rescue
The long-range safety evaluation of UAV is aimed at
completing the long distance search and rescue, apply the
basic theory and method of safety engineering to the marine
search and rescue, make recognition and analysis of search
and rescue the potential risk factors for long distances, to
judge and predict UAV long search and rescue the accident
possibility and its serious degree, and then to provide support
the emergency response plan and maintenance management.
The evaluation process of UAV long-distance marine search
and rescue is as follows.

The ALARP principle is the two-flattening principle, The
long-range risk of drones appears in all safety systems, and
it may only be reduced by human safety measures, but the
risk value is not zero, the cost is often reduced by risk while
the exponential curve is going up, which need comprehensive
analysis of risk and cost [21-23]. The UAV’s long distance
search and rescue risk ALARP principle is shown in Figure 1.

Fig, 2 UAV long distance search and rescue safety evaluation system

Fig. 1. UAV’s long-range risk ALARP principle

Evaluate the safety of long-distance search for UAV,
assuming that the risk value of the evaluation is not acceptable
and in most cases, this risk is not allowed, it must be forced to
reduce it and deal with special circumstances; assuming that
the value of the risk is inacceptable area, the risk is allowed to
exist, and periodic checks are only required. Assuming that
the value of the evaluation is within the acceptable range,
the long-range risk of UAV follows the ALARP principle
and requires weigh and synthesize costs and risks by certain
means: raise the maintenance costs do not significantly reduce
risk, so the risk is tolerable and the cost is saved [24-27], on
the contrary, investment must be increased to reduce risk.
The extent of the UAV’s long-distance search and rescue risk
is reduced depends on the results of the analysis.
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UAV ocean long distance search and rescue safety
evaluation objectively reflect the extent of the risk of longdistance sea rescue accidents based on the analysis and risk
assessment of the failure factors of long-distance search and
rescue, guiding the drone search and rescue management to
take effective remedial measures by this way and controlling
the risk in the ALARP area, reducing the risk of long-distance
search for UAV.
UAV long-distance search and rescue risk identification
Long distance search and rescue risk discrimination for
UAV, which is risk identification, it is the process of judging
and identifying the historical accidents and accidents that
have not occurred on the basis of researching and collecting
of long distances search and rescue, which is the safety
evaluation basis of UAV long distance search and rescue.
The main task of UAV long-distance search and rescue risk
identification are: finding out the factors of the long-distance
search and rescue accident, and making qualitative analysis of
the result. The long distance search and rescue risk is deduced
by the failure tree which is used to identify and analyze its
key factors. The specific steps for UAV long-distance search
and rescue risk identification are:

rescue safety failure tree, according to the top-down Boolean
algebra, the minimum cut is obtained by the algorithm.

Fig. 3 UAV long distance search and rescue risk identification framework

(4)

The risk process changes with the changing conditions of
the long distance search and rescue situation, the difference in
the size of the entire UAV’s long-distance search for different
regional risks depends on the complexity of the environment
and the changes in its conditions. So the research condition
for the safety evaluation of UAV long distance search and
rescue is to wait for the division of distance. It can also be
used to evaluate the safety of a particular distance, and can
consume less manpower, material and financial resources.
The minimum cut set mentioned above is the minimum set
of accidents that will be analyzed which will harm to the safety
and reliability of UAV. The cut sets can reflect the danger of
long distance search and rescue. Every minimum cut set is a
way to cause a crash, the more the number of minimum cut
sets can reflect the more causes of the long search accident,
the more easily lead to accidents, the safety and stability of
long-distance search for UAV is poor.
The calculation of structural importance of the accident
can help identify and analyze the relative importance of the
minimum cut of an accident, which is conducive to long
distance search and rescue security stability for UAV. The
formula for calculating the importance of the structure based
on the minimum cut set is:

Ii

1 ·
§
1   ¨1  n j 1 ¸
2 ¹
X i K j ©

Formula (4) shows that the fault tree is made up of 2 first
order minimum cut set, 21 second order minimum cut set
, and 1 third order minimum cut set. It reflects 24 ways of
reducing the safety of UAV over long distance search and
rescue. It can be seen that the search for long distances is
not that security.
To calculate the structural importance of the accident,
according to the formula (3), the importance of every accident
structure in this fault tree is:
§ 1 ·§ 1 ·§ 1 ·
1  ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸
© 2 ¹© 2 ¹© 2 ¹

0.875

(5)

IC 6

§ 1 ·§ 1 ·§ 1 ·
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0.875

(6)
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0.875

(7)

IC 8
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(8)

IC 9
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I C10
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(3)

In this formula, X i represents the i th basic accident, n j
is the total number of the i th accident in K j , K j represents
the j th minimum cut set in the fault tree, I i represents the
importance degree of the i th accident structure.

IC 5

I C11

§ 1 ·§ 1 ·§ 1 ·
1  ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸
© 2 ¹© 2 ¹© 2 ¹

0.875

(11)

The construction of UAV long distance search and rescue
safety failure tree

I C12

§ 1 ·§ 1 ·§ 1 ·
1  ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸ ¨1  ¸
© 2 ¹© 2 ¹© 2 ¹

0.875

(12)

To construct UAV long distance search and rescue safety
failure tree, the minimum cutting set is determined by the
operation of long distance search first, for the identification
and analysis of long-distance search and rescue accident,
the “long distance search and rescue safety” is considered
as the minimum cut. The immediate factor that cause the
UAV’s long distance search and rescue safety declined are:
from the failure of the drone’s external structure, the failure
of the drone’s own structure and the overall structure of the
drone, take it as an intermediate accident. At last analyze
layer upon layer until all accidents are found.
Then calculate the minimum cutting and structural
importance of failure tree. For a long distance search and

I C13
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The result of the formula above shows that the
structure importance of basic accident C 5  C19
Fig. 4 Rating of the long-range search and rescue safety for UAV.

and D1  D3 are sorted by their size as:
(22)

THE DIVISION OF UAV LONG-RANGE SEARCH
SAFETY RATING SCALE

Assuming that the probability of failure and the range
of consequences of failure is known, determine the value
of R1  R6 in the figure above by this range. In the actual
long-range search and rescue safety evaluation, calculate the
relative value R of the risk then contrast with the figure above
to determine the risk level of long-range search for UAV, then
take appropriate measures to achieve the goal of the long
distance safety evaluation and safety alert of the Marine
search and rescue for UAV then complete the modeling.

Determine the relative risk value of the long distance search
for UAV
Through the risk definition formula R P u C , combined
with these studies, the risk value R for the long distance
segment of the UAV are determined. Only in the condition
that the failure rate P and the failure result C both represent
the objective absolute value, R represents absolute risk value,
in the rest of the situation R represents relative risk value.
Through the above, and based on the limitation of the actual
condition and the complexity of the long distance search and
rescue condition, the value of R can only be set within the
relative value category recently.
The establishment of the scale model for the safety
evaluation of UAV long distance search and rescue
It can be known by the nature of the relative value of UAV
long distance search and rescue failure that it doesn’t make
sense to look at a single relative value, it is necessary to put
the value in a real problem, and there is a certain standard
that is relevant.
At present, there is no sound standard for the safety
evaluation of UAV long distance search and rescues in China,
it is needed to improve the support and verification of the
failure database. It is very difficult to complete the safety
evaluation criteria at the current stage. The rating of the longrange search and rescue safety is shown below:
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Fig. 5. Modeling time in different ways.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to prove the effectiveness of the long distance
security modeling method of maritime search and rescue
unmanned aerial vehicle based on ArduinoMiniPro, we need
a simulation experiment. In Matlab environment, the long
distance security modeling experimental platform of maritime
search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle is constructed.
The experimental data are obtained from “eaglet3A” which
was successful in flight test Dayi County of Chengdu in July

12, 2012.This unmanned aerial vehicle weighs 15 kg, and
the wingspan is 2.6 meters, and the aircraft length is 2.1
meters. The search system of this unmanned aerial vehicle
consists of the airborne detector, the ground station, the
beacon, the unmanned aerial vehicle, the portable personnel
positioning search and rescue device and the high resolution
camera. The airborne equipment can activate the beacon in
the range of 10 kilometers, so as to read the ID information
of the person in distress at sea, and then locate the distress
position quickly according to the GPS signal transmitted by
the beacon. We use different methods to carry out the same
experiment on the experimental subjects, so as to observe
the practicality of the modeling method proposed in this
paper. Figure 5 is the comparison of the modeling time (s) of
different methods. Figure 6 is the comparison of modeling
stability (%) of different methods. Figure 7 is the comparison
of modeling errors (%) of different methods.

factors of external invasion. The method in reference divides
the distance of unmanned aerial vehicle maritime search
and rescue, and the results are as follows: the medium and
long distance, the long distance and the extra-long distance,
but there is no description of the risk in each group for the
grouping result. The method in reference researches and
classifies its security risks aiming at the characteristics of
long distance search and rescue,and does not divide the
existing accidents or the accident what is happening into
the classification [28-30].
In this paper, the method use the fault tree analysis method
and correlation calculations to realize the risk identification
and the main factors affecting the safe of long distance search
and rescueof the unmanned aerial vehicle, and obtains the
safety evaluation grade modelof long distance search and
rescue of unmanned aerial vehicle,so that the modeling error
is smaller, faster, and more stable.
Simulation results show that the proposed modeling
method can efficiently model the long distance security of
the marine search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle and
reduce the modeling time, and improve the safety of the long
distance search and rescue of unmanned aerial vehicle, and
provide support for the long distance marine search and
rescue of unmanned aerial vehicle [31-33].

CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Modeling stability contrasts in different ways

Using the current method for modeling the long distance
safetyof marine search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle,
we can not model accurately and quickly, there is the large
deviation problem about the modeling the long distance
safetyof marine search and rescue unmanned aerial vehicle.
This paper proposed a modeling method of the long distance
security ofmaritime search and rescue unmanned aerial
vehiclebased on ArduinoMiniPro.Simulation results show
that the proposed method can effectivelymodel the long
distance security of the marine search and rescue unmanned
aerial vehicle.
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ABSTRACT

Aiming at the problem of inaccurate and time-consuming of the fault diagnosis method for large-scale ship engine, an
intelligent diagnosis method for large-scale ship engine fault in non-deterministic environment based on neural network
is proposed. First, the possible fault of the engine was analyzed, and the downtime fault of large-scale ship engine
and the main fault mode were identified. On this basis, the fault diagnosis model for large-scale ship engine based on
neural network is established, and the intelligent diagnosis of engine fault is completed. The experiment proved that
the proposed method has high diagnostic accuracy, engine fault diagnosis takes only about 3s, with a higher use value.

Keywords: Non-determinism, Large-scale ship engine, Fault intelligent diagnosis

INTRODUCTION
Large-scale ship is a transport with high cost, its safety
has been a high degree of concern, large-scale ship engine
fault intelligent diagnosis is an important method to ensure
the safety of large-scale ship’s navigation [1-2]. Through the
intelligent diagnosis of faults, detect the large-scale ship
engine problems timely, to ensure the safety of personnel
on board [3-4]. As a typical reciprocating power machine [5],
the complexity of the structure determines the efficiency of
large-scale ship engine fault diagnosis [6-7]. the traditional
intelligent diagnostic method based on the support vector
machine, extracts the fault feature first and uses the principle
of structural risk minimization to replace the principle of
experience risk minimization in traditional machine learning
method to identify the fault features of large-scale ship engine
and realize the intelligent diagnosis of large-scale ship engine
fault [8-9], but this method needs a long time to diagnose,
cannot complete the fault diagnosis timely. To this end, an
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intelligent diagnosis method for large-scale ship engine fault
in non-deterministic environment based on neural network
is proposed in this paper.

ANALYSIS OF FAULT DIAGNOSIS PROCESS
FOR LARGE-SCALE SHIP ENGINE IN NONDETERMINISTIC ENVIRONMENT
There are a variety of complex factors in the whole process
of design, manufacture, assembly, use and maintenance of
the large-scale ship engine, the possible sources of fault are:
1) Design problems, large-scale ship engine design is a
very complex work, small individual errors will inevitably
appear in the design process.
2) Manufacturing problems, including defects in the
entire manufacturing process, such as material defects,
manufacturing errors;

3) Environment of the use, during the voyage process, some
parts through the erosion of seawater, and bear long-term
mechanical vibration, humidity, radiation and other harsh
environments, resulting in large-scale ships fault;
4) Accidents, various papers reported large-scale ship
engine faults occurred during the tsunami, storm and other
accidents. In the above sources, due to the rapid development
of modern industrial manufacturing level, the percentage of
faults caused by manufacturing problems is declining in all
sources of faults, while the proportion of environmental and
human factors have increased.
The features of the ship engine fault are:
1) The faults of most ship engine parts are random. There
is no inherent fault rate, since most of the fault comes from
environmental and human factors, and these factors are
random in their own, there is no definite intrinsic fault rate
in the normal service life.
2) The overall fault rate of large-scale ship engines
follows the “bathtub curve”. In the early stage of the use, the
performance parameters of the various parts of the engine
are in the stage of commissioning and process running.
The performance parameters changed greatly and worked
unstably that the total fault rate is relatively high. With the
increase of the voyage time of the large-scale ships, engine
parts complete the commissioning and process running, its
performance is gradually stable, and the total fault rate has
declined. When the use of time is more than 75% of economic
life, the effects of engine wear, corrosion and fault caused by
environmental factors are becoming more and more serious,
and the total failure rate is increasing again.
3) Fault mechanism is complex. Modern large-scale ship
engine integrated application of mechanical, electronic,
computer, automatic control, detection technology and
other multi-disciplinary advanced technology, is a large-scale
complex mechanical and electrical equipment, the diversity
of the working principle of the system led to the complexity
of its fault mechanism.
4) The possibility of concurrent fault occurs. The
complexity of the large-scale ship engine system determines
the comprehensive fault features, any of the occurrence of a
primary fault has a number of potential trigger fault, which
is a multi-fault concurrent system.
In the large-scale ship fault detection, the engine fault
detection is the most important content, once the engine is
faulty, may lead to other system faults, so the ship engine fault
detection is conducive to ensuring the normal operation of
the ship. Large-scale ship engine fault mode varied, as shown
in Table 1 is the downtime fault analysis of large-scale ship
engine, Table 2 is the main fault mode of large-scale ship
engine.

Tab. 1. Large-scale Ship Downtime Fault Analysis

Fault classification

Fault probability /%

Fuel injection equipment and fuel
supply system fault

27.0

Valve and valve seat fault

11.9

Bearing fault
Leakage fault

7.0
17.3

Oil spill and lubrication system fault

5.2

Piston component fault

6.6

Turbocharging system fault
(Including the fault caused by foreign
invasion)

4.4

Governor gear fault
Gear and drive fault
Leakage
Crankshaft fault
Fuel leakage

3.9
3.9
3.2
0.2
3.5

Other damage and rupture except
special title

2.5

Other faults

2.5

Tab. 2. Main Fault Modes of the Large-scale Ship Engine

Fault modes

Cause of fault

Fault
severity

Machine abnormal
sound

Valve clearance or clear knock
sound

Severe

Engine locking

Crankshaft locking

Severe

Engine stuck

The piston is stuck in the cylinder

Severe

Cylinder pressure
improperly

Piston ring leaks

Severe

Gas channeling,
power improper

Increased fuel consumption
(severe cylinder wear)

Severe

Gas channeling

Piston ring broken

Severe

Pistons dead

Inhalation of foreign matter
caused by piston damage

Severe

Engine overheating

Due to partial clogging of the
watercourse or damage of the
thermostat

General

Engine block is
damaged

Piston broken or connecting rods
broken, the cylinder broke by the
connecting rod, engine scrapped

Fetal

Piston ring leaking

After leaking, the impact of oil low
shell caused abnormal sound

Severe
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Through the analysis of Table 1 and Table 2, we can see that
because of the interaction between the subsystems of the
engine, the relationship is complicated, the engine fault
presents a complex diversity, mainly reflected in the following
aspects:
1) The complexity of the fault
Engine structure is complex, which has many fault
excitation source and thermal parameters. As a reciprocating
machine, in the same working condition, the characteristic
parameters are different in the working cycle at different
times, some faults showed the same fault features, which
requires people to use multiple thermal parameters to multilevel comprehensive diagnosis.
2) The ambiguity of the fault
There is ambiguity between the cause of the engine fault
and the fault symptom, such as the degree of influence of a
fault symptom on the fault phenomenon and the possibility
of a fault phenomenon.
3) Fault correlation and relativity
Under different conditions and circumstances, the
performance of the engine fault features is sometimes not
the same; engine fault of a subsystem may cause other related
system fault.
4) The coexistence of multiple faults
Multiple engine faults may occur in the work at the same
time, and there exists interference between the feature
information of different parts.

INTELLIGENT FAULT DIAGNOSIS
METHOD FOR LARGE-SCALE SHIP ENGINE
BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK IN NONDETERMINISTIC ENVIRONMENT
Through the above discussion, the fault of large-scale
ship engine is analyzed, and the main fault modes are
expounded, which lays the foundation for the determination
and implementation of intelligent fault diagnosis method for
large-scale ship engine in non-deterministic environment.
The basic unit of artificial neural network is neuron, and
the mathematical model of neuron corresponds to biological
nerve cells. The classical neuron model is a non-linear
structure with multiple input single output.
The mathematical description of the neural model to
achieve large-scale ship engine fault diagnosis [10-12] can
be expressed as:

In the above equation, x j  {x1 , x2 ," , xn } represents the
input signal of the large-scale ship engine fault diagnosis, wkj
and T k represent the weight and thresholds of the neuron k
respectively, f () represents the fault transfer function, and
yk represents the output of the neuron k .
BP neural network is a multi-layer forward neural network,
the network training uses the error back propagation
algorithm, its feature is to use the error back propagation
algorithm to adjust the weight of the neural network. BP
network learning algorithm is through the reverse learning
process so that the network output node error is minimal,
the weight and threshold of the network correct along the
negative gradient of error function. In the BP network, the
nonlinear learning process is done by the interaction between
the implicit layer and the output layer. When the output
value does not match the expected value given in the sample,
the error signal is returned from the output side, and the
weight is continuously corrected until the desired output
value is obtained at the output layer node as the training end
of the samples. When the sample p completes the weight
adjustment of the network, enter another batch of patterns
to learn until N sample trainings are completed.
Set x j as the input to the jth node of the large-scale
ship engine in input layer based on the BP neural network.
j 1, 2," , M ; wij represents the weight between the ith
node of the input layer and the jth node of the implicit
layer based on the BP neural network. Ti represents the
threshold of the ith node of the BP neural network implicit
layer; I ( x) represents the implicit layer excitation function;
wki represents the weight between the kth node of the output
layer and the ith node of the implicit layer, i 1, 2," , q ; \ ( x)
represents the output layer excitation function; ak represents
the kth node threshold of the output layer, k 1, 2," , L ;
Ok represents the output of the kth node of the large-scale
ship engine fault diagnosis output layer based on the BP
neural network, the training step of the neural network
can be expressed as: first input signal forward propagation
process, then calculated the neuron output error from the
output layer as the error gradient method to adjust the weight
and thresholds of the basis, so that iterative adjustment of
the network, the output error can eventually be close to the
expected value. The specific process is described below.
Calculate the implicit Layer input of ith Node as neti :
M

¦w

ij

j

 Ti

(4)

j 1

Calculate the implicit layer output of the ith node as yi :

n

uk

¦w x

neti

M

kj

xj

(1)

I (neti ) I (¦ wij x j  Ti )

yi

j 1

(5)

j 1

The input of the kth node in input layer as netk :

vk

netk

uk  T k

(2)

q

¦w

netk

ki

yi  ak

i 1

q

yk

f (vk )

(3)

(6)

M

¦ w I (¦ w x
ki

i 1

ij

j

 T i )  ak

j 1

The output of the kth node in input layer as Ok :
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Because:

q

Ok \ (netk ) \ (¦ wki yi  ak )
i 1

M
§ q
·
\ ¨ ¦ wkiI (¦ wij x j  Ti )  ak ¸
j 1
©i 1
¹

(7)

Set E p as the quadratic error criterion function of each
sample p , then:
L

1
¦ (Tk  Ok )2
2k 1

Ep

wE
wOk

E

wneti
wwij

wneti
xj ,
wTi

1

(9)

K

wE
wwki

K

wE wnetk

wnetk wwki

wE wOk wnetk
K


wOk wnetk wwki

Output layer threshold adjustment formula:
wE
wE wnetk
'ak K
K

wak
wnetk wak
wE wOk wnetk
K


wOk wnetk wak
Implicit layer weight adjustment formula
wE
wE wneti
'wij K
K

wwij
wneti wwij

wE wy wneti
K  i 
wyi wneti wwij

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Implicit Layer Threshold Adjustment Formula:
'T i

K

wE
wT i

K

wE wneti

wneti wT i

wE wyi wneti
K


wyi wneti wT i

(16)

wyi
wneti

I c(neti )

(17)

wOk
wnetk

\ c(netk )

(18)

Get the formula:

Output layer weight adjustment formula:
'wki

(15)

1

(8)

According to the error gradient descent method, the
correction amount of the output layer weight 'wki , the
correction amount of the output layer threshold 'ak , the
correction amount of the implicit layer weight 'wij , and
the correction amount of implicit layer threshold 'Ti are
corrected.
wE

°'wki K ww
ki
°
°
wE
°'ak K
wak
°
®
°'wij K wE
°
wwij
°
°'T K wE
° i
wTi
¯

p 1k 1

wneti
yi ,
wak

L

1
¦¦ (Tkp  Okp )2
2 p 1k 1

L

wneti
wwki

The total error criterion function of p training samples
can be expressed as:
p

p

¦¦ (Tkp  Okp )

p L

p
p
°'wki K ¦¦ (Tk  Ok ) \ c(netk )  yi
p 1k 1
°
p
L
°
°'ak K ¦¦ (Tkp  Okp ) \ c(netk )
p 1k 1
°
®
p
L
°'w K
(Tkp  Okp ) \ c(netk )  wki  I c(net )  x j
¦¦
ij
°
p 1k 1
°
p L
°
p
p
°'Ti K ¦¦ (Tk  Ok ) \ c(netk )  wki  I c(net )
p 1k 1
¯

(19)

Through the above discussion, a large-scale ship engine
fault diagnosis network model based on neural network is
established. The process is divided into two steps. The first
step is to acquire the appropriate number of training sample
sets, and train the neural network to obtain the available
fault diagnosis network model. The second step is to use
the existing model to diagnose the unknown symptom data
set, get the corresponding state and mode. The diagnosis
process is the process of the neural network to compute the
input vector and obtains the output. Before the learning
and diagnosis of the network model, extract the original
data and training sample data by summarizing the existing
troubleshooting, diagnosis, maintenance experience and
knowledge, and preprocessing the data smoothing, feature
selection/extraction and so on. The purpose of building a
sample space is to provide suitable training samples and
diagnostic samples for the diagnostic network.
The purpose of the preliminary analysis of the fault model
sample is to confirm whether the fault feature information
contained in the fault sample space is sufficient, whether
the fault features of the selected large-scale ship engine are
reasonable, and evaluate whether the model can distinguish
all large-scale ship engine fault modes. The space composition
of large-scale ship engine fault samples is an important factor
to determine the general performance of the established
diagnostic system in practical diagnostic applications.
For the network fault diagnosis model, the correlation
coefficient between the large-scale ship engine components
can be expressed as:

(14)
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N

U( f , xj )

¦( f

i

 f )( xij  x j )

i 1

N

N

i 1

i 1

¦ ( fi  f )2 ¦ ( xij  x j )2

(20)

Where f represents the target value and xi represents
the feature interval. Since the correlation coefficient U ( f , x j )
is between (1,1) and the absolute value is between (0,1)
, the closer absolute value to 1, the similarity between the
target and the feature is higher. In this way, the intelligent
diagnosis method of large-scale ship engine fault based on
neural network in non-deterministic environment is realized.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 2. Intelligent Diagnosis Process of Large-scale Ship Engine Fault Based on
the Neural Network

To prove the validity and feasibility of intelligent fault
diagnosis method for large-scale ship engine in nondeterministic environment based on neural network, an
experiment is carried out under the operating system of
Windows 7 Ultimate. The CPU model is 3.2Ghz Intel Core
I3, running platform is Microsoft Visual Studio. NET 2010.
Through the construction of large-scale ship engine fault
intelligent diagnostic platform, using the signal processing
board shown in Figure 1 to deal with the engine data, the
proposed method and the methods proposed in literature
[8] and [9] are used, respectively, compare the results and
complete the experiment.

Figure 2 showed that the proposed method can realize
the intelligent diagnosis of large-scale ship engine fault, and
effectively realize the real-time data monitoring and fault
analysis, it can monitor the operating status of the components
in the engine system which has a strong use value.
Then, the response time (s) and the time-consuming (s)
of the proposed method are compared with that proposed
in literature [8] and [9], which are shown in figure 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. Comparison of Response Time for Three Diagnosis Methods

Fig. 1. Signal Processing Board

First, the experimental process of the proposed method
is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 4.Comparison of Time-consuming for Three Diagnosis Methods
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The fault diagnosis delay is the time difference between
the response time and the fault time of the ship engine fault.
It can be seen from the above figure that the fault time of the
proposed method is short, which can reflect the ship engine
fault timely, reduce the engine fault caused by other ship
system fault and reduce the difficulty of fault repair.
Finally, the efficiency of ship engine fault diagnosis is
compared and the efficiency of ship engine fault diagnosis
is set as (%). The calculation method is shown in equation (21).
Through experiments, three methods are used to compare
the efficiency of ship engine fault diagnosis. The comparison
results shown in Figure 5.
Diagnostic Efficiency= Diagnostic Accuracy u
Diagnostic Time Consuming
Diagnostic Delay

(21)

2.

through the establishment of ship engine fault sample
space and the selection of diagnosis model.
The experimental results showed that the proposed
method has a higher reliability, and the real-time
diagnosis is more real-time compared with the method
proposed in literature [8] and [9], which can effectively
diagnose the fault of large-scale ship engine in nondeterministic environment.
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ABSTRACT
To solve the problem of low precision of numerical simulation of the exposed reinforced anti-corrosion layer damage of
the cross-sea bridge, we use the stress ratio between the double slash and the reinforced anti-corrosion layer to analyze
the parameters and the damage rate in different qualities of reinforced anti-corrosion layers, use Ansys software to
build reinforced finite element model, and analyze the damage degree when the inclination angle was 15 °, 45 ° and
60 °, respectively. The experimental results showed that the proposed method can improve the numerical simulation
efficiency, the numerical simulation results, the experimental results, and the theoretical analysis results have good
consistency and stability.

Keywords: Cross-sea bridge, Reinforced, Anti-corrosion damage, Numerical simulation

INTRODUCTION
The cross-sea bridge is currently a very important offshore
project in China, and has an extraordinary influence on
our national economy and transportation environment.
But the exposed steel bars of the cross-sea bridge in the
marine environment is susceptible to salt corrosion, steel
corrosion [1], as well as erosion caused by wave erosion and
so on. In the northern waters, it also caused by freezing
and thawing cycle damage phenomenon. In order to have
a better analysis, numerical simulation is needed [2]. In
traditional methods, the stochastic aggregate model is used
to analyze the constitutive relation of the damage interface
and the mechanical properties of the concrete. Sometimes
when the numerical simulation is carried out, the results
are inconsistent with the actual results, and the efficiency is
low [3]. It will increase the post-repair reinforcement work

[4], cost a lot of manpower and material resources [5], and
with the emergence of structural failure [6]. In this paper, a
numerical simulation method of the exposed reinforced anticorrosion layer damage in the marine environment based on
the double slash is proposed.

DAMAGE ANALYSIS OF EXPOSED
REINFORCED ANTI-CORROSION LAYER
OF SEA-CROSSING BRIDGE
In the process of building a sea-crossing bridge, it is very
important to select the reinforcement constitutive relationship
for the exposed steel bars, here we use the double slash model
which can reflect the reinforcement of the steel bars, to make
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the constitutive relation simple and conform to the actual [7].
The formula is shown as follows:
V s
°
®
°V s
¯

Es H s , Es

fy / Hs d H y

f y  H s  H y tan T c, tan T c Esc

fu  f y

Hu  H y

,H y d H s d Hu

(1)

Where V s represents the steel bar stress, H s represents
the steel strain, f y represents the yield strength of the
bar, Es represents the modulus of the initial elasticity of
the reinforcement, H y represents the yield strain of the
reinforcement, T c represents the strengthening section stress
in double slash model, Esc represents reinforced section elastic
modulus of the reinforcement in double slash model, f u
represents the behalf of the ultimate strength of steel, H u
represents the behalf of the ultimate strain of steel.
Under the influence of the double damage factors of the
reinforcement layer and the reciprocating load, the crosssection area, ultimate strength, yield strength and elastic
modulus of the steel will change. To avoid the analysis is too
complex, assuming that the elastic modulus is not affected
by the steel damage and the impact of reciprocating loads.
The cross-section area, the yield strength and the ultimate
strength of the steel affected by the reciprocating load double
damage factor is shown as:

°

V max N f ®1 

fy n

°
¯

lg n ª V max N f 1  K m
«1 
lg N f «
1  1.049K m f y
¬

½
º°
»¾
»¼ °
¿

(2)

When the damage rate of reinforced anti-corrosion layer
is 0 d K m d 2% :
As n


n ª V max N f 1  K m
°
«1 
®1 
Nf «
1  1.049K m f y
°
¬
¯

½
º°
» ¾ 1  K m As
»¼ °
¿

the maximum stress and the minimum stress. In this paper,
formula (7) is introduced tocontact the stress ratio, the damage
rate and the fatigue life under the premise of guaranteeing
the same maximum stress, and then combined the formulas
(2) to (6) to process the numerical simulation. The advantage
of the formula (7) is: surface equation [9] is fitted according
to the natural damage of reinforced components, so that the
structure or components are as close as possible when meet
the premise of safe operation. The fatigue life of the damaged
steel structure or component is:
log N f

15.138  0.086K s  3.687  0.051K s log Src  kV A

(7)

Where N f represents the fatigue life or the number of
cycles, K s represents the average cross-sectional breakage
of the steel, S rc represents the nominal stress amplitude, k
represents the influence factor of the guarantee rate, and V A
represents the standard deviation of the naturally damaged
steel bars obtained by statistical analysis of the test results.
Analysis of equations (2) to (7) can be found that when
the maximum stress of the fatigue failure of the steel is kept
constant, increased the stress ratio at the same damage rate,
the stress amplitude of the steel is gradually reduced, resulting
in the fatigue life of the steel increased which caused the
strength and cross-sectional area of the steel bar decreased
and gradually weakened. Finally, the bearing capacity of the
damaged steel bar is affected by the reciprocating load, as
shown in the following Figure 1.

(3)

When the damage rate of reinforced anti-corrosion layer
is 2% d K m d 10% :
As n

° n
®1 
°¯ N f

ª V max N f 1  Km
«1 
1  1.049Km f y
¬«

º ½°
» ¾ 0.985  0.97Km As
»¼ °¿

(4)

When the damage rate of reinforced anti-corrosion layer
is 10%  K m d 20% :

As n

n
°
®1 
N
f
¯°

ª V max N f 1  Km
«1 
1  1.049Km f y
«¬

fu n
fy n

1.5

º ½°
» ¾ 0.938  0.95Km As
»¼ ¿°

(5)

(6)

Where f y n represents the remaining yield strength
of the steel bar, f u n represents the ultimate strength of
the steel bar, V max N f represents the maximum stress at
the time of fatigue damage of the steel bar, n represents
the number of cycles, K m represents the mass breakage rate
of the reinforced anti-corrosion layer, As n represents
the remaining cross-sectional area of the steel bar, and As
represents the area of the initial section of the steel bar.
The stress ratio [8] refers to the ratio of the minimum
stress to the maximum stress under the reciprocating load.
The magnitude of the stress refers to the difference between
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Fig. 1. Effect of Stress Ratio on the Bearing Capacity of Damaged Steel after the
Reciprocating Load Is Applied

Using the above diagram, it is possible to better analyze
the numerical simulation of the reinforced anti-corrosion
layer damage.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
REINFORCED ANTI-CORROSION LAYER
DAMAGE

(C) Damage degree of the Steel Bar When the Inclination
Angle Is 60 °

The finite element model was established by using Ansys
software [10-12]. The finite element parameters were set up:
the thickness of the interface between reinforced concrete
and concrete was 0.1mm, the elastic modulus was 15GPa, the
Poisson’s ratio was 0.25, the reinforced model was HRB335,
and the density was 7800kg /m3. The finite element model
established under the above parameters is shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3.
Fig. 3. The Damage Degree of the Steel Bars at Different Inclination Angles

Fig. 2. Finite Element Model of the Steel Bars

(A) Damage Degree of the Steel Bar When the Inclination
Angle Is 15 °

When the inclination angle is 15 °, the stress distribution
is uneven, and the crack is bent at the bottom of the steel
specimen [13,14].
When the inclination angle is 45 °, the middle part of the
stress is obviously uneven, the test process, when the bottom
corner of the sample has not yet begun to break, the layers
have been clearly dislocation.
When the inclination angle is 60 °, the numerical simulation
is similar to the 45 ° model, but the 60 ° sample is damaged
at the bottom corner and then damaged the layer.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To prove the reliability of the proposed method, an
experiment is required. Experimental platform was established
under SPSS20.0 environment, the experimental data were
taken from a cross-sea bridge, the reinforced anti-corrosion
layer was observed for 1 month, record the damage process.
A. SIMULATION RESULTS OF STRESS CHANGES IN
DIFFERENT METHODS

(B) Damage Degree of the Steel Bar When the Inclination
Angle Is 45 °

The Figure4 showed the numerical simulation results of the
relationship between the stress and strain of the reinforced
anti-corrosive layer damage caused by seawater. Figure 5
showed the numerical simulation results caused by other
factors.

Fig. 4. Relationship between Stress and Strain in Different Methods under
Seawater
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(C) Experimental Results of the Method Proposed in
Literature [4] and the Relationship between the Theoretical
Analysis and Numerical Analysis

Fig. 5. Relationship between Stress and Strain in Different Methods under
Other Factors

B. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS IN
DIFFERENT METHODS

(D) Experimental Results of the Method Proposed in
Literature [3] and the Relationship between the Theoretical
Analysis and Numerical Analysis

The Figure 6 showed the experimental results, theoretical
analysis and numerical analysis of different methods. Figure
7 showed the comparison of the experimental and simulated
load versus deflection curves for different methods.
(A) Experimental Results of the Proposed Method and the
Relationship between the Theoretical Analysis and Numerical
Analysis

Fig. 6. Experimental Results Different of Methods and the Relationship
between the Theoretical Analysis and Numerical Analysis

(A) Experimental and Simulated Load and Deflection
Curves in the Proposed Method

(B) Experimental Results of the Method Proposed in
Literature [5] and the Relationship between the Theoretical
Analysis and Numerical Analysis
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(B) Experimental and Simulated Load and Deflection
Curves in the Method Proposed in Literature [6]

make the constitutive relation simple and consistent with
the actual, improve the distribution consistent of the
simulation stress and the actual stress [15]. Compared with
the experimental results, theoretical analysis and numerical
analysis in other methods showed in Figure 6 and Figure 7, the
results of the proposed method are in good agreement with
the experimental and theoretical analysis. In the proposed
method, the experimental data and the load values in the
simulation results are almost linear, which further proved
the proposed method has stability [16-18].

CONCLUSION
(C) Experimental and Simulated Load and Deflection
Curves in the Method Proposed in Literature [4]

The numerical simulation of the exposed reinforced anticorrosion layer damage under the marine environment in the
current method cannot achieve high-precision modeling and
analysis. The proposed method analyzed the reinforced anticorrosion layer damage with the stress ratio of the double slash
model, established the finite element model by using Ansys
software, and analyzed the damage degree of steel bar at 15,
45 and 60°, respectively, complete the numerical simulation
and analysis of steel bar damage. The experimental results
showed that the proposed method can provide a reference
for the study of the exposed reinforced anti-corrosion layer
damage for the cross-sea bridge.
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ABSTRACT

In order to solve the problem that current avoidance method of shipwreck has the problem of low success rate of
avoidance, this paper proposes a method of intelligent avoidance of shipwreck based on big data analysis. Firstly,our
method used big data analysis to calculate the safe distance of approach of ship under the head-on situation, the crossing
situation and the overtaking situation.On this basis, by calculating the risk-degree of collision of ships,our research
determined the degree of immediate danger of ships.Finally, we calculated the three kinds of evaluation function of
ship navigation, and used genetic algorithm to realize the intelligent avoidance of shipwreck.Experimental result shows
that compared the proposed method with the traditional method in two in a recent meeting when the distance to closest
point of approach between two ships is 0.13nmile, they can effectively evade.The success rate of avoidance is high.

Keywords: Big data analysis, Shipwreck, Intelligent avoidance, Genetic algorithm

INTRODUCTION
Ships at sea will encounter. Many factors such as the bad
weather or the low visibility, the ship driver’s dereliction
of duty without using the safety speed, the risk judgment
errors, or the improper avoidance operation[1-2]can cause
the ship into the close quarters situation, even forming urgent
danger[3-4]. More than 80% of the maritime accidents are
owing to human factors[5-6].Most of them are caused by
violating International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
at Sea and the driver’s carelessness[7-8]. In order to alleviate
the human error factors in the process of ship avoidance
and fundamentally reduce the shipwreck caused by human
decision-making errors, we need to research the intelligent
avoidance methods for ship shipwreck[9]. The reference[10-12]
proposes the method for avoiding maritime accidents based
on big data for scientific decision. Through the cluster analysis

of sailing factors of ship accident and association rules mining
for all kinds of accident factors, we can realize the intelligent
avoidance of shipwreck, but this method has a series of
problems that the recognition accuracy of ship collision
avoidance is low, the probability of successful avoidance is
low,and the feasibility of avoidance decision is poor. Therefore,
a method of intelligent avoidance of ship collision based on
big data analysis is proposed [13-17].

CALCULATION OF DISTANCE TO SAFE
POINT OF APPROACH OF SHIP BASED ON
BIGDATA ANALYSIS
Using the big data analysis to calculate the ship safe
distance of approach under the head-on situation, the crossing
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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situation, the overtaking situation. The specific process is as
follows:
The ship safe distance of approach (SDA) is mainly
determined by the radius of the collision region (SDAmin),
the room for manipulation of the ship and the encountering
characteristics of ship. Because the radius of ship collision
region (SDAmin) is centered on this ship,the size of two ships,
the circular area of the ship encountered situation will be
considered,and the collision will occur when two ships enter
the area. The radius of ship collision zone is calculated by big
data analysis. Its formula is:

1
1
(1)
L0  Lt  2 P
2
2
Among them, L0 and Lt respectively indicate the length
of our ship and the target ship; P indicates GPS positioning
accuracy of the ship[18].
Considering the intersection relation between position
of ship and our ship, different distance of the safe point of
approach (SDA) models of ships are obtained, and the formula
is as follows:
SDA min

(2)

In the formula, Adm and Trm respectively represent the
longitudinal distance of ship gyration and the horizontal
distance of the ship gyration. t represents the time required
that the small rudder angle of this ship changes to the new
heading distance; vt represents the real speed of the target
ship sailing. According to the formula (2), when the target
ship is overtaken by our ship, formula (3) holds; when the
target ship is the overtaking ship or it is placed in (122.5o,
247.5o) relative to navigational position b ,the formula (2)
is workable. When the target ship relative to navigational
D
D
position b satisfies: 292.5D d b d 150D or 0 d b d 67.5 , or
D
D
D
D
67.5 d b d 150 and Cr t b  180 , or 210 d b d 292.5D
D
and Cr d b  180 , or
and b d 90D , or b d 270D , thus,
formula (1) is workable; otherwise, formula (4) is workable.
Among them, in formula (2):
SDA min  vt  t  Adm

Rf

Adm V (T 
 R tan

M0
2

Trm

M
t1
1
tan 0 )

2 KG 0
2

(3)

(4)

cos M0
tan

M0

V

sin M0
2 KG 0

(5)

(6)
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In the formula, vr represents the speed of relative motion
c
of ship sailing; r represents course of relative motion of
ship sailing; V represents speed of ship sailing; K represents
turning index of ship sailing; T represents the turning lag
index of ship; G 0 represents the current rudder angle in ship
sailing; M0 represents the current redirection angle in the
ship sailing; R represents turning radius of ship sailing; t1
represents the time required from the steering rudder angle
to the current rudder angle G 0 in the ship sailing.
Thus, when head-on situation and overtaking situation
happen in ship channel, the calculation formulas of the ship
safe distance of approach are as follows:
SDA min 1 / 2( L1  sin E  B1  cos E )
1 / 2( L2  sin T  B2  cos T )  Bmax  2 P
SDA 1 / 2( L1  sin E  B1  cos E ) 
1 / 2( L2  sin T  B2  cos T )  Bmax  2 P  Trm

(7)

(8)

In the formula, B1 and B2 represent the ship beam of two
ships respectively; E and T represent drift angles of two ships;
Bmax represents the ship beam of the bigger one in two ships.

CALCULATION OF RISK DEGREE OF SHIP
COLLISION BASED ON BIGDATA ANALYSIS
According to the calculation results of safe distance of
approach of ships, we use the big data analysis to judge the
risk degree of collision of ships, and calculate the minimum
value and maximum value of time of last minute action in
dangerous situation of ships collision and the different value
ranges of ship initial time of last minute action to judge the
degree of risk degree ships collision and danger level. The
detailed steps are described below:
According to the big data analysis, usually the small rudder
angle of ship sailing is 10o. The maximum rudder angle is
30o. Generally, the redirection angle of ship is C1 , and the
maximum redirection angle of ship is C3 . According to the
geometrical analysis of relative motion in the ship sailing, the
PIDVCA theory establishes the model for solving the target
ship motion element and predicting movement element after
our ship changes direction, and calculates the equations of the
straight line RML and the straight line NRML respectively.
DCPA

° yRML x  cot Cr  sin C
°
r
(9)
®

SDA
°y
x  cot Crn 
°̄ NRML
sin Cm
In the formula, Cr and Crn represent the course of our ship
and the course of the target ship relative to our ship before
and after the redirection. According to the formula (9), the
coordinates of the intersection point b of two straight lines
are calculated. Its expression is:


°
°° x
b
®
°
° yb
°̄

ª  SDA min DCPA º

«
»
sin Cr ¼
¬ sin Cm
cot Cr  cot Crn
xb  cot Cm 

(10)

 SDA
sin Cm

When our ship and target ship encounter, assuming that our
ship turns right to Cm , and the sailing relative displacement
generated by ships is expressed as SS . The components of the
horizontal axis and the vertical axis are expressed as X S and
YS , and its calculation formula is as follows:
 xS vt  Tn  sin Ct  Dc
(11)
®
¯ yS vt  Tn  cos Ct  Fd
Among them, Tn shows that the time required for cycle
that our ship turns to 90o at full speed and full rudder; Dc
represents the tactical diameter of ships; Fd represents the
cyclic advance distance of ships. The formula of relative
displacement SS of sailing generated by ships is as follows:

SS

xS2  yS2

(12)

The point a is taken from the straight line RML , which
makes the length of ab equal to the relative displacement
of the ship which is generated by the ship. a is used as the
estimated helm point of our ship when it is sailing. We can
derive the coordinate of estimated rudder point a of the
ship at this time:
 xa xb  SS  sin Cr
®
(13)
¯ ya yb  SS  cos Cr
Thus,the calculation formula of maximum critical distance
Did max of the ship imminent danger is as follows:

Did max

xa2  ya2

( x  xa ) 2  ( y  ya 2 V

INTELLIGENT AVOIDANCE OF
SHIPWRECK BASED ON GENETIC
ALGORITHM
On the basis of the judgment of risk degree of ship collision,
three evaluation functions of ship sailing are calculated, and
the intelligent avoidance of shipwreck is realized by genetic
algorithm. Specific practices are as follows:
Firstly,we determine the target ship which has the
maximum risk of collision with our ship on each ship route
at sea,and calculate difference between the minimum distance
and safe distance in the target ship and our ship to determine
the security of our ship route. Thus, the computational
expression of the safety evaluation function of navigation:

(14)

S ( xc)

The time from the current moment C ( x, y ) to estimated
helm point a ( xa , ya ) is the helm time of ships. Its expression
is:

T ln

range of value of initial helm time T ln( SDA, C1 ) to determine
the risk degree of ships collision and risk level.
(1) when T ln( SDA, C1 ) t 3min , if the sailing ship uses its
minimum rudder angle and the minimum redirection angle
to pass the safe distance of approach, the time is relatively
abundant and it is a potential danger (ek 1) of ship collision;
(2) when T ln( SDA, C1 )  3min and T ln( SDA, C3 ) t 0 ,
when the navigating ship uses its minimum rudder angle and
the minimum redirection angle is close to the time of passing
the safe distance of approach SDA , which is a common danger
(ek 2) of ship collision;
(3) when T ln( SDA, C1 )  0 , however T ln( SDAmin , C3 ) t 0 ,
the initial rudder time of ship sailing has been missed, and
it is an imminent danger situation (ek 3) for the collision
of ships;
(4) when T ln( SDAmin , C3 )  0 , the sailing shipis unable to
travel from the minimum safe distance SDAmin of approach,
namely, it is unable to avoid the collision,which belongs tothe
imminent danger of ship collision (ek 4) .

(15)

If a ( xa , ya ) is corresponding to the coordinate of initial
rudder distance of ship, the calculation result in above
formula (15) is the initial rudder time of ship T ln( SDA, C1 )
if a ( xa , ya ) is corresponding to the distance DE of close
quarters situation of ship collision, the calculation result
in above formula (15) is the last helm time T ln( SDA, C3 )
of close quarters situation of ship collision; if a ( xa , ya ) is
corresponding to the distance DEmin of close quarters situation
of ship collision, the calculation result in above formula (15)
is the last helm time T ln( SDAmin , C3 ) in imminent danger
situation of ship collision .
According to the minimum T ln( SDA, C3 ) and maximum
T ln( SDAmin , C3 ) of last helm time from above calculation of
ship collision in imminent danger situation and the different

N 1

¦ clear ( xic)

(16)

i 1

Among them, xc is the chromosome, which represents a
route of ship; i represents the node of a path on this route. i
is from 1 to N  1 . N represents the total number of genetic
factors of a path on the route (i.e. the turning point or node),
there are N  1 short ship routes. Thus:

°e k( giW )1
if gi t W
(17)
®
i 1
°̄h (W  gi ) others
In the formula, W represents the safe distance of approach of
ships; k and h represent the evaluation coefficient of security;
gi represents the minimum of distance between the target
ship which has maximum risk degree of ship collision the
during the sailing, when our ship route is between the i-th
node and the i  1 -th node in all target ships which are
detected.
The economic evaluation function of ship sailing is
calculated. The economic evaluation of ship sailing mainly
includes the consumption of ship route in various aspects,
such as the degree of smoothing of ship route, the voyage
N 1

S ( x)

¦ clear ( xic)
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consumption of ships, the time consumption, and other
parameters. The calculation formula is as follows:

E ( xc)

N 1

wd ¦ dist ( xic) 
i 1

N 1

N 1

i 1

i 1

(18)

wt  ¦ time( xic)  ws ¦ smooth( xic)
Among them, wd , wt and ws represent the coefficient
factor
of economic evaluation function of ship sailing;
N 1
¦ dist ( xic) represents the length of the whole course in the
i 1
ship sailing, which satisfies dist ( xic) d (mi , mi 1 ) . It shows
the distance between two adjacent nodes on the ship route;
smooth( xic) s (mi ) represents the maximum curvature of i
at nodes on the route; time( xic) represents the consumption
time that ship pass two adjacent node on the route.
The evaluation function of traffic rules for ship sailing at
sea is calculated. The formula is:
T ( xc)

N 1

¦ T _ Cos t ( xic)

(19)

i 1

In the formula, T _ Cos t ( xic) represents the degree
that ships abide International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea.
According to the three evaluation functions mentioned
above, supposing that the course of our ship and the target
ship j is expressed as MO and MTj , and the steering avoidance
of ship is analyzed. The specific process is as follows:
1.

if board angle TTj of the target ship j which has the
maximum risk degree of ship collision relative to this
ship is:

1) 000D d TTj d 006D and 180D  MTj  MO d 6D , or
2) 354D d TTj d 360D and 180D  MTj  MO d 6D ,

j
It shows that when our ship and the target ship form
the head-on situation on the voyage, we can judge that our
ship is the ship which avoids the pass-by ship or has the same
circumvention responsibility, and we should take the action
of turning right:
1. If our ship has dxic ( xic1  xic) ! 0 at the next moment,
and select T _ Cos t ( xcj ) 0.01 , which shows that our ship
complies with the requirements of International Regulations
for Preventing Collisions at Sea;
2. If dxic ( xic1  xic) d 0 , it shows that our ship has taken the
wrong evasive action or has not taken the evasive action, which
is regarded as breaking the requirements of International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, thus we should
select T _ Cos t ( xcj ) 1 at this moment.
2.

if board angle of the target ship i which has the
maximum risk degree of ship collision relative to
this ship is:

1) 000D d TTj d 006D and 180D  MTj  MO d 6D , or
2) 354D d TTj d 360D and 180D  MTj  MO d 6D , or
216
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D
3) 006D d TTj d 67.5D and 180  MTj  MO d 6 ,
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It shows that our ship and the target ship j form the
crossing situation on the voyage, we can judge that our ship
has taken the action of turning to the right to avoid collision.
3.

if board angle of the target ship j which has the
maximum risk degree of ship collision relative to
this ship is:
1) 67.5D d TTj d 112.5D and 180D  MTj  MO ! 6D show that
our ship and the target ship form the crossing situation, and
we can judge that the ship has taken evasive action of turning
to the left;
2) 112.5D d TTj  247.5D indicates the target ship overtakes
our ship, or
3) 247.5D d TTj  354D indicates that the ship is the crossing
situation of larboard angle. According to International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, the ship can
be judged as the direct route. The target ship which has
maximum risk degree of collision gets out of the road. If our
ship takes evasive action, which is inconsistent with the rules.
4)when our ship is overtaking the target ship, our ship
is a given-way ship. because of the true bearing of our ship
is aO relative to the target ship, but our ship has not taken
evasive action, which is inconsistent with the rules. Thus, the
intelligent avoidance of shipwreck has been realized.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Experiment usesVisual Basic8.0 as development platform,
and usesthe big data analysis software and genetic algorithm
to simulate the intelligent avoidance process of shipwreck,in
order to test the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed
method.
At the initial time, the sailing speed of the target
ship 1 is 12 kn, and the sailing direction is 302.8o. The
sailing speed of the target ship 2 is 15 Kn, and the sailing
direction is 152.7o. The two ships in the voyage are
0.37nmile apart, DCPA 0.04nmile , TCPA 1.23nmile ,
SDAmin 0.056nmile . According to the calculation of risk
degree of ship collision, two ships have formed the immediate
danger situation. We use the method proposed in this paper
to carry out the intelligent evasive action of shipwreck. The
experimental test result is shown in Figure 1. According to
Figure 1 (a), we can see that the collision avoidance of two
ships is successful. Evasive parameters in the whole process
of ship collision avoidance are analyzed, as shown in Figure
1 (b) &(c). DCPA is increased from 0.02 nmile to 0.06, and
the ship will pass through outside of SDZ min .At this time, the
ship TCPA will gradually change from 1.73 to -0.67, which
shows that the ship has passed the distance to closest point
of approach.

(a)Two Ships Run Safely Evading Each Other

evasive action of shipwreck. According to Figure 2 (a), we can
see that the collision avoidance of two ships is successful.
Evasive parameters in the whole process of ship collision
avoidance are analyzed, as shown in Figure 2 (b) &(c). DCPA
is increased from -0.028nmile to -0.16, and the ship will pass
through outside of SDZ min .At this time, the ship TCPA will
gradually change from 2.3 to -0.3, which shows that the ship
has passed the distance to closest point of approach.
(a)Two Ships Run Safely Evading Each Other

(b)Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

(b)Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

(c)Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

(c)Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

Fig. 1. Effect Diagram of Intelligent Avoidance Simulation of Shipwreck Based
on Big Data Analysis

At the initial time, the sailing speed of the target ship 1
is 13 Kn, and the sailing direction is 308o. The sailing speed
of the target ship 2 is 14 Kn, and the sailing direction is
199.2o. The two ships in the voyage are 0.46 nmile apart,
DCPA 0.04nmile, TCPA 2.05nmile , SDAmin 0.12nmile
. According to the calculation of risk degree of ship collision,
two ships have formed the immediate danger situation. We use
the method proposed in this paper to carry out the intelligent

Fig. 2. Effect Diagram of Intelligent Avoidance Simulation of Shipwreck Based
on Big Data Analysis
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At the initial time, the sailing speed of the target ship
1 is 12 Kn, and the sailing direction is 305.2o. The sailing
speed of the target ship 2 is 13 Kn, and the sailing direction
is 195.1o. The two ships in the voyage are 0.44nmile apart,
DCPA 0.05nmile, TCPA 1.98nmile , SDAmin 0.12nmile
We judge that there is not enough room for ships handling in
the left of target ship 1,and determine that the target ship 1
extends the encounter time by deceleration mode. The target
ship 2 put full left rudder to 90o. According to Figure 3 (a),
we can see that collision avoidance of two ships is successful.
Evasive parameters in the whole process of ship collision
avoidance are analyzed, as shown in Figure 3 (b) &(c). DCPA
is increased from 0.0013nmile to 0.055, and the ship will pass
through outside of SDZ min .At this time, the ship TCPA will
gradually change from 1.62 to -0.21, which shows that the
ship has passed the distance to closest point of approach,
and DCPA is nmile. At this time, DCPA is not more than
SDZ min , this is because two ships belong to the crossing
encounter. According to the calculation of proposed method
we can see that the two ships still can successfully realize
collision avoidance.
(a)Two Ships Run Safely Evading Each Other

(b)Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck
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(c) Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

Fig. 3. Effect Diagram of Intelligent Avoidance Simulation of Shipwreck Based
on Big Data Analysis

At the initial time, the sailing speed of the target ship
1 is 8 Kn, and the sailing direction is 304.9o. The sailing
speed of the target ship 2 is 12 Kn, and the sailing direction
is 185.3o. The two ships in the voyage are 0.62nmile apart,
DCPA 0.02nmileTCPA 2.38nmile, SDAmin 0.062nmile
. According to the calculation of risk degree of ship collision,
two ships have formed the immediate danger situation. We
use the method proposed in this paper to carry out the
intelligent evasive action of shipwreck. According to Figure
4 (a), we can see that the collision avoidance of two ships is
successful. Evasive parameters in the whole process of ship
collision avoidance are analyzed, as shown in Figure 4 (b)
&(c). DCPA is increased from 0.01nmile to 0.16, and the
ship will pass through outside of SDZ min .At this time, the
ship TCPA will gradually change from 2.32 to -0.38, which
shows that the ship has passed the distance to closest point of
approach, and DCPA is nmile. This also shows that two ships
in the closest point of approach are 0.13 nmile apart,which
can achieve successful avoidance.
(a)Two Ships Run Safely Evading Each Other

(b) Data Analysis of Intelligent Avoidance of Shipwreck

the dangerous degree of the close quarters situation of ship so
as to realize the intelligent and safe avoidance of shipwreck.
(5) but the intelligent avoidance method of shipwreck
realizes the avoidance only through the ship altering, which
does not take into account the ship slowdown.Usually, in
port water area, especially the junction of many sea-routes,
more often, the ships achieve collision avoidance bythe way
of slowdown, which shows that the proposed method remains
to be study on in depth.
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RESEARCH ON BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE SELECTION METHOD
IN SUBMARINE OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK FAULT DIAGNOSIS
DATABASE
Ganlang Chen
School of Software, South China Normal University, Foshan, 528225, China

ABSTRACT

At present, in the fault diagnosis database of submarine optical fiber network, the attribute selection of large data is
completed by detecting the attributes of the data, the accuracy of large data attribute selection cannot be guaranteed.
In this paper, a large data attribute selection method based on support vector machines (SVM) for fault diagnosis
database of submarine optical fiber network is proposed. Mining large data in the database of optical fiber network
fault diagnosis, and calculate its attribute weight, attribute classification is completed according to attribute weight,
so as to complete attribute selection of large data. Experimental results prove that ,the proposed method can improve
the accuracy of large data attribute selection in fault diagnosis database of submarine optical fiber network, and has
high use value.

Keywords: submarine optical fiber network, fault diagnosis database; big data attribute selection

INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer and Internet
technology, the computer network is booming. It brings
people convenience while also the network virus [1-2] affecting
network security. According to the real-time performance of
submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis[3-5], a big data
attribute selection method based on rough set of submarine
optical fiber network fault diagnosis database is proposed[6]..
The current candidate reduction is chosen to be the big
data reduction in the submarine optical fiber network fault
diagnosis database, so as to complete its attribute selection[7].
This method has become the focus of discussion of relevant
experts and scholars, and its research has gradually entered
the scope of experts and scholars. With the deepening of the
research content, lots of research results have been produced .
In literature [8], a big data attribute selection method in
submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database

based on decision tree local time scale feature extraction is
proposed. The drawback of this method is that the selection
of attributes is quit slow. Literature [9] proposed a big data
attribute selection method for network fault diagnosis
database. This method has a small range of applications, it
may increase the load for big data attribute selection.
To solve above problems, this paper proposes a method
of big data attribute selection based on support vector
machine in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis
database. First, the decision tree method is used to mine
and calculate the big data in the submarine optical fiber
network fault diagnosis database, and the attribute of the
big data is obtained. Then, the big data attribute classification
is completed through a subset of assessment, stop criteria and
result validity verification generated by big data attribute
subset in submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis
database. According to the similarity degree of data attribute
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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space, the calculation method of attribute similarity and
weight is obtained. The loss function is analyzed to improve
the feature selection algorithm of big data attribute and
calculate the weight of big data attribute. The gradient rise
method is used to solve the saddle point, and furthermore
to realize the large data attribute selection in the submarine
optical fiber network fault diagnosis database. Experiments
show that the proposed method can effectively improve the
accuracy of big data attribute selection in submarine optical
fiber network fault diagnosis database, reduce the calculation
process, energy and time consumption, and has good practical
value.

RESEARCH ON BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE
SELECTION METHOD IN SUBMARINE
OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK FAULT
DIAGNOSIS DATABASE

on node N of the decision tree. The information gain of F1 is
greater than that of F2 , so the big data attribute F1 on node
N is selected as a classification attribute.
Assume E1 and E2 are the information entropy of F1 and
F2 respectively, we get
gain( F1 ) t gain( F2 )  I ( p, n)  E ( F1 ) t
I ( p, n)  E ( F2 )  E ( F1 ) d E ( F2 )  E1 d E2

wherein, gain( F1 ) , gain( F2 ) are the increased coefficients
of F1 and F2 , p and n are information entropy coefficient
of F1 and F2 .
Let M be a line recording the reduction of big data in
submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database,
which belongs to the range of attribute j on node N . When
the record is not reduced, the information entropy of the node
attribute can be described as
m

E

¦
i 1

A. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF BIG DATA
ATTRIBUTE SELECTION METHOD
(a) Collection of big data attribute selection method
It is necessary to mine data in the submarine optical
fiber network fault diagnosis database and then calculate
its attributes to realize big data attribute analysis[10-12].By
using the tree structure to show the result of data mining,
the method is simple and intuitive[13-14], and therefore it
is suitable for this paper. The specific process is shown in
Figure 1.

(1)

§ p ·
§ n ··
pi  ni § pi
n
log ¨ i ¸  i log ¨ i ¸ ¸
¨
p  n ©¨ pi  ni © pi  ni ¹ pi  ni © pi  ni ¹ ¹¸

H
pn

(2)

In equation (2), m represents the range count of big data
attribute in given submarine optical fiber network fault
diagnosis database, ni and pi are the information entropy
of big data attribute i value segment in the database, and
H represents the value segment of a big data attribute in a
given database.
Reduce the centralized record of the dig data in submarine
optical fiber network fault diagnosis database[15-16], we get
attribute information entropy of the big data attribute node
in new database as following:
m §
§ pi ·
§ ni
¦ ¨ pi log ¨
¸  ni log ¨
¨
p
n

i 1©
i ¹
© i
© pi  ni

H

··
¸ ¸¸, фH t 0
¹¹

(3)
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¨ p  n  1 ¸¸ j ¨¨ p  n  1 ¸¸ (4)
© j j¹
© j j¹
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© j j ¹

Let x
'E

pj , y
Ec  E

n j , we get equation (5)
HA
H

p  n 1 p  n

§ H
A
H ·
¨

¸
p  n  1 © p  n  1 p  n ¹ (5)

A
H

p  n  1 ( p  n  1)( p  n)

Wherein, A( x, y ) represents a function of x, y , the big
data attribute variables, in the database.
(b) Analysis of big data attribute selection method in
submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis database

Fig. 1.Dig data attribute analysis process in submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database

The big data attribute selection error cloud formula is
expressed as:
k

E

¦¦

i 1 pCi

U is the big data set in submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database, F1 and F2 are two big data attributes
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p  oi

(6)

In the above function, E represents the sum of squared
errors for all big data attributes, p represents an object of the

dataset, oi is mean of class Ci , Ci is the submarine optical
fiber network fault diagnosis database, and
indicates the
number of data object in class Ci . Use formula (7) to calculate
the distance from each p in the data set to k cluster center:
d

¦ (x  y )

dist ( x, y )

i

2

(7)

i

i 1

And then the property extraction is completed through
D
the attribute similarity. H i , H j  R are two object spaces,
D
where R represents a submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database, d ( H i , H j ) represents the distance
between two object spaces, and d ( H ik , H jk ) represents the
spatial distance of the k -th dimension of the two object
spaces.
d (Hi , H j )

max {d ( H ik , H jk )}

(8)

k 1,2,", D

B. SELECTION BIG DATA ATTRIBUTE IN SUBMARINE
OPTICAL FIBER NETWORK FAULT DIAGNOSIS
DATABASE BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

Wherein, C is the penalty parameter of the big data
attribute in the submarine optical fiber network fault
diagnosis database, O1 and O2 are adjustment parameters
[17, 18]. nc indicates the number of data that does not belong
to the c -th big data attribute. By solving the above equation,
we get the weight E ci of each attribute in the c -th big data,
i 1, 2," , p which is also an important measure of the i-th
characteristic of the data attribute, so as to complete the
determination of the big data attribute in the submarine
optical fiber network fault diagnosis database.
The normalization of big data attribute eigne values is:
m

¦

2

Eˆcj  E ck d

c 1

L( yi )  ( f ( xi )  yi ) 

V yi f ( xi )

(9)

In the above equation:

( f ( xi )  yi )  (( f1 ( xi )  yi1 )  ," , ( f m ( xi )  yim )  ) . Class
y
mark i is encoded to yi ( yi1 ," , yim ) , an m -dimensional

O2

m

¦E

cj

 E ck

2nc (1  Uc )

(13)

c 1

Uc represents the correlation coefficient between feature
j and feature k that does not belong to the big data attribute
in the c -th submarine optical fiber network fault diagnosis
database.
In order to solve the problem of the saddle point, the
gradient rise method is used to solve the dual problem:
max

According to the above discussion, the loss function of
the big data attribute in the submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database is:

2M

min L( E c , E 0 c , ac , tc , uc , vc , p, q )

uc , vc , p , q E c , E 0 c , ac , tc

(14)

In the above discussion, the big data attribute selection
algorithm is improved by calculating the loss function, the
weight of the big data attribute is calculated, and the saddle
point is solved by the gradient rising method, so as to realize
the selection process of big data attribute in submarine optical
fiber network fault diagnosis database based on support vector
machine. The process is shown in Figure 2.

vector. Assume that the corresponding large data attribute
diagnostic type is j , the j -th component of yi is 1, and the
remaining components are denoted by 1/ (m  1) . L( yi ) is
also an m -dimensional vector, with 0 as its j -th component
and 1 as its remaining components.
In order to ensure that each attribute belongs to only a
certain category, f c ( x) need to meet the conditions:

¦

m
c 1

f c ( x)

0

(10)

Since the above condition is satisfied for any of the data
attributes x , it can be converted into

¦

m
c 1

Ec

0, ¦ c 1 E 0 c
m

0

(11)

we get that SVM-based supervised big data attribute feature
selection algorithm is equivalent to optimization problem:
m
O2 m
1 ·
§
x
E
E
O
E
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¦ Ec
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c 1 i 1, yi z c ©
c 1
1
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¦ E c 0
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m
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2

2

(12)

Fig. 2.Big data attribute selection process in submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to prove the validity of the big data attribute
selection method in the submarine optical fiber network fault
diagnosis database based on support vector machine, we use
MATLAB 2008a as the platform and Intel P4 2G processor
to perform the simulation experiment[19-23].
In this paper, we use three data sets in the network database
to experiment, analyze the data attributes of three different
experimental data sets, and compare the time consuming
of three data sets.
In the first data set, the method proposed in this paper is
compared with the data attribute selection method proposed
in [8] and [9], and the comparison result is shown below.
First, the time consumed (min), calculated through formula
(15),in the three methods for big data attribute selection is
compared[24].
E log L(J )
V
T
m
(15)
(
)
f
x
¦
i 1

V represents the response time parameter when the big
data attribute is selected, and the average response time of the
big data attribute selection is obtained according to the above
three methods. The comparison results are shown in Table 1.

Tab. 2.Average time-consuming comparison of three methods for large data
attribute selection

Numbers of
experiments /
times

The method

The method

The proposed

proposed in

proposed in

method/min

literature [8]/

literature [9]/

min

min

50

14.8

22.8

19.1

100

14.4

22.1

17.8

150

14.1

21.9

21.6

200

15.1

22.0

17.9

250

15.2

22.5

17.6

300

15.1

22.9

20.9

350

15.5

22.6

19.5

400

15.2

21.8

19.7

450

15.3

22.3

20.2

500

15.0

22.1

20.8

Then, we compared the average time-consuming of three
method in the third data set, and got the results shown in
Figure 3.

Tab. 1.Time-consuming comparison of three methods

Numbers of
experiments /
times

The proposed
method/min

The method
proposed in
literature [8]/
min

The method
proposed in
literature [9]/
min

50

18

25

23

100

35

47

44

150

50

71

66

200

67

89

85

250

83

112

109

350

115

159

148

500

129

218

213

According to the formula (16), the average time-consuming
comparison of the three methods in the second data set is
calculated. In order to ensure the accuracy of the experiment,
500 experiments were carried out, with 50 experimental data
as a set of data, so as to complete the average time calculation,
the time unit is seconds (s), the formula is:
T0

T Tc
50

(16)

In the above formula, T c represents the time spent in other
work in the experiment. Through the calculation, we get
the average time comparison of the three methods for big
data attribute selection. The comparison results are shown
in Table 2.

Fig. 3.The average time-consuming comparison of the three methods

In the figure above, the starting point of the line indicating
the theoretically time consuming of the three methods. It
can be seen that difference between actual and theoretical
time-consuming of the proposed method is less than that
of the literature [8] and the literature [9]. The average timeconsuming polyline of the proposed method is close to a
straight line and the fluctuation is small, which indicates
that the proposed method is stable in the big data attribute
selection.
Then compare the energy consumption of three methods,
we assume N as the energy consumption unit,
m

N

¦¦ E
i 1
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c

H

(17)

Tab. 3. Energy consumption comparison of the three methods for big data
attribute selection

Time/h
5

The proposed
method /N
31

Tab. 4.The accuracy of three method for big data attribute selection

Number of
attributes

According to the above formula, the energy consumption of
the three methods for big data attribute selection is compared.
The results are shown in Table 3.

The proposed
method

The method

The method

proposed in

proposed in

literature [8]

literature [9]

Accuracy

Error

Accuracy

Error

Accuracy

Error

The method

132

123

9

109

23

113

19

proposed in

proposed in

210

203

7

187

23

196

14

literature [8]/N

literature [9]/N

218

207

11

201

17

289

29

47

61

345

339

6

319

26

327

18

The method

10

58

92

117

426

413

13

401

25

407

19

15

86

126

179

457

443

14

426

31

431

26

20

113

174

236

543

522

21

507

36

516

27

25

139

226

292

30

167

268

348

40

194

313

463

50

227

359

562

In order to better display the results, we converted Table 3 into
the following line chart. The energy consumption comparison
results of the three methods are shown in Figure 4.

The accuracy ratio is the ratio of the exact quantity to the
total quantity. The error rate is the ratio of the number of
errors to the total quantity. The formula is as follows (18).

°K
°
®
°O
°¯

Exact number
u 100%
Total quantity
Error number
u 100%
Total quantity

(18)

In the formula, K and O indicate the accuracy and error
rate. Using the above table information, the accuracy of the
three methods for big data attribute selection are compared,
the results are shown in Figure 5, Figure 6.

Fig. 4 The energy consumption comparison results of the three methods

It can be seen that the proposed method can effectively
reduce the energy consumption in big data attribute selection
process. The energy consumption fluctuation of the proposed
method in big data attribute selection is smaller than that of
literature [8] and the literature [9], which indicates that the
proposed method is stable in the big data attribute selection.
At last, we compared the accuracy of three methods in big
data attribute selection process. The experiment used three
methods to select the data attributes of any seven databases in
the network.Since the number of attributes in the database is
large, accuracy indicates that the number of big data attributes
can be selected correctly, and error indicates that the number
of big data attributes can not be selected accurately. The results
are shown in Table 4.

Fig. 5 Comparison of accuracy of three methods

Fig. 6.Comparison of error rate of three methods
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Through the above figure we can see that the method
proposed in this article has the highest accuracy and the
lowest error rate.
In summary, the method proposed in this paper can
effectively reduce the energy consumption and cost of big
data attribute selection in the submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database, improve the efficiency of big data
attribute selection in the submarine optical fiber network
fault diagnosis database, ensure the real-time of network
fault diagnosis, and has great practical value.

CONCLUSION
The choice of big data attribute in submarine optical fiber
network fault diagnosis database is the basis of data mining
and processing of submarine optical fiber network fault
diagnosis database. Improve the time consumption of big
data attribute selection is conducive to ensure the real-time
fault diagnosis, thus improving the capability of submarine
optical fiber network fault diagnosis. In this paper, the big
data attribute method based on SVM in submarine optical
fiber network fault diagnosis database can effectively reduce
the time taken for fault diagnosis and improve the efficiency
of fault diagnosis, and has good practical value.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE METHOD OF EXTRACTING EDGE
AND CONTOUR INFORMATION OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL DIGITAL
SHIP IMAGE
Fangping Yin
Guangdong Mechanical and Electrical College,Guangzhou510515, China

ABSTRACT

The result of the extraction of the edge and contour information of the multifunctional digital ship image directly affects
the evaluation and recognition of the subsequent image quality. At present, the common method used to extract the
edge contour information is based on the Canny operator, and there is a problem that the edge is not clear.In order to
obtain more accurate edge information, a method of extracting edge and contour information of multimedia digital
image based on multi-scale morphology is proposed. Firstly, the digital ship image is made double filter and the fuzzy
threshold segmentation, and then the edge and contour information is extracted by multi-scale morphology. Experiments
show that the proposed method can obtain more accurate edge information compared with the other methods.

Keywords: multifunctional digital image, edge and contour information, extraction

INTRODUCTION
Human vision is usually through the target object’s edge
and contour[1], to distinguish the target objects [2-3], whereas
in the multifunctional digital ship image, the edge is an
important feature that distinguishes different regions[4-5].
The edge and contour information of multifunctional digital
ship image refers to the part of that the local brightness
changes significantly[6], it exists between the target image
and another target image[7], the target image and background
image, the regional image and another regional image[89]. At present, the edge feature extraction technology of
multifunctional digital ship image has been widely used in
the field such as target tracking, fingerprint recognition, laser
remote sensing image segmentation and many others. The
edge and contour information extraction of multifunctional
digital ship image, has become one of the hot research
topics [10-12]. In reference [13], a method of extracting edge
and contour information of multifunctional digital ship
228
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image based on self-enhancement is proposed. Firstly, the
multifunctional digital image is subjected to make smoothing
denoising by small-scale Gaussian filtering, and then the
Canny edge detection operator is used to obtain the feature
guidance information of the multifunctional digital image.
In addition, each search of the multifunctional digital image
is made sub-edge accumulation, and the edge and contour
information of multifunctional digital image is extracted
according to the degree of self-enhancement accumulation.
The method has serious noise effects, and the extracted image
edge and contour information is not clear. In reference [14],
a method for edge and contour information extraction
of multifunctional digital image based on Sobel operator
gradient multiplication is suggested. In this method, the
features of the target to be identified is to be extracted for the
multifunctional digital image firstly. Then, the Sobel operator
and the Roberts operator are used to extract the edge of the
multifunctional digital image respectively. The two gradient

amplitude images are calculated by gradient multiplication,
to complete the edge and contour information extraction of
the multifunctional digital image. The method does not make
image denoising, and there are many small edge redundancy
information. Aiming at the problems in the application of the
above methods, this paper presents a method for extracting
the edge and contour information of multifunctional digital
ship image based on multi- scale morphology by comparing
the edge and contour information extraction method of
multifunctional digital ship image. Through the experimental
comparison and verification, the proposed method can
eliminate the noise interference in the image, extract the
more accurate edge and contour information, and can keep
the better edge detail. Experimental results show that the
proposed method can eliminate the influence of noise and
preserve the details of the edge contour information of the
image, and has good practical value.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE
METHOD OF EXTRACTING EDGE
AND CONTOUR INFORMATION OF
MULTIFUNCTIONAL DIGITAL SHIP IMAGE

transform of Gaussian white noise. Since the characteristics
of the wavelet transform are a linear transformation, then:

Wy

(a) Multifunctional digital ship image denoising based on
wavelet adaptive threshold
According to the wavelet decomposition characteristics
of multifunctional digital ship image, the optimal threshold
for denoising of different layer coefficients of multifunctional
digital ship image after wavelet decomposition is
determined[15-17], and the effect of smooth denoising is
achieved. The specific process is as follows:
Assuming that a M u N -sized multifunctional digital ship
image z (i, j ) is expressed as:
z (i, j )

y (i, j )  n(i, j )

(1)

Where , 0 d j d N  1 , 0 d i d M  1 ; i, j  Z stands for
the pixel position of the multifunctional digital ship image;
y (i, j ) represents the noise-free multifunctional digital ship
image; n(i, j ) represents the Gaussian white noise of the
multifunctional digital ship image N (0, V 2 ) . The discrete
wavelet transform can be performed on both sides of the
equal sign on the above equation (1), it can be got

Wz

Wy  Wn

(2)

Where Wz represents the wavelet coefficients obtained
after wavelet transform of the digital ship image with noise;
Wy represents the wavelet coefficients obtained by wavelet
transform of the original multifunctional digital ship image;
Wn represents the wavelet coefficients obtained by wavelet

(3)

The threshold selection is the key step of wavelet denoising
and contraction of multifunctional digital ship image. The
threshold selection method of multifunctional digital ship
image is:
(A) The calculated expression for the fixed threshold of
the multifunctional digital ship image is:

T

D 2 ln A

(4)

Where A represents the length of the wavelet coefficient
of the multifunctional digital ship image; D represents the
standard deviation of the multifunctional digital ship image
noise; T represents the estimation threshold of image. In
practice, the variance of the image noise is unknown, and
the standard deviation of the noise is estimated from the
noisy signal of the multifunctional digital ship image. The
expression is:

D
A. COMPARISON OF SMOOTH DENOISING METHODS
FOR MULTIFUNCTIONAL DIGITAL SHIP IMAGES

Wz  Wn

Media ( Yij ) 0.6745Yij  subbanda

(5)

Where Yij represents the coefficient of standard deviation
of the multifunctional digital ship image; HH1 represents the
sub-band coefficient of the multifunctional digital ship image.
(B) Threshold of Stein unbiased likelihood estimation
of multifunctional digital ship image: a threshold a for
the multifunctional digital ship image is set, to calculate
its likelihood estimation; then, the threshold a of the
multifunctional digital ship image is made non-likelihood
minimization, thereby obtaining a selected threshold.
(C) When the image signal to noise ratio is small, if there is
a large error in the unbiased likelihood estimation threshold,
the fixed threshold method of (a) is used; otherwise, the
unbiased likelihood estimation threshold is used.
(b) Assuming that the clear original multifunctional digital
ship image is expressed as u ( x, y ) ; the multifunctional digital
ship image affected by noise is expressed as u0 ( x, y ) ; the image
noise is expressed as n( x, y ) , since the noise has zero mean
characteristic, the variance of the multifunctional digital
ship image is expressed as V 1 , then the energy function of
the multifunctional digital ship image is expressed as:

TV p >u ( x, y ) @


O
2

³ ³ :  p u ( x, y ) dxdy

³ ³ : (u ( x, y )  u0 ( x, y )) 2 dxdy

(6)

According to formula (6), a denoising TV p model of
multifunctional digital ship image is established, and the
functional formula of multifunctional digital ship image is:

TV p >u ( x, y ) @

§
w pu w pu ·
³ ³ : F ¨ x, y, u, p , p ¸ dxdy
wx wy ¹
©
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Where, w , x and y p represent the noisy scale coefficient
of the multifunctional digital ship image; O represents the
parameter value of the multifunctional digital ship image; F
represents the noise difference value of the multifunctional
digital ship image, and its formula is as follows:
p

F

 p u ( x, y ) 

O
2

> u ( x , y )  u0 ( x , y ) @

2

(8)

 represents the substitution operator of the gradient
operator  of multifunctional digital ship image with the
p-order differential. The necessary conditions for solving the
extreme value of the functional of multifunctional digital
ship image are:
§  pu ·
(9)
O (u  u0 )   p ¨ p ¸ 0
¨ u ¸
©
¹
p
p
§
·
w
u
w
u
p ¨ p , p ¸
(10)
© wx wy ¹
p

The Euler-Lagrangian equation of the denoising model
TV p of multifunctional digital ship image is:
ª §  pu ·º
1
(11)
O
³ ³ : « p ¨ p ¸ » (u  u0 )dxdy
: V1
« ¨  u ¸»
¹¼
¬ ©
(c) The denoising method of multifunctional digital ship
image based on double filtering
The filtering results of the four different directions of
templates are carried out calculation, so as to obtain the
filter value of the noise point in multifunctional digital ship
image]. The details of the process are as follows:
For the noise point at (i1 , j1 ) in the multifunctional
digital ship image, the neighborhood size is expressed as
(2 N1  1) u (2 N1  1) , where N1 is a positive integer. The
process of filtering the multifunctional digital ship image
by double discrete wavelet method is as follows:

a1 (i1 , j1 ) Med > B (i1  k , j1 ),  N1 d k d N1 @
°
°a2 (i1 , j1 ) Med > B(i1 j1  k ),  N1 d k d N1 @
®
°a3 (i1 , j1 ) Med > B(i1  k , j1  k ),  N1 d k d N1 @
°a (i , j ) Med B(i  k , j  k ),  N d k d N
> 1
1
1
1@
¯ 4 1 1

(12)

f cc(i1 , j1 )

(13)

f ccc(i1 , j1 )
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(14)

P1amax (i1 , j1 )  P2 amin (i1 , j1 )  P3 amed 1 (i1 , j1 )  P4 am ed 2 (i1 , j1 )
P1  P2  P3  P4
(15)

B. COMPARISON OF MULTIMEDIA DIGITAL SHIP
IMAGE SEGMENTATION METHOD
(a) Multimedia digital ship image segmentation method
based on kernel self-organizing map and graph theory
According to the theory of information, the kernel selforganizing map can be derived for multimedia digital ship
image segmentation, and the specific process is as follows:
The statistical properties of the neuron output y c of
multimedia digital ship image are expressed by the random
variable Yd and the probability density Yd . The calculated
expression of the deferential entropy of Yd is:
H (Yd )

 ³ ff PYd ( y c) log PYd ( y c) eyd

(16)

For any random variables Yˆ and Yˆ in a multimedia digital
ship image, the relational expression between the combination

entropy H (Yˆ , Y ) and the mutual information I (Yˆ , Y ) is:


H (Yˆ , Y )



H (Y )  H (Y )  I (Y , Y )

(17)

(b) Multimedia digital ship image segmentation method
based on fractal network evolution
The spectral heterogeneity calculation formula of
multimedia digital ship image segmentation method based
on fractal network evolution is:
1
2
¦(nmerge u V cmerge
 (nobj1 u V cobj
 nobj 2 u V cobj
))
c
c
c
cc

(18)

n
n
In the formula, obj1 and obj 2 represent the number of
pixels of two pixels before the multimedia digital ship images
1
2
are merged; V cobj
and V cobj
represent the variance of the two
c
c
pixels of the multimedia digital ship image; nmerge represents
the variance of the pixel after the multimedia digital ship
images are merged.
The shape heterogeneity of multimedia digital ship image
segmentation method based on fractal network evolution is
calculated as:
hshape

Where Z max (i1 , j1 ) represents the maximum filter coefficient
of the multimedia digital ship image; Z min (i1 , j1 ) represents
the minimum filter coefficient of the multimedia digital ship

Med > Z max (i1 , j1 ), Z min (i1 , j1 ), f c(i1 , j1 ) @

Where f c(i1 , j1 ) represents the gray value of any one of
the pixels in multifunctional digital ship images.
The final filtering result of multimedia digital ship image
is:

hcolor

Where ax (i1 , j1 ) represents the filtered values of the four
different directions of the multifunctional digital ship image;
Med > <@ represents the median filter of the multifunctional
digital ship image; and B(i1 , j1 ) represents the gray scale
matrix within a certain region of the multimedia digital
ship image. The following calculations are made for the set
^ax (i1 , j1 )` :

° Z max (i1 , j1 ) max ^ax (i1 , j1 )`
®
°̄ Z min (i1 , j1 ) min ^ax (i1 , j1 )`

image. For the noise point at (i1 , j1 ) in the multimedia digital
ship image, the filter value is calculated as follows:

wcmpct u hcmpct  (1  wcmpct ) u hsmooth

(19)

Among them, wcmpct represents the compactness weight
of multimedia digital ship image, the value interval is
>0,1@ ; hcmpct represents the compactness heterogeneity of

the multimedia digital ship image; (1  wcmpct ) represents
the shape heterogeneity weight of the media digital ship
image; hsmooth represents the smoothing heterogeneity of the
multimedia digital ship image.
The total heterogeneity calculation formula of the
multimedia digital ship image segmentation method based
on the analysis of network evolution is:

heterogeneity

w u hcolor  (1  w ) u hshape

(20)

(c) Multimedia digital ship image segmentation method
based on improved fuzzy threshold
Assuming that the size of the multimedia digital ship
image G is expressed as M c u N c , there are L levels of gray
scale, expressed as ^0,1," , L  1` ; the membership function
of the multimedia digital ship image in the L - level gray
scale is expressed as v( xˆ ) ; h(i cc) represents the number of
pixels with the gray value of i cc in the multimedia digital
ship image . The fuzzy rate of the multimedia digital ship
image is expressed as:
L 1
2
(21)
¦ h(i cc) min > P (i cc),1  P (i cc) @
M c u N c i cc 0
If the minimum gray scale value in the multimedia digital
ship image indicates the gray scale range from the minimum
value of the abscissa to the threshold T c in the gray scale
histogram of multimedia digital ship image. The multimedia
digital ship image is weighted and averaged, and the weight
coefficient of the image is g ( x ) . the weighted average value
a of the multimedia digital ship image is calculated as:

v( xˆ )

Tc

a

 ( x )
¦ xg

x a c

(22)

Wherein, the weight coefficient of the multimedia
digital ship image is g ( x ) , indicating the proportion of the
number of pixels which gray value is x (i.e., the information
represented by the ordinate in the gray scale histogram of
the multimedia digital ship image) to the number of total
pixels in the interval > a c, T @ . It can be seen, a will be close
toward the corresponding gray value of the left peak, and
fall in the adjacent location of its corresponding gray value.
Similarly, the weighted average value bc can be calculated
in the interval range from the threshold T c to the maximum
gray scale value bc in the multimedia digital ship image, and
the expression is:
bc

b

 ( x )
¦ xg

x T c

(23)

Similarly, b will fall at the adjacent position of the gray
value corresponding to the right peak. If ª¬ a , b º¼ is directly
used as the search interval of the multimedia digital ship
image, there is no guarantee that the interval length will
be smaller than the peak separation after multiplying the
coefficient E (0.3  0.8) of multimedia digital ship image,
and further improvement is required. Let a c (a c  T c) 2
, bc (bc  T c) 2 , then the calculation formula of window
width ĉ of multimedia digital ship image is:

cˆ

E ¬ª(b  a  a  a c  b  bc ¼º

(24)

C. COMPARISON OF EDGE AND CONTOUR
INFORMATION EXTRACTION METHODS FOR
MULTIMEDIA DIGITAL SHIP IMAGE
For multimedia digital ship images, the continuous
function variables of the digital ship image are usually
approximated by the gray values of two adjacent points:
u c

u c(m  1, n)  u c(m, n)

(25)

u c

u c(m,1  n)  u c(m, n)

(26)

(b) Method of edge and contour information extraction
for multimedia digital ship image based on mathematical
morphology
Assuming that m structure elements of multimedia
digital ship image are selected for mathematical morphology
calculation, the multivariate element Bm of multimedia digital
ship image is expressed as:
Bm

l1  l2  l3 " lm

(27)

Supposing that I ( xcc, y cc) represents the input gray scale
function of the multimedia digital ship image; M ( xcc, y cc)
represents the structural element function of multimedia
digital ship image. Taking the structural element of the
multimedia digital ship image with nc elements, and is
defined in the structural element set R 2 or Z 2 of multimedia
digital ship image, DI and DM respectively represent the
definition field of gray function I ( xcc, y cc) and M ( xcc, y cc) of
multimedia digital ship image.
The weighted average of the structural element functions
of the multimedia digital ship image with nc elements is
calculated as:

1 nc
(28)
¦ (O cI c( xcc, y cc))
nc i 1
According to the importance difference of the structural
elements in the multimedia digital ship image, the weight
value is set, where O c  > 0,1@ .
If the corrosive operation is used, the edge detection
operator of multimedia digital ship image is calculated as:

Iavr ( xcc, y cc)

E c( xc , y c ) (I ( xc , yc )< Bc( xc , yc )) D Iavr ( xc , yc )  (I ( xc , yc )< Bc( xc , yc ))4Iavr ( xc , yc )

)

If the expansion-corrosion operation is used, the edge
detection operator of multimedia digital ship image is
calculated as:

(29)
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Based on the above calculation, the nc edge detection
operators of multimedia digital ship image can be obtained,
and the appropriate weight is added to it, so as to obtain the
multi-element edge detection operator of multimedia digital
ship image. The formula is as follows:
nc

Eavr ( xcc, y cc)

¦ a cE c( xcc, y cc)

(30)

i 1

Let the gray scale range of the multimedia digital ship
image is >1, Lc@ , the occurrence probability of image pixel
in each gray scale is expressed as P0c , P1c , P2c ," , Pl cc ; the
image processed by the edge detection operator E c( xcc, y cc)
of multimedia digital ship image is denoted as I c , and
the entropy of I c of multimedia digital ship image can be
calculated as:
l
 c
°eI  ¦ log 2
(31)
k
®
°¯k 1, 2," , l
The weight value a cc of the extracted digital ship image
entropy is:
a cc

ª nc º
eI c « ¦ eI c»
¬k
¼

memory, and 720GB hard disk. Two 320 * 240 multifunctional
digital ship images for experiment from google are randomly
selected. The test images are shown in Figure 1(a1) and
Figure 1(a2).The second picture is cabin picture.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method
compared with other methods, 8Gaussian filter in reference
[13] and double filter proposed in this paper are compared,
and the results of the experimental analysis are shown in
Figure 1.

(a1) Original test Multimedia digital ship image

(32)

(c) Edge and contour information extraction of multimedia
digital ship image based on multi-scale morphology
The edge and contour features of the image are extracted
by using the structural elements with different sizes of
multimedia digital ship images. In order to obtain more
accurate edge detection information, it is necessary to adjust
the size of the structural element scale reasonably. After
comparative analysis, the multi-scale structural elements
are used, and the expression is defined as:
(33)
TJ T  T  T  T "  T

(a2) Original test Multimedia digital ship image

J

Where, stands for the scale parameter of the multimedia
digital ship image, it is a positive integer; T represents the
finite structural element of the multimedia digital ship image,
and T is a cross-shaped 3 u 3 structural element. Equation
(33) shows that the large-scale structural elements of a
multimedia digital ship image are obtained by performing
multiple expansion operations on the small-scale structural
elements of the image. The expression of the multi-scale
morphological edge detection operator of multimedia digital
ship image is:
EM ( xcc, y cc)

(b1) Denoising method based on Wavelet transform in section A

nc

¦ a cE c( xcc, y cc)

(34)

i 1

Where, EM ( xcc, y cc) is the new synthesized multimedia
digital ship image.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experimental platform is MATLAB 7.0, and the
computer installation with Microsoft Windows 7 Professional
(SP2) operating system, Intel (R) Core (TM) CPU 2.6Hz, 4GB
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(b2) Denoising method based on Wavelet transform in section A

(c1) Denoising method in reference [13]

(e2) The results of edge extraction by the proposed method
Figure 1 Multimedia digital ship image

(c2) Denoising method in reference [13]

(d1) The results of edge extraction by the method in reference [13]

The comprehensive comparative analysis of Figure 1 can be
seen, the denoising effect of wavelet transform method used
in section A and Gaussian filter method used in reference
[13] for multimedia digital ship image denoising is not ideal,
seriously affect the subsequent image processing. It can be
seen from the edge extraction effect of Fig. 1(e1) and Fig. 1(e2)
that it still contains a certain noise in the edge extraction
by the method of section C and the method of reference
[13], resulting in the incomplete extraction of edge and
contour information, which cannot get more accurate edge
information[18-22]. Compared with the other two methods,
the proposed method has obvious advantages, and the noise
in the original multimedia digital ship image is removed well,
retaining better detail information for the subsequent image
segmentation and edge and contour information extraction.
The simulation results show that the proposed method can
obtain the ideal image edge and contour information, and
realize the bidirectional balance between the denoising and
the accurate extraction of edge and contour information of
the target image. Compared with the traditional edge and
contour information extraction method, the extraction effect
is greatly improved[23].

CONCLUSION

(d2) The results of edge extraction by the methodin reference [13]

When the edge contour information of multimedia digital
ship image is extracted by the current method, the image
background cannot be better segmented with the image
object because it contains a lot of noise, which can affect
the quality of the subsequent image processing. This paper
presents a method for edge contour information extraction
of multimedia digital ship image based on multi-scale
morphology. Experimental results show that the proposed
method can eliminate the influence of noise and preserve the
details of the edge contour information of the image, and has
good practical value.
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ABSTRACT

The current identification algorithm using sonar signal parameters of bandwidth, frequency, duration and pulse
waveform which are easy to detect and imitation, to identify the identity of sonar signal, resulting in part of the
sonar signal identity is not easy to distinguish. Therefore, an algorithm based on signal feature extraction and digital
watermarking is proposed to recognize the uncertain sonar signals. The algorithm embeds the digital watermark into
the detection signal from the uncertain sonar. The identity of the signal is recognized by detecting whether the received
signal contains watermarks. Experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm can effectively improve the
recognition performance of sonar signal source.

Keywords: Complex marine environment; Uncertain sonar signals; Identification algorithms

INTRODUCTION
The ocean contains huge resources and benefits, making
it gradually become a hot spot in the world. Therefore,
understanding of underwater conditions becomes particularly
important [1-2]. As an effective means of underwater detection
and communication, underwater acoustic signals have
been paid more and more attention by people [3]. With the
development of underwater detection and communication
technology, the marine environment is filled with many
sound signals, the enemy often launch with highly similar
signal which identity are not easy to distinguish to implement
interference or trick [4]. Therefore, how to determine the
identity of received underwater acoustic signals has become
an urgent problem that needs to be solved [5]. The existing
sonar signal identification algorithm uses sonar parameters
such as bandwidth, frequency, duration and pulse waveform
which are easy to detect and imitate, resulting in part of the
sonar signal identity is not easy to distinguish [6]. Therefore,
a new identification algorithm of uncertain sonar signals

in complex marine environment is proposed. In the sonar
signal, digital watermark is embedded, the identity of the
signal is recognized by detecting whether the received signal
contains watermarks.

IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM OF
UNCERTAIN SONAR SIGNALS IN COMPLEX
MARINE ENVIRONMENT
A. ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAIN SONAR SIGNALS IN
COMPLEX MARINE ENVIRONMENT
In complex marine environment, different signal
waveforms will produce different processing results and
different detection performance. Wavelet analysis theory is
used to extract the energy features of different sonar signals
in complex marine environment. Hilbert spectrum features
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No S3/2017
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of uncertain sonar signals are extracted by Hilbert Huang
transform method [7]. Different types of sonar signal features
are extracted by several algorithms. The specific process is
as follows:
(1) energy extraction in different frequency bands based
on wavelet packet decomposition
Taking the three-level wavelet packet decomposition as
an example, the wavelet packet decomposition algorithm
and the steps of extracting the energy features in each
frequency band of the uncertain sonar signals in complex
marine environment are given. The structure of the threelayer wavelet packet decomposition is shown in figure 1.

K

sonar signals, E j

¦S

3j

(k )

2

, S3 j (k ) represents the

k 1

magnitude of the discrete points of the reconstructed signal
S3 j , k

1, 2," , N and N are the points of the reconstructed

signals.
The fourth step: construct the feature vector of uncertain
sonar signals. E j represents the energy of the reconstructed
7

signal, with a total energy of E

¦E

2
j

. The feature quantity

j 0

is F :
E7 º
ª E0
(2)
« E ," , E »
¬
¼
According to the frequency range represented by the
decomposed signal, the feature vectors extracted from the first
class of sonar signals by wavelet packet decomposition can
well represent the feature information of the target signals.
(2) Hilbert spectrum feature extraction based on Hilbert
Huang Transform
To study the variation of frequency of uncertain sonar
signals with time in complex marine environment, the
instantaneous frequency is proposed. There has been a
lot of controversies over the definition of instantaneous
frequency, until the Hilbert transform and analytic signal
method proposed. For any time series x(t ) satisfying the
requirement, the corresponding Hilbert transform y (t ) can
be expressed as a lower form:
F

Fig. 1. Structure Diagram of Three-layer Wavelet Packet Decomposition

(i, j ) represents the j node in the i layer, i 0,1, 2,3,
j 0,1, 2,3," , 7 , each node represents a certain feature of
sonar signal, where(0,0) represents the original signal S;
(1,0) represents the low frequency coefficient X 10 of first
layer in wavelet packet decomposition; (1,1) represents the
high frequency coefficient X 10 of first layer in wavelet packet
decomposition, in order to push.
The first step: in the complex marine environment, the
original sonar signal is carried out with three-layer wavelet
packet decomposition;
The second step: the wavelet signal decomposition is used to
reconstruct the sonar signal, and obtained the reconstructed
signal in each frequency band of the sonar signal.
S

S30  S31  "  S37

1 f x(W )
1
(3)
dW x(t )
S ³f t  W
St
Then we can define the complex analytic signal x(t ) of
the uncertain sonar signal z (t ) :
y (t )

(1)

z (t )

Where Sij represents the reconstruction signal
corresponding to X ij .
Assumed that in a complex marine environment, the
minimum frequency component of an uncertain sonar signal
is 0, and the highest frequency component is 1. The frequency
ranges they represent each are shown in Table 1.
Tab. 1. The Frequency Range Represented by the Reconstructed Signal
Uncertain
sonar signal

Frequency
range /Hz

Uncertain
sonar signal

Frequency
range /Hz

S30

0-0.125

S34

0.500-0.625

S31

0.125-0.250

S35

0.625-0.750

S32

0.250-0.375

S36

0.750-0.875

S33

0.375-0.500

S37

0.875-1.000

The third step: to find the energy E j ( j

0," , 7) of the

reconstructed signals in the frequency bands of the uncertain
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x(t )  jy (t )

a (t )e  jT (W )

(4)

The instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase of
the sonar signal z (t ) are analyzed:

a (t )

x 2 (t )  y 2 (t )

T (t ) arctan

y (t )
x(t )

(5)

(6)

The instantaneous frequency of an uncertain sonar signal
x(t ) is defined as:
dT (t )
w(t ) arctan
d (t )

(7)

The instantaneous frequency of an uncertain sonar signal
in a complex marine environment is the angular frequency of
the signal at a moment, or it can be regarded as instantaneous
phase change rate over time.
For stationary sonar signals, an analytic sonar signal
with physical significance can be obtained by using the

instantaneous frequency defined above which solves the
problem of negative frequency after Fourier transformation.
But for non-stationary signals in the uncertain sonar
signal, the frequency changes over time. The instantaneous
frequency obtained after the direct Hilbert transform can
also be negative which has no physical meaning. To solve
this problem, empirical mode decomposition [8] is adopted
to deal with the problem:
The first step: find out the extremum points of the original
sonar signal x(t ) , that is, the maximum and minimum points.
The upper and lower envelopes of extreme points are obtained
through the method of interpolation fitting;
The second step: calculate the mean value of the upper and
lower envelope of the extremum point, denoted as m10 (t ) .
The third step: calculate the difference between x(t ) and
m10 (t ) , which is denoted as h10 (t ) .
h10 (t )  m11 (t )

h11 (t )

(8)

The fourth step: verify that if h10 (t ) meets the requirements
of IMF. If satisfied, make imf 1 h10 (t ) ; otherwise, take h10 (t )
as a new signal sequence, in accordance with step 1 to 3, get
the upper and lower envelope mean m11 (t ) , and calculate
the difference between h10 (t ) and m11 (t ) , denoted as h11 (t ) :
h10 (t )  m11 (t )

h11 (t )

(9)

The fifth step: verify that if h11 (t ) meets the IMF
requirement. Repeat the operation several times until h1i (t )
meets the IMF requirement. So far, the signal imf1 (t ) has
been received;
imf1

h1i (t )

(10)

The sixth step: separate imf1 (t ) from the original
uncertainty sonar signal x(t ) and get the signal r1 (t ) :
x(t )  imf1 (t )

r1 (t )

(11)

The seventh step: take r1 (t ) as a new signal sequence and
repeat the above steps to find the other IMF components;
The eighth step: get a margin rn (t ) that hat can no longer be
decomposed by EMD, which is called the residual component;
At this time, the original sonar signal x(t ) can be expressed
as a sum of finite intrinsic modes and functions after EMD
decomposition.
n

x(t )

¦ imf (t )  r (t )
i

n

(12)

i 1

After EMD decomposition, in complex marine
environment, the uncertainty sonar signals can be expressed
as the sum of multiple IMF components and residuals. The
residual of a sonar signal represents a long-period oscillation,
either a constant or a monotonic function, which may
contain great energy. Therefore, in practical applications,
according to the needs of the study to decide whether to
retain. The definition of the instantaneous frequency and

the instantaneous phase in front can be obtained, and each
IMF can be expressed as:

imf i (t )

Re((ai (t ) exp( jTi (t )))

Re(ai (t ) exp( j ³ Zi (t )dt ))
(13)

Then the original uncertainty sonar signal x(t ) can be
represented as:
n

x(t )

Re(¦ ai (t ) exp( j ³ Zi (t )dt ))

(14)

i 1

Then we can do the Hilbert transform for each IMF
component to obtain its instantaneous amplitude and
instantaneous frequency, and summarize the instantaneous
amplitude and instantaneous frequency of all IMF. Hilbert
marginal spectrum is the total amplitude of instantaneous
frequency of uncertain sonar signals in complex marine
environment, which reflects the amplitude distribution at
each frequency point.
Suppose there is a marine sonar signal with a sampling
point of N , the sampling frequency is f s , and the time
length is T . According to Fourier analysis theory, the highest
frequency component of the Fourier transform signal is
f s / 2 , and the frequency resolution of marine sonar signal
is fixed f s / N . By the theory of Hilbert transform [9], the
frequency of the Hilbert marginal spectrum [10] is the
instantaneous frequency, and is the derivative of the phase of
its corresponding analytic signal. The highest instantaneous
frequency of the Hilbert spectrum of marine sonar signals is
the highest frequency inherent to the sampled signals. The
frequency resolution in the Hilbert marginal spectrum is
related to the sampling number N and the highest frequency
inherent to the marine sonar signal:
'f

f max / N

(15)

Due to the advantage of Hilbert marginal spectrum relative
to Fourier amplitude spectrum and its higher frequency
resolution, we use the HHT method to extract the marginal
spectral features of the uncertain sonar signals in complex
marine environment.
B. DETECTION OF UNCERTAIN SONAR SIGNAL
The processing structure of the sonar signal receiver
primarily depends on the form of the transmitted signal,
the sonar signal processing has been smoothly smooth to
obtain the smoothing weight coefficient and steady signal,
the received signal is defined:
x ( n)c

s ( n)c  n( n)c

(16)

Where, s (n)c is the target echo signal, n(n)c and (0, V 2 )
is the distributed Gauss white noise, and the signal is not
correlated with noise.
In complex marine environment, the conditional
probability density of the unknown sonar signal detection
statistic M is:
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M 2  (aN / 22 )
MaN
exp(

)I0 (
)
2
2
2V
2V 2
V
M

p ( M / H1 )

p( M / H 0 )

M

V

2

exp(

M2
)
2V 2

(17)

(18)

Formulae (17) and formulae (18) are Rician and Rayleigh
distributions, where a is the amplitude of sonar signals. Thus,
the false alarm probability is:

exp(

PF

O2
)
2V 2

M 2  (aN / 2) 2
MaN
)I0 (
)dM (20)
2
³O V 2
2V
2V 2
Formulae (16) to (20) determines the detection performance
of the receiver of uncertain sonar signals in complex marine
environment.
f

M

2S cos T 0 dT 0

dS0

(19)

The detection probability is:

PD

Considering two acoustic lines emitted by the acoustic
source at grazing angle T 0 and T 0  dT 0 , they propagate along
the acoustic track in the marine and arrive near the receiving
point. The horizontal distance is dr . In dT 0 , the sound power
radiated from the sound source is 'P . According to the
physical meaning of the sound intensity equation, the sound
power between the sound lines is the same at the receiving
point. In the sound beam tube, the sound intensity at the unit
distance is I 0 , the vertical area of the sound line is:

At the receiving point (r , z ) , the vertical area of the sound
line is:

exp(

r

r

r0  ³

1
c0

³

z
z0

z
z0

cos T 0
n  cos T 0
2

2

n2 ( z)
n 2  cos 2 T 0

dz

dz

(24)

At the receiving point (r , z ) ,the sound intensity I and
the sound pressure A is:
I

I 0 cos T dT 0
r  cos T dr

I 0  dS0
dS

A

(25)

(26)

I

The impulse response function h(t ) of multipath channels
can be determined by calculating the intrinsic sound line
parameters:
N

¦ A G (t  t )

h(t )

i

i

(27)

i 1

(21)

Ai

(1) N 

Wi

(22)

Where, n( z ) c0 / c( z ) represents refractive index.
In complex marine environment, the geometric propagation
loss between the sound source and the receiving point can be
calculated by the cross-sectional area of the acoustic beam
tube between the two adjacent sound sources, as shown in
figure 2.

2S r sin T dr

dS

C. MATHEMATICAL WATERMARKING MODEL FOR
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC CHANNEL IN COMPLEX
MARINE ENVIRONMENT
In the complex marine environment, if the velocity
distribution function of underwater acoustic channel is c( z )
, the position of the point source is (r0 , z0 ) , and the initial
sound velocity is c0 . Then, the sound propagation track r
and propagation time t of any point source (r , z ) with an
initial grazing T 0 at any point on the acoustic line of the
initial grazing can be expressed in the lower form:

(23)

Ii

(28)

I max

ti  tmin

(29)

Where N represents the total number of active channels
in the sound field, Ai represents the normalized sound
pressure amplitude value of a propagation path of the original
sound, I i represents the sound pressure amplitude value,
I max represents the maximum amplitude of sound pressure,
τi represents relative delay, ti represents the delay and tmin
represents the minimum delay.
If the transmit signal is s (t ) , then the received signal is
y (t ) :
ª n
º
(30)
s (t ) « ¦ AiG (t  ti ) »
¬i 1
¼
If the transmit signal 1 meter from the sound source is
s (t ) , then the received signal is y (t ) , and the transmission
loss is TL :
1 T 2
1 T 2
s (t )dt
s (t )dt
³
(31)
0
T ³0
TL 101g T
101g
2
N
1 T 2
1 Tª
º
y (t )dt
Ai s (t  W i ) » dt
¦
«
³
T ³0
0
T ¬i 1
¼
y (t )

Fig. 2. The Propagation of Sound Energy Along the Ray Tube Bundle
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s (t ) h(t )

The watermark W generated by the watermark generation
algorithm is generally related to the key K and the secret
information m , but in some applications, the watermark
information is also related to the carrier content, the sonar
signal S . Therefore, W W ( K , m) , after the watermark
embedding algorithm, the watermark is embedded into
the sonar signal S is the watermarked signal SW can be
expressed as SW T (W , S ) .The received watermarked signal
SWc is transmitted via the underwater acoustic channel H
from the watermarked signal SW which can be expressed as
SWc H ( SW ) . Using the watermark extraction, detection
algorithm D and watermark template W on the received
watermark signal SWc , considering the marine channel and
additional noise in the channel, assuming the received signal
can be expressed as rw0 :
rw0

sw h  n0

swc  n0

dwt (rw )

Figure 3 (a) showed the towed array sonar signal, the
transmit signal bandwidth in the experiment is 30kHz, pulse
width is 3.0ms, the center frequency is 30kHz; the sampling
frequency is 100 kHz; the target echo located in 13.0 to 15.5ms,
reverberation ratio is -1.0dB. The uncertain sonar signals are
smoothed to obtain the weighting factor and the signal after
the stabilization, as shown in Figure 3 (b) and figure 3 (c),
respectively. To compare with the matched filtering method,
the smoothing reverberation is first matched and filtered, and
the result is shown in Figure 3 (d). Figure3 (e) is the output
of the signal detection in the proposed method.

(32)

Where h represents the impulse response of marine
channel, and n0 represents an additive noise in the channel.
Due to the influence of the ocean channel there will be a
multi-way effect, the received signal will be extended in
the time domain. In watermark detection, the same part
of rw as long as s is still taken from rw0 . On this basis, the
received watermark signal rw is performed three-layer
DWT transform, and then the low frequency sub-band is
transformed by DCT. Finally, according to the watermark
length and the embedded position, it can be obtained:
Rw

A. DETECTION AND ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAIN
SONAR SIGNALS

( R1 ," , R4 )

(a) Uncertain Signals in Simulation Marine Environment

(33)

In the formula, Rw represents the wavelet coefficients of
rw after three-layer wavelet transform.
S1cDw

dwt ( R1 )

( s1cDW ," , s cn
8

)
DW

(34)
(b) Weight Coefficient

As shown in equation (34), S1Dw
c is the coefficient embedded
in the watermark.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this experiment, the actual marine test data of a kind
of towed line array sonar is used as the verification of the
identification algorithm of the sonar signal and each of the
experimental tests obtained the sonar signal as a sample, a
total of 50 sample data are obtained as a random signal of
multiple different appearances. The experiment completed
on the Matlab platform, compared the proposed algorithm
with the matched filter detection algorithm, the validity of the
proposed algorithm is verified by two aspects of the uncertain
sonar signal detection result and the watermarked sonar
signal detection result.

(c) Smooth Reverberation

(d) Matched Filtered Output
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(e) Filter Output in This Paper
Fig. 3. Data Processing Results of Sea Trial Test
Fig. 5. ROC Curve under Sea Trial Signal SRR of 4.5dB

Figure 3 (e) showed that the proposed method can suppress
the reverberation noise, detect the position of the target echo
signal, and the has a better ability to suppress the reverberation
than the matched filtering method [11-12].
The Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the
experimental results to obtain the Receiver operating
characteristic(ROC) curve of the experimental receiver.
The ROC curve showed that under the condition of a fixed
signal mixing ratio, different threshold values correspond to
different detection probability and false alarm probability
[13-15]. By using the proposed algorithm and the matched
filter detection algorithm on sea trial data processing, for
the signal containing the target, in a fixed threshold, if the
detection output is greater than the threshold, the target is
detected, otherwise is not, which can estimate the detection
probability of the threshold. Figure 4 showed the ROC curve
at the signal mixing ratio of -2.0dB. The dotted line is the
ROC curve of the matched filter detector, and the solid line
is the ROC curve of the proposed algorithm. Figure 5 showed
the ROC curve of the sea trial results, with a mixing ratio
of 4.5dB. In the complex marine environment, the signal
mixture ratio is not easy to measure [16]. The signal mixture
ratio is obtained by formula (35):
SRR 10 log(

Ps  r  Pr
)
Pr

B. DETECTION AND ANALYSIS OF WATERMARKED
SONAR SIGNALS
To verify the effectiveness and performance of the proposed
algorithm, the detection performance of the watermarked
sonar signal is analyzed.

(35)

Where, SRR is the signal mixture ratio; Ps  r is the signal
power of the target echo signal position which contains two
parts of the target echo signal and the reverberation signal;
Pr is the reverberation signal power near the target echo
signal. Pr is used to approximate the reverberation signal
power contained in the target echo signal location.

Fig. 4. ROC Curve under Simulated Signal SRR of -2.0dB
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Figure 4 and figure 5 showed that the detection
performance of the proposed method is superior to that of
the matched filter. It is also found that the signal mixture
ratio of simulation signal is less than the sea test signal, but
the simulation signal performance is better, this is because
the sea trial data contains strong interference signal, thus
increasing the probability of false alarm. The stability of
reverberation also affect the detection performance [17]. In the
data processing, it is found that the unreasonable stabilization
method can also reduce the detection performance [18].
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(a) Original Carrier Signal

(b) Watermarked Signals (noiseless)

Underwater acoustic channel model is established
based on the eigen ray model of, and digital
watermarking model of underwater acoustic channel
is established based on this model. Simulation results
showed that the Influence of underwater acoustic
channel on watermarking should be considered in
the design of watermarking algorithm.
3. Considering the coherence of underwater acoustic
channel, a block based DCT watermarking algorithm
is designed and implemented. Firstly, the original
carrier signal is partitioned according to the features
of the underwater acoustic channel, and then the
DCT transform is used for each sub-block. Finally,
the watermark is embedded into each sub-block.
The normalized correlation value is proposed at the
end of the detection, so that the correlation value
can be independent of the signal amplitude, which
can improve the detection rate. Through simulation
analysis, the feasibility and security of the algorithm
are verified, and the shortcomings of this method are
also proposed.
Through simulation analysis, it is proved that the proposed
algorithm can improve watermark detection rate and signal
resolution performance in the case of no significant impact
on the detection performance of the sonar signal. Therefore,
the research of this subject has great significance and practical
value.
2.

(c) Watermarked Signal (SNR=20dB)
Fig 6. Signal Analysis Spectrum

Figure 6 showed the spectrums of original signal, the
watermarked signal (noiseless) and the watermarked signal
(SNR=20dB), combined with the results shown in Figure
1, table 2 gives the specific performance of the watermark
detection under different SWR conditions.
Tab. 2. Watermark Detection Results under Different SWR Conditions
Watermark
embedding ratio

The false alarm
probability /%

The probability of
missed/%

SWR=30dB

1.09

0.7

SWR=45dB

4.9

2.7

SWR=60dB

7.0

3.6

SWR=75dB

9.4

4.8

Figure 6 and table 2 showed that with the increase of SWR,
the probability of false alarm and the failure probability
increases gradually, but the false alarm probability and failure
probability of the proposed method are not high, which
proved that this method has a better detection performance
of watermarking.
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